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Abstract
This thesis addresses a gap in our knowledge about the shifting meanings and practices
associated with dress as it moves into diasporic cultural surroundings. Specifically, it
looks at West African diasporans living in Britain (WADIB) and their engagements with
African print. It does so by gathering stories of WADIB clothing experiences, alongside
images of how they acquire, make, wear and keep their clothes. Academic research
until recently has focused on dress in Africa, but largely ignored the contemporary use
of African prints among diasporan communities. By moving beyond the African setting
into a diaspora setting, this research expands our understanding of how meaning in
dress is shaped, re-shaped, and more generally, the interrelationship of people and
clothes, thus, contributing towards scholarship on contemporary dress in changing
cultural contexts. This research also adds the African dress perspective to studies of
transnational lives from the standpoint of other diasporans. This study reveals African
print as largely a special occasion dress within the British diaspora unlike how it is used
on the African continent. The research provides new insights about how living in the
diaspora has encouraged individuals to modify and expand the range of looks present
within African dress, and how such changes have in turn altered meanings of African
print for its wearers. This study expands our understanding of the role that African print
plays in forming cultural and social meanings including situations in which gendered
social identities are assessed, negotiated and materially expressed.

Another contribution of this study arises from its exploration of different qualitative
methods of co-creating evidence. The study took a collaborative approach using
community engagement to allow power sharing and participation as interdependent
conditions of curatorial practice. It addressed identified challenges that curators and
participants face in developing a framework in which the knowledge is generated from
and through dynamic and ongoing social interactions between participants and the
researcher. A specific innovation was using a call-in radio talk show as an addition to
the existing range of qualitative research methods (notably interviews, participant
observation and group workshops, sometimes known as focus groups) in order to
enrich the possibilities for multi-methods qualitative research practice.
i
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Introduction

Chapter 1 : Introduction

1.1 What the study is about and how it began
In October 2005, I attended an evening event to celebrate Nigerian independence
organized by the Nigerian community in Manchester. This was an occasion to dress
in African attire and associate with other Africans outside my family. Everyone had
to wear something green, the national colour. But that night, I witnessed something
new and intriguing about African print use. The event itself was very elaborate, and
as usual, the designs were eye-catching in their colours and patterns. However, what
made the occasion unique was the visible groupings of people through colour. Those
from the same family used the same colour combinations, even if in different
patterns, to differentiate themselves from mere friends or acquaintances. Within the
family, smaller groups of related individuals took on particular colours as their
emblem. Even those who chose not to wear African print still kept to the family
colour codes. This was the first time I had witnessed this complex expression of
belonging through dress.

This research concerns the changing meanings of African prints amongst Anglophone
West African diasporans in Britain (WADIB). African print has been viewed as an African
subject, neglecting its widespread use in the diasporan setting. The justification for this
study stems from the scarcity of academic discussion dealing with African print fashion
in the diaspora. It examines the lived experiences of WADIB with African prints in the
UK, focusing on the Greater Manchester region. How do diasporans acquire and deploy
cultural knowledge and skills to traverse situations that range from British to African in
character? And how do they understand their dress practices? As a study of people’s
relationship with cloth, it also entails our broader relations to the material world.
Accordingly, it draws upon research in the fields of material culture, anthropology,
dress history and African textile history. This study arises from my practice of
community engagement and curatorship within the cultural sector. It envisions
community engagement as able to be practiced outside the museum and collections
1
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setting, taking as its main focus co-creative learning. The subject is set out in themes
arising from the research: 1) diaspora (and the interrelated concept of cultural
identity), 2) consumption, 3) sociality of dress, and 4) materiality (and its relation to
cultural meaning).
My position as a researcher provoked different reactions from my participants. It often
mobilised their empathy and desire to help, especially pleased that their stories
mattered. But a few were more cautious. ‘Why do you want to do this research?’ some
asked me. This research emerged from my work as a curator of community
engagement. My job was concerned primarily in working with community members in
structured settings in museums with expectation of outcomes that did not value the
contradiction and ‘messiness’ that happens when people talk about things. At the
Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester, I was tasked with collecting the
meaning of printed patterns represented in the collection of the twentieth-century
African merchant Paterson Zochonis. Of course, this was an impossible task because
such meanings are not fixed and singular. But what emerged from this work was a
sense of the richness of stories about cloth. Over time, I became interested in how
these human stories could be assembled in words and images to capture the collective
knowledge of community members, and how to present these in a way that would
appeal to community and non-community members alike.

1.2 Aims of the study
In the diaspora setting, people reconstruct aspects of their ‘home’ culture and adapt
to accommodate both their ancestral heritage and the mainstream culture. In response
to new experiences within the host culture, modifications to the sense of self can
manifest in a number of different domains, especially through clothes. This study
sought to uncover how social interactions involving diasporan people and printed cloth
can give rise to new meanings.

2
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The aims for this research were to:
1. observe, participate with and record the social and cultural engagement of
Anglophone West African diasporans in Greater Manchester with African print;
2. consider how social processes reshape or create meanings of African prints in
the diaspora setting;
3. analyse how WADIB recollect and reconstruct aspects of African culture in a
process of adaptation and accommodation within the mainstream culture;
4. examine this process in terms of the widely employed theoretical notions of
identity and style; and
5. contribute to the developing framework of research on how people engage
with things in a process continuously constituted and negotiated.

1.3 What is ‘African print’?
‘African print’ is a distinctive colourful style of printed lightweight cloth. Once printed
on cotton, African print now encompasses prints on silks and synthetic fabrics. One of
its most famous types is ‘wax cloth’ which describes fabrics produced for the African
market that imitate hand tie-dyed wax resist effects1, and often incorporate
representational motifs. Cheaper versions with no crackle effect that are referred to as
fancy prints served the same market. The imagery chosen for patterns visually adapts
symbols, proverbs or slogans, and permits the integration of African design motifs, such
as those used in adire2 and adinkra3 cloth (Nielsen 1979).

1

For a description of the technical process and of applying the resit patterns to the fabrics, see, Nielsen
(1979). Also see Steinglass (2000) and Magie Relph and Robert Irwin (2010: 28-31).
2
Adire is hand-tie-dyed cloth produced by Yuroba women using resist dye techniques.
3
Adinkra is hand-stamped cotton worn for funerals by men not women in Ghana.Usually, the cloth
(Kuntunkuni) is a dyed brown or black with Adinkra stamps.
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Figure 1.1: Adire (hand-tie-dye) pattern. Photo by the author.

Figure 1.2: Target pattern. Photo by the author.

1.3.1 African print: a brief history
Views differ as to how African print entered the West African market. According to
Cordwell (1979: 495), African prints appealed to West Africans because it was
lightweight, easier to wash and made into elaborate outfits than hand woven cloth.
Dutch and British manufacturers and textile merchants developed African print in
response to West African markets from the late-nineteenth century onwards4.

4

For a historical overview of European batik made for export to Africa and the context of West African
textiles between the late eighteenth century and the early nineteenth century before printed textiles
from Europe began to saturate the West African market, see Nielsen (1979 and 1980). See also Picton
and Mack (1979), and Kriger (2006).
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Figure 1.3: African wax printed cloth. Photo by the author.

Figure 1.4: Fancy print. Photo by the author.

Wax printed cloth, production techniques, and designs have been treated in relation
to social life (Nielson 1980), identity (Picton and Mack 1989; Kriger 2006), and
consumption Steiner (1985) in the African context. Wax print has received more
attention in these aspects than its social use. The majority of designs produced in the
early twentieth century based on Indonesian batik, often contain floral forms
(Robinson 1969: 77). Eventually, designs relating to African traditions were developed
on the advice of African market women (Domowitz 1992, Ofori-Ansah 1993). Designs
and colours like the target pattern (See Fig.1.2) were created to look like African design
motifs, such as those used in adire5 and adinkra6 cloth (Nielsen 1979: 469).7 Since the
5

See footnote 2.
See footnote 3.
7
See also, Cordwell (1979: 495); Steiner (1985: 98-99); Sylvanus (2007:207-208).
6
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period of colonial liberation, African producers have entered the field. Wax print with
crackle effect is the top brand followed by the roller printed version without crackles
(Picton 1995:24). More recently, Chinese producers have produced cheaper versions
of the African-produced and European export cloths (Cheru and Obi 2010). From the
1920s, makers and merchants have printed identifying phrases on the cloth selvage
that are important to their perception in the market.8 The look of original African print
has changed and will continue to change to fit the desires and expectations of users.
Does the changing use of these prints within the diasporan lifestyle change the
meanings of African print? Can the making and styling of diasporan clothing give the
fabric new meanings? Does it lose the symbolic meanings associated with it in Africa?

Figure 1.5: African print made into bags and shoes. Photo by the author.

8

Even so, most African women can tell a real wax cloth from a copy by touching, feeling and or tasting
the fabric irrespective of the labelling.
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1.4 My diasporan background
My position as a member of the West African diaspora community was a promising
point of entry for this study, a positive attribute that would elicit trust, but being of
African heritage had its own complex demands. By birth and culture, I am connected
to the participants in this study. I am a Nigerian who has lived outside my homeland
for many years. Born and raised outside Nigeria because of my father’s job, I was led
by professional and intellectual ambition to Britain where I have remained for about
two decades, seldom visiting ‘home’. My case resembles migrants who travel abroad
planning to stay temporarily in search of new opportunities. Therefore, the terms in
which I identify myself as a diasporan individual fall outside the terms other diasporans
may conceive it. I do not think of myself as a complete ‘insider’. Other cultures and
lifestyles have enriched but encroached on my African lifestyle, including the way I
dress. The way I wear African print has evolved through a learning process based on
personal interest, taking place within the diaspora setting. This has been a dynamic ongoing process throughout the period of this research. My personal narrative of dress is
part of this study of African print, and conditions the way that I have responded to the
narratives of my participants, learning from them as I went along. Although my African
heritage might presuppose an awareness around the field of study, in fact, my cultural
knowledge was limited.

1.5 The research background
African print plays a vital role in African diasporan dress, not just as covering but
employed by Africans as a means of expressing their identities. The cloth can give
simple messages such as defining marital status, or more complex messages, for
example, in relation to infidelity.9 In the African setting, African print holds great
potency because its symbolic and cultural meanings which have been constituted over
many years of consumption and widely understood (Sylvanus 2007: 205). A market
woman in Accra revealed to a researcher:
9

Sylvanus (2016) re-examination of African print found that the cloth meanings were generated through
cloth quality, producers’ logos, pattern motifs, and pattern names with which the user and context
interact.
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If you have trouble or your husband has another girlfriend, then you can
buy a cloth, which can insult her. When you use it, she will realize: ‘Ey,
there is some insult coming to me. She hasn’t speak to me but the cloth
is insulting me’ (Gerlich 2005: 87).
Outside Africa, African print has become a particular focus for diaspora West Africans
for different reasons. In diaspora communities, this cloth is used to negotiate, recollect
and reinvent cultural identity and values. Individuals use the cloth to communicate
their self-identity and relationships conceptualized as between ‘self’ and ‘others’.
African designs can be worn to emphasise a continuity of culture and or re-fashioned
and re-styled to promote new affiliations. In both the African and diaspora settings,
African print implies more than simply its decorative value. But what potential does
African print offer in the European setting? Can it still communicate complex
meanings?
The entanglements of Western fashion with African diaspora culture have been
analysed by Lewis (2003) from the point of view of social inclusion. Mead and Pedersen
(1995) examined the extent of West African influence on apparel textiles in the United
States. More recently, Tulloch (2016) has traced the profound influence of black culture
and style on the history of European dress in the twentieth century.
A pioneering thesis by Adeline Trude (2007) looked at African diasporan clothing in
London.10 From a non-academic perspective, Relph and Irwin (2010) touched upon how
West Africans adjust their use of prints within European culture. The Africa volume of
the Berg Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion (2010) intended to cover the subject,
as evidenced by headings to chapters in the West Africa section that announce, for
example ‘Nigeria and Diaspora’. But looking within the relevant chapters, discussion of
diaspora appears to be missing apart from the historical diaspora of the period of
enslavement (Abiodun 2010: 302-03). Only recently has the study of diasporan African
clothing been taken up more widely by academics. This is evidenced, for example, by
the first conference in May 2018 organised by the Costume Institute of the African

10

I am grateful to Prof Emma Tarlo for bringing this thesis to my attention, but this was too late to incorporate into
the literature review.
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Diaspora (CIAD) in London. The cultural entanglements of African dress with Africans
living in the diaspora setting has received little attention. This strategy of dressing
remains under-examined, and as a result, little is known about diaspora African dress
practices. Adding the diaspora perspective to the subject of African print use held a
clear opportunity for research.

9
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1.6 Chapter structure
Chapter One provides the background to this study, the context for understanding
what African print is, and the aims of this research. Chapter Two presents the
methodological approach undertaken in this research study. It discusses community
engagement in co-creation and the multiple methods (workshops, observations,
interviews, wardrobe studies and radio talk shows) used to gather the evidence for this
study, their limitations and ethical considerations. In Chapter Three, a literature review
on diaspora provides an overview of theories of relevance to the study. Evidence from
the research is analysed in terms of British African identity. Following this are three
complementary chapters in which evidence supported by quotations from participants’
stories is grouped under three thematic headings and discussed. Chapter Four explores
West African diasporan consumption of African prints. It attends to the ways through
which participants acquire African prints in diaspora. This includes various adventures
of shopping, selling and the making concluding with stories of clothing held within four
African British women’s wardrobes. Chapter Five takes as its focus the materiality of
dress (African print and fashion). It examines changing dress practices, and the growing
use of new print patterns. It shows how wearers have adjusted dress in the diasporan
situation to find material comfort and cultural respect. Chapter Six introduces sociality
of dress: how presenting one’s self is animated in interaction with others and is
dependent upon location, and occasion. It considers feelings of appropriateness, and
adapted forms of dressing. Chapter Seven analyses the research findings and
formulates conclusions. It also presents the study’s contribution to knowledge, and
suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 2 : Research Methodology and Fieldwork
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the different methods used for building evidence. What the
research was seeking to understand was about the values, practices and social contexts
of a particular group of people, all of which pointed me towards qualitative research
methods. I thought to begin with interviews, but as I will explain below, I realised that
my inquiry needed a more materially-based and interactive approach toward evidence,
what Facer and Pahl (2017) term a collaborative methodological approach. In their
schema, one of four reasons for adopting a collaborative way of working aims at
‘correcting the record’. Here, where mainstream research has left out the diasporan
experience of African dress, the record is incomplete; there is what Facer and Pahl call
a ‘lack in the contemporary knowledge landscape’ (77). To fill this gap, the involvement
of diasporan African community collaborators was necessary, or, a form of community
engagement. For this study, this involvement was limited to Anglophone West Africans
in Greater Manchester for practical reasons. This was the target community for
engagement in the research and consisted of adults of Ghanaian, Nigerian and Sierra
Leone origin, aged between 16 and 70 years and living in Greater Manchester recruited
through word-of-mouth and personal references.
This research sits within a worldview, as outlined by Creswell (2014), which holds that
individuals develop ‘subjective meanings [from] their experiences’, meanings that are
‘varied and multiple’, and ‘negotiated socially and historically’ (8). These meanings ‘are
formed through interaction with others’ and the way individuals value cultural norms
(Creswell 2009: 8). Accordingly, this research gave primacy to community members’
views, lived experiences, and shared understandings. Because the research was
directed at understanding meanings, qualitative methods were the most appropriate
choice, in keeping with Denzin and Lincoln’s (2005) view of the suitability of a
qualitative approach when aiming to gain an understanding of how people think, or
view the world.
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Capturing images, conducting interviews in a participatory context, observation as an
engaged community member, and hosting a radio show were methods I used in ways
that complemented the more usual group workshop approach to curating community
engagement. The evidence generated is therefore diverse, ranging from transcripts of
group workshops and interviews, observational notes, and photographs to interactive
radio recordings. I did not set out knowing I would employ all these research methods
but found that the use of one led me to another. This strategy is described by Russell
Schutt (2006) where he discusses how a researcher planned to use a single method to
elicit evidence but discovered along the way that other methods were needed to help
illuminate the findings. Hence the methods are not simply ethnographic (observational
notes and interviews), but include arts-based methods (photography and broadcast
media), and curatorial processes (working collaboratively to form knowledge about
objects).
These different forms of evidence come from:
4 group workshops,
4 follow-up interviews with selected workshop participants,
2 observation of community members,
4 wardrobe studies, and
8 radio shows.
This concentrates on the richest and most valuable pieces of work. In building an
understanding of African print in diaspora, evidence was analysed for thematic
commonalities following guidelines developed by Braun and Clarke (2006: 79). The
process starts with looking for patterns of meaning and interest between the evidence
and the projected themes. It is not a linear process, but involves moving back and forth
between the evidence and the projected themes and issues, developing over time.
It is important to state here that the practice of curating community engagement was
not the object of this study, but rather the research method. Nonetheless, as the
research led to findings of significance for the practice, a discussion of co-creation in
curating community engagement is provided to describe some significant outcomes.
12
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I begin with a brief discussion of how the methodological strategy of the research
developed over time, and the importance to this of material-led practice. To prepare
the ground for a discussion of the methods used, the chapter then looks at community,
community engagement, and co-creation of knowledge, including a discussion of the
implications of curating through community engagement, problematizing conventional
curatorial practice. Afterward, I discuss individual methods including the challenges
and opportunities afforded by co-creation methods and reflexivity in this study since
this way of doing research does not follow the usual procedure for implementing a
research project.

2.2 Developments in the methodological choice
The approach remained in the qualitative domain throughout the research project, but
expanded significantly from the original design. By the time I arrived at the ‘live’ phase
of the project, it became clear that the original reliance on interviews needed to be
rethought and expanded to include the arts-based methods and curatorial processes
mentioned above. The methodology departed from a purely ethnographic approach,
incorporating arts-based and curatorial outcomes in a set of photo books that work in
tandem with the ethnographic material.
Because the study concerns West African people’s use of African prints within the
diaspora context, I saw that this required a closer engagement with the study
population than first imagined: observing their behaviour in the context in which it
occurs and listening to their stories to gain a fuller understanding than possible through
interview questions.11 As stated in my research proposal, the cloth is part of the
engagement, rather than being merely reflective or a representative of pre-formed
meanings. I saw that building evidence required working alongside people in the
presence of the material itself. It became clear that this could be seen as a form of cocreating knowledge, what Yates (2004) calls a dialogue of knowledge. I eventually
came to the position of what I term curating community engagement, which embraced

11

See: Corbin and Strauss (2008:16)
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a practice-based arts element and allowed the printed cloth to become central to the
research in a processual and emergent way.
While conducting interviews is appropriate for many kinds of research questions, this
study concerns lived experience and the perceptions of users. I thought the gathering
of people to talk, listen and interact to one another better able to capture the
structuring of the meanings, the process of the shared understandings, the context and
the explanations as an ongoing and relational process. This led me to devise methods
of curating community engagement wherein the researcher and the participants work
together, and at the evidence building stage of the research, the participants’
knowledge and decision-making are equally valued with the researcher’s.12
Furthermore, because the primary concern is with both the ‘why’ and ‘how’ West
African diasporans living in Britain interact with African prints, observing how decisions
unfold, it became necessary to attend to the processes and the factors at work in the
interaction. I believe that by ‘thinking with’ and working-in-collaboration-with the
participants, the lived aspect of the telling can be brought to the interpretive narrative.

2.2.1 Material-led practice
My prior experience in community engagement with African prints in the museum
setting raised the importance of the presence of objects during conversations. Within
museums, this practice is called ‘object-led’ referring to work led by objects in the
museum’s collections. Similarly, the material-led practice as conceived here is based
around the presence of the object, here the cloth. Emotive responses evoked in people
in the presence of the cloth are linked to its ability to participate in the conversations
during the engagement sessions through both its materiality and immateriality. The
materials become ‘mediating objects’ (Gell 1998: 163) and act as focal points
connecting the research topic to the conversations.13 How this worked out in practice,

12

At later stages, for the academic needs of the thesis, the researcher took over analysis and synthesis
of ideas.
13
This is different from usual oral history practice where objects are not present as prompts, and speech
on its own is privileged.
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what it means to curate community engagement, and the unique perspectives this
practice provides to this study (strengths) and its limitations (weaknesses) are
addressed below.

2.3 Community in the context of engagement
It is important to clarify what ‘community’ in the context of this research means. The
word takes on different meanings depending upon context. Here, I adopt the
sociological perspective where community may be territorial ‘communities of place’
where people share a geographical space (such as a neighbourhood or district), or
relational ‘communities of interest’ concerned with ‘human relationships without
reference to location’ where people are brought together by shared lifestyle or identity
(religion, ethnicity, occupation, gender) (Gusfield 1975: xvi).14 Willmott (1989) noted
that communities of place and interest might overlap, and people in communities of
place or interest may or may not have a sense of shared identity. With the internet,
community has expanded geographical boundaries; people can belong and gather in
an online community and share common interests.15
Beyond the definition of community as applied by researchers and practitioners,
individual belonging to a community is not fixed. A person may feel an emotional and
or cultural tie to one community, but in another situation, want to be in a different
group. At other times, they may sense membership in yet another community. Also,
person may have a sense a belonging to more than one community at the same time,16
especially relevant to this study regarding the conflicting loyalties of WADIB to where
they were raised and where they live now. Hence, it is important to recognise the
fluctuating nature of the communities studied, and I have tried to be sensitive to these
shifts of belonging or not belonging according to particular contexts.

14

Facer and Enright warn against using community partners in an instrumental or tokenistic fashion, as
has sometimes happened in museum work. See: https://connected-communities.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/Creating-Living-Knowledge.Final_.pdf
15
See Hung and Chen (2002) for a discussion on virtual community.
16
See Fraser (1999: 76) in which he notes that the variables are entwined, and often difficult to
separate.
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2.3.1 Community engagement
The term community engagement, both within museum and academic literature and
practice, is rooted in the ‘Community Development’ sector of local government. This
emphasises consultation while investigating people, places and their environments
(Evans 2001: 5-6), and being in tune with a community’s unique identity and cultural
assets (Moore 2011). Accordingly, the term community engagement was associated
with professional community planning practices, evoking the charting of community
views. The expanding practice gave rise to several emergent different approaches and
processes but regardless of the approach, community input while investigating people,
places and their environments is the fundamental concept shared amongst these
practitioners and researchers.

2.3.2 Practices in community engagement research
Different methods used to engage the community in research have different purposes,
delivery styles and levels of participation. According to the extent to which study
participants are involved in the research and where the power to define, direct and
make decisions resides, Simon (2010) grouped practices under four arrangements:
(a)

contributing, where solicited participants provide limited, specific ideas to a
controlled research process;

(b)

collaborating, where participants serve as active partners in projects
originated and controlled by the researcher(s);

(c)

co-creating, where participants work together with the researcher(s) in
decision-making and co-production of outcomes; and

(d)

hosting, where an institution turns over a portion of its facilities and
resources to the community members to develop on their own.

This research moves between the collaborative and co-creative arrangements (Simon’s
‘b’ and ‘c’ above), emphasising the active contribution and interactivity of participants,
and allowing for the co-production of participant-led narratives. Keegan (2009: 1)
eloquently describes the thinking that underpins co-creation:
16
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…In normal conversation, each utterance or gesture that an individual
makes calls forth a particular response from the ‘other’ who, in
responding, elicits a further response from the first speaker. Moment
by moment, these reactions steer the conversation. In this way, most
conversations are, to a great part, improvisational and co-created.
In daily life, co-creation of knowledge occurs as people discuss questions in an attempt
to resolve problems, or as they jointly make decisions and put solutions into practice17.
In research, the co-production process is recorded, analysed and interpreted in an
outcome. In the museum world, collaborative activities where professionals work with
specific communities on interpretation or exhibition narratives have been broadly
considered co-creation (Simon 2010).

In understanding co-creation in a museum context, the work of Randi Marselis is
instructive. Marselis reserves co-creation ‘for processes in which users are involved in
creating new knowledge that might or might not make use of materials already in the
collection’ (2011: 85). She distinguishes this from co-collection (collecting materials
and information) and co-interpretation (ascribing meaning) which are more basic
activities. Based on a case study, Marselis found that museums engage in co-collecting
but seldom enter into co-creation because it challenges customary curatorial practices
(2011: 97).18 Co-creation, rather than co-collecting or co-interpretation of existing
materials, was the focus of this research. Co-creation allows professionals to learn with,
by and from participants whose views become more fully expressed. John Heron (1996:
2, 4) described the process of working together as one where the researcher and the
participants are ‘co-subject’ in the experience phases […] and ‘co-researcher’ at the
reflection phases by participating in generating ideas’.19

17

Accepting that there is more than one way of looking at the world, is in itself, a major shift in our
relationship with knowledge.
(https://connected-communities.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Creating-LivingKnowledge.Final.pdf)
18 For why and how museums could develop their co-creative practice with the public, see Govier (2009).
19
See also Heron and Reason (2008: 366). Also, see Coghlan and Brannick (2010).
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2.3.3 Curating community engagement
The term curation has a long history with persons who oversee the physical care of the
museum collections, select and interpret works of art and or other content for
exhibitions or other public dissemination. However, in the late twentieth century, the
‘expert’ role of curators shifted as museums moved away from collections as their
primary focus towards people, their experiences and stories. It was acknowledged that
it was necessary to include the expertise and knowledge of individuals who are living
and experiencing a culture in their day-to-day lives along with the professional
expertise to make sense of this within the institution. Inclusivity (Vergo 1989: 43) and
social relevance became key goals (Fyfe 2006) and required clear benefits. There was
a shift away from understanding audiences as passive receivers of information towards
seeing participants as active in the meaning-making process (Hooper-Greenhill 1994:14
cited in Corsane (2005: 201) known as the ‘participatory turn’.20 Curation saw a
paradigm shift that privileged the value of collective and participatory engagement,21
and curators now plan programmes that actively invite community collaboration. For
example, the Museum of Croydon ‘Lifetimes’ exhibition drew on community members
to contribute objects and to provide the stories related about them, giving voice to
those not previously represented in the museum. But while there are good examples
of co-collecting and co-interpretation of museum objects, the absence of clear
articulation of aims often means sidelining the co-creative aspects of community
engagement, or worse, going through the motions of engagement when outcomes
have been prearranged (Lynch and Alberti 2010).
Curating community engagement in this research is both a practice of curatorship and
a practice of research, the means of coordinating knowledge production, often in the
form of narratives. I worked ‘with’ the participants, not ‘for’ them (Reason and
Bradbury 2008). The tellers and the listeners interacted, shared understandings,
recognised and made sense of the information, clarified and steered the thinking in co-

20

See, for instance Anderson (2004), perspectives on the paradigm shift.
See Janet Marstine (2006: 8-21) for her arguments conceptualising and shedding light on how museum
should/could be informed by perceptions of community members/audiences.
21
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creative ways to generate relationally understood knowledge. Curating community
engagement synthesises this co-created knowledge for wider dissemination.22

2.3.4 Co-creativity in community engagement
To understand co-creation, I looked at literature on participatory research, communityengaged research, and participatory ethnography approaches that are dialogic. They
each have different rationales and methods. Some researchers collaborate for reasons
of equity and democracy and others for improving research practice.23 In common, all
stress working together to achieve a common goal but differ in how dialogue and
power sharing between collaborators determine and shape the co-created outcome.
Free-flowing structures that promote interactive dialogue set the context to coproductive working. Co-creation is not a static set of methods and techniques, but
follows from an attitude of respecting, understanding and recognising the knowledge
and capabilities of the local community members as research collaborators whose
inputs are crucial. However, as Simon noted, power sharing in curation does not mean
handing over control, but democratising the exchange of knowledge (2011: 31). In this
research, power was often more in the hands of the participants during the evidence
phase, but shifted toward the hands of the researcher during the interpretive phase
and outcomes. For example, participants shared authority in the group activities where
they directed the conversation, and recorded activity, with the researcher making the
preparations (organising venues, liaising with people, selecting talk show guests).
Working with people of varied backgrounds (geographic origins, occupation, and age)
to ensure that accounts representing the breadth of the community were included in
the outcome addressed inclusivity. Mutuality of decision-making occurred strongly in
the construction of narratives. However, determination of interpretive themes and
assembly of the image books moved into the domain of the researcher. The written
outcome includes my experience of the engagement practice connecting the
22

In practice, this dissemination can be co-curated, or can be the responsibility of the curator of
community engagement.
23
‘Creating Living Knowledge’ made this point strongly. The level of involvement is also different with
some partnerships particularly concerned with capacity building amongst community members and in
communities. Some studies treated group effectiveness and processes See:https://connectedcommunities.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Creating-Living-Knowledge.Final.pdf
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participants’ stories to wider social and cultural insights. Respect for discursively
constructed knowledge was maintained, but the researcher took the responsibility for
the outcomes.

2.3.5 Putting theory into practice
The non-linear structure of African narratives comes to mind in describing the
meandering route of creating shared understandings. Something as basic as a word can
cause alienation. The research began with the term ‘wax cloth’ used to describe the
subject of investigation, a term in common use amongst textile historians. Amongst
participants, this promptly evoked unexpected connections with wider African cloth
dynamics and politics as participants spoke of the fabrics as ‘African prints’ and
demanded a change of name.
Ke ni wax cloth? (What is wax cloth?) Are you ashamed to add African to
it? (Baba C).
Calling the fabric wax cloth excludes us (BELLE).
Ankara is an African cloth and why take away the African part? It makes
sense to call it African wax cloth, ankara or abada especially as we are
involved in the research (MAMA J).
This came as a surprise, something I had not considered, but in the spirit of working
with others, the change was quickly adopted to the delight of participants who were
happy their comments had been acted upon.
You have now demonstrated that we can work with you, but the next
step is whether you will add what we say [user-created content] into
your writing [documentation and dissemination work] so that our work
is used and seen by others ( MAMA J).
We are motivated knowing you take on and use what we say (BELLE).
My diasporan status opened unique access to the community and insights on the work
engendered. However, it also created implicit expectations of me from the
participants. One of the areas in which this arose quite strongly was inappropriate
20
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dressing to an event. As a fellow diasporan, this was seen as disrespectful, and was
enough to stop the flow of communication.
Tell us when you are ready; we cannot discuss how we wear wax cloth if
you are not proud enough as an African to wear one (MAMA J)
I will relate here the experience that changed the way I dressed for the rest of my work
with communities.

At 7am on 31 October 2014, I woke up excited thinking about my first subgroup
meeting with elders of the Nigerian Women’s group at Chrysalis Manchester Family
Centre in Moss Side. The evening before, I had planned to wear an African top and a
long jean skirt, but looking out my window, I saw plenty of cloud and steady drizzle.
It was damp and chilly. In such weather, it would be a risk not to dress warm, so I
chose a sweater instead.
Arriving at the meeting full of anticipation, I sensed something was not right.
Something about the way RIBI had a ready answer to every question I asked, and the
general undertone of gossip. RIBI then announced haughtily; ‘You are not dressed in
African attire. Why?’ Understanding my mistake, I began to explain that I wore a
sweater because I felt a cold coming on. Nonetheless, looking around at everyone
else dressed in African attire, I felt a little odd. I thought I had convinced them, and
for a while, some women teased me about my casual dress. But not everyone saw
my outfit as a laughing matter. I was surprised that even BELLE, who is usually so
friendly, questioned my choice: ‘Are you not proud to dress African?’ It would be
hard to exaggerate the emotional tensions in the atmosphere at that moment.
Others began to join in. It was clearly not a time and place to make excuses. The
tension was deep and vocal.
In the light of this, the subgroup meeting was cancelled. Dress has consequences.
This incident alerted me to how essential it is to think about the way participants
might interpret what I wear.
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To gain trust and to establish rapport with participants, I attended many African events,
wearing African prints while attending African parties, funeral and church services. This
meeting and greeting was necessary to become known in the community, following
here Sobo and De Munck (1998) advice on ‘hanging out’ with participants. In this way,
I was able to become more familiar with the social rules and appropriate dress modes,
which I had yet to master. Over time, relationships were established with the
participants to the extent that I was as comfortable with the interaction as they were
with my presence. It no longer felt like I stood out as a researcher. Nevertheless, the
demands of research ethics meant that I often needed to explain my presence and ask
consent for photography. Such introductions soon led to people nicknaming me
‘ankara-in-diaspora’ within the African diaspora community in Manchester. I was
forced to take on the role of ‘the African print lady’, and live up to this role. There was
no possibility of so-called ‘neutrality’.

2.3.6 Cultural demands on communication
To work ‘wide’ is to ensure that different accounts are included. The more extensive
the community participation, the greater likelihood that difference in experience,
perception, and interpretations will be involved. Ensuring the voices of different people
and groups were acknowledged was essential for a shared sense of ownership
(Brubaker 2005).24 But the formalities of African etiquette can be a hindrance to the
process of conducting research.25 I highlight here some of the lessons learned and how
these led to changes in research behaviour.
The literature suggests that researchers ‘must encourage [participants] … to ‘speak up’
and participate’ (Strickland 1999). However, in the WADIB community, this is not
always advisable. My attempt to encourage TOBE, a WADIB youth, to ‘speak up’
without consulting with the elders was seen as rude and acting ‘white’26.

24

See also (Palmer, 2000).
See (Knodel, 1995) study with Asian elderly, an investigation of the impact of culture on the process
of conducting research.
26
Though said teasingly, acting ‘white’ is an insult and infers losing cultural ways.
25
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Ehis… Stop acting differently. Young people talk after adults in
gatherings like this (OGUS).
‘Acting differently’ is a polite way to say one is not acting in an African way. OGA, the
elder male in the group, appealed to everyone:
Omoluwabi. […] You have a responsibility towards the culture and
family. Like it or not… And I’m afraid that is what we do in the ‘circle’
(OJIE)
The ‘circle’ is a metaphor inferring cultural ties that bind WADIBs within the larger
African community to culturally acceptable behaviours passed from generation to
generation. This includes being ‘answearble’ to others within the culture, acting like
‘omoluwabi’ (a morally upright person), and respecting elders, both within and outside
the home (Ayodele 2016: 80-88).
During the tea break, TOBE told me that his mother eyed him, but he wished he could
have spoken when it was his turn to speak. TOBE, like other young Africans, would
interpret being eyed by a parent or elder as a signal to be silent or defer to others.
TOBE’s silence was the response expected of him and respectful behaviour because,
‘not all the adults had spoken [and]…it’s the proper thing to do or relations would
strain.’27 Confrontation is disrespect to the circle. Being in the ‘circle’ brings
expectations, for example, when young people held back opinions that could be seen
as rude in the presence of elders (See Appendix B, Edo group transcript).28 Such
cultural constraints on young people led to the idea of one radio talk show where
parents and elders were not physically present (See Appendix F).
Barbara Poitras Duffy (1993) suggested ‘U’ shaped arrangements for focus group
meetings. This is culturally inappropriate in African culture where the circle is the
accepted way of seating in storytelling, and communication takes the form of ‘talkingin-circle’ (going around the circle in turn). Even if the system breaks up as dialogue gets

27

I had assumed he felt intimidated by the situation and needed encouragement directly for his
contributions. Also, important to note, during teatime, with his mates, TOBE engaged in lively discussions
holding his grounds. Both performances in their proper places are constitutive of real Africanness.
28
See Ampofo (2001). African have power structure with elders holding more senior positions (formally
or informally in gatherings) and it is offensive to challenge older people in public.
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increasingly interactive, returning to ‘in-circle’ speaking at the end is usual, in aid of
collective goodwill. Duffy’s (1993) aim was partly to ensure good eye contact. But eye
contact in African culture is restricted, especially in intergenerational gatherings. It is
disrespectful to look at those senior in age directly in the eye when speaking to them.
Another behavioural form of respect concerns addressing adults with a title of respect.
Seniority is indicated with ‘Uncle’ or ‘Aunty’, but elders are addressed as ‘Mama’ or
‘Baba’. A mother immediately corrected a young participant when she called me by
name without the prefix Aunty. In the diasporan context, such innocent actions can
unwittingly cause unnecessary tension. Greeting rituals are also an area calling for
awareness of local norms.
It was impossible to avoid involving family and friends as (Ramirez and Shepperd, 1988)
noted because participants brought along others, including children they could not
leave at home. However, there were some advantages to close-knit groups. EVY
reported she felt relaxed ‘to talk personal stuff’ among family, summing up:
There was no aroro [fakeness]. As a family, we didn't have to be fake.
Everybody was relaxed. We laughed, joked and spoke openly about the
way our bodies change, and our clothes choices change [and]… the type
of clothes we like change as we age. If there were strangers, we would
spend more time thinking about what to say (EVY).
In contrast, the Wonderfully-Made Women dance group, with people from diverse
backgrounds reported that they felt constrained. They ‘could not talk about personal
stuff’, had to be polite, felt conscious of being judged, and therefore guarded.
I trust you. But wouldn’t talk about some aspects of how I dress with
strangers (EVY).
This research design deliberately set out to explore the entanglements of African prints
in a range of contexts including the experience of different generations. This required
learning codes of behaviour not apparent, even to a community ‘insider’. I found that
even in the research setting, diasporan interchanges involved a preferred way to speak
and conduct oneself based on African models, particularly in front of elders. Cultural
etiquette asserts that young people speak after adults, and respected elders speak to
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conclude an event. Such demands require special attention in this research context.
Mode of dressing can help or hinder a person’s access to African community events.
Disapproval may be expressed through non-verbal reactions that require cultural
understanding to read. Even verbal clues are not self-evident: African languages are
tone languages, and pitch level sometimes determines meanings. The development of
mutual trust also required being culturally sensitive to the community’s cultural way of
life (Airhihenbuwa 1995: 7). This meant changing the way I presented myself, and being
open to adapting the advice of other researchers in keeping with the diasporan
context.
2.4 The workshop approach
In keeping with the usual practice of community engagement, the research plan
entailed a number of group workshops, three of which were carried through to
completion (See Table 2.1 for composition of groups). The group workshop has much
in common with other participatory approaches and traditions, for example, the focus
group. However, it has its distinct characteristics in that, for instance, the participants
(workshop members) have some freedom over the agenda. The negotiation and
dialogue between the participants and researcher emphasises empowerment of
participants, mutual trust and co-learning.

Table 2-1: The group workshop stages
Phase

Stages

Activity

Goal

One

Pre-curated
period

Preparatory activities
and possible
workshop space.

Two

Working
group
meeting
Main-group
workshop

Agenda and task
setting.

Organisation
and meetings
for
preparedness.
Pilot

Main group
workshop

Assessment of
workshop activities

Three

Four

Evidence building.

Participation
and
Collaboration.
Reflection
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2.4.1 Conducting group workshops
My workshop process had distinct stages (See Table 2-1 for group workshop stages).
The initial stage consisted of preparatory activities considering group membership and
size, advertising to gain access to participants, possible venues, logistics of equipment
and resources, and workshop length. This stage required organisational efforts and
meetings with community leaders, for example, chairpersons of regional groups. Site
visits were necessary to ensure adequate facilities. In the second phase, the working
group identified themes to explore, allotted individual tasks (voice recording,
photography, etc.), and set the dates for the main workshops before they were put to
practice/public. The third phase was the main workshop activities that involved the
participants in the knowledge-generating activities. In the fourth and final phase,
subgroups met again for reflection, a review of the co-created outcomes, and
assessment of workshop activities (what went well or not).

For example, the Edo Group workshop decided to investigate the different ways of
tying a wrapper. We all learned from each other, sometimes bringing to mind things
our mothers had told us that we had not completely understood at the time. In this
way of working, it is not just a matter of gathering evidence merely waiting to be
extracted, but of sharing ideas and memories, and together, assembling the collective
understanding. Evidence at this stage was still raw, needing further interpretation and
curatorial selection for presentation and dissemination. While acknowledging the cocreative aspects of the evidence, taking it through this final process was the
responsibility of the researcher (myself). (See Table 2-2 to 2-6 for composition of
groups).
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Table 2-2: Ghana Group Manchester participants
Name

Gender

Age

Occupation

F

Country of
Birth
Ghana

MAJUA

70s

BASOE

M

Ghana

70s

MAEVA

F

Ghana

70s

AMA
MATA
KOJO

F
F
F

Ghana
Ghana
Ghana

50s
40s
40s

Retired
Nurse
Retired
Doctor
Retired
Nurse
Tailor
Tailor
Midwife

Civil
Status
Married

Migration
history
1st Generation

Married

1st Generation

Widowed

1st Generation

Married
Married
Married

1st Generation
1st Generation
1st Generation

Table 2-3: Nigerian Women Group Manchester participants
Name

Gender

MAMA J
BELLE
OBIR
UKAY
ADYZ
LADY C
ITORO
CHEZE
NEYO

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Country of
Birth
Nigeria
Britain
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

Age

Occupation

70s
50s
60s
50s
60s
50s
40s
40s
40s

Retired
Activist
Nurse
Entrepreneur
PhD Retired
Cloth Trader
Nurse
Care worker
Teacher

Civil Status Migration
History
Widowed 1st Generation
Married
2nd Generation
Married
1st Generation
Married
1st Generation
Widowed 1st Generation
Married
1st Generation
Married
2nd Generation
Married
1st Generation
Separated 2nd Generation

Table 2-4:Edo Group Manchester participants
Name

Gender Country of
Birth
OGUS F
Nigeria
DEBBY F
Britain
NONO F
Britain
ZEE
F
Britain
OSSE
F
Britain
BISI
F
Ghana
OJIE
M
Nigeria
SESE
F
Britain
ESSE
F
Nigeria
ABI
F
Britain
TOBE M
Britain
MEGA F
Britain
SET
M
Britain

Age Occupation
60
50
50
50
50
40
60
50
40
19
20
19
19

PhD Retired
Accountant
IT Programmer
Pharmacist
Nurse
Nurse
Medical Doctor
Lecturer
Medical Doctor
Student
Student
Student
Student

Civil
Status
Widowed
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

Migration
History
1st Generation
2nd Generation
2nd Generation
2nd Generation
2nd Generation
1st Generation
1st Generation
1st Generation
2nd Generation
3rd Generation
3rd Generation
3rd Generation
3rd Generation
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2.4.2 Difficulties and successes
I had planned to conduct four main group workshops, one from each of the three
selected regions, and a final workshop where the different groups were to meet,
discuss their experiences and review responses to feed into the culminating narratives.
The final collective review was not realised. In general, my organizational planning
proved to be too ambitious. Workshop discussions often digressed, and things did not
run to time. It was difficult to get people together at the same time, and several
workshops were cancelled for poor attendance, necessitating rescheduling. However,
in the sessions that took place, there were successful activities in which participants
shared in the spirit of co-creation. These activities were those that participants were
passionate about, where they felt their knowledge was valued, and felt a mutual desire
to document that knowledge, such as the example of tying a wrapper cited above.
The workshop rooms had a circular seating arrangement, adopting the norms for
talking-in-circle (See Section 2.3.6). There were seating preferences according to
gender and age, young people swapping seats for adults to sit together. Participants
expected refreshments at the workshops. The researcher prepared African foods (Jollof
rice and moi moi - bean cake) and brought them to the workshops; expression of
generosity is culturally important to Africans.
Group workshops were originally planned to last two hours following suggestions in
the literature (Chambers 2002). However, it was quickly found that each group
workshop needed an average of about four hours, comprising time to get acquainted,
ritual prayers and songs, discussions, food, and further discussions including catch-up
time for late individuals. In fact, lateness was so common that this was factored in to
planning time in subsequent workshops. People also told long stories, and clarifications
to understand discussions went on longer than anticipated. I went with the flow, and
it would have been rude to appear hurried.

‘Ehis (calling me in a teasing manner), this is African time’ (OSEE)29.

29

‘African Time’ infers you arrive late to events and events can start much later than scheduled.
Whatever the rhetoric of ‘African time’, it is fashionable and often politic to be late to African events. In
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There was also the issue of people with dominating personalities restricting others
from talking30. To create a permissive non-threatening environment, we had ‘ground
rules’; to keep disagreements away from the personal, and to respect privacy.
Unexpectedly, sensitive subjects such as weight gain and moments of inappropriate
dress were freely discussed, subjects that participants admitted they would not
normally discuss with a stranger.
The group workshops had between six and twelve people, were intergenerational and
mixed gender in composition. Some participants were related by blood or marriage, or
as colleagues.31 Participation numbers were lower than expected. Planning took
months to confirm, and because the agenda did not quickly materialise, enthusiasm
waned. Some participants faced financial challenges since travel costs were not
provided. Barriers to participation among all participants were demands of time; some
WADIBs hold multiple jobs to make ends meet, and work demands were prioritised.
Likewise, childcare demands took precedence for participants, the majority of whom
were women; some were single parents. For these reasons, commitments to the
research were limited, and apart from speedier planning, these issues would be
difficult to address. The setback with low attendance in the group workshops forced
me re-think my plan, and was a reason to turn to conducting individual follow-ups,
giving me the opportunity to get participants to expand on interesting or unclear
aspects that they were more comfortable saying one-on-one. By going to the
participants, this also mitigated some of the difficulties cited above.
The Group workshop was conducted with minimal direction from myself allowing the
participants to direct the agenda. I saw my role as facilitator to encourage interactions
fact, you cannot have accuracy with ‘African Time’. It is normal especially if there is a formal opening to
observe what Africans call ‘African Time’. The Host, special guest and the affluent arrive late and so the
events never start on time. The researcher was aware of ‘African Time’ and that African people arrive
late to events and that timing schedules of Africans are very unpredictable. However, the researcher did
not expect the degree of flexibility and habitual lateness after planning for a session in exact details and
had sent the schedule in advance to participants. Chambers (2002) caution not to over prepare comes
to mind. Of course, planning matters as planning is good and some things like the workshop space,
equipment including room bookings and arrangements to meet people in communities needed planning.
30
As in most group discussions, some people are more verbal than others, some more willing to discuss
their experiences than others are, some are very quiet, some very passionate, some extremely
indifferent, one extremely responsive, and some somewhere in between.
31
See Section 2.3.6 for a discussion of family relationships, advantages and disadvantages.
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between research participants as much as possible. When group dynamics worked
well, participants sometimes took the research into unexpected directions, such as
sharing a common experience as illustrated in the following exchange.
ESSE: NONO, do you remember my wedding after-party disgrace?
NONO: You mean when your Britico came alive [wrapper fell off].
ESSE: I know
NONO: It was not funny.
ESSE: Everybody was like expecting it to happen.
NONO: Your aunty just picked up the wrapper and tied it into a knot like
nothing happen.
ESSE: She still teases me about it.
This exchange encouraged others to speak about similar situations when wrappers
were disobliging, the ‘Britico came alive’. These sorts of interactions can make group
workshops seem unruly bo00th during the discussion and when attempting to analyse
the evidence. The enthusiasm with which participants demonstrated how they wore
African prints wrapper (as single, married or divorced woman) vividly conveyed their
engagement with the cloth, reinforced through anecdote, gesture and proverbs. Nonverbal communication was important but difficult to capture. Often a teller’s speech
mobilises an assertion of group consensus through nodding, or a slight movement of
the eyes may indicate embarrassment or disagreement. Group workshops open up the
possibility of such understandings not captured by conventional one-to-one interviews.
Including giving voice to participants, the value of group workshops lies in their
emphasis of dialogue and interactivity between the participants including the
researcher. The process of collectively assembling knowledge around a subject
stimulates further thinking and exchange of ideas (Evans 2001). The collaborative
environment encourages crossing points of view that don’t aim to overcome
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difference, but to explore and negotiate difference.32 Group workshop dialogue can
produce unpredicted outcomes that constitute new knowledge.

2.5 The ‘Engaged observer’
I use the term ‘engaged observer’ here to highlight my insider engagement in the
diasporan culture while participating and observing in the anthropological sense; two
inextricably interlaced positions. ‘Engaged’ emphasises personal experience with the
phenomena. Not only did this mean taking on the role of co-subject in the study, but
the need to satisfy the expectations of others.33 ‘Observer’ denotes the attempt to
maintain a stance of reflection, not allowing prior understandings or assumptions to
cloud the visions of the unfolding interaction. The advantage of an ‘engaged observer’
lies in the prospect of 1) experiencing an emotional understanding of the situation and
2) questioning the social interaction as an informed observer (a member of the group
studied).

2.5.1 The role of the engaged observer
Being an informed researcher brings with it a set of expectations. In the Wonderfully
Made Women dance group (WMWG), participants knew I was a researcher, but this
was not necessarily foremost in their minds once dancing began, becoming more
evident, however, when taking photographs. The individuals willingly gave their
stories. Movement between engagement and observation had to be fluid, making
adjustments between participating, observing and short interview/conversations. This
was not without its problems. At YIN’s party, the ‘engaged observer’ found herself
helping at the events and welcoming guests, leaving no time for written notes. As I was

32

For how differences discussed contribute to the quality of research output, see Deetz and Simpson
(2004).
33
Like the observation method of Malinowski (1961: 7-8), which involved him passing time doing what
the natives do, - observing, getting to know them, participating in their activities. However, in the case
of Malinowski, he was a complete outsider. I am not an outsider but do not see myself as a complete
insider. My lifestyle in Britain has bearing on how I use wax cloth. As I am of African origin, I see it as a
chance to submit myself to wax cloth use. For a discussion on ‘Insiders and Outsiders’, see Merton (1972:
9-47).
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participating and observing simultaneously, I could only make rough notes of names,
etc. for a possible follow-up to clarify statements as advised by Roger Sanjek (1992)
and Emerson et al. (1995).

2.5.2 Advantages and challenges
The engaged observer with cultural knowledge has privileged ‘firsthand insights’ into
the phenomenon.34 I was able to identify aspects of African print use that participants
were not necessarily consciously aware of, or they would not have been willing to
discuss. I paid attention to general ambient conditions, social behaviour (verbal and
nonverbal), stylings and usage of African prints, participants’ use of specific patterns
and colours. This first-hand, embedded method of collecting evidence led to rich data
as people shared their lives more freely with the engaged observer because they saw
her as inside their circle.
Being an ‘engaged observer’ is time-consuming. To play the role of an invited ‘close’
guest, the ‘engaged observer’ has to go to the shops buy fabric and sew it. Participating
in the activities of the group made it difficult to get time and privacy for written notes
and reflection. There was no possibility of remaining separate from bonds of friendship
as advocated by Adler and Adler (1994). Such loyalties can present challenges, even in
what I can reveal in this thesis. The challenge is perhaps to maintain a balance,
observing my community with warmth, but also with intelligence.

34

For the advantages of collecting data firsthand, see Atkinson and Hammersley (1994: 249)
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2.6 The ‘Participant interviewer’
My use of the term ‘participant interviewer’ differs from the ordinary interviewer:
participation takes place at the site of an activity rather than removed in a ‘safe’ setting;
involved in a transaction rather than just a conversation. The interviews built up
evidence from talk-in-interaction and conducted in and through talk. Not all the
interviews were necessarily participant interviews. The case of helping UCHE dress for
an important occasion, the interview took place at her home and with only the
interviewee where privacy was a need (See Appendix E).35 The interviews in the tailor’s
shop at Openshaw were public (See Appendix C), but both went beyond the bounds of
the typical interview environment which is a quiet, disturbance-free room in an office.

The interviews were both a tool for assembling evidence, and a supportive technique
to the group workshops. I used unstructured interview technique to allow spontaneous
generation of questions to flow naturally in the interview interaction. Interviewing
observed participants allowed the interviewer to select participants carefully
maximising interaction between participants as advocated by Denscombe (1998:10).
To avoid entering multiple discussions, at follow up interviews, I made a list; what
Briggs (2000) calls aide memoire to remind me of issues to be discussed, or that needed
further clarification. The aide memoire was personal to help me prepare for the
interviews. Often interviews digressed as participants raised new topics moving the
conversation in different directions making controlling the course of the conversation
a challenge for the interviewer especially as she is from the culture of the interviewees
and thus governed by the cultural conventions of the research population mentioned
above.

35

For such interviews, see Thompson (2000).
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2.6.1 The challenges
Doing interviews at ‘home’ and as an ‘insider’ brings with it its particular challenges
and pitfalls; there were too many interruptions, which in turn meant it required a
significant amount of time for each unstructured interview session.36 When the
interview resumed after an interruption, it was difficult to flow back into the discussion
or to return to the theme. This raised the question of how to exercise the right quantity
and type of supervision over the course and pace of the conversation without losing
the positive benefits of ‘participant interview’. Since the potential nervousness of the
interviewee eases because of the activity that is taking place, disruptions must be seen
as part of the interview, and incorporated into the interview in the sense of the
evidence they reveal about the interactivity of the interviewee with the setting.

Table 2-6: Other participants observed or interviewed
Name

Gender

SAAM

M

EVY
UCHE
CEBE
TUTU
YEYE
TUDO
PROF

F
F
F
F
F
M
M

Country of Age
Birth
Sierra
40s
Leone
Nigeria
40s
Nigeria
40s
Nigeria
50s
Ghana
40s
Nigeria
50s
Nigeria
30s
Nigeria
70s

KOLA
CISSY
EJAY
KENNY
AHENS
NKEM
NOYEM

M
F
F
F
F
F
F

Ghana
Nigeria
Britain
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

60s
50s
20s
40s
30s
20s
40s

Occupation

Civil
Status

Migration
History

Lawyer
PhD Student
Entrepreneur
Cloth Trader
Self Employed
Engineer
Retired
lecturer
Accountant
Self Employed
Pharmacist
Lawyer
Artist
Tailor
Cloth Trader

Single
Single
Widowed

3rd Generation
2nd Generation
1st Generation

Single
Single
Married

1st Generation
2nd Generation
1st Generation

Married
Divorced
Single
Married
Separated
Single
Married

1st Generation
2nd Generation
4th Generation
2nd Generation
2nd Generation
2nd Generation
2nd Generation

36

No doubt, whether one conducts interviews at home or not, each will bring with it, its particular
advantages and disadvantages.
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2.7 The ‘Talk show host’
Due to advancements in information and communication technology, methods of
listening, recording, social interacting are rapidly expanding with a growing interest in
online ethnography and virtual ethnography (Hine 2000)37. However, literature on
research using radio as a method in ethnographic research is limited. Barker and Weller
(2003) focused on radio as a research tool for work with children. They found that
adults exercised more power compared to children on the radio, thereby defeating
their purpose of creating a children-centred space. They noted the ‘power dynamics
between the DJ, the researcher, callers and the children’ (Barker and Weller 2002: 216).
Below, I discuss radio experimental and creative techniques in this study to show how
the integration of online and offline interaction worked and provided community
insights that otherwise would have been off-limits and remained hidden to argue that
radio is a productive form of interviewing.

In January 2015, I approached the 19jaRadio station and talked to the management
about producing a program about African dress to Africans in the community as part
of my research while meeting the station’s aim of advertising local, cultural and
environmental related events. The ethical issues about informed consent that might
arise using radio as a research tool were cleared by the consensus that radio is a public
space and that participants would use their pseudonyms, while, with participating
guests, the full consent process would take place. I took a six weeks hands-on training
shadowing other presenters.

37 Building on Hine’s (2000) concept of ‘connective ethnography,’ Leander and McKim (2003) researched

behaviour of adolescents online using ethnographic methodologies. Murthy (2008) examined digital
technologies within ethnographic studies. Flickers (2012) looked at the features of the radio and its
influence on the facilitated space. Black (2010) reviewed art installations that utilised radio and radio
transmission.
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Figure 2.1: Ehi, MAMA J and BELLE (Radio show 28 03 2015). Photo by the author.
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Table 2-7: Radio guest participants
Name
MAMA J
BELLE

Gender Country of Age
Birth
F
Nigeria
70s
F
Britain
50s

EHIS

F

Nigeria

40s

RENE

F

Britain

50s

OBIRI
OTAS
KBK

F
F
F

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

50s
40S
40s

REMI
UKAY
DLOVE
DORIS

M
F
F
F

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

50s
50s
50s
60s

IFY
AMAO
ADYZ
TIA

F
F
F
F

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Britain

50s
30s
60s
Teen

DIAN

F

Holland

Teen

MIDE

F

Nigeria

Teen

JOKO

F

Nigeria

Teen

MIMI

F

USA

Teen

LEXON
LADY C
CEBE
MAJUA
MAEVA
BABA
TOMI

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

MYAMA
KADY

F
F

Holland
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ghana
Ghana
Ghana
Sierra
Leone
Nigeria
Nigeria

50s
50s
30s
70S
70s
30s
30s
30s

Occupation
Retired
Community
Activist
Project
Manager
Politician &
Author
Nurse
Care Worker
Insurance
Broker
Self Employed
Event planner
Make-up Artist
Radio
Presenter
Self Employed
Accountant
PhD Retired
College
Student
University
Student
College
Student
University
Student
College
Student
Student
Cloth Trader
Event Planner
Retired Nurse
Retired Nurse
Retired Doctor
Financial
Analyst
HR Officer
Account
Analyst

Civil
Status
Widowed
Married

Migration
History
1st Generation
2nd Generation

Married

2nd Generation

Married

2nd Generation

Married
Married
Divorced

2nd Generation
1st Generation
2nd Generation

Married
Married
Married
Married

1st Generation
1st Generation
2nd Generation
1st Generation

Separated
Single
Widowed
Single

1st Generation
4th Generation
2nd Generation
3rd Generation

Single

2nd Generation

Single

2nd Generation

Single

2nd Generation

Single

3rd Generation

Single
Married
Divorced
Married
Widowed
Married
Single

2nd Generation
1st Generation
1st Generation
1st Generation
1st Generation
1stGeneration
2nd Generation

Single
Single

2nd Generation
2nd Generation
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On March 28, 2015, the first episode tagged ‘Ankara in diaspora’ aired. I went on to
write, produce and host fourteen nominally hour-long episodes, which unfolded a
wide-range of issues, including how the way Africans use African prints in diaspora has
changed. An overall finding from the programmes concerned the movement from
African print outfits to ‘African Fashion Glam.’
The radio talks were aimed at individuals who were either unable or were not keen to
come to workshops and African occasions. I specifically geared one programme to a
younger age group because their opinions had proved difficult to gather through
workshops (see discussion Section 2.36, and Appendix B Edo Group transcript). The
young people were aware of parents listening, and as host, I represented their parents’
generation as well, thus encountering some of the same difficulties as Barker and
Weller (2003) in creating a children-centred space.

2.7.1 Advantages and limitations
Radio offered a platform for people who might not have been attracted by the other
methods used. Internet-radio accessibility meant the ‘radio-call-in’ and chatroom
features enabled the researcher to invite a global diaspora community to join in the
dialogue. The interactive environment between the researcher, the guest speakers,
callers, and people sending text messages helped to achieve a creative dynamics in
some shows although this was not automatic or easy. Live broadcast opens the
research evidence to public scrutiny in real-time, unlike a private interview.
On a personal note, the radio show broadcasted to the community weekly transformed
into a show that helped me build an active presence in African events opening many
opportunities that I feel otherwise would have remained closed. For example, my
visible presence at African family and social events as an engaged observer heightened
by an audible presence within the radio allowed me the opportunity to be a guest
/online host on Ankara-in-Diaspora BBC Radio Bristol.
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In the internet age, knowing if a caller is genuine is problematic as people create
alternative personae just for use on the internet and this could potentially falsify
results. However, given that 19jaradio is a small, niche-oriented radio programme,
people speaking amongst people of their own culture, it may be less possible to carry
off pretences. Another limitation was multi-tasking (guests/callers/texts) and the
commercial demands of the radio station (announcements/music). Often the show was
cancelled for technical reasons, the topic of discussion digressed and sometimes,
invited guests failed to turn up.
Assembling experiences and integrating knowledge rising from the radio programme
allowed diverse diaspora African people to address the chosen topics. The opportunity
to speak out using the radio alleviated to some extent the problem of marginalising the
voice of young people. The production of the ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora’ radio program and
the gathered evidence served for triangulation of other evidence allowing socially
collective knowledge to be used as part of the methodological framework of the
research following Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Denzin (1978).38 Radio techniques can
enrich the practice of ethnographic inquiry and thus deserve more attention and
development.

2.8 Picturing ourselves
Since cloth is the subject of this study, I took pictures in events and activities as a visual
record of social interaction involving cloth,39 Especially since acts of talking in African
societies are complete performances and include a lot of non-vocal accompaniment,
picturing ourselves was a valuable extension of the evidence.
Collier (1967, 1986) used photographs as illustrations of events/things investigated. It
has also been used as a form of elicitation (Darbyshire et al., 2005), as representation,

38

For the transcribed recordings recorded from the live broadcast with a digital voice recorder, see
Appendix F).
39
For documentation as well as to refresh my memories of every event situation, settings and activities
observed and participated.
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as a research practice and as a research material (Rose 2001, 2010, 2011) and to help
in making sense of daily life (Pink 2007: 82).40
New museology recognises photographs in museums as embodiments of the
subjective and experiential as well as the objective and evidential. In keeping with the
practice element of community engagement in museum practice, I took pictures as well
as involving participants in taking photos. The latter was to encourage and engage
participants in recording the events and as an icebreaker in efforts to explore and elicit
comments in the group dialogue. Since time constraint limited the group discussions,
individual interviews were conducted to gather commentaries on the photos taken.41
Participants were active in ‘picture taking’ during group work. Comments on the
experience of taking pictures indicated that ‘picturing ourselves’ empowered
participants and created a sense of ownership in the research as well as fostered trust
to participate more.
It allowed us to play very active roles and articulate thoughts and
feelings about the photos (NAEYO).
By entrusting us with cameras and allowing us to determine what to
photographs rather than making the decisions for us is good, because
I […] like we chose what photo you take (MAMA J).
Many years from now, we will find real value in picturing ourselves and
showing how we … [I] participated in this work with Ehi (BELLE).
Like BELLE, other participants repeatedly expressed that the pictures were a good
documentation of their work for the future reiterating co-creation as a partnership.
These comments taken together are the intended goals of co-creation evidenced in the
photo books that are integral to this thesis.

40

For photography as a research method, see in particular Collier (1967); Collier and Collier, (1986); Ross
(2008). For how pictures support research evidence, see, Prosser & Schwartz (1998: 123). For how
interviews-with-images prompt more talk, see Bagnoli (2009: 548).
41
For photographs taken by participants to elicit narrative: participant-employed photography (PEP), see
Darbyshire et al. (2005) who examined children’s physical activity, and asked children to photograph
their activity over the course of the week. The researchers argue that taking the photographs ‘of pets
and trampolines [showed the importance of] the physical activities undertaken by the children and thus
allowed the researchers to pursue these topics with the children.’
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2.8.1 Photo books and curating images
The outcome of ‘picturing ourselves’ was co-created contextualised knowledge, but
this was then taken into an individually curated set of narratives with thematic
orientations where selected images are presented in the form of photo books.42 These
narratives take the titles of the thematic evidence chapters: consumption, sociality and
materiality. Curators often use images as their communicative medium, to capture and
get their message across, or to extend conversations communicating hidden or
submerged messages behind stories that are difficult to convey though text alone. In
the photo books, images are presented in integration with direct quotations from
participants to engage the viewer in a more direct manner with the subject, giving
access without the imposition of any complex pre-conditioning interpretation. The
books can be viewed at any time in relation to reading the thesis text, but I suggest one
viewing before, and another after, reading the associated chapter of the written thesis.
Themes identified from reviewing the photos formed the basis for selection of content.
In addition, there was a desire to create a visual narrative. The prime criterion was
topicality, the ability to fit the associated theme. Another factor was visual salience to
the subject, so the reader can understand what was happening in the picture: what it
says about the people, place or dress. Finally, the visual attributes of the photo needed
consideration. Sometimes the visual narrative demanded photos in a particular style,
for example, whether the images present a single portrait, or multiple subjects. The
variated layout (square, portrait, landscape) was taken into consideration for matters
of visual balance and rhythm.

The photo books present scenes, contexts, and

attributes of WADIB and their clothes in an open-ended way that invites a
conversation, sitting well with community engagement practice.

42

While a fully co-created project might have co-created the photo books as well, the requirements of
doctoral research necessitated moving from co-creative to researcher-led knowledge.
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2.8.2 Practical Issues
Although photography offers the possibility of capturing visual information for detailed
study at a later time, using cameras can be intrusive to some people and this posed a
concern to picturing ourselves. One solution that was attempted was to place the
camera unobtrusively on a tripod in the corner of the room to take timed images of
workshop sessions, reducing the attention paid to the camera during the session.
However, these uncomposed images turned out to be visually bland and did not direct
the eye toward important aspects of the event, and this method was abandoned. In
the end, photos taken by participants were done using mobile phones rather than
cameras in a way that is familiar to most people amongst friends and family.
To build up the range of images that I wanted, permission to take and use photos was
requested as part of the participant consent form (See Appendix A), enabling me to
direct my camera toward particular gestures or actions. Photos were taken in different
situations, time and place as advocated by (Adler and Adler, 1994) but in all occasions,
the researcher let narrating the event determine what observations to photograph
within the observed setting

2.9 Summary
This chapter puts forward the reasons for curation of community engagement and its
potential for combining different methods of building evidence within a collaborative
research framework. Research methods changed during the course of the study as I
sought to find ways to remain true to the co-creative ideal, while also describing,
clarifying, and facilitating evidence building on the subject.
Practicalities can present a researcher with various dilemmas, and ultimately
determine the research methods that work in the particular research context. I did not
set out knowing I would combine different methods but found that the use of one led
me to another. By combining several methods, I was able to deal with challenges that
arose with expectations of African etiquette in group workshop situations. Ultimately,
the use of multiple methods enabled a deeper understanding, from the public
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phenomenon of large gatherings to the intimate setting of individual wardrobes.
Correlating these methods led to not only richer evidence, but also uncovered
contradictions, thereby challenging simple interpretations, and strengthening the
findings. The value of multiple methods in this study was a more comprehensive
picture, avoiding the weaknesses of using one type of evidence on its own.

2.9.1 The multimethod approach
The combining of methods set out in this chapter represents my development as a
researcher seeking ways that I might find an understanding of what African print means
in the diasporan setting. Each approach generated a complex set of evidence that
perhaps obscured as much as it revealed. My frustration with the workshop approach
set me first in the better-explored direction of observation and interview. But finally, I
hit upon a more creative approach in the radio talk show. While I cannot say the role
of talk show host was either natural or comfortable for me, I was able to make it my
own. No one approach was without its weaknesses and it was by putting the evidence
together that one set of findings illuminated another.
Co-creation was an ideal and one much promoted in the field of community
engagement. But problems encountered led me to formulate an approach that took
personal responsibility for the co-created evidence and generated from it my own
curated presentation. The mixed method approach and the flexibility to try out
different methods contributed to the strength of this project, and enabled a better
understanding of how diasporans find meaning and value in African print.
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Chapter 3 : Diaspora
3.1 Introduction
Since this research concerns the changing meanings of African print amongst
Anglophone West Africans in Britain, the broader topic of diaspora must first be
considered. This chapter begins by establishing the major approaches to diaspora
which centres on three topics: 1) diaspora, membership, 2) hybridity, and 3)
transnationalism. Secondly, I discuss the research findings on diaspora through the
lens of African print use. The voices of participants in the study are privileged when
possible.

3.2 Defining ‘diaspora’
Early use of the term diaspora within academic writings was concerned with the
dispersal of classical diasporas (Jewish, Armenian, Greek) from their historic homelands
(Brubaker 2005:2). Later studies include involuntary mass dispersions of populations
such as the forced removal of enslaved peoples (Clifford 1994: 306, Vertovec 1999:
447). However, many researchers have used the term diaspora very loosely to refer to
any group residing outside its place of origin (Tölölyan 1991: 4) including groups who
may have varying levels of transnational identifications and that the homeland maybe
real or imagined ( Anderson 1983).
Accordingly, diasporas have been variously defined as a set of social spheres (Safran
1991, 1999), as a changeable social condition (Clifford 1994), a type of consciousness
(Vertovec 1999), a socio-political formation (Sheffer 2003) and a form of practice
(Brubaker 2005). In Brubaker’s definition, diaspora criteria include dispersion,
orientation towards homeland, and boundary maintenance over time.43 The meaning
and uses is wide-ranging to accommodate various intellectual, cultural and political
definitions (Brubaker 2005: 1). Despite the several academic journals devoted to
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See also Butler (2001)
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diaspora and the profusion of diaspora studies,44 in theoretical literature on diaspora,
there is no one thing the term diaspora refers to (Tölölyan 1996: 27).

3.2.1 Approaches to diaspora
Three main approaches to diaspora are examined here: Safran’s (1991) typology that
describes the classical diasporas, James Clifford’s (1994) comparative study of
diaspora, and Roger Brubaker’s (2005) networked ‘contemporary’ diaspora. I also draw
on Gabriel Sheffer (2003); and Yossi Shain and Aharon Barth (2003) for processes by
which diaspora membership is constructed.
Political scientist Safran (1991)45 built a typology that could be used to categorise a
community as diaspora.46 His definition involves attachment to a place of origin and a
desire for a return to this homeland (1991: 83-84). In contrast, anthropologist Clifford
(1994) sees diaspora not as a fixed state, theorising it as a condition, always in process.
He applies the term to various communities taking into account their contextdependent identity, not connecting them to a territory or the feeling of loss and
return47. For Clifford, diaspora formed around ‘ongoing shared history of displacement,
suffering, adaptation, or resistance’ is as important as a place of origin. This shifts the
focus from the original home to encompass a multitude of homes and points toward
multiple diaspora identities and varied adaptation of people who relocate.48 Clifford
(1997: 307) deals with how diaspora people situate themselves, nevertheless, his
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An indication of the amount of literature produced on the subject and engagements of many different
disciplines with Diasporas.
45
Safran’s study was based on the study of the Jewish historical experience (the idea of trauma, exile and
nostalgia).
46
Safran sets out six characteristics: 1) ‘they or their ancestors must have emigrated from one original
location to two or more peripheral or unfamiliar regions; 2) they retain a memory, a vision or a myth
relating to their original homeland; 3) they believe that they are or cannot be fully accepted by the
countries in which they reside; 4) they consider their homelands to be their real and ideal homes and as
the place to which they or their offspring shall or should return to when it is appropriate; 5) they believe
that they are obliged to maintain/defend or re-establish their homeland and its safety and well-being;
6) their consciousness and solidarity as a group is strongly defined through a continuous relationship
with the homeland’ (Safran 1991: 83 – 84 cited in Clifford (1997: 247)
47
For Clifford’s critique on Safran’s ‘teleology of origin /return’, see Clifford (1994: 306).
48
For such views, see (Williams, 2006) in which he makes clear his experience. In his words, he lived with
a ‘double consciousness’ which resulted while living simultaneously both ‘inside and outside of a white
society’ while in Britain.
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concept of being from one place and of another as a general characteristic of diaspora
people is problematic for this study because it does not match diaspora West African
experience.
Sociologist Brubaker’s (2005: 279), broader definition of contemporary diaspora
includes the ensemble of relationships and networks that constitute diasporic
phenomena. Brubaker (2005: 1) defines diaspora as an ‘idiom and stance’. He sees this
‘stance’ as a way for populations to formulate identities and loyalties. Hence, different
diasporic experiences can allude to the past, present needs and aspirations for the
future.
The approaches of Safran (1991), Clifford (1994) and Brubaker (2005) point to different
ranges of application that can be labelled classical, extended and globalised. Safran
depicts diaspora as an inseparable part of territorial (hi)stories. Clifford’s diaspora as a
social condition emphasises transnational movements and ties in with arguments
highlighting the hybridisation process. Brubaker goes beyond the concept of boundary
maintenance and boundary erosion indicating loyalty or detachment from the
homeland. He sees diaspora as a category of practice. In studying the practice, one can
explore the extent to which members of a diaspora actively or passively sympathise
with the diasporic stance. Brubaker’s approach accommodates the West African
experience in Britain where diaspora is often a stance performed in particular settings:
a ‘practice’.

3.2.2 Participation and diasporic practice
Hence, this thesis rejects debates centred on notions of dispersion, homeland
orientation and boundary maintenance. Dispersion points to a one-directional
movement rather than multiple and fluid moments and thus fails to explain diasporic
populations that maintain contact with places of origin while pursuing education, jobs,
or new citizenship.49 In addition, the diaspora stance is a potentially creative position.

49

For a discussion of several kinds of dispersion, see ‘Rethinking Diaspora’ (Tölölyan 1996) and ‘The
Contemporary Discourse of Diaspora Studies’ (Tölölyan 2007).
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The crossing of borders breaks barriers of thought permitting people to experience
new ways of living, opening up new ways of perceiving the self.

A physical return to the homeland is not a goal for many diasporans, especially by the
second generation. Over time, some people take the route of assimilation and some
acculturate in diasporic communities (Sheffer 2003).50 Some diasporic citizens develop
multicultural competence and choose to be multi-local.51 Sheffer (2003: 100) groups
diaspora members into ‘core’, ‘marginal’ and ‘dormant’ participants. Similarly, Shain
and Barth (2003: 452) classify membership as ‘core’, ‘passive’ or ‘silent’ through their
participation in diasporic activities. Core members are ‘intensively active in diasporic
affairs’. Marginal/passive members occasionally participate, and dormant/silent
members ‘are generally uninvolved with diaspora activities’52. These categories are
fluid (Sheffer 2003: 12). For example, a dormant member can become active for a
period. In relation to the primary concern of this study, the question raised is to what
extent West African diaspora people’s engagement with African prints defines their
participatory level.

3.3 Diaspora research findings
This research findings based on participant’s uses of African print found West African
diasporas people conceive of themselves as both ‘same’ and ‘different’ from the host
population. A form of self-categorisation arose from formal and informal discussions;
these might roughly map on to Sheffer’s categories of participation. ‘Real Africans’ are
the first generation or Africans who relocated to Britain as adults. By living in Britain,
they become ‘Britico’ (a pidgin word) but this term is often reserved for those born
here, especially by the ‘real Africans’. ‘Typical Britico’ is used teasingly to describe those
who do not participate in diasporic activities, or in a mild mocking sense to address
someone who acts too British while among Africans. By contrast, people residing in
Africa (Nigeria) call all foreign-born Africans, and even those African-born but British50

What (Fyfe 2006) called biculturalism - a condition that usually arises because of settlement by
migrants.
51
Again, see Amitav Ghosh (1989) contributed to how Diasporas recreate a culture in diverse locations.
52
The case of Armenians living in the United States shows how this works. See Tölölyan (1996: 18-19).
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raised, Tokumbos (meaning imported in Yoruba). Hence, these terms, as used in Britain,
are not really about birthplace, but about an African stance.
In what follows, I discuss how participants’ descriptions of themselves reflect
participatory practice and the diasporic stance. The discussion is analysed under the
following categories: ‘generational difference’, ‘dress as a marker of diasporan stance’,
and ‘comfortable as both’ living ‘inside’ and ‘outside’. These emerged from the
evidence, and thus are central to this study and form the prism through which I argue
that African diasporans generally exhibit a fluid, rather than a rigid, diasporic stance.

3.3.1 Generational difference
In recurring statements, participants linked generational difference and wearing
African prints. Yet, generational difference has not received as much attention as
gender, class or race in debates on dress. Generational difference is apparent in how
African print is selected:
There are varied reasons for, and different ways of wearing ankara
here but it mostly depends on the generation involved. […] I believe
that Ankara designs and use need modifications to embrace young
people […] African-born diasporas particularly those who migrated as
adults to Britain take the time to choose cloth and go to the tailor shop
to make new styles. […] Young people do not wear traditional patterns
for fear of making cultural blunders that relate to the cloth meaning.
[…] When you attend African events, you will observe that among […]
the majority are the young and the raised in Britain […] who prefer
non-traditional designs because it is trendy. […] The young use new
designs and dress differently (EVY).
Most of my friends are English people so I dress like them but my
mother has only Africans as close friends. Our choice of clothes are
different, but she is more tolerant of my English styled clothing. As a
nurse, she seldom wears African clothes except to family functions and
church (AMAO).
Such comments flag up how generational positioning affects interest in African print,
level of peer influence, time spent on African dressing, and ultimately, pattern
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preference. Some people are active in social activities oriented toward African culture
(i.e., Nigerian Women’s Group, Wonderfully Made Women Dance Group), while others
participate willingly but only on social occasions when it is expected of them.
The ankara we wear or why we wear them depend on where you were
born and how you arrive here or […] become Britico. My mother, my
daughter, and I wear Ankara differently. If you waka come (people
who choose to be here), follow come53 or born here, you may think of
having homes here and there. Xile54 cannot get a feel for home things
[homeland] the same way. We [are] different. It is more of survival for
Xile here’. Before, I thought I was typical Britico until I had my children
and then saw what real Britico is (KBK).

For KBK, accepting her daughter’s Britico is different from her Britico suggests that
generational difference will continue to play out in diaspora identity including dress.
The idea that dress becomes a flash point of conflicting values between generations
deserves examination. Palmer (2000: 56) notably argues ‘the very term, 'African
diaspora' must be used with great caution, stressing that the African diaspora identity
and experience differ across generations.
Relating (Shain and Barth 2003) classifications to participants’ stories, ‘core’ members
are the active members like community leaders, chairpersons of groups and African
print traders - visible members of the diaspora community who do not pursue a
strategy of assimilation in the host society. ‘Passive’ members are diasporans who
participate in diasporic activities when asked; the participation of such members is
important to their communities. This group may include professionals who lack time
because of working long hours, and their jobs may condition what they wear. Silent
members distance themselves from diaspora activities. They are inactive but still
describe themselves as Africans.55 Taking care not to see these categories as rigid over
53

I think what she means here is born in African but came to Britain with parents as a child.
Short form of exile – a pidgin word to describe people who escaped for war (refugees)
55
The case of Armenians living in the United States shows how this works. Tölölyan (1996: 18-19) writes,
that ‘Armenian diaspora in the United States distance themselves from diasporic stances, from links to
the homeland, and from links to Armenians in other countries’. As a result, they are becoming less rather
than more because while some are committed diasporic fractions, others ‘adopt a diasporic stance at
some moments or in some contexts, and distance themselves from such a stance in other times and
contexts’.
54
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time or place, there is the flexibility required to characterise the West African diaspora
community in Britain, cutting across social class and place of origin to look at how they
use or do not use African print.
MAMA J examines the relationship of feelings of belonging and identity to African print
engagement in diaspora:
I have been living here for over 30 years. My attitude to things
including wearing ankara[…] have changed, but I still prefer the
traditional way. The different ways we wear ankara here is not about
what we are. Here we are all Africans. It is just that we have changed.
What we have become or become over the years makes some of us do
things differently. Living here makes you do things in a different way.
Before I came here, I considered non-traditional patterns of ankara
and modern styling to be for immature people, but here English-styled
dresses made with Ankara is appropriate because of what we have
become. […] those born and raised here are the real Britico. Britain is
their first home. They think British. Sometimes, they behave African
because are Africans ... At times, and depending on the occasions, they
exhibit the typical Britico personality - the difference between us,
which is obvious in the ways young people use the cloth. Not
everybody like wearing African clothes but that does not mean they
are not Africans. They associate with us. They just do things differently
(MAMA J).
MAMA J draws attention to the trend of fashion among the younger generation. The
difference to her is not about what Africans in diaspora are, but how they are
repositioning and in process of becoming. Hall (1990) argues that diaspora identities
are constructed through difference in relation to ‘the other’. The articulation of African
diaspora to presuppose ‘otherness,’ demands a fresh look at conceptions of the
‘othering’56 process characteristic of the diasporic condition. Participants conceived
African diaspora identity as constructed in opposition to what is typically African, rather
than as opposed to Britishness.

55
56

For such views, see Gilroy (1991).
For such views, see Hall (1996: 2)
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Experiences of wearing African print illustrative of the ‘othering’ process and peculiar
to the African diasporic condition are examined in the following comments by ADA and
MYAMA.
Here I can wear the cloth the way I like. Living in diaspora brings new
ways of being African particularly in how we dress. Here, everyone is
freer. Living here allows the freedom to break with tradition. But the
young people are braver, choose and style it as they want […], but there
are certain patterns for older people and different types for our various
lifestyles (ADA).
Acknowledging ankara as an African cloth is not the same thing as
wearing it. Wearing or not wearing Ankara here depend on the
generation involve, the level of your Britico and lifestyle. Those of us
born here have ‘this’ Britico (Britishness) thing we identify with and only
wear asoebi on special occasions when expected of us. The new ankara
designs and the modern way of wearing them allow the Britico life to –
to be lived and expressed. At parties, you will observe forms of social
differences among age groups but also you will see many things we have
in common (MYAMA).

ADA contrasts the freedom of living in the diaspora with the formality of wearing
African prints back home. ADA and MYAM’s comments suggest that African protocols
do not impinge so heavily upon dressing in diaspora; the wearing of African print is a
process of translating African dress into the familiar. In both conversations, new
patterns of print represent freedom, but hold differences in generational practice. As
MYAMA elaborates:
Most young people love to wear trendy colours and Ankara patterns
that are not typically African and wear it well, but we typical Britico
abandons traditional wears [clothes] for English wears [clothes] […]
Wearing wax cloth for us young people is more about trend and
practicality. I was born and raised in Africa came here in my teens with
my parents. Both my parents are Africans. I remember when I was
young; we just wear wax cloth to functions whenever our parents asked
us to. I still wear them only the manners of use have changed. I make
them into trendy styles. My mother was born and raised in Nigeria so
she is familiar with [...] and like traditional ones in bold patterned and
multiple colours, and prefers long skirts covered up arms and necklines.
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I don’t. I like the new African prints in neutral toned down colours or
dark tones that I can make into eye-catching styles or simple work dress.
In our girly conversation about dressing in African prints, even after
living here for years, she still talks about her experience of wearing
ankara back home, […] and why certain patterns are more appropriate
for certain occasions. I get it. […] But, that is not how I want to dress.
MYAM’s attitude towards fashion is not an isolated example of frustration by young
people with old-style patterns. This evidence challenges the common assumption that
diasporic stance is weak among the younger generations judged by their reaction to
African print patterns. Only the manners of use have changed. Second-generation
diasporans choose a different styling of African print from their elders. Statements
from first generation Africans in diaspora reveal a passionate continuation of cultural
norms, preserving early dress experience learned through family values, or what they
remember of the experience of the customary way of dressing.

3.3.2 Dress as a marker of diasporan stance
This study finds a connection between diasporan stance and its expression in dress as
an aspect of identity.
I, well, most people use ankara asoebi ‘glam’57 here [in the diaspora]
to reinvent themselves […] form and satisfy their self-image. […] At
African events, you can tell Africans born and raised here from African
born in African apart (EVY).
Adoption of African diasporic identity often manifests itself through clothes. African
prints for people like EVY are cultural resources, a part of how they establish, maintain
and reproduce their image. EVY said that many years ago, brightly coloured African
prints were in fashion, but more recently, prints in warm and cool colour tones or
shades are favoured within the diaspora African print glam.

57

According to my speakers, the ankara glam assemblage is the ankara outfit, manicure and pedicure,
accessories and gele (head tie) finished off with the perfect ‘face beat’ (makeup application). I will come
back to this in the sociality chapter
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Africans in diaspora perform identity through participation. For first generation
diasporans, one motive for involvement in African print is to preserve emotional
attachment to their homeland. However, the majority, especially younger people
comment that it is a means of searching for their own identity free from ethnocentric
discourses of Africa.
TATA’s comments are illustrative of changing attitudes:
I am born in Africa but raised in Britain and have lived in Britain for
nineteen years. I like jeans, t-shirts, and stuff like that. For a simple
African dress, I use non-traditional patterns. I prefer the new ankara
designs because they are trendy. […] Young Britico use ‘copy wax’ and
non-traditional designs more here but not very liked by […] elders who
[…] often appear annoyed when they see young people wearing
African prints styled in a non-traditional way (TATA).
Occasions that are more formal may require wearing of asoebi58, a specified
uniform. However, there is some flexibility in meeting this requirement, from
simply respecting the chosen colours, to purchasing the specified cloth and
wearing it in a personal way.
Wearing it or not wearing it is to make a statement. To fit in, stand out
and call attention to yourself or distance yourself. People who still hold
on to our African identity wear traditional patterns and loose-fitting
dresses. Some people do asoebi by conforming to the colours and
designs of the group to which one supposedly belongs between the
insides and the outsides. Young people particularly those born and
raised here, awọn [These] Britico, […] arabinrin [young girls] wear the
new designs or and do English styles. Then, the ‘typical’ Britico just
wear the colour code to associate with us but will never wear the cloth.
They distance themselves from anything African. They claim to be one
of us. Beeni [Yes] yet dress differently (OGUS).
At parties, you know those who are real Africans here from those born
here and those people who have become Oyinbo [too British] (YEYE).

58

Asoebi at weddings is to identify with family members, friends, community or others with whom you
have shared beliefs – a form of identification within our culture.
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TATA, OGUS and YEYE’s comments contrast African print use at social events using
diaspora-made labels (young Britico, typical Britico,’not one of us’ Oyinbo). These
point to differences in African diasporic stance. Observing elders at parties reveals
another aspect of the practice of wearing African print, engaged in an effort to pass on
cultural knowledge, like proverbs and beliefs, through material culture. These
behaviours question a view of a singular and cohesive African diaspora as
oversimplified. To see diasporans as the same ignores the energising of new diaspora
practices.59
For NONO, MEGA and AMAO living in the diaspora, wearing African prints expresses
appreciation of their African roots, a statement of pride.
Perhaps because of the warm reception, I have received wearing
ankara to African events here—I value my roots […] more. In a way,
that is good for me (NONO).
I think wearing ankara is a sort of, a kind of statement that despite
being here, I acknowledge I am African, my roots (MEGA).
To be African is to acknowledge Africa as your root, the home of your
origin […] where you are born, and to be proud of your roots, wear
African clothes whether you are in the country or here (AMAO).
SET, a nineteen-year-old university student, cites family connections rather than
broader culture roots as his main influence:
Wearing or not wearing wax cloth for me […] is caused by many things:
family, my place of birth and memories from there. […]. I have a strong
connection to my roots and talk regularly with my grandparents, uncle,
aunties and cousins back home… Maybe, being born in Nigeria,
growing up there as a child, my connection and association with my
roots through my family - my grandparents in Nigeria has influenced
my colour choices and clothes. I have a very colourful wardrobe in
English or African styled clothes. I like clothes in bright colours and
prefer bold patterns (SET).

59

For such views, see Okpewho and Nzegwu (2009).
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We have seen that not adopting African prints does not necessarily mean the individual
does not have an attachment to African culture. Those who wear African print do so
for a variety of reasons expressive of a range of cultural attitudes.

3.3.3 ‘Comfortable as both’: Living inside or outside
Repeatedly voiced by participants in connection with their diasporan stance is feeling
comfortable as both: living multiple lifestyles.
Wearing clothes for me is about being comfortable. I habitually wear
African print top over jeans or English styled blouses and matched it
with an African print inspired skirt. Most times, I wear English
fashioned ankara dresses. Sometimes I wear complete African outfit
and have English designed clothing and suits. I am comfortable in both
African and English clothes. Personally, I am able to bridge the two. I
conduct myself as an African or British depending on the situation. I
am comfortable being very African at certain occasions and a Britico at
others (BELLE).
For many of us, it is more of a movable identity, the freedom to break
with tradition when it suits you rather than living a double life. I am
able to be an African at African event and with family members and be
British among my friends. I have deep African values but feel
comfortable wearing English clothes. When you connect to […] and
feel comfortable in both cultures […] you are compelled to be both and
live as both. You can be comfortable as both, but as my friends say, […]
they are coconuts,60 brown outside and white inside. Wearing ankara
over jeans or combining plain fabric with it or making it into English
style does not erase the fact that you are wearing African print (OSEE).
My permanent residence is in Britain, but I have two houses in Sierra
Leone. I am comfortable living in both [worlds] and comfortable
wearing both African and English clothes here and there. I wear African

60

Coconut here is illustrative of the porousness of identities. ‘Coconut’ can be use in a positive or
negative way depending on the intended meaning and user. It can be use in a derogatory way to insult
Africans that are behaving too British to say: ‘you are British not English’ or ‘no matter how British you
are inside, you are brown to the world (referring to the African dark skin)’. Some people are British but
chose to be more African refer to themselves as coconut in a boastful way. As with the coconut, to get
to its whiteness (Britishness), you have to crack the brown hard outside (Africanness)
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clothes to African events and Church on Sundays. My English clothes
are work clothes (TUTU).
Sometimes, I go to work in English clothes or African-inspired clothes
depending on how I feel. [..] It’s a kind of, […] whether you are
comfortable wearing English and African clothes in public, not just to
African events. Ah! […] Comfortable is the word. I am comfortable in
both (MEGA).
The word ‘comfortable’ kept coming up as participants described their clothing choices.
Speaking specifically about the diasporic identity formation experience, BELLE begins
by describing her style sense as comfortable. The concept of feeling culturally
comfortable in clothing goes beyond something which is pre-eminently familiar toward
deeper psychological motivations. While I have grown to like wearing African prints, I
am uncomfortable in sleeveless styles or short dresses unless I wear trousers or
leggings underneath. I do not think of myself as dressed if I do not sense this comfort
arising from both personal and cultural appropriateness. Observing Africans wearing
African print at community events or on the streets of Manchester, one can see that,
African prints are not something Africans in diaspora just put on. It looks good on them
because it is a part of them.
The fact that people may wear African print at special occasions but not every day, or
in a hybrid dress form like BELLE, is an example of the negotiation of diasporic identity
that is not bounded by one rigid stance. From a transnational studies perspective, such
a process of transformation relates to both social and personal modes of being
(Vertovec 2004: 971 - 975). The divided loyalties or ambiguous commitment vis-a-vis
both countries arising out of situated identity within particular contexts creates the
idea of being comfortable. It is not necessarily that people are more socially adaptable.
In addition. A person who successfully bridges both, like BELLE, finds the means to
merge lifestyles with values, and identities.
OSEE tells us that movable identity allows her to behave as an African with family
members and be British among her friends. OSEE states that wearing ankara over
jeans, combining plain fabric with it, or making it up English style does not erase the
fact that she is wearing Ankara. She describes her dress and personal situation as living
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in-between, as neither truly African nor British. She wants to maintain this inbetweenness even though it is an uncomfortable position to be in, because it supports
her living in ‘both worlds’. The word ‘both’ implies a duality, but it is recognised that
there is no pure African or pure British, just a range of mixtures. This in-betweenness
is the state from which diasporans regard specific contexts and situations from which
choices of dress are governed.
In arguing for in-betweenness, I do not wish to play down the significance of ethnic
identifications in the diaspora setting. What I want to stress is that in the diaspora
setting people are both same and different, belong here and there, have become
porous allowing them to live as both.
I left Ghana with the aim of settling here. […] Because of my business,
I frequently travel between Holland, Ghana and Manchester. I chose
this lifestyle. […] I am both. I am comfortable as both and living inside
and outside both countries (KOKO).
When you relocate or […] expose to another culture, you tend to
abandon some aspect of your culture and take on some of the other
cultures. You become a different person. Unintentionally, you act as
both. You dress like both. […] sometimes selecting and modifying your
dress […] according to the situation […], and the circumstances in
which yourself, then it becomes your style (DIDY).
KOKO has homes in Ghana and in Britain for her professional needs; living inside and
outside is a lifestyle KOKO chose. But travelling between is not confined to traders;
TUTU and MEGA also speaks of travelling ‘back and forth’ and staying in contact with
family back home.61 Diasporic individuals like KOKO and DIDY have strong feelings of
obligation and belonging, what Clifford (1999: 264) calls the co-presence of ‘here’ and
‘there’. Shifts will occur in their perceptions and values. Positioned ‘in-between’ two
cultures, diasporans typically highlight fluidity of identity. This study is interested in the
decentering of identities. Specifically, how Africans in diaspora adapt African print
practices to local conditions synchronising elements of both homeland and hostland in
their dress.
61

This flexible movement back and forth is one of the criteria that distinguishes contemporary diasporas.
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LADY C, a forty-nine-year-old trader who lived eighteen years in the Netherlands, then
England for seven years now, also acknowledged the co-presence of homeland and
hostland as important for her to do business.
I travel a lot back and forth for my trade. I live and do business here
but travel regularly to see my family and fulfil my obligations back
home […] so, live a lifestyle that includes both homes. […] My life and
lifestyle here take on my connections there. My choice of ankara
particularly the tailoring says this for me (LADY C).
Co-presence for LADY C takes account of a ‘homing’ desire, which she satisfies by
maintaining relationships and practices between Nigeria and Britain, for both family
and business.62 LADY C and KOKO’s lifestyles as with many other participants feature
professional activities performed in transnational space. The emotional conflicts that
arise from having attachment to the homeland in the diaspora are examined in the
following comments from TATA, a 36-year-old accountant who has lived in Britain since
her teens. She connects and has strong feelings towards her home of origin and Britain
describing her dress sense as in-between.
I am born in African but raised in Britain by African parents. I behave
like a ‘typical’ Britico. I love that I am comfortable as both [...] but
sometimes I am more British than African and vis vi sa. You are
confronted with divided loyalties to both in everyday discussions
particularly when you dress in African print.
TATA’s comments illustrate the ‘lived tension’ (Cohen and Cohen 1997: 25) in
diasporans ‘living in-between’ (Bhabha 1994). This can be an unsettling position,
different from person to person, as memories of the homeland become distorted
through ensuing events in the ‘hostland’ especially having children.63

62

This point is noted by Lie (1995). This ‘homing desire is not the same thing as wish of a ‘Homeland’
(Brah 1996: 180) but what Vertovec (1999: 5) calls ‘triadic relationship’.
63 For continued discussions on how people maintain or reconstitute both cultures within the new
contestations of daily life, see Tölölyan (2007), in which he offers his analysis of thid process.
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Many WADIB welcome this state of ‘in-betweenness’, love and consider both Nigeria
and Britain as home.
I am British African. I like being Britico. I call both home. Living here
and not directed by tradition from home is why we can wear ankara
the way we like here (JOKO).
Both countries [Nigeria and Britain] are homes to me. Obviously, by
living here, I am a Britico but my children are the ‘real’ Britico, born
and raised here. For them Britain is home, and Africa is the home of
their parents - their ancestral home (OLA).
I was born in Nigeria. To me, Nigeria will always be ‘home’. I am African
British unlike my children born here, British Africans […] being a Britico,
they behave like one (DÉBY).
I am born, raised in Britain. I have only lived in Britain. Britain is home
to me. It will always be my home, but I’ll never be complete without
my African family home (NONO).
As a first generation diasporan, OLA acknowledges that she is part of a diasporic
community by choice but this is not the case for her children. Diasporans acknowledge
different categories of diaspora membership, but are somewhat conflicted about their
children’s status, proud their children are British but anxious lest they forget their
African roots. NONO's usage of the home metaphor expresses the desired in-between
state, in which both homes are part of her. Both generations acknowledge they are
part of the African diasporic community.

3.4 Conclusion
For purposes of this study, WADIB are descendants of African families living in Britain.
This definition embraces individuals who have emigrated from the continent in order
to seek education, employment and better economic opportunities and those who
have left Africa because of war and social disruption in their countries over the years,
and includes their children or grandchildren living in Britain – what diaspora scholar
Khachig Tölölyan (1991) describes as second or third generation migrants. Tölölyan
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(1991) claims diasporans are placed in two worlds and implicitly can imagine and align
themselves with both because they are exposed to both cultures.

The findings indicate that diasporic routes embedded in generational standing affect
levels of participation of WADIB in African family and social events. Diaspora
membership can accordingly be categorised as core, passive or silent with the proviso
that these classes are relational, changing with context. Living in diaspora allows the
construction of a moveable identity partially rooted in homeland traditions but free
from the constraints that these impose in Africa. This opens a path for new practices
like wearing contemporary-styled African print designs, even though older WADIB may
see these as breaking with accepted ways of dress.

In EVY’s words, wearing ankara is ‘a resource for defining [one’s] diaspora identity’.
African print use is a marker of the degree to which one feels like an African in the
diaspora. It serves as a signifier for ‘othering’ into diaspora-defined types. The othering
of fellow diasporan Africans is associated with degrees of African identity: ‘real
Africans’, the ‘imports’, the ‘born here’, depending on diasporic stance.

Participants’ conceptualizations of African diaspora identity with the co-presence of
homeland and hostland supports Clifford’s (1997) ‘living in-between’. Africans in
diaspora generally inhabit two or more identities and are ‘comfortable as both’.
Engagement with African print is often a means to maintain ties with the homeland,
promote African culture and draw together other Africans in diaspora, building bridges
for cultural, social and economic development.
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Chapter 4 : Consumption
4.1. Introduction
This chapter presents findings about consumption of African print in Britain amongst
the West African diasporan community in Greater Manchester. It is based on three
sources of evidence: (1) interviews recording participants’ perceptions about acquiring,
keeping and disposing of African prints, (2) observations of shopping and tailoring in
Moston ‘Road’ Market, and (3) a study of the wardrobes of four diasporan women over
a six-month period. Analysis showed that consuming African prints among the
diasporan community is used to forge, express and mediate their fluid set of identities.
The selection of prints on offer at local sites of consumption was found to be significant
in shaping contemporary forms of African print consumption in diaspora.

Figure 4.1: Moston market and displays of African print. Google maps (trc); other
photos by author
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4.2 Literature review
Cloth is a visual marker of changing social and cultural relationships between people,
while it participates in creating and reinforcing these relationships. Existing research
on African print and clothing consumption provides information on the African context
in Ghana (Ofori-Ansa 1998, Kojo-Arthur 2001 and Gerlich 2005); Nigeria (Bastian 2013
and Renne 2017); and Togo (Sylvanus 2016). It lays a groundwork for the
reinterpretation of African print on its home soil in current times, some of which may
apply to the diasporan situation as well. The earlier studies cited above treated African
print in relation to classic symbolism, not always recognising that meaning is flexible
and situational (Picton 1995: 24 - 25). Recent studies have focused on how that
meaning arises from interaction with cloth.
This literature review firstly examines how people create relationships and express
values with things they consume, referring to the work of Mary Douglas and Baron
Isherwood (1996) The World of Goods, and Daniel Miller (2012) Consumption and Its
Consequences. It then draws on recent approaches to dress that study the wardrobe,
notably Sophie Woodward (2007) Why Women Wear What They Wear, and Ali Guy,
Eileen Green and Maura Banim (2001) Through the Wardrobe to adapt these
approaches to the study of the diasporan wardrobe.

4.2.1 Consumption and values
Anthropologist Douglas and economist Isherwood (1996) see a desire for goods as
grounded in the need to fulfil social obligations. They propose ‘goods’ as
communicators and see the consumer as a giver and receiver of information. This is a
way of thinking about consumption as a series of rituals (Douglas and Isherwood 1996:
43) using goods to visibly mark friendship, other social relations, and patterns of
integration of the individual within the community. Douglas and Isherwood (1996: 20)
argue for a fluid and processual view of how identities are made through dialogue with
materials and objects.
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From a cultural anthropology stance, incorporating strands of his previous
ethnographic research, Miller (2012) posits three ideas about consumption. Firstly, the
desire to satisfy real needs drives much of consumption rather than greed, materialism
or self-indulgence. Secondly, that most shopping is mundane and embedded in
relatively ordinary routines of everyday life. Thirdly, an important driver of
consumption is that of achieving normality: the ‘struggle to become merely ordinary’
(Miller 2012: ix). Miller cites the example of a diasporan woman from Sierra Leone
wearing jeans in London ‘to be seen as ordinary’ (2012: 104). This is in line with
Douglas’ ‘stabilizing cultural categories’, helping to explain people’s passion for
products that represent stability and continuity.
Miller also finds consumption closely linked to social interactions to those who we live
with. He sees shopping is ‘a technology for the expression and establishment of love
within households…’ (2012: ix). Goods are ‘a kind of vocabulary’ that can be used ‘to
express these core relationships, for example, with our children’ (Miller 2012: ix). These
relationships can be expanded to Douglas and Isherwood’s ‘social obligations’ that
include friends and community.
Underlying these social obligations may be a set of common values. Abraham Maslow
set out a typology of human needs and their related values, including among these,
esteems and belonging (Desmond 2003: 161). Choices of goods ‘improve one’s
standing or status in a group’, and ‘signal prestige to others’ (168). In pursuit of
fulfillment, personal factors of self‐actualization and self-esteem interact with
interpersonal relationships in directing effort and resources in buying goods.
Dressing becomes an expression of values.

4.2.2 Wardrobe studies

Studies investigating individual’s wardrobes have arisen as another way to examine
dress. Guy, Green and Banim (2001) and Woodward (2007) show that studying the
wardrobe allows us to probe beyond the moment of acquisition, to enter the private
sphere and to see how and why clothes are kept even when it is not intended to wear
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them. The act of dressing in the presence of the wardrobe also sheds light on the
anxieties and ambivalences of clothes choice in light of ‘the problem of what to wear’
(Tarlo, 1996: 1).
Guy, Green and Banim posit wardrobe ‘as a place where multiple identities can be
realised and expressed’ and that identity is a fluid rather than a ‘fixed state’ (2001:8).
A particular focus of their study was why clothes are kept that are no longer worn;
often these clothes evoked special memories for their owners and related to their
personal biographies. Guy, Green and Banim found that kept clothes both remind us
of ‘past identities’ but also of ‘present and future identities’ (2001: 216). Clothing
enabled the individual ‘to remember who she was, who she could be, and who she
wants to continue being’ (2001: 216).
Other scholars have built on and developed wardrobe research methods (Fletcher and
Klepp 2017). Significant among these is Sophie Woodward. Woodward’s research was
conducted with women based in London and Nottingham, observing women's clothing
decisions at the ‘wardrobe moment’: the point of choosing what to wear (2007: 3).
Woodward (2007b) sees this act, that of ‘rejection and selection’, as a practice of
identity construction. She links women’s sense of being ‘in fashion’ ‘to the sense of self’
(2007: 155). Also, our choice of what to wear expresses not just the self, but our
relationships to others. The negotiation and construction of appearances in getting
dressed is not one of fixed meanings but one of ambivalence (2007: 5-7).
Woodward found that women organise clothing in their wardrobes as a ‘staged
biography of the self’ (2007: 21), sometimes reflecting important moments of
transition in life. Clothes occasionally or hardly worn, compared to those regularly
worn, reveal that people hold on to clothes to remind them of previous social roles.
Wearing clothes that were gifts or borrowed from others, and special attachment to
such items, are seen as constructing connections between people, an act of ‘drawing
in’ relationships (Woodward 2007: 158). Hence, the literature not only points to the
wardrobe as an important site for investigation of our relationship with cloth and
clothing, but the absence of the British West African diasporan wardrobe in such
studies reveals it as a promising area for investigation.
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4.3 African print consumption
I wear and buy ankara regularly and make them in western-style
fashion (BELLE).
Ankara is our traditional cloth, and I wear it to special occasions to
associate with others (MYAMA).
I wore ankara to African parties, grudgingly, until… I was a teenager
when … I started to develop my style… I think that, um, I haven’t
dressed in […] ankara since my teenage years (KENNY).
As we can see above, some West African diasporans wear and shop for African prints
regularly. For others, it is a practice coordinated to express identities. Some no longer
wear African prints. In this study, whether diasporan West Africans make African print
dresses in Western-style fashion, wear African print in mix-and-match form, wear
African forms of dress, or reject African dress entirely, they are controlling the extent
to which they fit in, or stand out in a given situation.

4.3.1 Buying at the market
This research identified locations in the Greater Manchester area where WADIB can
purchase African prints. Although WADIBs acquire African print garments in diverse
ways, including the internet and mobile traders, they mainly shop in Moston. ‘Moston
Road Market’ dominates the cloth scene (see Fig. 4.2).64

Moston Road is a one-stop shopping for all our African stuff, from
food, skin and hair products to the latest African cloth for me as with
many of my friends and family members on our days off work or at
weekends for gist as you are likely to see someone you know for catch
up home gist65 (CHEZY).
We sometimes arrange to meet up at Moston for gist while doing the
weekly shopping, or braiding hair, or waiting for the children while
they are barbing their hair in the salon (ESSE).

64
65

Although the market is actually in Moston Lane, it is known to diasporans as ‘Moston Road Market’.
Gist is used to mean ‘gossip’ or simply news, while ‘home gist’ refers to news from the home country.
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I shop in Moston more for the fun and gist [interactions] between
customers and traders and others. The shop owner know me, and
what I like (OSEE).

Figure 4.2: Moston Road shops, 3 November 2016. Photo by the author.

For most WADIBs living in Greater Manchester like ESSE, Moston Lane with its cluster
of shops that sell a variety of African products is their preferred shopping site. In 2017,
Moston Lane held nine tailor shops (also selling ready-made clothes), twelve shops
selling clothes and hair products, and twenty-one hair salons for braiding and
barbering, in addition to eight food shops carrying African specialties and four African
restaurants. People come for the atmosphere, the lively interaction between traders
and other customers in the shop. There is a measure of Africanness in Moston; traders
enthusiastically call out for customers across the road without reserve, and price
negotiations accompany market sales.66 Mama J finds Moston familiar territory, saying,
‘You are among your people and can talk freely’. WADIBs combine time with family or
friends with shopping in Moston on days off and weekends, taking advantage of the
opportunities to socialize over food and hairdressing as well as clothing purchases.

66

For shopping as a context for social interaction, see Guido et al., 2007.
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I prefer to go Moston to catch up with latest home gist while I do my
shopping on my day off work or at weekends. I … go with my daughter,
a friend or a family member for support ... Even if you go on your own
to Moston, you are likely to see someone you know, or someone who
knows someone you know, to help with choices or gist you about latest
trend. We shop in Moston because you are very likely to find what you
want and you can bargain for a discount, which adds fun to the
shopping process (ESSE).
ESSE’s narrative tells us that shopping is not just about acquiring goods but an
opportunity for building social relationships amongst family and the diasporan
community. Going to Moston to shop for African products, including African prints, is
a form of social networking and entertainment.

Figure 4.3: Shopping scene in Moston, 20 October 2014. Photo by the author.
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4.3.2 Buying from mobile traders
Another popular method for West African diasporans to acquire African prints is
through mobile traders. Like other WADIB textile traders, Lady C owns a shop in
Manchester where, alongside African hair and skin products, she sells African fabrics
most of which she sources from Holland. On regular trips, she fills her car with African
prints from the Vlisco factory shop.

Figure 4.4: LADY C setting up her stall at WICE conference, Manchester, 8 July 2014.
Photo by the author.

Her mother was also in the African print business, so her knowledge developed from
when she was a teenager watching and helping her mother. Lady C combines her shop
with mobile trading, taking stalls at African events to advertise her shop, and increase
sales. It is noteworthy that she wears African outfits on a daily basis as part of
advertising my business, choosing even more elaborate styles for parties. This practice
is not usual among mobile traders.
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Figure 4.5: EVY buying African print from a mobile trader in her home,
28 September 2014. Photo by the author.

Mobile traders also take new patterns to people at their homes, who, from a position
of comfort, can look at the different fabrics, and be more easily coaxed to spend money
on themselves. TUTU, a trader using this method, reported that she often makes sales,
or sets the groundwork for future sales, by selling in the domestic setting. Mobile
trading adds to the diversity of African print distribution for users in diaspora.
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4.3.3 Acquiring African print through gifts
Another common way WADIB acquire African prints is through gifts or inheritance. All
the wardrobe study participants (BELLE, EVY, Mama J, and UCHE) had clothing items in
their wardrobe acquired as gifts, passed down from relatives, or inherited. African
prints are used as wedding or birthday gifts, and also as gifts associated with religious
holidays. While a demonstration of love, this is also an encouragement to young people
to wear African print.
My mother-in-law and sisters-in-law all wear African clothes and tie
headscarves to church service and African events. They give me new
ADAlonger wear, to encourage me to join them (ESSE).
One of Woodward’s respondents who was from the Indian diaspora kept old saris she
had worn in India to give to her daughter as an act of cultural transmission (Lewis 2007:
342-343). Similarly, a majority of female WADIB in this study had inherited African
prints, and kept these African prints and outfits in the wardrobe in the expectation, or
the hope, of future use by their daughters. However, this is not a practice treasured by
typical Briticos (WADIB youth) as, in general, they prefer modern and non-symbolic
patterns.

4.3.4 Anxieties about African print consumption
What you wear is scrutinised by others and I not want to portray
myself in a negative way so I avoid traditional patterns when I go out
shopping for ankara (AMAO).

Dressing outside cultural norms at African events can provoke negative reactions.
Although older diasporans with experience in how established African patterns can be
used for non-verbal communication still hold to this practice, to prevent mistakes,
young WADIBs may actively avoid patterns that have symbolic meanings. The literature
suggests that the symbolic meanings associated with African prints continue to play a
significant role in African consumption choices (Sylvanus, 2016), these do not so
strongly determine consumption patterns of African prints in diaspora. Dressing to
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‘stand out’ against others ‘fitting in’, or to ‘stand out’ along with others ‘standing out’
were the dominant concerns of most young WADIB. Such desires and the interplay
between them, including aesthetic and price elements point to the importance that
a sense of appropriateness plays in patterns of consumption.
Consumers who cannot afford the high prices of real wax cloth find designs in cheaper
ankara more accessible. Ankara is a typical choice for asoebi because this is one-time
wear for most people. As even cheaper Chinese ‘copy wax’ is not long lasting anyway,
it is coming to occupy this market niche. Still, asoebi is an expensive practice for WADIB
women. Men are indifferent about appearing in the same outfit at different parties,
but women feel uncomfortable wearing the same dress at different parties, and protest
about the resultant extravagance and cost.
Asoebi ‘wear it once' culture comes at a high cost. We buy asoebi
because we do not want to offend the celebrant but hardly ever wear
same asoebi again except you refashion it (NAEYO).
Before we wear asoebi to other events, we refashion it […] It is
unfashionable to repeat an asoebi at another event as everybody
would have seen you at the previous party or your style on your
Facebook (BELLE).
Celebrants also choose copy wax because if asoebi is expensive, only a
few people can buy and identify with a celebrant. You do not repeat
asoebi unless it is refashion or people will tease you (ITORO).
Social media has added another pressure, especially on young people who do not want
to be ‘pictured twice and or tagged wearing the same African print outfit on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram’ (AMAO). Pressure to be seen in new outfits creates a need for
fashioning and refashioning.

4.4 Fashioning African print
Unlike the average shopper for clothes, African prints outfits are not ready-to-wear on
the shelves. As in the African setting, it is not yet mass produced ‘using standardized
global apparel manufacturing procedures’ (Dogbe, 2003: 390). WADIB people still buy
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the fabrics and have them made into garments. Usually, African prints are bought in
twelve-yard lengths as ‘full piece’, or six yards as ‘half piece’ before being made into
garments (See Fig. 4.6). Typically, for an African print garment, the fabric is the starting
point. The cloth informs the garment; symmetries of the pattern are often matched to
the body, and motifs cut around for applique or edge treatments.

Figure 4.6: A bundle of 12 yards (full piece) from MOSI collection.
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4.4.1 Tailors’ shops

Figure 4.7: A tailor’s shop in Manchester. 5 July 2014. Photo by the author.

Figure 4.8: Tailor freehand cutting, 3 November 2017. Photo by the author.

The tailor’s shop is not necessarily visible from the street or advertised by signage. It is
common for tailors’ shops to be in rooms at the back of the street-front shop, and
behind closed doors. Business is by word of mouth and depends on insider knowledge.
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Some tailors’ shops in the market, like their African counterparts, display pieces of
folded cloth, new and sewn clothing, ornaments and accessories all on view, hanging
up or strewn on tables. The tailor is usually found sewing away at one corner with
clothes dumped in plies on the floor or on a large cutting table.

Mama Tailor’s shop is located on a major road in Openshaw, Manchester. She started
sewing from home, making clothes for people to help provide food for her family
through difficult times of social change as an asylum seeker, but has now developed it
into a full-time business, selling African prints and making clothes for Africans from
Greater Manchester. She had samples displayed on the shop wall and dressed
mannequins visible from outside the shop. Other tailors avoid showing patterns in the
window to prevent others copying their ideas. SESE, a tailor in Clayton, claims that ‘to
hide customers’ clothes until they are worn in public adds to the appeal’.67 She does
not allow anyone to see her new designs until she knows the customer is serious about
undertaking their sewing with her.

According to Mama Tailor, most of her customers buy the fabric from her except if the
fabric is asoebi (in which case, they have obtained it from the celebrant and bring it in).
Mama Tailor buys current African fashion magazines so her customers can see what is
in style and what other designers are creating. If customers find an image to their taste,
Mama Tailor can put to this her signature twist. Typically, customers make their styling
choices from garment samples she has already made up, as well as from magazines,
but customers can also start by talking through their ideas with her in a free
consultation. While the discussion is taking place, Mama Tailor draws the desired style
in the measurement book, but also makes a light sketch of it on a piece of paper with
the customer’s name pinned to the cloth. Measurement is done after a customer has
chosen her fabric and style. Then the cloth folded with the sketch and measurement
are kept in the queue for sewing, which may take two to four weeks depending on the
style and position in the queue, but the customer can pay for express work. Price of
the clothes is determined both by the quality of the fabric and the sewing which
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For such views, see Grabski (2009: 226)
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depends on the styling and embellishment. African print is only one of many types of
fabric found in tailors’ shops. But judging by its presence at African events, there
appears to be a growing trend for African print use in tailored clothing. This may be due
to the wider availability of cheaper prints, as the value of high-end wax prints is
depreciated by cutting (Dogbe 2003).
The presence of nine tailor’s shops in Moston demonstrates the continuing need within
the diasporan community for personally-fitted garments. A close-fitting silhouette is
the hallmark of African style for women. While everyday clothes or garments for the
office can be less fitted, clothes for African occasions, even in diaspora, are tightly
wrapped or closely tailored.

4.4.2 Dimensions of shopping
Shopping for African prints in the diaspora setting has evolved. It continues to
change. Participants in this study discussed their shopping motivations in terms
that can be aligned with Maslow’s typology of needs, especially ‘belonging’ and ‘selfesteem’.68 These categories are useful in showing how the different aspects of African
print (cloth, colour/pattern, and price/availability) operate to give feelings of
satisfaction. We have seen Moston is a preferred site for shopping amongst WADIB as
shopping is not just about buying clothes, but also about how we live with clothes. In
addition to practices of acquisition, keeping and discarding are important aspects of
consumption. These are revealed in the study of individual wardrobes.

4.5 Through the British African wardrobe
Over six months from May to October 2015, I hung out with four diasporan African
women, going shopping for African prints and to the tailor’s with them, gaining their
trust in order to observe some private moments of choosing what to wear in front of
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See also Arnold and Reynolds (2003) for shopping motivations.
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the wardrobe.69 The women’s wardrobes were inbuilt dressers in their bedrooms,
excepting EVY for whom the wardrobe was built as part of an extension to the house.
Often the observation of the British African wardrobe moment took place along with
informal interview and evolved around the contents of the participant’s wardrobe. The
clothes served as a memory aid and prompted storytelling about connected
experiences. In this sense, clothes in the wardrobes served both as a research object
and as part of the research technique.
These old outfits keeps the memories of the events for me (EVY).
Seeing and touching these [old] clothes brings back memories (MAMA
J).
As with British wardrobes studied by others, the British African wardrobe contains
bought, made, worn, new, and forgotten clothes. Each woman had a particular way
she organised her clothes; the ordering of Western clothes and African clothes
seemingly mirroring the owner’s personality.

Colour preferences were readily

observable. One special character was division of the contents between flat cloth and
structured clothes. Clothes worn regularly were kept in the wardrobe proper, which
had doors for protection from dust and prying eyes, but all the women had suitcases,
drawers under the bed or spaces elsewhere to store old clothes or expensive special
occasion African prints, marking a distinction between active and inactive clothes
(Woodward, 2007b).70
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See appendix E for detailed transcribed discussions.
For Woodward, active clothes are clothing worn habitually, but includes those worn rarely or
sometime.
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Figure 4.9: UCHE’s wardrobe. Photo by the author.

All my expensive or occasional African clothes that I do not wear
regularly are on the top shelf or in a suitcase in the garage (UCHE).
UCHE’s wardrobe shows a combination of English clothes hung up in hangers, and
African clothes folded on the shelves. Apart from keeping occasional clothes separate
from everyday wear, she also arranges clothes according to function (e.g., work, special
occasion, casual), type (trousers, shirt, skirts etc.) and season. Arranging her clothes in
this way ‘makes it easier to choose from’ (UCHE). Her European tailored clothing tells
of her valuing of ‘fitting in’. Having English and African clothing allows UCHE to enact
her different social roles.
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Figure 4.10: Mama J’s wardrobe. Photo by the author.

MAMA J’s main wardrobe does not offer space for hanging clothes. She folds her
clothes on the shelves but distinguishes those she wears ‘habitually’ from those she
wears for special occasions on different shelves.71 Undergarments and socks were
tucked away in drawers.
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See also, Woodward (2007).
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Figure 4.11: BELLE’s trunk. Photo by the author.

As well as two large wardrobes shared with her husband, BELLE is the proud owner of
a large trunk inherited from her mother. The items we see in Fig. 4.11 were unpacked
from the trunk. Clothes in this case are a visible expression of family ties, and affection
towards loved ones.72 The many African textiles, some considerably old but unworn
that once belonged to her mother, and passed on to her as the Ada, the first daughter,
evoke memories for BELLE of her relationship with her mother.
When my mother passed away as the first daughter of an only
daughter I got all her wax prints they are very special. I wear them for
special ceremony […] and feel like she is there with me (BELLE).
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See Kopytoff (1986: 61). Clothing holds memories and personal meanings for people: see Woodward
(2007: 11) and also Guy, Green and Banim (2001: 204).
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Figure 4.12: EVY’s walk in wardrobe, 2015. Photo by the author.

Unlike the other three women, EVY kept her clothes in a walk-in-wardrobe. This has a
hanging rail that went around the room, and a top shelf on which she keeps all her
boxed shoes and church hats. Her collection of clothes extended to the wardrobe of
her daughter in the room next door.
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Though no longer my size, I have kept my wedding asoebi. I think, I will
always keep them as a reminder my special day and possible future
use by my daughters (EVY)
EVY’s preference for bold, geometric patterning and bright contrasting colours
matched her extroverted nature. Going through EVY’s wardrobe, you can tell that she
has put on weight over the years.

I use to like this but not anymore because I am bigger, older and want
to dress my age. I prefer loose long gowns now [...]. I have gained
weight over the years and do not look good in tight fitted Kaba and slit
(EVY)
For EVY, keeping of clothes that she no longer wears, gives a sense of her former self.
EVY is hoping to lose some weight and fit into some of the kept clothes, but some
clothes she is unlikely to wear again. In her own reason for clothes no longer worn, she
repeatedly offered that the colour (or style or texture) ‘is just not me’.

4.5.1 Analysis of wardrobe studies
As other wardrobe studies have found, these diasporan wardrobes were a form of
archive where personal and family memories were stored. Most of the African clothes
in the four women’s wardrobe marked special occasions or gifts. ‘Pass-downs’
following inherited clothes practices were also in evidence. Apart from BELLE, who has
remained the same size for years, the physically changing self reads in the garments as
a narrative of transition from youth to middle age. As social roles evolve over time (with
age, career, motherhood, community position), preferences for African prints change,
and consumption patterns reflect these changing needs in changing outfits (Solomon
2013: 51). As with participants in Banim and Guy’s study, the four WADIB women
experienced role changes that impacted everyday life and the way the self is expressed
through dress. EVY’s rejection of tight fitted styles as no longer suitable, or Mama J’s
wish to wear ‘thick tights or leggings underneath’ her clothes, are complex decisions
that negotiate attitudes to the body, social expectations of the mature woman, and
personal choice over how they wish to project themselves. Reasons for keeping clothes
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among my research participants are compatible with Guy, Ali and Banim’s (2001)
findings that link clothes to their past, present and future identities. In this research,
the sense of self, of something being (or not being) ‘me’, stood out as the deciding
factor that contributes to the dress feeling appropriate or inappropriate. However, this
is a ‘me’ that is constructed socially, where comfort or discomfort are sensed
personally, but arise from situational factors. The choice to buy or not to buy, to select
one type or brand over another, are part of constructing this social self. In the
diasporan context, this is a ‘self’ that must transition not only from public to private,
formal to informal, but from British to African settings. British diasporan wardrobes
embody these interplays.

4.6 Findings and discussion
This study found that African print consumers in diaspora base the necessities of their
consumption, and the wearing, not wearing and keeping of African prints, in values of
belonging and esteem. Standing-out and fitting-in, dressing (in)appropriately or being
(un)comfortable in African prints swayed consumption patterns. And these were
aligned situationally with work and leisure, and social expectations of age and gender.
WADIB purchase African prints for what the cloth allows them to do: communicate,
stage their identity and affirm ‘social obligations’ (Douglas and Isherwood 2001).

WADIBs have created shopping opportunities in Moston that preserve African practices
of buying and dressing. Diasporans avoid ready-to-wear for special occasion clothes,
buying fabric in yardage for making up into garments. The current trend in
consumption of African print in diaspora revealed less engagement with symbolic
meaning, and growth in patterns that are free of symbolic meanings. Accordingly,
WADIBs preference for African prints is changing from symbolism toward aesthetics. In
addition to new African print patterns, diasporan consumers have new anxieties.
Because of the relatively small size of the community, members can more easily
recognise a dress that has been worn before. This has raised the bar for special
occasion dressing, and is making asoebi a one-time wear. As Sandra Weber and Claudia
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Mitchell (2004) put it, clothes become ‘rooted in sensory and emotional associations’
of their owners (2004: 257). Whether folded in the wardrobes or trunk box, African
prints become a visible autobiographical marker of women’s identities, paralleling the
wardrobe findings of Woodward (2007) and Guy et al. (2001). An accumulation of
outfits bought for special occasions over many years is like Cwerner’s ‘safe storied pool
of identity’ (2001: 80) ready to be activated by the wearing of them, or just the
experience of handling and seeing them. Outfits in the wardrobe kept in expectation
or hope of future use by daughters, reiterate the ongoing ‘social lives of things’ as first
conceptualised by Appadurai (1986).
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Chapter 5 : The Materiality of Dress

5.1 Introduction
A Nigerian weaver’s statement about the meaning of local cloth, quoted by Carol
Tulloch (2004) were cited by Jessica Strübel (2012) as exemplifying the Nigerian view
of African dress. These sentiments also seem to apply to the diasporan (WADIB) view
of African print clothing:
[I]t [the cloth] makes people feel proud of our past. They remember
their forefathers, their ancestors, where they came from. It's not really
easy to wear this cloth ...you have to stand upright, you have to assume
a dignity to keep it from falling off ... I have to keep checking on it, adjust
it ... and that keeps reminding me that I'm not a Frenchman at all, or an
Englishman. It's African (Tulloch quoted in Strubel 2012: 25).

Figure 5.1: Tightly fitted blouse and skirt worn in Drolysden.
Photo by the author.
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This chapter focuses on the materiality of dress in the diasporan context: the properties
and qualities inherent in African print that give it material agency. Material refers to
what clothing is made of and its construction, but materiality entails the interaction
with materials in their fashioning and wearing. Materiality is entangled with
immateriality and both are considered together in this study.73 The immaterial aspects
of cloth include its cultural values and meanings.

5.1.1 Literature of materiality of cloth and clothing
Materiality applied to dress generated research in relatively recent times when dress
historians began to value the practices of dress as much as production and
consumption. (Hansen, 2004). This came from the material culture approach that saw
‘materiality as an integral dimension of culture’ (Tilley, 2006: 1). The concept of
materiality challenged researchers to understand how meanings arise from human
interaction with cloth and clothing. This review selects from the relevant theoretical
literature Orlikowski (Orlikowski, 2007) Miller (1987; 2005; 2011; 2012) as well as
studies that analyse cloth in relation to the body (Banerjee and Miller, 2003; Tarlo,
1996).

Wanda J. Orlikowski (2007) indicated what materiality adds to the material aspect of
things by the term ‘stuff’. Her work draws on everyday engagement with things. Based
on people’s engagement with technology, she explained stuff as the ‘constitutive
entanglement of the social and material in everyday life’ (1435), bringing into focus the
relevance to the user in social values. Stuff affects human conduct, both enabling and
constraining people. Understanding this requires moving between the properties of
dress, what the cloth affords the wearer and the human body caught up in these
relations. The notion of ‘affordances’ embraces that objects are composed of ‘bundles
of qualities’ (Keane 2005) that cannot be separated; for example, stretch is part of
velour, and lightness of cotton or the softness of chiffon and the lightness of cotton.

73

The consideration of immateriality arose in the museum context as museums began to understand
that the cultural meanings of ethnographic objects needed to be protected and respected as much as
their physical nature.
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These bundled attributes come to include the cultural and personal connotations that
cloth accrues through experiences of wearing.

Anthropologist Miller (2005) theorises materiality of things as ‘transcend[ing] the
dualism of subjects and objects’ (3). He suggests we ‘encompass both the mundane …
and philosophical uses of the term material’ (2005: 4). In the mundane interpretation,
materials reference the physicality of things manifested through their appearance and
sensorial qualities. In the second interpretation, the meaning of material is stretched
beyond what things are made of to include ideas, norms, values, ideologies and beliefs.
For Miller, rather than create a division between the tangible and the intangible, both
must be attended to simultaneously. Miller uses the example of ‘the haunted house’
to discuss agency of objects, their ability to constrain action. Whether imagined or real
(or both), ‘the house has agency […] constructed as a ghost’ which ‘actively constrains
human agency’ (2002: 8-9). People experience the history of the house and claims of
haunting as having materiality, whether this is a ‘lived story’ or ‘conceived story’. This
example helps us understand the multiple, emergent, and shifting properties of
materiality, which may not be intentional or foreseen.
Banerjee and Daniel Miller’s (2003) study of the sari looked at young and adult
individual Indian women’s experiences with saris to reveal the interaction of people
with clothes. The authors found that the relationships that Indian women have with
their clothes are related to the materiality of the sari. Drawing upon (Tarlo 1996)
germinal work in the field, Banerjee and Miller (2003) make extensive use of images to
demonstrate the experience of the garment by the wearer in the social environment.
Mina’s experiences in Banerjee and Miller (2003: 13–18) echo those of Hansaben in
Tarlo (1996: 168-75). These authors’ approach to the examination of dress choices of
Indian women can be applied to the use and transformation of African dress in the
diaspora.
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5.1.2 A framework for this study
The authors reviewed here integrate concepts of material, materiality and
immateriality in related ways. Orlikowski’s (2007) concept of ‘stuff’ integrates the
social and the material, while Miller’s transcendence of subjects and objects brings
together the physical domain with values and beliefs. Banerjee and Miller (2003) and
Tarlo’s (1996) account of the lived materiality of garments and experiences of clothes
shows how dress portrays such values and meanings through interaction with the cloth
and its ‘agency’.
The approaches outlined in the above literature offer ways of studying dress that
consider its material properties transformed through acquisition and use. This study
recognises that materiality offers potentialities to show how cloth and clothing interact
with people to transform everyday life experiences. WADIBs experience of wearing
African print and clothing items, and the modalities through which these take on
meaning in the diaspora are bound up with their materiality in a process that is
relational. This applies whether these meanings are objectively determined,
subjectively imagined and or practically experienced.

5.2 Findings about dress
Prior to this research, interactions with African prints in the diaspora setting had been
little studied. WADIBs consider, consciously or not, the cloth, self and others in
selecting what to wear (or avoid wearing). Visibility and agency are crucial in how
WADIBs engage with African print and clothing, and in their relationship with their
clothes. The materiality of African print transforms as it changes from fabric into
garments and again, when these garments are worn. The different types of clothing
made with African print fabrics afford the wearer capabilities but also set constraints.
This research found the choice between wrapped and tailored versions of dress to be
an important distinction. WADIBs experience African print and construct its meanings
differently in multiple contexts. These transformations in people and the cloth, and
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the new relationships that emerge point to the relational aspect of dress where
meanings are contextually dependent.74

5.2.1 The wrapped cloth
African print is used both as unsewn whole cloth (wrapped) and cut and sewn clothing
(tailored). The wrapped cloth is placed around the body and held by tying or tucking;
these are simply known as wrapper (for women), and men’s wrapper.75 Men wrap the
body with a large rectangle of cloth (4 or 6 yards long) round the waist and pulled over
one shoulder or carried over the right arm (see Figs. 2-3). In another variation, the end
is knotted at the front. For men, it is a formal dress, and differs little from African usage
apart from accessories:

Figure 5.2: Left and right Esan men of Nigerian origin at a wedding in Droylsden in
formal wrapped cloth pulled over one shoulder.
Photo by the author.

74

See (Dant, 2005) example of European versus American style eating with knives and forks for a clear
explanation of relationality.
75
Also called Lapa (pidgin) or Iro (Yoruba).
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Figure 5.3: Urhobo man in wrapped cloth style carried with one arm, Whitworth Art
Gallery. Photo by the author.

Home or abroad, we [Urhobo] but also Itsekiris and Ijaw men wear
English or African shirt and headgear (bowler or top hat) with the
wrapper but wear a shirt and trousers underneath here (in the
diaspora because of the cold climate (JOE).
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As women's wear, the wrapper is an up and down,76 two wrapper lengths (each 45
inches by 90 inches or longer depending on the size of the wearer); the bottom piece
falls to the ankle while the top piece (cover wrapper) is wound tightly around the hips
falling to the knee. The up and down is worn with a blouse made from same or
different fabric, hence the outfit is also known as a three-piece ensemble (ntama). In
modernised versions, the bottom piece is fashioned into a tailored skirt. The women’s
two wrapper dress is worn for both every day and formal wear, with the wrapping
style changing depending on age, marital status or the occasion, following African
cultural traditions.

Figure 5.4: An elder WADIB demonstrating how to tie two wrappers.

76

This may be a usage local to the Manchester region.
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For formal introduction to in-laws,
The bottom cover cloth is wrap around the body of the new bride at
the waist and stops at the ankle. The top cover cloth tied under the
arms, tops below the knees or a few inches from the ankle depending
on choice. For the traditional marriage itself, we tie the bottom
wrapper at the waist with a string, and it stops at the ankle. The top
wrapper wrapped loosely around the chest and stops below the knee
as adult women do (Mama J).
Married women, well except socialites wear two wrappers with the
end top wrapper tucked at the waist or people will say, Ooooh? Why
is she dressing that way?
For everyday wear, the loose bottom wrapper is generally shunned by WADIB who see
this as dress for elders; skirts are usually worn in preference. Wearing the three-piece
ensemble in the diaspora can be a conscious effort to preserve culture, but for married
women, it can also be about expressing womanhood. Esi (Dogbe, 2003), writing about
Ghana, found ‘the three piece ntama … idealises the [African] woman as a bearer of
‘authentic tradition.’’ The modern version of wrapper with skirt sends out different
messages, evoking either the ‘economically independent woman, or a subject of desire’.
Banerjee and Miller have argued, ‘For many women, the problem of contemporary living
is that an individual finds herself having to identify with a growing variety of different
roles and situations’ (2003:249). For young brides, the wearing of the two-wrapper dress
shows a woman’s social status. Wearing this marriage dress, for WADIB raised in the
diaspora, has elements of excitement and anxiety as described by one participant:
…the night before my trad [traditional marriage ceremony] … new
brides learn how to tie two wrappers and how to walk with the
cloth.[…] Your mother and aunties and other women in the family
demonstrate and practically guide you through the steps of tying the
wrapper giving you advice, and tips. Remember, my aunty told me
repeatedly, ‘You have to pull at it constantly to remove the wrapper
that gets in-between your legs or you will trip.’ As a married woman,
[…], for your traditional marriage ceremony you wear […] the threepiece ensemble […] or be the topic of gossips. Although I was very
excited for the first public display of my new status, the fear [I
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dreaded] walking and stepping on the wrapper and possibly falling and
the worry of embarrassments in public… (ITORO).
ITORO describes the embodied feelings of wearing dress, responding to its materiality
transmitted through wearing a tight-fitted style that makes her feel attractive as well
as restricts her body movement. To accommodate the restraints imposed on her body
by the cloth, she had to learn to adjust her ways of walking with the cloth. Dress, here,
has an agency. The ritual of wearing two wrappers for new brides retains the
association of the dress with marriage as well as its significance as an initiation to
adulthood.
Others had more mixed emotions about tying and wearing two wrappers. Much of the
discussion was on the problem of walking with the cloth. ‘It is hard to live up to’ as
NAEYO told me:
Although my mother and other women have given me advice and tips
on how to walk with two wrappers, I still cannot walk properly with
the cloth. The wrapper gets between your legs; you have to pull at it
always. Otherwise, you step on it and trip. The cloth continually
demands your attention. You walk differently, bend down differently
[laughs] and sit differently too. When I was younger, I struggled to
keep the wrapper on my waist; it was always slipping off […] I just could
not walk with the cloth. It is hard to live up to.
Later in the same interview, she added:
People called me to pick up my wrapper from the floor many times.
Embarrassed Yes! I stumbled many times and had a few falls. I could
not control the cloth. It had a mind of its own. I remember dancing at
a wedding in Aberdeen and my two wrappers come off on the dance
floor. Lucky for me, I had leggings underneath it. Now, and after years
of practice, not that I have mastered it, but I am and feel more
confident walking with the cloth (NAEYO).

Most WADIB like NAEYO find the tying and walking with the cloth difficult, but
through practice over the years, some develop the competence. Others, like
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ENO, who do not, blame her difficulty on her mother’s lack of cultural
knowledge, skills and competence.77
My mother left Nigeria, as a child so did not acquire the skills. My
mother seldom wears two wrappers except for weddings. She ties a
string of cloth to the end to hold it in place, so it does not slips off.
Most of her traditional fabrics are long gowns or blouse and long skirts.
She pays or calls friends to help her with her head tie. We had to pay
someone to come and dress me up for my introduction and traditional
marriage ceremony. I remember, it took hours of practising with my
mother and aunties and the expert helping and giving tips on how to
walk with two wrappers. My mother’s words, ‘You have to pull at the
cloth constantly and space you walk or you will step on it’ echoed in
my head as I walked into the dance hall. I was very nervous but enjoyed
the feeling of attractiveness, and I love the comments I received when
I wear African clothes. Oyinbo [Western] clothes even from
Debenhams do not make me feel that way (ENO).
Despite the difficulties presented, African print outfits transformed ENO into an
elegant woman in her own eyes, and those of others. Like Tarlo (1996) noted in the
Indian context, (and Banerjee and Miller (2003) in London) with the sari, African clothes
are seen here to affect the wearer through both physical experience and emotional
feelings that become inseparable.

5.2.2 The tailored cloth
As explained above, some people have the under wrapper tailored as a tight skirt (see
Fig.1). The wrapper can also be shaped into a skirt without cutting the fabric into pieces
in a way that it can come undone without spoiling the cloth. WADIB elders described
this as a common practice when they were young.78 ‘Young tailors cut one of the
wrappers into pieces to make a tightly fitted slit (skirt)’ (Mama J).79

77

See (Hansen and Madison, 2013b) for a discussion of dress competence.
BELLE’s refashioning of her late mother’s wrappers.
79
A slit is a vernacular pronunciation of the English ‘skirt.’
78
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I do not wear or have as many wrappers. I turned [refashioned] most
of my wrappers into gowns and skirts [laughs], and I like them tight
fitted because it emphasises my body shape […] I feel beautiful and
enjoy the feeling of attractiveness and comments I receive. […]
Tailored outfits affect your movement: you continuously have to lift
up the front to ease the movement when you walk down the street,
but the inconveniences are more visible when [you] want to enter a
car, climb the steps or take public transport (ITORO). (See Fig. 5 & 6).
My tailor makes me lovely styles, but sometimes when it is too tight,
or the front cut is too low, I do not feel comfortable and worry what
others are saying about the style for my age particularly at African
family and social events (ENO).
While wearing tightly tailored African outfits affects body movement, for many this
transforms their bodies into a display of beauty and elegance. However, when WADIBs
like ENO get it wrong, (Tarlo, 2010) puts it, when the style fails in the ‘appropriate
bodily idiom’ for the occasion; it makes her an object of scorn.
For evening and or formal occasions, ‘I’ prefer styles tailored to
accentuate my body. You move in particular ways [...], but it takes an
attitude and skill to master the techniques of moving … (UCHE).
Wearing tight fitted clothing, the cloth and the body move together, and they
complement each other, producing, as UCHE says, a differently structured movement.
The cloth affects the wearers while simultaneously being affected by the wearing.
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Figure 5.5: Getting into a car in Fallowfield. Photo by the author
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Figure 5.6: Stepping into the house.
Photo taken in Fallow field, Manchester by the author

5.2.3 Animating the cloth
The second wrapper has many functions that are animated through fashioning, tying
and untying, wrapping and unwrapping. Some women present it to their spouse or
friend as an invitation to join the woman on the dance floor.80 This echoes the work of
the sari pallu as explained by Banerjee and Miller (2003: pp27-43).81 The second
wrapper is commonly draped like a shawl over the shoulder (See Fig. 8). When it
becomes old and worn-out, it becomes a cover cloth for sleeping (among other
functions). Like the sari-pallu, it is like an extension of the woman: worn around the

80

See Dogbe (2003). The cover wrapper gesture as an invitation to the dance floor is part of African
dance practice (practised especially among the Ewe people from Ghana).
81
The sari-pallu is the piece of sari that falls over a woman’s shoulder down to her waist.
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chest to strap a baby to the back (see Fig.5.9). As a symbol of marriage, sex attraction
and motherhood, the second wrapper combines visual aesthetics with multiple
meanings. Patterns with symbolic meanings are not always completely understood by
diasporans.
To prevent my [second] cover from slipping, I tie it into knots to secure
it in place until my aunty told me that by doing so, I was inviting suitors
… (BELLE).

Figure 5.7: Example of cover-wrapper tied into a knot to the side. Photo by the author.

Fig. 5.7 shows how a single woman ties her wrapper to indicate her marital status. 82

82

The use of the black knitted top under the dress is a mix-and-match adaptation in the diaspora setting.
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Figure 5.8: Cover wrapper as a shawl, Manchester Piccadilly.
Photos by the author.

Figure 5.9: Cover wrapper tied around the chest to strap a baby to the back, Manchester
Piccadilly. Photo by the author
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5.2.4 Head wraps: from convenience to fashion
People also use the cover wrapper as a head tie. It can be a different or matching fabric
depending on the occasion, or on asoebi instructions, to provide ‘a layer of importance
befitting or to grace the events’ (YEYE) (see Fig. 10). In addition, the position and
direction of head wraps on the head draw the wearers and viewers into a coded
conversation about the wearer’s mood and marital status as MAMA J told me.
The way a gele is wrapped can indicate a woman's marital status. For
us [Edo people, middle belt Nigeria], an end leaning to the right means
the woman is married, while an end leaning to the left shows the
wearer is single (MAMA J)

Figure 5.10: Gele with contrasting fabric and matching fabric, seen at
CHEZY’s party. Photo by the author.

The head wrap affects the carriage of the body, especially the head.
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I like my gele big [elaborate], so I have to be careful the way I stand,
walk and bend down to pick up your drink or stuff from the floor or it
will drop. Asoke and Kente is heavy to carry for a long time. It affects
your posture too, the way you stand and carry yourself. You have to
sit upright most times or have a sprained neck (YEYE).

Figure 5.11: Woman tying her gele at home in Fallowfield, assisted by her sister. Photo
by the author.

The head wrap varies from simple to elaborate, for everyday to special occasions. Large
and fanciful wraps require skill and experience to tie. ‘Individuals tie gele for
themselves, but those who cannot ask or pay others to tie it’ (YEYE).
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Fees for private tying of head wrap in Greater Manchester range from
£10 to £50 and more for a bridal head wrap. Head wrapping for
individuals at parties is £5. Professional gets booked for wedding
months and even a year in advance. Gele can have added decoration
and edge decoration, including feathers, embroidery, threads of
ribbons or trimmed with lace, some people now pin flowers on it. I do
all, and prefer my gele big and standing out (YEYE).

Figure 5.12: A Professional Tying gele for WICE conference delegates,
Salford University, Manchester. Photo by the author.

First, you make a few pleats along the long edge of the fabric; then roll
the gele around your head piling the pleating as you go round; next,
you tie a knot with two ends and adjust the gele. To finish the head
wrap, you fold or bend the top end around the head then push
upwards. […] draw[ing] the viewer’s gaze up, rather than down. The
end knots are tied closely to the skull to keep the head wrap in place
(MEGA).
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Wearing head wraps was once a concern of older women, but recently, young WADIB
have become interested in head wrapping as fashion, contributing to the fashionability
of ‘turban hair wrapping’. This was formerly a fashion convenience on bad hair days, to
keep hair hidden away (Fig. 13).

Figure 5.13: Steps to tying a head turban. Photo by the author.
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Figure 5.14: Variation of ‘Branches’ patterns in Moston market. Photo by the author
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5.3. Findings about fabric
In this section, I discuss WADIB’s evolving relationship with African print cloth, its
changing features and its move from cotton to other fabrics. This study reveals that the
changes in the features of African print, both design and fabric type, invest the cloth
with new meanings. Here I discuss the agency of cloth in the making, unmaking and
remaking of identities that have changed in the diasporan setting.

There are different types of prints in the market but I buy real print […]
because of the smoothness, the cloth quality, and the look. Um, how
the cloth feels on the skin: the softness of abada and, it last longer.
Sad, the crackles, and quality that once played an important role in its
value is becoming outdated (MAMA J).
The look of African prints designs has changed in many ways [...] The
trend now is that the cloth, usually in cotton, is now in silk, chiffon, stretch
fabrics … (BELLE).
The qualities, both visual design and texture of African print fabric, is changing with the
cloth now produced in fabrics other than the usual cotton. Smoothness, historically
associated with genuine African print, is no longer a key sought-after quality. However,
the symbolic and cultural value of the cloth remains important to adult WADIBs. The
new look of African print, especially the simplified pattern and colouring, appears to
appeal to young African diasporans, so that each brand and style has followings among
different age groups.

5.3.1 Conventional versus new African print designs
In an interview, EVY, of Nigerian origin, called the pattern shown in Fig. 5.15
‘snakeskin’. Later, she added:
… Snake bites cause pain. Hence, we chose to wear it in dark
colours for my father-in-law’s burial to express our pain instead
of plain black.
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Figure 5.15: EVY in the snakeskin design she wore for her father in-laws’ burial, Whitefield, Manchester. Photo by the author.
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Ghanaians call the same pattern ‘gravel’ as MAJUA told me:
… We [Ghanaians], call ‘snakeskin’, ‘gravel design’. Gravel is
sometimes sharp and can cut you deeply, but we walk on it.
Wearing gravel design suggest a person is in pain but also can infer
the strength of character for the wearer (MAJUA).
People often celebrate the life of the deceased person by wearing white; wearing the
deceased’s favourite colour is a trend found among diasporan Africans. However, in
EVY’s case, it is about a personal expression of loss, as opposed to what is worn
conventionally. This shows that we should not distance the individual from the
frameworks within which meanings of colours and designs conveyed by clothes change
and vary between groups.

MAJUA observed that like ‘gravel’ most designs have variations:
There [are] many types of prints. First was asansaba, 83 then,
variations of colours and layout of same patterns for fashion
conscious people. More recently, we have old designs altered to
look like new designs known as ‘classicon’ for fashionable people.
Also, such traditional designs now come in one colour over the
background (MAJUA).
What ‘classicon’ design, alterations of long-established designs made to look
contemporary are like, is illustrated in a Master’s thesis by Isaac Abraham (2013: 74).
Fig. 5.16c shows a ‘classicon’ version of the ‘guinea fowl’ (akomfem) design.

83

A name for cloth with more than one old pattern combined to make new design.
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Figure 5.16: Variations of Akomfem design. Photos a & b by the author;
c: Abraham (2013).

The akomfem design has many variations. The overlapping effect seen in Fig. 5.16a is
typical of the classic wax print. People who like bright colours may prefer Fig. 5.16b
because of the sharp contrast. In the ‘classicon’ version of Fig. 5.16c, a textured tree
bark effect and muted colours give a contemporary look. Such designs are sought after
as ‘trendy’ amongst the younger crowd, but not all young people like it. MYAMA, a
young participant, told me that she would rather avoid altered classic designs for fear
of the meanings still associated with the pattern that might give out the wrong message
if worn in an inappropriate situation.

New-styled prints, particularly geometric patterns with no symbolic names attached to
them offer young diasporans a wider choice of styles compared to the classical designs.
These designs are dominant in Moston.

…Because of my Islamic beliefs, I wear geometric patterns […] fabrics
with circle, square, triangle and star for their significance in my religion
and ‘Alphabet’ cloth (MONA).
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WADIB Muslims like MONA prefer geometric patterns, and the design called ‘ABC’ by
Nigerian participants and ‘Alphabet cloth’ by Ghanaian participants. ABC designs
contain a grid of six by six squares filled with letters, and do not contravene Islamic
cultural beliefs about figurative imagery.84 Such patterns communicate their religious
identities.85 Non-Muslims, who buy and wear them, do so for other qualities as the
comment below illustrates:

ABC designs back home worn during the opening of educational
institutions or celebrating an educational accomplishment, it
communicates the literacy of the wearer in the diaspora (MAMA J)

Figure 5.17: ABC [also called Alphabet] Design, Moston, Manchester.
Photo by the author.

84
85

For a discussion on Islamic concerns surrounding dress practice in Britain, see: Tarlo (2010: 11).
Tarlo and Moors (2013) found similar perspectives on Muslim women’s dress in Britain.
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Figure 5.18: AHENS wearing ‘Oche Eze’ (King’s chair) design. Photo by the author.

Married women wear ‘Oche Eze’, or the ‘King’s chair’ pattern to express their
marital status. When a divorcee wears it, the pattern is turned upside down (See
Fig. 5.18). The meaning is personal as AHENS told me:
I was gifted this wrapper when I got married a few years ago but
[…] I am now divorced hence the pattern is worn upside down to
announce my new status. I have also tied my wrapper in a knot to
indicate availability not just for the dancing. But the wearing
knitted top underneath my blouse, and wearing leggings and socks is
for the cold climate (AHENS).
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AHENS’ story reveals the importance of the immaterial qualities of the cloth, the same
material able to impart different meanings. AHENS’s expression is enabled through its
material and immaterial properties.

The enactment of cultural heritage through clothes was something that AHENS
grappled with differently from ITORO, NAEYO and ENO. Although born, raised and
educated in England, growing up in a Nigerian Christian home, AHENS was brought up
not to wear clothes that show her upper arms or wear very short tops or skirts, saying;
‘I am of the generation that parent told what to wear’ (AHENS). The idea of
respectability through dress pervades all aspects of her dressing, which is also
influenced by the preservation of her sense of Africanness. From an early age, her
choices of outfits, European or African, accommodated her African and British life. She
adjusted by wearing leggings, socks and knitted tops underneath her African clothes.
The way WADIB wear African print clothing is different from Africans who live on the
continent because of the climate. In the diaspora, people wear long or short-sleeved
vest or shirt and trousers or leggings underneath their African clothes (See Fig. 19).

For BELLE ‘wearing African print and clothing items is empowering’:
Whenever I wear [African] print, I always feel good and elegant. It just
makes you feel like you command some respect but also, I feel
beautiful when I put them on (BELLE).
She spoke of different generations’ relationship with African dress: ‘My mother, my
daughter and my relationship to African clothing operates in relation to our different
experiences in the diaspora’. Her late mother was born and raised in Nigeria but BELLE
and her daughter were born and raised in Britain where they grew up without the
embarrassment her mother felt wearing African prints in Manchester. She says the
difference between being an African living in Britain, a British African and Britico means
that their experiences differ, but they share a sense of heritage embodied in the cloth.
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Figure 5.19: WADIBs wearing combination African print and European dress.
Photo by the author.

OLA’s commented on how clothes made her feel in the context of the opinion of others.
Concern over how her dress would be perceived was sufficient to make her change
from her work attire
Every time, I question why I change into African clothes before going
to attend a family event. I ask myself for whom? For my family? Still, I
change from work clothes and put on something African instead. I
wear suits visiting my Uncle’s house before. [...] At such times, the
clothes worn did not matter. […] going to family social events, what I
wear matters, as others will see it as ‘acting white’ (OLA).
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Comments or concern about comments from close ‘others’ like parents and family
members, but also passing compliments by those less close, like colleagues,
neighbours, traders in clothing shops and even the admiration of complete strangers,
was a consistent presence in most interviews.

5.4 Conclusions
Participants’ stories of their relationship with African print revealed that material and
immaterial qualities of African print enable them to sense their roots, to feel dignified,
to meet cultural expectations, to feel beautiful, to meet practical needs, to signify their
marital status, and to be able to ‘grace events’. The embodied relationship with African
print could cause anxiety and was not always successful. Stories offered by participants
highlighted the capacity for African print to communicate, establish and preserve social
relations particularly between mothers and daughters interwoven with personal and
collective identity. Some designs have power through their meanings that lead to their
choice (trendiness, mourning, divorce), but for others, such meanings put them off
from wearing them. The stories presented draw out the opportunities and constraints
of wearing African dress forms in the diasporan setting. While, at first, the difficulties
produce anxiety, with practice, African dressing becomes a means of displaying dress
competency. For the most part, and despite the demands on the wearer, WADIBs
proudly wear African prints on their body
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Chapter 6: Sociality of Dress

6.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at the social functioning of dress, a role often used to negotiate
belongingness in the West African diasporic situation. Many studies have documented
aspects of social interactions with African print within Africa (Sylvanus, 2016), (Gerlich,
2005), (Arthur, 2001), (Ofori-Ansa, 1978), but little analysis from a diasporan
perspective exists. In getting dressed, West African diasporans in Britain (WADIB) have
to consider whether to fit in or stand out. Their selections, and the degree of African
styling, differentiate dress for work, casual outings, informal family gatherings and
celebratory events. Eye-catching outfits distinguish special occasion dress and more
closely adhere to African styling (see Fig.6.1). The greater number of female
participants in this study is reflected in their increased treatment within the chapter.

Figure 6.1: Asoebi worn at a special occasion to show affiliation to the host.
Photo by Liviy Basil.
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6.2 Sociality of dress
The sociality of dress encompasses how we use dress to navigate social roles,
situations and transactions. Dress is defined here to include the ‘assemblage of body
modifications and or body supplements’ such as hairstyles and jewelry in addition to
clothing (Roach-Higgins and Eicher, 1992). How we dress the body is a means of
constructing, deconstructing and reconstructing the self (Jenkins, 2004: 5) for
presentation to others. Clothes afford us the potential to act out different identities:
the ‘performed self’ (Lurie, 1992). Clothes allow individuals to ‘have a different face for
different occasions’ (Cole 2000: 3). Use of African print by WADIB not only reveals or
conceals aspects of these selves, but also displays their clothing competence (Hansen
and Madison, 2013), and entanglements with African values.
Entwistle argues that ‘any understanding of the dressed body must acknowledge the
social nature of it’ (2002: 134). A desire to be fashionable may be one aim, but the
socially-felt comfort that comes from dressing appropriately often takes precedence.
Wearing the appropriate dress for the occasion was the dominant concern found
among many WADIB. The wrong dress could thwart the presentation of the intended
self and affect the resultant social experience. Applying Hansen and Madison’s (2013)
concept of dress performance, we see WADIB dressing as a display of clothing
competence to fellow WADIB. According to Hansen (2013: 3), dress competence
requires ‘cultural knowledge’ and ‘fashioning’ to navigate between the fit of clothing,
the desired identity, and the occasion.
Wearing African prints in diaspora is a practice of solidarity and social integration.
Social expectations of dress provide constraints, but individuals are able to make
choices to shape interaction with others. The viewer’s interpretation of the intentions
of the wearer is seldom straightforward, subject to interactions and misinterpretations.
But the ultimate expression is one of belonging.
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6.2.1 Literature review
Classical sociologists explored clothing as part of class identity seeing fashions diffusing
down the social hierarchy.86 From the time of Veblen (1965) and Simmel (1904; 1957),
sociologists explained fashion as a process that negotiates between emulation and
class differentiation. Contemporary research approaches challenge fashion as
emulation (Allman, 2004: 2). Herbert Bulmer, (1969: 281) explicitly rejected the trickledown theory of fashion. He proposed a bubble-up theory in which fashion changes may
begin with young people or lower income groups.87 For Bulmer, fashion is in response
to exposure to others, or to experiences in social interaction; ‘It is not the prestige of
the elite which makes the design fashionable, but it is the suitability or potential
fashionableness of the design which allows the prestige of the elite to be attached to
it’ (1969: 280).
The rejection of class-based theories opened the way for approaches of clothing as an
expression of identity (Craik 1994; Guy et al. 2000; Hansen 2004) and a shift towards
individual expression through lifestyle (Breward 2003). Breward emphasised the
importance of multiple identification and differentiation through clothes (2003: 222).
Both Tarlo (1996), in her work within the Indian context, and Woodward (2007), on
North London women, expand upon such multiple identities. Since 2000, dress studies
have been oriented toward dress practices in everyday life (Guy, Green and Banim,
(2000), Banerjee and Miller (2003), Abaza (2007), Rovine (2009), Kawamura ([2004],
2018) and Tarlo (2013). Guy and Banim (2000) investigated women’s relationships to
their clothing through the practice of keeping worn and unworn clothing.
Following on from Tarlo’s raising ‘the problem of what to wear’ (1996), Mukulika
Banerjee and Daniel Miller (2003) examined clothing choices. Looking at ‘individual life
experiences with saris of different age groups,’ they ‘emphasised the personal and
social relationship Indian women have with their clothes’ (Hansen 2018: on-line). Tarlo
(2010), Tarlo and Moors (2013) and Lewis (2015), explored faith-based fashion
86

See also Bourdieu (1984: 175-177) on the role of clothing as a marker of class distinction in which dress
is part of how the rich establish, maintain and reproduce their relation of dominance and position of
power.
87
Polhemus (1994) promoted the influence on style from the bottom up.
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challenging the opposition of modern versus traditional dress practices. Tarlo (2010)
discusses ‘how women choose many different possible ways of being Muslim in
London’, noting Muslim women’s ‘increasing visibility through dress practice’ (Hansen
2018: on-line). My research explored similar concerns with social norms of appearance
among WADIB in Greater Manchester. Lifestyle, social identities, and dress practices
relate to WADIB’s use of particular clothing styles to perform individual and collective
identities in different times and spaces.
Clothing as communication is another relevant research approach. From a media and
cultural studies viewpoint, Malcom Barnard (2013) posits that fashion and clothing
communicates socially agreed meanings imbued with power and ideology. He argues
that because meanings are negotiated they can differ according to the people involved
or the situation. His account emphasises expressivity, choice and agency. Barnard’s
particular relevance to this study is in understanding that clothes visibly mark power
relationships: age, social roles and contexts (e.g., WADIB may wear English clothes to
work and African prints on special occasions).
Recent approaches have theorised clothing and identity in terms of performance
emphasising the role of dress in processes of presentation and thus, ‘a re-orientation
away from social structures toward agency, practice and performance’ (Hansen 2004
cited in Fee 2013: 307). ‘Performativity,’ first used to describe the effect of clothing
practice on gender (Entwistle 2000, Paulicelli (2002), has been developed by Hansen
(2013: 6) who describes the perfomative qualities of dress practice as ‘fashioning’.
According to Hansen (2013), ‘Clothes are not worn passively; they require people’s
active involvement, demanding the skills and comportment that constitutes ‘clothing
competence,’ dress performance takes place in interaction with many diverse
inspirations to produce fashion’ (6).
Performance scholar Soyini Madison’s (2013) ‘Dressing Out-of-Place,’ uses the
performativity of dress to explain the viewer’s reaction to an African print evening
gown with Barak Obama’s image that was worn by African-American actress Victoria
Rowell to the 2009 Emmy Awards event. Her study revealed, ‘The Obama cloth
embodied a polyvocal layering with African, African American and diasporic relations’
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and, worn by Rowell, it became ‘a visual marker for… diaspora display of belonging’
(Hansen and Madison 2013: 224). I draw on the concepts of fashioning and clothing
competence to discuss WADIB’s dressed body within particular situations as
performative, a display act that changes interactions with others according to the
wearer's clothing competence.

6.3 Research findings
The research found three forms of dressing can be distinguished among diasporans:
African forms, European forms and ‘mix-and-match’.88 These three fashioning
strategies were identified from conversations during observation sessions, and
verified by participants. Whichever strategy is chosen, WADIB maintain African dress
practice in choice of colour, patterns, and accessorising. An African cultural stance is
also maintained in seeing clothes as demonstrating matters of respect, affiliation, and
appropriateness; there are strong situation-specific and age-related expectations.
When it comes to dressing, at the centre of WADIB choice is demonstrating belonging
and self-presentation to others. Delight in self-presentation and appearance is
important in the establishment and maintenance of the self. African family and social
events emerged as prime venues for dress performance and display of clothing
competence, where fashionability shapes interactions with others. It is cultural and
dress performance at full play. Below, I discuss how WADIB use clothing to perform
identities in different situations and venues (work, African family and social events and
at home).

88

This is the term that participants themselves used to describe mixed forms of dress.
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6.3.1 Presenting the self
Presenting one’s self is animated in interaction with others and is dependent upon
location, and occasion. Presenting the self through African print outfits, does not follow
a specific prescribed form, but prizes individual creativity within a general format.
WADIBs have different attitudes to (African print) fashion. Not everyone dresses to ‘fit
in’ with others. Some people choose to ‘stand out’. Wearing African prints to ‘stand
out’ was found less commonly amongst elders who preferred the three-piece ntama,
typifying married women’s dress, when attending African events. Adults and young
people unreservedly wear either European forms of dressing or mix and match,
exhibiting a stance of independence that comes with living in the diaspora. Most
young WADIB born and raised in Britain see no contradiction in wearing African prints
in European styles.
I wear mix and match, wear African clothes but fashionably British, it
is who I am, it makes me acceptable to both social situations’ (NAEYO).
When WADIB dress, they do so for themselves but also dress to be acceptable for social
situations, or they risk rejection. NAEYO supports this, ‘even people [WADIB] who do
not wear African print also make effort to follow the dress code to avoid
embarrassment (See Fig.6.21).

For many WADIB, clothes afford them the potential to act out many identities as YEYE
told me:

I'm a mother, I'm a wife, […] I'm a woman, an Oloori and a titled African
chief. Each one of these identities do not make me a different person
but I can be any of them at any time and I dress to present one or a
combination of them depending on the situation.
Multiple identities allow individuals to use clothing to shape other's perceptions of
them. As ITORO says, people ‘form’ and dress to impress others (form is a pidgin term
for presenting an image of who we desire to be). BELLE agrees with ITORO: ‘many
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people dress to form an impression’ because (here I return to NAEYO’s comments)
‘what you wear is self-introduction.’

6.3.2 African forms of dressing
African forms of dressing for women include the loose fitting three-piece ntama
ensemble (See Fig. 6.2) persist in the diaspora but mainly worn by elders to
complement their social roles:
…old people like me still wear the loose traditional three-piece-ntama
ensemble, it is our culture. The new trends are too stylish and tailored
closely to the body. Young people like to make ankara as jackets. […]
Anyway, these um, new design, colours, new kinds of tightly fitted
tailoring to attract attention and admiration of others is for young
people born, raised and educated here (MAJUA).
Wearing the loose fit three-piece-ensemble with long skirts or as loose gowns with
covered up arms and necklines, among women in their fifties and sixties in the diaspora
draws on the African phrase ‘dress your age’. Tighter fit is generally designated for
younger women. For some, wearing loose fit is also about accommodating increased
waistlines (See Appendix E: 363-370). Generational and size differences mean that
different styles co-exist (See Fig.6.11).
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Figure 6.2: Three-piece ntama style. Photo by the author.
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Figure 6.3: Modernised ntama style. Photo from Weddingdigestnaija.com.

Diasporic African print fashion has no single acceptable ‘look,’ but many simultaneously
accepted looks. Below in Fig. 6.4, except for the man with a throw-over-wrapper on a
long sleeve white shirt, the other styles appear similar. On close examination, the styles
have a subtle difference in the embroidery colours or collar style, permitting selfexpression as well as a display of togetherness. Within the context of a special occasion,
here a christening, it signals the family relations and groups identified with by the
individual in integrating into the social life of the community. Personalising dress is a
form of identity performance.
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Figure 6.4: WADIB men in African forms of dress at a christening.
Photo by the author.

We wear ankara here [in diaspora] to display our identities, cultural
values and to encourage continuity of the practice. Wearing the same
cloth is to show affiliation to the host as well as, um, solidarity and
membership to the groups we belong to (KOLA).
Here we dress in African print asoebi […] to show pride in our heritage,
to encourage others um, promote an image of uniformity, um, express
who we are (YEYE).
The comments above show the plural meanings of WADIB consumption of African
print. Wearing the same African print provides WADIB, like OYE89 and YEYE, an
opportunity of using styling to mark group boundaries and maintain identity while
registering belonging (See Fig. 5).

89

OYE is a short form of Atoloye -meaning someone who merits a chieftaincy title.
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Figure 6.5: Diasporan chiefs style the same fabric differently at a christening. Photo by
the author.

Fig. 6.6 shows two sisters wearing a modernised version of the ‘Record’ pattern in
matching colours expressing togetherness, but their different styling visibly announces
individuality. 90 One wears a deep V-neck, the other a wider shape with matching
organza infill. The elaborate head ties, shades, and jewellery give the style a
contemporary look. Here, each individual look is achieved collaboratively but
resonating against the other. Various and sometimes contradictory identities are acted
out at the same time.
90

See Tulloch (2004:11) in which the author engages with diaspora theory and politics in making similar
observations.
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Figure 6.6: Sisters dress the same but different. Photo by the author.

Achieving the desired self does not come without effort. As YEYE observed:
To represent91 our identities in one outfit, the selection of the cloth,
accessories […] matching shoe and bag, pieces of jewellery um,
necklace, bracelets, earrings, rings can be by individuals. But, to
achieve the perfect ankara-asoebi-glam, I personalise the style, wear
unique jewellery, wear matching shoes and handbag. Sometimes, I
even pay makeup artist to apply the perfect ‘face beat’, manicure and
pedicure and tie the gele [head wrap] to stand out.
Later in the same interview, YEYE added:
As a mother, grandmother, an Olori92 [a titled] African chief and elder, I
dress to reflect my social roles […] It is expected of me to wear ankara to
identify with others, um, visibly show my belonging and encourage others
and but I like very stylish clothes. I dress nice not just for parties but I pay
more attention to outfits that I wear for parties. The more beautiful I look,
the better I feel.

91
92

To ‘represent yourself’ is a pidgin form meaning to present yourself.
Olori is a Yoruba word for the wife of a king.
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Presenting the self at one extreme can involve professional dressers and make-up
artists in pursuit of African glamour.93 YEYE’s position makes her a high-profile person
with a layered social status that carries expectations for dress and image. Her multiple
selves presented through her clothing choices tell not only of her social role and
community values, but her lifestyle in the diaspora.

6.3.3 European forms of dressing
Adoption of African print for European forms of dressing in the diaspora involves
fashioning African prints as European styles or combining of plain fabrics with African
prints as evidenced in the following outfits.

Figure 6.7: African print in European form for dressing for work.
Photo by the author.

93

In YEYE’s words, ‘… glam describes the elegant appearance created to make an impression on others’.
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Fig. 6.7 is a fusion of African or British fashion. Fashioning of African prints in Western
style is a way young people dress to balance their African traditions, demands of
everyday life and their own desires to express individual preference; ‘dress African but
fashionably British’ (KOKO).
Wearing ankara English styles in the workplace is a way of establishing
connections among ourselves [other Africans], express our identities
to others and fit in with colleagues without dressing completely like
them (KOKO).

Figure 6.8: Work dress in European forms. Photos by the author.

I wear a sweater or an English tailored jacket over ankara dress to
express my identity, look professional and to fit in with the work
situation (NAEYO)
African print in European forms of dressing as work clothes allows WADIB to express
their identity distinctiveness through dress with ethnic pride and assimilation, without
having to Westernise completely.
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6.3.4 Mix-and-match fashioning
Many young professionals like KBK, TOMI and NAEYO repeatedly commented that they
sometimes dress in mix-and-match fashion to work. The situational context, placespecific expectations are carefully considered in the fashioning. KBK explained this by
comparing her work clothes to clothes she wears to African events (See Figs. 6.9-10,
which is of same person):
I wear mix and match to work but to African events, my clothes are
very elaborate with bold accessories and make-up to look like others…
because the relations are different (NAEYO).

Figure 6.9: Professional dressed in mix-and-match style.
Photo by the author.
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Figure 6.10: Adult dressed in mix-and-match fashion on her
way to an African party. Photo by the author.

Figure 6.11: Mother with daughter in mix-and-match
at a christening party. Photo by the author.
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Mix-and-match fashioning by young WADIB born, raised and educated in Britain,
signals a wish to ‘dress British’ but honour their cultural heritage. This is socially
acceptable until women become married. (See Fig. 6.11). At the time of this research,
the young person (in Fig. 6.11) was single. After marriage, people will expect her to
dress like a married woman (Fig. 6.2 and or 6.3) to African events as an outward and
visible sign of change in her life cycle, her marital status. However, in the context of
particular women’s jobs (Fig. 6.12) and or domestic living circumstances, invoking of
African customs counterpoises WADIB style and dress practicality.

Figure 6.12: Diasporan professor dressed in mix-and-match
at the International Women’s Conference in
Hulme. March 2015.Photo by the author.
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Figure 6.13: African print combined with plain fabric in mix-and-match fashion.
Photo by the author.

AMAO, a young participant put her thoughts on expectations of dress:
My dress styles embrace my African tradition and Britico identity. Fit
in and still be African.
Dressing Britico embraces British and African identities. Young WADIBs adoption of
European forms of dressing using African prints, or mix-and-match, do so to modernise
their appearance without deserting their culture and diaspora identity.
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Figure 6.14: Groups of friends at an African party. Photo by anonymous participant.

Fig. 6.14 shows WADIB women wearing the same African print to represent group
membership. They have personalised their outfits to distinguish themselves and used
sky blue and yellow cloth in the combined outfits to represent sub-affiliations.

6.3.5 Summary
WADIB have an expanding range of options for dress that has been classed here into
three forms. These forms are not offered as pure types, but as indications of how
participants in the study thought of their dress choices. Fashioning and wearing of
certain styles, is an expression of identity and exercise of agency. Although WADIB
women’s assemblage of clothes comes in various versions, it has three main identifying
features: for the older generation, it is a blouse and two wrappers wrapped around the
waist (locally called up and down) and a headscarf. For Adults, particularly married
women, clothing appropriateness includes wearing long skirts or dresses. Young
WADIB including unmarried women have more flexibility to wear more open bodice,
short dresses or skirts to African family and social events. Clothing is one way in which
age difference and marital identification are signalled.
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6.4 Engaged observations
6.4.1 YIN’s party
African community events serve as a safe space for the use of clothing to communicate
group similarities and differences, particularly events involving multiple nationalities.
African celebrations have a dress code expressed most strongly through colour, usually
matching the décor of the venue.

Figure 6.15: YIN’s party hall décor. Photo by the author.

YIN’s dress code was green, gold and black to depict her links to Nigeria and Ghana.
The party hall décor was extravagantly finished. Although the venue in Eastland,
Manchester, had walls painted in deep blue with cream panels, the doors matched the
room décor with the colours of the day. The tables were covered with white cotton,
which had green and lemon chiffon strips running from end to end with matching green
serviettes and sets of green and yellow balloons in the celebrant’s colours.
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Getting ready
Weeks before the party, I began thinking about what to wear. There was no doubt that
I would be wearing an African outfit, but I was frustrated because I had two events to
attend on the same day. A 50th birthday celebration of my second cousin- whose colour
code was red and/or blue had to be accommodated with YIN’s colours of green, gold
and black for her mother’s memorial. My budget meant that there was no possibility of
buying a new cloth. After several forays into my wardrobe, I chose a red and black
adinkra pattern long fitted dress that I had bought and worn previously for another
occasion. As I took out the outfit, I puzzled about how I could achieve both a sober and
celebratory look in one dress. Two days before the party, looking through my wardrobe
for accessories to match, my eyes fell upon a stunning outfit in a red and gold lace fabric.
Hmmm, this mix of red and gold throughout the garment would serve perfectly for my
double act; there was red for Cousin ANNA and gold for YIN. It suited both events, but
there was a problem. I had worn this same outfit (as buba and wrapper) on several
previous social occasions in Manchester. I pondered my options for hours before
coming to the familiar conclusion that what I really needed was a new dress. However,
buying a new fabric was not only out of the question financially, there was also no time
to make arrangements. Buying a new fabric is a social activity, with a relative or friend
accompanying you to provide support or, sometimes, even opposition. So, armed with
my red and gold buba and wrapper, I drove to my tailor at Clayton to refashion it into a
more stylish tailored blouse and skirt. Though the subtle appeal of the red and gold lace
was appropriate, I wanted to be comfortable and appear elegant in a style that did not
draw particular attention to itself. On the day of the party, looking at the mirror, as I
got ready for YIN’s party or rather for both parties, my face had a big smile. I liked what
I saw. The cut was clever; modest but well fitted, the bodice with its slight corset effect
firmed the bust and stomach, making me shapelier and younger looking (Fig.6.17).
Happy that the most difficult task was accomplished, there was still the matter of
choosing accessories.

I picked a simple gold necklace with matching earrings,

wristwatch and bangle in gold. My headdress was a gold colour fabric and wrapped
modestly by comparison to others. The outfit was completed with high-heeled gold
colour shoes and matching bag. The gold-themed ensemble stood out for the desired
sense of originality and individuality, and many people complimented my dress at both
events. A happy ending, but a close call. Thank you GINA for saving the day.
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Figure 6.16: YIN making her entrance at her party. Photo by the author.

YIN's elaborately arranged head tie was made with two pieces of taffeta, forty-five
inches long: one gold, and one printed gold on black. The contrasting gold colours,
arranged alongside each other, magnify the effect of the finished head tie. The
combination was more visually striking than a single fabric type on its own. Her blouse
was styled after a buba: a typical Yoruba African garment with round neck and loose
sleeves. The borders of the material were finished in a gathered frill running down the
front centre, forming a focal point. Rather than the straight wrapper, she wore a
shaped wrap skirt, emphasising her body shape. A range of gold jewellery
complementing the gold-accented dress included a broad chain necklace, large discshaped earrings and a wide silvery-gold bracelet. High-heeled, golden peep-toe slippers
and black-lacquered toenails completed the outfit. The abundance of gold and the
scale of YIN’s headdress, made her stand out from the others. In her words:
This style is unusual for me (laughs) … but … I want to be original, to
stand out, and draw attention to myself as the celebrant.
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Figure 6.17: The Engaged Observer at YIN’s Party. Photo by the author.

Figure 6.18: Guests at YIN’s party. Photo by the author.

Guests close to the celebrant dressed in the African print asoebi, printed gold on black
and green, accessorised with golden or black wristwatches and or bangles. Most
women wore elaborate head ties while men wore simple African attire. Those few who
did not wear the asoebi, like me, also dressed in African styling keeping to the colour
codes required for admission. Etiquette demands that guests creatively demonstrate
attentiveness to the code, while signalling individual heritage, but never outshining the
host: a balancing act of showing respect both through standing out and of standing
back.
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Figure 6.19: QUEEN, YIN’s daughter at the event. Photo by the author.
QUEEN, the daughter of the host, had the task of expressing her youthfulness and
reflecting her mother’s status, but again tempering her look to show deference. She
chose a tailored look with richly embroidered bodice; her headdress was in a single
fabric and modest by comparison to YIN’s. The dress tightly fitted around her bust and
hips, and ended in a black flared flounce accentuating her youthful curves. We can see
that African special occasion dressing is a social art, a cooperative matter where rank
and deference are balanced against individual expression, pleasing oneself by
succeeding in pleasing others.
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6.4.2 CHEZE’s party.
CHEZE’s party colour code was red and blue; red was worn by the bride’s family and
close friends and blue by the groom’s people. Like other African parties I attended, the
colour of the venue decorations matched the asoebi colours. At this event, people also
exhibited their clothing competence. Some people (like me) wore the African print
asoebi to fit the occasion. Some close family and friends wore a combination of both
colours to show affiliation to both families. Others were more boldly dressed in red or
blue to specify their belonging. The different ways of styling highlighted nuances of
social relations while embodying African social expressiveness.

Figure 6.20: Guests at CHEZE’s party. Photo by the author.

Figure 6.21: WADIB couple wearing European forms in CHEZE’s colour code.
Photo by the author.
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While the majority of people attending wore African prints, partaking in the asoebi,
some wore their own clothing, demonstrating affiliation to the host through the colour
code (See Fig. 6.21). Different stylings of dress are particularly noticeable during
dancing at such events. As music changes from African to RnB, disco, pop or new age
rap, so does the African print fashion on the dance floor. Identification through clothes
at such events illustrates both the defending of boundaries and the expression of
belonging through clothes. Attendees need to judge the appropriateness of dress,
given that the meaning of the same dress can change with occasion and age of the
wearer. NAEYO commented, ‘to get it right, you must have the knowledge and ability
to select the right clothing and to wear it appropriately to suit different occasion’.
People look to each other, imitating aspects of styling:

Everyone copy styles of others but to stand out, you must have the
flair, experience and ability to select the right dress and accessories
from a range of different items of clothing … new or refashioned from
clothes in the wardrobe to create an overall look that will announce
your entrance (BELLE).
I dress fashionable but cannot say I set the trend; we all do (YEYE).
When I copy styles of others, it is for the fashion ... (NAEYO).
Trendsetters are not necessarily persons with prestige, but rather those that exhibit
the greatest clothing competence.

6.4.3 Nigerian Women in Colleges of Education (WICE) conference 2014
Apart from colour codes, Africans events have unwritten dress codes, age-associated
styles and event-specific expectations. Women wearing youthful styles is only
acceptable before marriage, as illustrated by the case of MAYA detailed below. Being
in the appropriate outfit for the Nigerian Women in Colleges and Education (WICE)
2014 conference meant, first of all, wearing the group asoebi. An unwritten rule of
appropriate styling is, as MAMA J puts it, ‘dressing your age’, structuring how outfits
are judged
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Figure 6.22: WICE conference, Sheridan Suite, Oldham Road, Manchester.
Photo by the author.

Figure 6.23: Keynote speakers at the WICE conference. Photo by the author.

I like English tailored fashion and have worn dresses to conferences.
Today, I wore the same ankara to identify with others, prevent
unpleasant social experiences… a kind of protection, to avoid
embarrassment, a reassurance against unfriendliness of others but my
styling made me stand out from others standing out. Though I dressed
in the asoebi, many people do not think my dress style appropriate
because of my age (MAYA).
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Although MAYA wore African print to identify with others and avoid unpleasantness,
the simple styling of her outfit made her ‘stand out’ even amongst others ‘standing
out’. Because of her role as keynote speaker at this African event, some people thought
she was distancing herself through her dress. MAYA’s fault arose from ‘being’ her
identity, wearing a European-style dress because she likes simple tailored styling,
whereas to maintain her role, she should have worn a three-piece ntama outfit. MAYA
told me that she rarely attends African events because she feels embarrassed when
she arrives and her dress feels out of place.

6.4.4 Youth and age
One can also err by what Lawley (2018) described as the act of ‘doing’ an identity.
Adopting youthful fashion by adults or not wearing African print at African social events
can lead to negative experiences.
We [Africans] have culturally unacceptable ways of dressing for adults.
Adults wearing youthful styles is not age appropriate … it does not
disguise your age. Instead, it shows up one’s age (MAMA J).
At parties, I move away from people … who try to maintain um, wear
clothes beyond their means or dress age inappropriately, forming just
to impress others […]94 (VIDA).

Young WADIB non-involvement with African print stems from different reasons:
When I am with my friends, I do not want to ‘stand out’. I would feel
uncomfortable (CHIKA, age 18).
If everyone is wearing suits and I am in a bright ankara, I would not
feel embarrassed, just awkward wearing traditional African prints
among my friends (MIMI, age 19)
Peer pressure rather than social pressure seems to be the determining factor. Young
WADIB describe feeling uncomfortable wearing African prints in public. Feeling

94 To ‘maintain’ here is used as a pidgin word meaning to adopt an affluent image to gain social approval.

‘Forming’ means acting.
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uncomfortable here is not about physical discomfort, but about clothes that do not
portray the self. Many young WADIB mentioned that they do not wear African prints
outside African contexts; its announcement of difference demonstrates the multi-vocal
capacity of the cloth, as illustrated by SET’s amazement at seeing a group of African
women walking into Primark wearing African print outfits adorned with elaborate head
wraps:

At community events and parties, we proudly wear ankara to express
our cultural identity. I was surprised to see African women wearing
traditional outfits shopping in Primark. It was odd. I get Indian people
wearing Indian clothes… we are used to it, so, it is not in your face
(SET).
Another participant KENNY made similar claims:
As a child, your parents tell you how to dress. I wore ankara to African
parties grudgingly until […], um, I was a teenager when I think, and I
started to develop my style, wanted to look cool, listened to hip-hop and
[…] and dress trendy. […] So, um, […] I think that, um, I haven’t dressed in
[…] ankara since my teenage years and definitely after I came here to
study. I wear what I like. Um, but, um, there is nothing wrong with […]
wearing African attire for family and friends. Uhm . . . […]. It is something
associated with culture, and I get it, but it is not me (KENNY).
Later in that same interview, he added,
Like most young men my age, I wear own clothes and identify with others
through dress colour codes.
For KENNY, hip-hop music culture sets his dress style, a culture associated with
youthfulness. He identifies himself as fashionable, and distances himself from people
who wear African prints. Nevertheless, he felt it essential to explain to me his strong
connections with African culture, even if its dress practices make him uncomfortable.

Reasons and ways of distancing from others through clothes vary. KOLA distances
himself from individuals who dress too young for their age. For TUDU, it is from display
of non-involvement. In KENNY’s case, it is dissociation from his past: ‘[I] haven’t
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dressed in that cloth [...] since my teenage years’. PROF, an elder male, made similar
claims:

Uhm, I was born and raised in Africa, then migrated to study in Britain,
married an English woman and remained in Britain. My clothes and
preferences have changed over time. In the last ten years, I feel more
comfortable wearing African clothes compared to when I was a lecturer
and young man (OJIE).
Clothes operate in conjunction with the body. OJIE’s change of outfits involves both
African print clothing and his self-conceptions; over time, in new circumstances this
self-concept has changed, reflected in OJIE’s fashioning himself by his choice of clothes.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter discusses the sociality of fashion, what it encompasses, its use to signal
belonging and cultural respect. In dressing, WADIB negotiate opposing factors: the
expectations of others, their own desires to be fashionable yet comfortable, to fit in or
stand out, to move between different situations. A dress that fits the workplace would
indicate something quite different when worn to African family and social events.

The appropriateness of your dress affect[s] how you succeed or fail to
communicate who you are, or in some cases, [what you] hope to become,
or […] become to others (NAEYO).
NAEYO highlights the importance of clothing competence. Dress has performative
qualities in the context of African events where inappropriate dress can result in being
shunned. WADIB consider sometimes, consciously, often not, the values and meanings
attached to African print and the aesthetic agency including the social significance in
selecting what to wear (or avoid wearing) depending on where and how he or she
encounters it. Having cultural knowledge aids clothing competence and fashioning of
appropriate outfits that gain the respect and admiration of others. WADIB self-styling
takes place through an intense process of selecting the right clothing to suit different
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occasions. The different ways WADIB wear African print is an expression of identity
(disguising or denying it). Wearing African print is a resource for defining their diaspora
identity and exercising agency linking the personal and the public; and the individual
to the community. WADIB personalise African styles to announce ‘new definitions of
self’ as modern and generational difference. As (Craik, 1994) put it, clothes become
‘tools for self-management’. Dress can express multiple identities and affiliations. It has
performative qualities in the context of African events where inappropriate dress can
result in being shunned. Ultimately, dress functions as an ‘instrument of social
reproduction… and change’ (Fee 2013: 307).
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Chapter 7: Analysis and Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
This thesis addresses a gap in our knowledge of dress: about the shifting meanings and
practices associated with dress as it moves into diasporic cultural surroundings.
Specifically, it looks at West African diasporans living in Britain (WADIB) and their
engagements with African print. It does so by gathering stories of the cloth and clothing
experiences of diasporan communities, alongside images of how they acquire, make,
wear and keep their clothes. The review of literature related to African print carried
out for this thesis revealed that previous academic research focused on dress in Africa,
but largely ignored the contemporary use of African prints among diasporan
communities (See sections 4.1 and 6.1).95 By moving beyond the African setting into a
diaspora setting, this research expands our understanding of how meaning in dress is
shaped, re-shaped, and more generally, the interrelationship of people and clothes,
thus, offering an original contribution towards scholarship on contemporary dress in
changing cultural contexts. This research also adds the African dress perspective to
studies of transnational lives from the standpoint of other diasporans.

7.2 Research methods
My experience found that the group workshop process was not the linear process
described in the literature (Tuckman 1977). I found that individuals acted differently
when interviewed on their own than when observed in the group setting. The
limitations and frustrations of the group workshop method led to trials of modifications
of interview and observation methods. These methods were all constrained by the
expectations of African etiquette. Its greatest interference was, in effect, to silence
younger participants.

95

In 2013, D. Soyini Madison devoted a small section of a chapter to diasporan USA consumption of
African commemorative cloth (224-227). Only in the past year has academic attention crystallised
around this issue with the first dress conference of the African diaspora in May 2018 hosted by the
Costume Institute of the African Diaspora in London.
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The more recent approach of wardrobe study enabled me to get close to a small
number of participants and develop trusting relationships in a way that uncovered
issues of relevance not broached through prior methods, such as anxieties about
passing on the heritage of African dress to the next generation. The wardrobe method
led to more vivid results less influenced by what participants may have felt I wanted to
hear.
The idea of the radio call-in talk show with invited guests arose through existing
contacts in the radio field. Taking up this opportunity was daunting and required
specialised training. In practice, the difficulties of juggling guests, callers and the
requirements of the station for music and announcements was challenging, to say the
least. At last, I found a method, which I believe was truly co-creative. Unpredictable,
dynamic and fast moving, the radio show seemed to merge the ‘I’ and the ‘them’ more
fully into ‘we’. It is a productive method that deserves further exploration and
refinement.
In presenting what seem to be alternative methods, I actually combined different
methods in a multi-sited ethnography. This approach allowed me to question and
corroborate evidence more thoroughly. Combining methods in collaborative research
is probably the way forward for this kind of work. Future multi-site research may offer
similar benefits for other type of dress study.

7.3 Diasporas
We have seen that participants’ conceptualizations of African cultural identity,
entailing the co-presence of homeland and hostland constitute a form of ‘living inbetween’ (Clifford 1997: 37). Africans in diaspora are obliged to inhabit two or more
identities, perhaps explaining the othering of fellow diasporan Africans within
categories of British African identity: ‘real Africans,’ ‘imports,’ and ‘born here’. The
degree to which diasporans define themselves as African in any particular situation
serves to delineate what was perceived as ‘other’ in that context. Engagement with
African prints was discovered to be a means that diasporans employ to promote African
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culture and build bridges with other Africans in diaspora. This research found that
diasporans in the UK deployed African print as a resource able to be drawn upon to
socially express their degree of African identification. The complexity of these
interactions is able to be performed through dress, especially in a range of mix-andmatch forms, as well as in the evolving adaptation of African dress practices. WADIB
dress choices express the fluidity of diasporan identity (or even disguising or denying
it), rather than a rigid, diasporic stance constructed through difference in relation to
the other. Integrated with such socially-constructed differences, there are cultural
expectations in diasporan practice (derived from African norms) that were found to
align mainly with generational differences. So, youth and elders express their African
identification through differing sets of dress practices.

7.4 Consumption
Diasporan Africans in Greater Manchester have created one particular venue for
acquisition and making-up of African print, which is otherwise not available from
ordinary high street shops. This research presents and describes Manchester Moston
Lane, with its cluster of shops that sell a variety of African products and services, as a
preferred site for dress-related consumption. There, WADIB are able to recreate
African practices of buying in the community atmosphere with its lively interaction
between traders and other customers, and the crucial matter of being able to feel the
cloth before buying. The desire to feel the cloth prevents on-line shopping being widely
taken up among the African diaspora; this shopping choice was especially noted
amongst elders, socialites and professionals who wear top brands. The Moston
marketplace also preserves African practices of dressing, most notably made-tomeasure tailoring. When it comes to African print, WADIB buy clothes in yardage, take
them to the tailors and have them made to their design and fit. Tailors are able to
personalise their clothing, and to creatively respond to the individual printed patterns
as a show of dress competence. Participants’ stories revealed the importance of close
fitting garments within a range of styles that also include looser fit for elders.
Analysis of the evidence found that there are now different types of African prints in
the market. The former hierarchy, observed for instance by Nielson (1979), that placed
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Dutch wax print as the most desirable and most expensive form is being challenged by
today’s consumers. The different ways individuals want to present themselves
determine which African print style is purchased. Evidence from this research revealed
a current trend away from the use of symbolic meaning in African print toward patterns
that are free of cultural meanings. Whereas the literature shows that, the symbolic
meanings associated with African prints continue to play a significant role in
consumption choices in Africa (Sylvanus 2016), this research found that younger
diasporans deliberately avoid such patterns because they are unsure of their
competence to communicate the correct message. WADIB preference for African
prints can be said to be changing from a culture imbued with symbolism toward one of
aesthetics.

Analysis of the evidence found that outfits in wardrobes became autobiographical
markers of women’s changing identities, paralleling the wardrobe findings of
Woodward (2007). The accumulation of outfits bought for special occasions over the
years reminded owners of their past experiences through their encounter in the
wardrobe. This parallels (Cwerner, 2001) wardrobe as a ‘safe storied pool of identity’
ready to be activated by seeing, handling and wearing of clothes. Outfits in the
wardrobe kept in expectation or hope of future use by daughters, express the
importance for diasporans of passing on African dress knowledge and practice to the
next generation. Meanwhile, however, that generation is adopting different consumer
behaviours that may conflict with such parental desires.

7.5 Sociality
Cloth and clothing is used as a means of moderating social interactions whereby people
are able to feel comfortable in the degree to which they fit in or stand out. Evidence
from this study showed African print to be primarily employed for special occasion
dress. At occasions such as weddings, christenings, and birthdays, WADIB do not wear
everyday clothes. These occasions are distinctive and memorable, and where possible
new clothing is worn, depending on individual financial ability. For those that can afford
it, asoebi is one-time wear. But one participant, NAEYO, reminds us that after some
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time, it can be refashioned into new styles.96 In contrast to the practice of accumulation
of clothes in African practice, diasporans turn to the upcycling of clothes as a dress
strategy in order to maintain their appearance if negotiating a strict dress budget. This
may also reflect the greater difficulty in obtaining African print in the diasporan setting.
It could also point toward changing forms of cultural capital in diaspora, where adding
value through creative intervention has begun to matter more than mere
accumulation.
Like their African counterparts, public appearance and display of dress competence is
particularly important to WADIB. Particularly for attending African family events,
diasporans choose dress that is more elaborate than everyday dress, with women
adopting strong make-up styles, matching shoes and bags, and showy jewellery. In
keeping with Bourdieu’s (1979) concept of distinction, such dress clearly demarcates a
difference in dress practice between clothing worn in public and that worn in private.
Presenting one’s self through African print outfits is animated in interaction with others
and takes place through an intense process of selecting the right clothing to suit
different occasions, notably for work in contrast to African family and social events.
The context determines whether a particular manifestation of dress demonstrates
belonging to the group, and appropriate self-presentation or not. For example, some
participants felt frustrated because they could not wear African print to work, where it
stood out too much. Again, in African cultural contexts, WADIB choice of dress, and its
fashioning into outfits, is underpinned by unwritten (and unstable) rules about what
dress is appropriate or not.
WADIB choose particular types, patterns and colours to navigate specific situations
selecting what to wear (or avoid wearing) to enable the performance of appropriate
identities. The research found dress choice underpinned by social attitudes and the
desire to present a respectable identity, affiliation, appropriateness, and situationspecific and age-related expectations. Cultural knowledge aids clothing competence:
96

Asoebi ‘wear it once' culture comes at a high cost. We buy asoebi because we do not want to offend
the celebrant but hardly ever wear same asoebi again except it is refashioned (NAEYO, a female
participant)
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the ability to style appropriate outfits that gain the respect and admiration of others.
Failure to meet social expectations can have severe consequences: harsh criticism,
ostracism, or forced re-dressing.97 The gathered evidence also confirms Tarlo’s
articulation of ‘the problem of what to wear’ (1991:134-157).98 Even a full wardrobe
is no guarantee of satisfying all the needs for a particular event (See Section 6.4).

WADIB exhibit different attitudes to (African print) fashion, some choosing to stand out
rather than fit in. Dressing to stand out was found less commonly amongst first
generation diasporans: those who relocated to Britain as adults. The research indicated
different sets of dress values that mapped onto the generations. Elders preferred the
three-piece ntama when attending African events, consciously emphasising cultural
norms differentiating married women’s dress from that of single women. This research
suggests WADIB elders’ dress routine is directed toward maintenance of existing
cultural practice; they use African print to constitute respectability, and by implication,
avoid inappropriateness. British born WADIB were found to wear modernised versions
of African styles but maintain African dress practice in choice of colour, patterns, and
accessorising. Finally, young WADIB born and raised in Britain unreservedly wear
either European forms of dressing or mix and match; their dress routines are directed
toward maintaining a sense of individuality.

WADIB dress choices announce not only generational difference, but changing
definitions of self. As Craik (1994) put it, clothes become ‘tools for self-management’.
Analysis of the evidence distinguished three forms of dressing among diasporans:
African forms, mix-and-match and European forms. It should be understood that these
are operational categories for the purpose of discussion, not hard and fast divisions.
But, it is clear that not all WADIB wear African print, although when participating at
cultural events, they will keep to the colour code of the events, marking their
transnational lives by this recognition of cultural values. Wearing or not wearing African
prints, including adoption of trendy colours or new-styled prints, is an emblem of

97

See: Sections 6.4 and 6.4.3.
‘To dodge wahala [to avoid penalties of inappropriate dress), we, [young WADIB] buy non-traditional
patterns and wear African prints in English styles’ (AMAO).
98
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identity that can serve as a signifier for ‘othering’ at the same time as bringing diverse
diasporan communities closer together (See Section 7.2). African print may serve, for
example to smooth over differences of tribal or national origin, but at the same time
to define generational differences. Dress becomes a tool to express diasporic stance.

7.6 Materiality
Participants revealed responses to both the material and immaterial aspects of African
print to construct a feeling of African pride and sense of beauty. Their material
relationship with African print changes as the cloth moves from uncut fabric to
garments, and again when these are worn on the body. Diasporans negotiate physical
comfort, social comfort, and performance of identity in the selection of African print.
For example, in cold weather, thermal underwear is worn underneath cotton or
lightweight African cloth choices. For work situations, dress tends to be in mix and
match, and simple tailored dress forms, while African events give vent for delight in
self-presentation and appearance. Leading socialites dedicate much time to cultivating
a showy appearance, whereas professionals spend equivalent time on dressing down
to look ‘respectable’ and smart. WADIB construct meaning of African print from
experiences formed within such contexts.
African family and social events emerged as prime venues for dress performance and
display of clothing competence. The evidence assembled by the study presented the
importance of closely fitted garments to the performance of African femininity. Tightlyfitted dresses constrain movement, requiring not only skill to master the techniques of
moving, but the adoption of an attitude to carry off the look. Diasporans often felt
more dignified in African print. But the embodied relationship with African print could
also cause anxiety and was not always successful. Attention to styling of outfits,
including make-up, jewelries and head wraps add to the range of skills needed for those
who wish to be adepts. In the diaspora setting, where skill gaps exist, use of make-up
artists and professional stylists for tying the head wrap were widely observed. In
diaspora, where members of smaller communities observe each other more often,
clothing competence (whether personal or professional) becomes more important for
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being able to display social standing through being able to present new looks at events
taking place in quick succession. Maintaining such social standing is not only expensive,
but costs a good deal of time.

As noted at the start of the chapter, patterns selected for symbolic meaning are waning
in popularity in the diaspora setting. However, a generational divide was observed
here, with young people choosing fashion-led colours and cheaper Chinese copy wax,
while WADIB elders preferred quality cloth and long-established patterns. Similar
attitudes were prevalent in colour choice, with younger WADIB preferring bright
colouration and simpler designs (such as one or two colours printed on a background
colour), while older WADIB tended towards darker shades notably reds and indigo
blue, and more complex print styles. However, these generational differences in
diaspora offer opportunities for clothing to objectify social relations, such as motherdaughter bonds and of collective identity.

7.7 Gender and African diasporan dress

Although this research was not limited to a single gender, women were more
interested and willing to participate in the study of African print fashion in diaspora
than men, despite my best efforts to involve a balanced sample. I do not believe that
this represents any less interest by men in dress, but rather reflects an access issue as
a female researcher. Gender roles and cultural expectations associated with the
acceptability of certain behaviours in African culture posed a practical limitation to
rapport, and trust. As an African, I had privileged access to the study participants but
being a woman, governed by the culturally specific rules of gender, affected the
process of gaining access, establishing and maintaining rapport with male participants
who regularly told me to ‘talk to the wife’ when probed about their dress. By contrast,
my identity as a female researcher eased tension for women participants and enabled
them to feel more comfortable, speak more, and share more freely their knowledge
and clothing experience.
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Participants did not have much to say about gender itself, possibly because as NAEYO
said; ‘Everyone does gender without thinking about it. Norms governing genderappropriate attire embody accepted social expectations for gender expression within
the diasporan community. Even when men and women use the same cloth (asoebi),
differences are apparent and pronounced.

Although people perform different identity in a different context, rules
about dress and gender are still enforced here both formally, and often,
informally (BELLE).

WADIB elders, through formal and informal sanctions, enforce gender-appropriate
dress, telling off people whose dress is found wanting. Pressure to observe gendered
expression in dressing is still quite strict even in the diaspora. But it should be
recognised that social status can override gender as a factor in determining the styling
of dress. For example, women who are chieftains can style clothing in a masculine way
(see Fig. 6.5).

Although the evidence gathered was mainly from women, it is possible to draw some
initial conclusions about men’s dress through the study. The styling of diasporan
African men’s loose dress and its layering emphasises authority and masculinity but
does not indicate marital status as women’s dress. In addition, the photographs begin
to suggest a dynamic relationship between men and women in their consumption of
African print in the diaspora. Gender contrasts contribute to the overall look of
diasporan society where African men and women balance and coordinate their clothes
in relation to each other (see Fig.7.1). This relationship between gender and African
clothing is an important subject that deserves further study.
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Figure 7.1: WADIB formal dress for men and women. Photo by the author.
Another factor having bearing on the subject of gender is the possible gendering of
African print itself. From the early period of colonial trade, European print was put in
the hands of women than men, and women populated the African print marketplace
more. Male dress has made more prominent use of embroidery (Kriger 2006: 104). This
historical positioning of women with regard to African print may account for an
increased sensibility toward printed cloth. Again, this is a subject that deserves further
exploration.

7.8 Other limitations of this study and matters for future exploration
This study generated new insights regarding diaspora West Africans engagement with
African prints. Basing the study in Greater Manchester the conclusions can only
tentatively be extrapolated to the UK situation in general. However, they demonstrate
complexities surrounding the influence of the diaspora setting on African print use that
apply to the rest of Britain. Because the evidence relies greatly on personal testimonies
of experiences of dress, it has all the limitations associated with personal memories.
Participants’ recall was not always clear.
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‘Materialising Cultures’ sought the sociocultural and renegotiated meanings of African
prints amongst Anglophone West African diasporans in Britain, not just conceptually,
but by engaging and observing social interactions of the population studied. Naturally,
it did not resolve all the issues it raised, and leaves opportunities for further research.
The way African print is worn in the family setting, as distinct from work or broader
social events could provide new perspectives on how dress works in the dynamics of a
more intimate setting. The generational conflict noted above between mothers putting
aside African print for their daughters, while those young people are shunning the type
of patterns preferred by their mothers, deserves further exploration. Further research
might also look into the position of African diasporans in the larger urban environment
of London, and in countries outside the UK. While I believe such research is important
and necessary, it also raises the question about how diasporan communities and
African culture each respond to globalisation. The result of this study may have broad
similarities across different diaspora groups and applicably beyond this study.

7.9 Contributions to knowledge
Although African print is a subject of notable interest in the academic world, little has
been written about its role in the diaspora setting. This study on African print from a
diaspora perspective contributes to the study of dress. This study reveals African print
as largely a special occasion dress in diaspora, and shows that, for diasporans, African
print plays a larger role in the expression of African identity, a part of how they
establish, maintain and reproduce their image.
Furthermore, this study makes known that African print are becoming more a part of
British African fashion. Especially, non-symbolic designs and copy wax are visibly
present in young African choices of dress, a situation in the diaspora that changes
rapidly. Dress is performative, a resource for defining identity and communicating
personalisation. This research provides new insights about how living in the diaspora
has encouraged individuals to modify and expand the range of looks present within
African dress, and how such changes have in turn altered meanings of African print for
its wearers. This study expands our understanding of the role that African print plays
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in forming the cultural and social meanings and situations in which gendered social
identities are assessed, negotiated and materially expressed.

Another contribution of this study arises from its exploration of different qualitative
methods of co-creating evidence. The study took a collaborative approach using
community engagement to allow power sharing and participation as interdependent
conditions of curatorial practice. It addressed identified challenges that curators and
participants face in developing a framework in which the knowledge is generated from
and through dynamic and ongoing social interactions between participants and the
researcher. A specific innovation was adding the call-in radio talk show to the existing
range of methods (notably interviews, participant observation and group workshopssometimes known as focus groups) in order to enrich multi-methods qualitative
research practice.
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Appendix A: Consent Forms
Ehinomen Oboh
PhD Candidate
MIRIAD
Manchester Metropolitan University
Righton Building, Cavendish Street
Manchester M15 6BG
Tel: 07891834506
Narratives of West African prints in the UK
INFORMATION SHEET
You are being asked to take part in a research study. The purpose of this
research is to find out what West African people living in Manchester think
about buying and using African prints in UK. Although African ax prints in Africa
have been studied, little is known about how people use them in the UK. Your
answers could increase our understanding of the meanings of African prints for
people of African origin living in Manchester and its involvement in their overall
cultural identity.
Your participation may be an individual or group interview. You will be asked
about the wax prints you may own and how you use them. The interview session
may last up to two hours with breaks. It will be sound recorded, and
photographs may be taken of you or your wax print fabrics. Participating is
voluntary. If there are any questions that make you feel uncomfortable, you do
not have to carry on or answer the question and you may withdraw at any time
and without giving a reason.
To preserve confidentiality, pseudonyms chosen by you will be coded.
Information will be stored is a computer file with coded password. However,
information revealed during group interviews cannot be guaranteed to remain
confidential. If consent is given, information you have provided will be part of
this thesis and made available in the university library. The information collected
about African print use will be used in this thesis and may be used for future
research and or exhibition. If you need further information you may contact:
Dr Philip Sykas
Research Supervisor
p.sykas@mmu.ac.uk

Professor Jim Aulich
Faculty Research Coordinator
j.aulich@mmu.ac.uk
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Ehinomen Oboh
PhD Candidate
MIRIAD
Manchester Metropolitan University
Righton Building, Cavendish Street
Manchester M15 6BG
Tel: 07891834506
Research Project: Narratives of West African wax prints in the UK
CONSENT FORM
You are invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide to take part,
please do read the Information Sheet carefully and you may discuss it with
friends and family if you wish. You can ask me for further clarification or if you
would like more information.
Please initial box
1. I have read and understood the information sheet for the study and have
been able to consider the information, and ask questions about my participation
in the project.
2. I understand that the group workshops will be sound recorded and I may be
quoted in the written thesis that will be made available in the University Library.

3. I give/do not give permission for my photographs to be taken and used as part
of this research, future research and or exhibition.
4. I understand that any personal details revealed in the group workshops will
be kept confidential, but confidentiality cannot be guaranteed for information,
which I might disclose in conversations during group workshops.
5. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I can withdraw from
the study at any time without having to give any reason.

6. I give my consent to participate in the project, which has been explained to
my satisfaction.
_______________________________________________________________
Name of participant
Date
Signature
_______________________________________________________________
Researcher
Date
Signature
A copy of the information sheet and the signed consent form will be given to you to keep
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Appendix B: Group Workshops
Nigerian Women Group Manchester Transcript
Group Location: Greater Manchester
Group: Nigerian women
Date: 25 06 2014.
Number of Attendees (9):
Name of Transcriber: Ehinomen Oboh
Number of Tapes: 1
Start: 3: 30pm
End: 6: 07 pm

The following transcript is from the group meeting, which took place at Chrysalis
Community Centre on May 25th 2014. The discussion was on African print use and
meaning in the diaspora. The Community members present told stories of their
experiences with African print and commented or questioned sometimes adding
opinions to others’ contributions.
Sometimes, participants’ talk is in Pidgin English and full of pauses and dragged words.
They also raise and lower their voices to add meaning to what they are saying. To spell
words in the manner the words were produced in this transcription; I have had to
depart from standard conventional spelling. Where the audio contained sections that
are incomprehensible have been marked with […] and have used contractions in order
to produce what the speaker actually says. This follows Silverman’s (1997: 51) assertion
that for examination of conversation, detailed transcription is necessary. For details of
symbols and contractions used in this transcription go to the end of the transcript.

Tape ON
EHI: Good afternoon aunties, so that you know, the tape is on [Cross talk]. Okay, let us
start because -- we have waited enough for the others…
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Thank you all for coming -- and for arranging the room for the workshops [BR]. I have
some things that I would like to discuss with you about that before we go today [BR].
So, I hope … [Cross talk]
It is kind of you to fill and sign the informed consent forms aunties. Before we begin, is
there any questions you would like me to answer about your participation?
ITORO: (name redacted) in her forties replied, ‘No oooh, I never sign’ [Pigeon English].

EHI: We will wait for you to sign. Does anyone have any questions before we proceed?
[NS]
Again thank you for making time to be here. Okay, as I have mentioned, I’ll be recording
this session for transcribing it later. I will also take notes, it is for me, to help jog my
memory. So my writing is so I do not forget some important information. Again
anything! Anything you have said or say will be very confidential as far as possible.
Umm, please I will like us to take turns to speak. However, it is okay to comment and
contribute to another’s talk if you want to. Say, for example, if someone says what you
have also experienced or heard before, you can comment, add, or questions it, then
we can discuss it, or the person can clarify what they mean or and where it’s relevant,
I might ask you to expand on the ideas that come up. There are no right and wrong
answers because we have different views. I am also interested in the differences in our
opinions as well as in the common understandings. For example, with the Edo women
was that there are many ways to tie the wrapper depending on whether you are
married, dancing or single [LG and cross talk]. I think that is probably all for now [Pulse].
Also, if anyone needs to go to the toilet, it is at the side of the entrance across the
hallway…
Okay, again, thank you for coming. As we agreed, please could we take turns to talk to
introduce our selves again just so I have it on tape [Cross talk]?
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MAMA J: (name redacted) is in her late sixties. Started by saying: before we begin, I
will like to say that on behalf of Nigerian women group Manchester, we are excited to
be part of this study for many reasons. For those of you not in the committee, last
month Baba raised a point about Ehi’s use of the term ‘wax cloth’, and it was a long
debate. Erinma said, ‘Calling the fabric wax cloth excluded us’. For me, given that we
are involved, I suggested we call it African wax cloth. Ehis took our comments on board
and changed the name to African prints. According to EHI, she chose African print to
embrace but real wax, fancy print and copy wax. I am proud to say that, Ehis, with this
single act [...] you have now demonstrated that we can work with you, but the next
step is whether you will add what we say [user-created content] into your writing
[documentation and dissemination work] so that our work is used and seen by others.

LADY C: (name redacted) is in her fifties, replied - Eh yin (/Ehi/) (Oyinbo)? (English)
woman call ankara and abada -- African print [LS and NS]
BELLE: (name redacted) is in her fifties, responded, please we have had a long debate
about renaming it to include the word African, and she has done that. That is
respectful. We are, well I am even more motivated knowing you take on and use what
we say.
OBIRI: (name redacted) is in her sixties. [CG] She responded - I beg leave Eh yin (/Ehi/)
alone [LG]…
MAMA J: Okay. I suggest we talk about some patterns for say until 5 o’clock, then take
a break um, and then go over umm… what we have discussed. If that is OK, Iya ta asọ
[woman cloth trader] (facing LADY C), please start us off with the cloth story you were
telling us before…
LADY C: As I was saying, when abada [real wax cloth] came to the market, my mother
told me that the cloth did not sell well. The business picked up when manufacturers
started adding images of um -- things important to us like, Arbe, Igi Oba (/King’s staff
of office/), Ucheze (/kings’ stool), umm -- egbale [broom] [taps on the table and
counting with her fingers to aid remembering]… and many many other things, that then
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cloth become became very popular. … Well, I gue- +guess – when the design changed
[LG]. Business got better. My mother talked a lot about it. In addition, celebrations also
made it popular. Becoming familiar with it made people to like it more [NS]. As the
cloth took Africanness, we liked like it more, and it became our cloth and part our
culture [NS] I am talking! [Pulse]. But to know what people want in this trade, you have
to be ready to go up and down. I travel a lot back and forth for my trade. I live and do
business here but travel regularly to see my family and fulfil my obligations back home
[…] so, live a lifestyle that includes both homes. [Cross talk] Trading in wax cloth, you
have to be very involved with the trade. My business, life and lifestyle here take on my
connections there. My choice of ankara particularly the tailoring says this for me. You
live as both to succeed in the trade here.
ITORO: Aunty me (name redacted) ooooh [Compliment]
LADY C: Thanks dear. Yes, absolu- +absolutely absolutely. Where was I before, I was
carried away [cross talk]. Yes, as I was saying, my mother told me that the putting
African people faces, images also changed the game. Trading in wax cloth then, the
women could guess the pieces that will sell. The early patterns were bold with bright
colours and um… sometimes, the colour combination was unreal, but somehow, it
worked. The real wax has slight misalignments in the design, cracks like adire eleko - ti-dyed cloth pattern Abeokuta women make. Because there were also big-time
traders in Ghana, some partners looked like adinkra, Gha cloth … The miss in the
printing and crack makes real wax printed cloth different from others [All eyes on LADY
C].
EHI: Umm -- mhm
LADY C: Yes, ooh. That is partly why we like it. Because it is Eeeeropean (/European
made). Even here, [in the diaspora] elders favour abada [wax cloth] [Cross talk] . Well,
as I was saying, the designs have developed since it was first marketed to us and I gue+guess -- and the design is and will continue to change [LG]. Trust traders, business got
better - - my mother talked a lot about it.
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ITORO: Aunty (name redacted) me eeee [compliment]
LADY C: Yes, ooh. You know nah, we like everything Eeeeropean (/European made).
Even here, abada [wax cloth] is favoured. Those days the names and […] meanings were
the selling point of the cloth. Once abada leaves the factory, traders name it to
promote sales. Sometimes the colours in the cloth patterns also help to sell cloth. Oya
[Okay], UKAY (name redacted) carry go, your mamma be dey sell cloth too [Tells UKAY
whose mother was also a trader to continue].

UKAY: (name redacted) is in her fifties agreed - - that is correct. Also, if the cloth is
genuine. Real wax cloth sell any day. Well that was when people look out for real wax
and associate top quality to real wax [yep chipped in ITORO]
EHI: Aunty, please can you expand on how you can tell which African print is genuine.
How do you know the genuine real ones?
LADY C: Let me answer this one. [Okay chipped in UKAY]. Yes, there are many real wax
ooh… ‘Veritable Java Print, Guaranteed Dutch wax, Hollandias, umm and English Wax,
original singles. Since the production of the cloth, producers print labels on the edges
of the cloth. These labels are important to how we value the cloth. Back home, people
taste it—you suck on the cloth… Yes [LG]. Then we have them ones from African
factories … G T P, umm A T L… umm, Akosombo, and many many others … The local
factory designs, we the fancy prints have no cracks in the design. More recently,
Chinese enter market with them wayo (/fake/) na aah (/is/) cloth. These copy wax,
which is cheaper, but the colours do not last [Sighs].
BELLE: Yes. The look of ankara designs has changed in many ways. The trend now is
that the cloth usually in cotton is now in silk, chiffon, stretch fabrics...
EHI: Does African print lose the value because of the fabric design pattern being a
copy… copied?
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MAMA J: No, no, no -- huh-uh – Some people just buy them because it’s much cheaper
compare to the real wax but the meaning of the pattern is still the same [shaking her
head]… it is the cloth traders and we who use the cloth that transfer meaning to it.
CHEZE: (name redacted) is in her 40s. She agreed - but to talk true, Aba na yan [Pidgin
English and roughly translate, Copy wax). Sometimes Chinese copy wax print designs …
very very well. Copy wax is now the thing for asoebi here [NS] Madam the madam
[Shouting and hailing] [cross talk].
EHI: If copy wax is not durable, why do you think people choose it for asoebi?
ITORO: Because it is cheap. If asoebi is expensive, only a few people can buy and
identify with a celebrant. People see celebrants as unsocial if few people wear their
asoebi. Some people just buy it to support the celebrant and do not wear it [guilty
chipped in MAMA J]. If you do not buy, when it is your turn to have cause for
celebration, no one will buy your asoebi.

Figure A1: A B C African print. Photo by the author.

LADY C: Sister (name redacted), we have passed aba na yan [cheap] levels. I have latest
A B C cloth.
ADYZ: (name redacted) is in her 50s. She asked LADY C - na new colour, make I see [Is
it new a new colour?] [Cross talk, the women rush to see the designs]
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LADY C: ADYZ (name redacted) New ke? ABC is a classic but always coming back in new
colours and arrangement (Singing ABC, ABC … and pulls out some fabrics).
ADYZ: Okay, so ooh it is just a new background and made into a cross.
LADY C: It is. Yes and comes in different colours, red, yellow, green or blue
backgrounds.
OBIRI: I think the cross shape will sell this pattern as another Christian design. I like
that it also comes in different colours. It really looks good, in’t?
ITORO: Yes, ooh. That will make it work for different groups in a big gathering. The
same pattern in different colours would be lovely.. I like. [trails off]…
MAMA J: Are you still at your old shop? I ask because it will be nice to focus on what
we have come to do here today; how we wear the cloth [Cross talk]
LADY C: The story of my life oh. Aunty (name redacted) I have moved as the property
owner (/property owner/) was being funny [LG]. I have a new shop in Moston now [NS]
BELLE: Aunty (name redacted), I think Ehi is both interested in the selling, buying,
making, wearing, keeping and even discarding. Everything; how we engage with the
cloth. Abi Ehi? [Am I right?]. Just, I suggest we not dwell on it too long [laughs].
EHI: That is correct
MAMA J: Ok let us continue then…
LADY C: … Yes, yes, yes. All in one place -- thank you boo (/dear/), and I now do hair
and sell hair accessories as well [LG]. Even I plan to give a tailor a space in the back
room.
UKAY: Zeeee (name redacted) (/The/) Moston babe (/woman/), uh huh.
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ITOTO: That is where it is (( )) happening. If you want anything African in Manchester,
we are there.
LADY C: At the moment, I’m at home which I enjoy till I move into the shop -- going up
and down … [Incomprehensible]
ADYZ: Uh huh [shakes her head]… Good. We need more traders in Moston that sell
quality and different, different patterns and colours (( ))… then we do not have to go
to London.
ITORO: Aunty (name redacted) you can buy online. You do not have to travel.

ADYZ: It not the same as going into the shops; touching the cloth and feeling it against
your skin before you buy.
MAMA J: I like to touch the cloth before I buy [Me too chipped in others].
UKAY: We need more and big wholesale shops with different patterns and colours
because somebody might like one colour and not the one you have. LADY C (name
redacted), I hope your new shop is a bigger shop ooh [LG]… So, instead of going from
shop to shop (( )) we just go to one place[Pigeon English] that has different colours
that you like and dif- +different patterns rather walking from shop to shop. For my
nieces’… umm trad (traditional marriage), it would be really just nice to have colours
to choose from [Pigeon English] in Manchester.
LADY C: When boo (when is it)?
UKAY: Not public knowledge yet but think during the long holiday – yeah. We will come
and see you soon.
MAMA J: I think we all get frustrated when I go shopping for abada here. Because
them Lady C do not offer us enough choices. [Cross talk]
CHEZE: And I think… when people have a variety to choose from, is better. If we had
more choices that we could choose from [LS] [incomprehensible]
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OBIRI: It is a little bit annoying [incomprehensible] … to get a particular design in
particular colours to go with your shoes [LG]. It would be good… to have many to
choose from [Turning to LADY C].
LADY C: Noted. I work from home for now, and you can come to the house to see
samples. I agree it is good to have different colours and patterns and I will try to get
them in. Thanks and expecting you people [BR]. Did you see the cloth we used for Maris
wedding, I think she had four or was it five different colours with the same pattern? It
was beautiful. It was Julius wax, not copy wax and was cheap, £25.00 for 6yards
because she bought a large quality and she has ordered them well in advance. The hall
was full.
NAEYO: Yeah… that is a point we have to take into consideration for our next event.
Please let us not drag on; decide on the pattern and colours then, place our orders well
in advance [LG]
ITORO: Certainly, I am with you there [LG]
UKAY: that is part of our problem every year, point there NA [LG].
LADY C: Yeah- yeah, it’s true… It will make a lot of difference... very, very much.
NAEYO: I love wearing wax cloth-- but as you were saying before [looking towards
OBIRI]. For examp- + example, […] I think that we are all finding buying the ones we
want a problem […] it is hard. Particularly when you have a pattern in your mind and
the shops do not have different types [Inaudible]. Please, we need to decide so that
person can begin arranging accessories oooooh.
BELLE: That is about it now. Right-- this A B C pattern – on what occasions do people
we use it.
MAMA J: [CG] Thanks. Talking about ABC design, as far as I know, it is for celebrating
things about learning, education. Stories have it that, ABC cloth was,- - was ordered to
celebrate and honour the first Premier of Western Nigeria, Chief Obafemi Awolowo for
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his contribution towards free education in Nigeria. From then, African wax cloth with
images of ABC has been used to celebrate things to do with learning, education and
worn to occasions like graduation ceremonies. I have worn ABC as asoebi during the
opening of my junior sister school in Lagos and for a sewing academy in Benin. […], the
name ABC is from the alphabets on the cloth. The proverbs, ‘Knowledge is important’
is associated with A B C cloth.
ITORO: You can use it to abuse someone too -- if someone makes jest of your
ignorance, you can wear ABC cloth the next day saying ‘Knowledge grows, so there is
no end to what any one individual can know’ and it is from the African saying , ‘He
who thinks he knows all, knows nothing’ [LG][NS]
BELLE: Ew. Sis (name redacted). You had better get colours in then. Graduation is coming
up, [inaudible].
LADY C: I hear you sis (name redacted).
EHI: Okay, what would be an alternative if you cannot find ABC in the market at that
time.
NAEYO: Patterns with images of birds can also be to celebrate success saying, ‘Freedom
is earned not granted’.

Figure A2: The flying bird. Photo by the author.
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ITORO: Heh! [Warning ooh] hen-hen… The flying bird cloth has many, many, many
meanings and very dangerous. Because it can mean you are laughing at someone.
EHI: ITORO (name redacted) [NS]
ITORO: [CG]… People wear it to tease when someone is showing off his or her money.
People wear it to say, Money flies like a bird to warn people that spend anyhow that if
they may go broke. The meaning of designs like flying birds can be easily misunderstood
oooooh because, it can also mean, I am ahead of the race. Therefore, someone may
think you are boastful, saying I am ahead of the race. If you have a sibling or friends
who have failed for any reason, then the matter can get as e bi (It becomes tricky).
OBIRI: ABC is a good one for the coming Women in Education Conference but in not in
cross design. I agree with ITORO (name redacted) the bird design may be tricky to pull
off. Different types of flying bird designs have different names… and meanings and
sometimes the proverb depending on who is wearing the cloth is different too. The
occasion and where you use it … he eeeh ya aah [Shriek and makes a face] and what
the person wants to say, can be misinterpreted innocently to mean something else.
EHI: Sis, like? [Any examples please]
OBIRI: I will answer you. Let me finish [deep breath, pulse]. Like sis ITORO (name
redacted) said, if you have an intelligent child and your sister or friend’s child does not
do well in school, they might think you are referring to them when you wear flying bird
to graduation, but again that can be the intended message [Cross talk]. I do not like
wrappers with design in which the meanings can be misread or not easy to read.
EHI: I just find it amazing like how these things come to your minds. What other
possible meaning do you think…?
NAEYO: It is a foolish man that waits for its death [LS murmuring]
BELLE: I like I am ahead of the game [Laughs]
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UKAY: You cannot see my face from the back [LS and hand gesture]
EHI: It is interesting to see a pattern for its different meanings. This is proper lecture
today [LG] [NS],

MAMA J: I take it; we have decided to choose another ABC design as we have Muslims
sisters [Cross talk]. Talking about wrapper and messages, if you think you are bold, and
then wear caged bird, flying out for an EDO man. The thought of it is divorce.
EHI: Seriously
MAMA J: Well depending on why you buy it or use it hm.
BELLE: What are you saying (face expression and shakes her head). Which design
aunty?

Figure A3: Pattern with caged bird flying out. Photo by the author.

MAMA J: [Coughs]. I am talking about the cloth with a caged bird flying out. It is
another design with different and sometimes the proverb is used differently depending
of the wearer. For example, the image of a caged bird flying out can mean freedom
from oppression, suffering, and unhappiness. Drawing on that meaning, divorced
women (/people/) can wear it to say, celebration of freedom. However, a married
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women wearing flying bird as a sign of freedom can mean trouble. Some women wear
it to warn their cheating husbands ‘You go out, I go out!’ [Laughing, crosstalk].
BELLE: Very good to know. That is design worth buying just in case (Laughing NS).
EHI: So how do you tell, these meanings.
MAMA J: Telling the different meaning is a tricky task. Hmm, this is where having
cultural knowledge comes in handy. Understanding the meanings of different designs
can be very tricky but cultural clues inform us.
EHI: How?
MAMA J: Growing up, you learn how to dress to particular place… You watch others,
you listen to stories and you learn form told stories. When you grow up, you make and
tell your own moral stories and wisdom through the cloth patterns to others but it is
diffren- +different, diffren- +different, diffren- +different for diffren- +diferent person
[Pigeon English]. You get culturally accustomed to know these things -- it is passed
down through generations -- and holds special significance to us as African [close her
fist]… it is our duty as elders in the house and community to tell the younger ones these
stories like today. We share our knowledge and the meanings of patterns, so it is are
passed on… Telling stories like this plays its own role [Pulse]… It is -- is all of these
things – you know [Pulse]
EHI: Hmm

UKAY: And I agree with MAMA J (name redacted). We draw the meanings from our
culture. You live with people, you see your parents, aunty, uncles wear it and talk about
it, and the thoughts attached to it are inseparable from the meanings. Even for those
who have never been to Africa here, the cloth designs can remind you of past
community or family events and or stories you have heard.
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MAMA J: Our culture play a big part in understanding as most meanings are proverb
related.
BELLE: It has a lot to do with our culture. My daughter avoids traditional patterns
because of all the different meanings.
NAEYO: At African events, people read what you wear… to see if what to wear, say
something or if you are saying something through your clothes. The common is I am
married now, or to abuse somebody – it is a common thing… But some people just
wear abada as asoebi, to show the family connection-- say they are family -- because
of family pressures… Some intentionally dress in a different way to show off that they
have a new lifestyle. True! True, true, lifestyle can change how we dress ourselves
here[LG].
EHI: Aunty OBIRI (name redacted),
OBIRI: Well, they said it all… [Inaudible] Knowing the meaning of the pattern is mainly
(( )) passed on [inaudible]. We learn from others [NS]
EHI: …Sister, do you have any experience you want to share?
OBIRI: I am guessing, you want to know if any of us have used any cloth to send
messages. I, yeah, a few times [cross talk] [Yes. Yes chipped in the other women].
EHI: How do you know these things aunties?
MAMA J: Some people do not understand the cultural meaning and use the cloth
anyhow [cross talk] [echoes of exactly from others]. Well, my guess is, we learn to
know [inaudible]… I think actually, we all know when we not appropriately dressed
from the looks on the faces of others.
UKAY: For me, it is by watching others and from stories by my mother and aunties
either to correct you or to warn you. I wear ankara is to show my children - to show
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them I am proud to be African. Also to tell them stories about the designs - - and my
children just laugh [NS].
MAMA J: Do not worry. They are listening. They laugh because it is different for them;
from what they know here -- sometimes and hopefully someday they too will tell their
children how they understood our way of life and dress – Our children can see Africa
through our eyes.
BELLE: Mmm… You are right. Much of what I learnt about the cloth is from watching
and listening to my mother and aunties.
ADYZ: I tell stories to mine all the time. [Mhmm… hmm… echoed around the room].
NAEYO: (( )) to get back to your question okay? Your question has many parts. It takes
us back to how do we wear ankara here. I think when we move to UK (( )) [NS] …I think
that have a different feeling and self-importance. We all have a different way of life
and are at different stages of our lives. I think how we wear it, is actually different in a
lot of respects and I think that, often that… umm, it what makes it different is the
changes in our life circle. You know [Pulse]… how we dress change as we change. As
children, we were made to wear it. As young girls, we begin to develop our own styles
and most of us rebel. Then as adults, we exhibit individual preference and dress and to
look fab which also changes when we become elders in the community wearing
traditional patterns for continuity and maybe to encourage others [Exactly chipped in
others]. In the wearing, sometimes you fail, other times you succeed but you also learn
over time how to wear the different patterns to different occasions and their meanings.
BELLE: I hail. NAEYO (name redacted) the teacher [Complimenting NAEYO]. I agree with
you sis NAEYO, (name redacted) there are also many issues that are involved in wearing
ankara here. The way we dress over the years but there is a lot of… you know, the fact
that we are (( )) here.
MAMA J: Hmm. It is that too... That is right.
ITORO: And it affects us and [Incomprehensible]
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Tape-recording interrupted as OBIRI leaves to another event
MAMA J: As we were saying before, we [elders] wear it is to encourage others and we
learn from others. Very true (( )) [NS].
EHI: Okay -- can we [NS] take turns to talk so that we can hear each other please
MAMA J: I think that in many ways my dress has changed. Maybe it is my age. I too
have changed. Just by the fact that we are here in this room and what we are doing
with Ehi is a way of learning. I think everything’s relative [Yes aunty chipped in one of
the women].
EHI: Aunty (name redacted) you mean you did not always wear ankara here?
MAMA J: Yes. 20years ago, I hardly wore ankara except to church here but that has
changed so much in the last few years… Yeah. I wear it everywhere. I can see that
[pulse]… but you will be different and I think that… you are already different from when
I first saw you when you newly came here…
EHI: Yeah—you can say that. But how can you can you tell?
ADYZ: EHI, I beg let us see some clothes before I go [NS]. …this ABC cloth is a tricky
one…
LADY C: Yeah, but for the women education conference, it will work. We can carry it
off easily.
MAMA J: Huh-uh, please do not order it yet. We will go over this in our next meeting
with the group and see if people like it, then we will place orders. I do not want to
make a poor decision. A few of us are Muslims, and the cross thing which has been
flagged up is an issue. I’ve made bad (( )) in the past… judgement la la la la -- yah… I’ve
assumed and the rest you know. [LG]
UKAY: Hope you have not ordered them on our behalf LADY C (name redacted). Anyhow,
you know graduation is coming up so your AB C will sell oh…
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ADYZ: I like it and tick (/think/) it is good. This is a very different from what we have
used before. Moreover, she can get it in green.
BELLE: it is beautiful and I would like one for personal use. It is just not suitable as our
group cloth; we have to respect our sister who are non-Christian.
MAMA J: Thanks BELLE (name redacted), please women understand why (( )) we
cannot use it at all? I am glad it is not about not liking the cloth… So will not approve
it for the group till we have had a discussion in our next meeting [BG]. Sister (name
redacted) you have another without the cross, sign then bring it to the house or the

next meeting [Yes, yes chipped in others].
NAEYO: It is good to consider others... it is necessary. Sometimes it takes small things
like this to bind or break groups up [NS]. (Yes, yes chipped in other).
ADYZ: My first thought was the pattern would fit the occasion […] as it is relevant to
what we’re doing
MAMA J: I know. That’s sorted now.
OBIRI: I am afraid; I need to go somewhere

EHI: That fine aunty… Thanks. … Will call you later.
EHI: Just a quick one, during the break, we were teasing about how you learned to
walk in two wrappers. Would you mind sharing it with the group?
ITORO: NA, (EYO added NAEYO completing ITORO’s abbreviation of her name)
you go first.
NAEYO: But you brought up that topic.
ITORO: As I told you before aunty EHI, let us arrange a follow-up interview for deep
talk.
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NAEYO: Yes. I agree. Otherwise, it is going to be a long night [Laughs].
ITORO: Please aunty Ehi, do not be offended but will like to make my excuses [NS]
NAEYO: Me too -- >Sis, I thought you said that you wanted a lift back.
ITORO: That is right…
MAMA J: Thank you everybody, I think that was fun. Something we could do with at
our meetings [Cross talk].
EHI: We did not get around talking about some things. MAMA J (name redacted) please
if it is Ok with you, I will stop by to see you within the week… to go through some things
we talked about today as well.
MAMA J: No problem [Smiling and shaking her head]
EHI: Is there anything else someone would like to say or add to the discussion before
we go?
BELLE: Thank you Ehi. I learnt a few things and had fun.
EHI: Thanks for coming today. Thanks for your participation. I appreciate all you love
and support. Lady C (name redacted), apologies -- actually, I did not know about your
shop before. If it I Okay, can I come see you and we can continue this talk some more.
LADY C: Anytime, just ring me first (( ))…that is my card. I have a question sha; how did
you came to wanting to write about our experiences of using African print here as your
PhD [LG]. Keep the answer until we see.

-----------------------------END OF TRANSCIPTION--------------------------------------

As mentioned above, below are details of symbols and contractions used in this
transcription.
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1.

Restarts

Where speakers restart or stops then continue talking I have indicated with double
dash or […].

2.

Unclear or incomprehensible speech

Double parentheses (( )) has been used to mark the region audio sections that are
incomprehensible.
3.

Partial words

For breaks in sentences, I have put a plus sign (without separating spaces) followed by
the full form of the word follows immediately (gue- +guess). In addition, to produce
what the speaker says, I have indicated when and where speakers repeated words or
hesitates while thinking of what to say with the following symbols and contractions:

4.

Pauses and hesitation sounds in this transcript

ah AA
eh Eh
er Er
5.

Interjections used in this transcript

Eee IY
hm HH M
mhm HU HUM,
ooh UW
whoa W OW,
yeah YAE
6.

Symbols and contractions used in this transcription

[BR] Breathing
[CG] Coughing / clears his/her throat.
[LG] Laughs.
[NS] Noise /background noise.
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Edo Group Manchester Transcript
Location: A family home in Chetham Hill, Greater Manchester
Date: Saturday 16th of November 2014
Number of Attendees: 9 Adults (including four young people aged 18 – 21years)
Name of Transcriber: Ehinomen Oboh
Number of Tapes: 1
Time: About four hours. Tape has many breaks, sometimes stopped for interruptions
and at other times between someone leaving.

The names of those present have been changed to ensure confidentiality. I used
pseudonyms and initials chosen by participants in this transcript. Comments or
responses from me are labelled as ‘EHI’. Where the audio contained sections that are
incomprehensible, I have marked with […] and have used contractions in order to
produce what the speaker actually says.
WADIB sometimes talk in ‘pidgin English’99 and vernacular (Edo and Esan language)
although they all have formal education in English. They also raise and lower the
volume of their voice, dragged words or pause in order to add meaning to what they
are saying. To this end, I have used symbols for stress, pauses interruptions, obscure
talk etc.
Phrases in Esan are in italics, and I have added English translations to aid easy
understanding. Edo language is spoken in a large number of dialects in Edo State,
Nigeria. So sometimes, the spellings and meanings may be different. To this end,
including asking the women for help, I have had to refer to participants for spell checks
confirmed with Esan translation from Odiagbe (2011).
As previously mentioned, to spell words in the manner the words were produced in
this transcription means a departure from standard conventional spelling. I used

99

Pidgin English is broken English - a nonstandard English language (Ihemere 2006).
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contractions in order to produce what the speaker actually says following Silverman
(1997: 151). See end page 192 of transcript for the transcription interjections.
In this transcript, I have also provided the background details of all participants to
provide a context to the accounts given in their stories. Following Thompson (2000),
this includes the participants’ age, level of education, occupation, gender and where
possible economic circumstances.

Summary of discussion
The main discussion was the significance of African print to participants, along these
lines, the discussions moved to the importance of being appropriately dressed and
preferred colours. The quality and colours of the prints are significantly more
memorable for elders in this group and became an unexpected route to elicit further
details about specific patterns. The conversation moved on from patterns, and colour
choices to participants’ outlook towards African prints use in the diaspora; why and
how they wear wax cloth. The older people talked about how what they wear changes
overtime. Young people talked about their connections and disconnections to African
print. Participants distinguish people’s experience of African print from what the young
people have experienced. The conversation on preferences tied to their experiences
focused on what they wear in public, to work, in private and special occasions and the
reasons.

Profile of participants
OGUS (name redacted) is sixty-five years old. She was born in Ogorode in Nigeria.
Ogorode also called Waterside is a farming village near Sapele located along the banks
of River Ethiope in Okpe local government in Delta state, Nigeria. According to OGUS
(name redacted) thatched bamboo houses were made of canes and planks and were
still in use in the 1970s and 1980s in farming villages. OGUS did her first degree in Nigeri
but came to England to do her Masters and PhD and remained in England. She is the
aunt of MEG (name redacted).
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DÉBY (name redacted) is fifty-two years old. Both her parents are originally from
Nigeria, but she was born in America. After her birth, she and her mother stayed in
America until she was aged five. They moved to Nigeria to live with her maternal
grandparents in Nigeria until she was 16 years of age. DÉBY is a nurse, married to an
English man and is mother to AB (name redacted).
NONO (name redacted) is in her mid-fifties, born and educated in England. She is a
computer programmer. After her studies and marriage, she moved to Lagos but
returned to England after her divorce with her only child (SET) (name redacted) who at
the time of this research was eighteen years old. NONO (name redacted) is a friend to
(ZEE) (name redacted) whom she met at a family celebration in Lagos.
ZEE (name redacted) is fifty-two years old. She was born in London to a father who
came to England to study. She studied pharmacology. Like NONO, she moved back to
Lagos with her husband she met at university. They have since relocated to
Manchester, and he just finished his PhD at Manchester University.
OSEE (name redacted) is fifty-eight years old. She was born in London. She is the eldest
of three children. Her late father was a doctor. She did her first degree in Nigeria but
came to England to do her Masters and has remained in England. She is married with
three girls and is the sister in-law to BISI.
BISI (name redacted) is fifty-nine years old. She was born in Birmingham, UK. She is a
retired lecturer and admissions officer. Prior to working as a lecturer, she was a nurse.
Her first job was teaching, and at Lagos University Teaching Hospital (LUTH), Lagos.
During that time, she met her husband who was a medical doctor, and they both
moved to England. She has four children, all adults who have left home.
SESE (name redacted) was born in 1966 at University Teaching Hospital in Benin City
Nigeria. Both her parents still live in Akpakpava near Uselu in Edo state, Nigeria. Sese
(name redacted) is her parents’ only female child and the youngest of eight children.
In her early years, she lived in Benin City but grew up in Lagos. Her mother was a major
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wax cloth trader in Lagos, and her father helped in the business. She is a medical
doctor, married to a doctor and has two children. Her husband schooled in England.
She moved to join him after her marriage.
OJIE (name redacted) is a sixty-two years-old African male.
AB (name redacted) was eighteen years old and student at Manchester University at
the time of this research.
TOBE (name redacted) was eighteen years at the time of this research, male, a student
at Manchester University and friends to AB (name redacted).
MEG (name redacted) was 21 years old at the time of this research, a college student
studying fashion design.
SET (name redacted) was nineteen years old at the time of this research and was at the
University, studying medicine.
Tape ON.
EHI: Good evening again and thank you for taking time off to tell me about how and
why you use wax cloth here in England and to have it on tape [Trails off]. As I said before
while we were waiting for the others to arrive, since doing this research, I have come
to wear Ankara more. I have had to question myself every time, even today before I
put on a particular pattern after been told off a few times for the way I use abada [Hey!
Hey! Hey, madam Ehis chipped in NONO].
NONO: [Laughing] Ọmuọe, I mẹn yee Okha be iyẹn ma re no. (Meaning: my friend, I
thought this was about our stories and experiences).
EHI: Speaking with an unpolished vernacular ascent, Iwanlẹn (Elders), imuọe (Friends)
I bha ẹ gwe (Apologies, With respect)
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NONO: Imuọe, ibhio, Ẹhis zee ikwẹkwi esan. I mẹn lẹen ogue zee ọsoso (Friends,
relations, Ehi is speaking in esan. I had no clue she spoke any). Aah ze Esan ẹlẹna
(Teasing; we will talk in Esan today).
OSEE: Esan bha lẹkhẹ ne so (Speaking Esan will not be easy for many of us).
ZEE: NONO (name redacted) do nẹhe. Ẹruẹ ii yi ẹruẹ ọyabhihue. (NONO (name
redacted), this is kettle calling pot black]
NONO: Be La? (Yes, what is it?)
ZEE: kpa itanh (just saying – in proverbs)
NONO: Fi itan (Suggesting?)100
ZEE: Umm, [Teasing NONO] some people only picks the fight they can win.
NONO: Fideno (Take back your comment)
OSEE: (Joking) Akobe mun ofen (The trap has caught a rat)
ZEE: Genegene, e khin Idobolo (Seriously, you are trouble).
NONO: (Laughing) Buwe Kihn (What are you?) O ba bhi egbe (Rude)
ZEE: Aah jiẹ, Jọ ha ghọnghọn Idobolo (Laughs, we have come here to be happy,
troublemaker).
BISI: NONO (name redacted) jiẹ? Jọ jiẹ. Omhẹn bhi egbe (NONO (name redacted) are
you laughing? Laugh. Enjoy).
EHI: (name redacted), Kiẹen oghian mẹn. Omhẹn. (Teasing, (name redacted) you have
become my enemy, fine)

100

Itan means proverb.
According to OGUS, kpa itanh is speaking in proverbs while fi itan is to refer to the proverb.
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BISI: She picked on you Ehi, knowing she defeat you in Esan quiz. NONO (name
redacted) gbaa Ehis (NONO (name redacted) knows Ehis’ weakness)
ZEE: Ẹhis minelo a (Please, this is getting to Ehis)
OSEE: Ẹhis mẹẹn gbe. Bha fueke (Take it easy on Ehis)
SESE: Ẹghe khian (Time is going).
EHI: (Faked crying and turned to the elder in the group) Hmm, Hmm, mama aaah, Esan
nọghọ (Mama Esan is difficult). Miẹfan mẹn (Rescue me). Hmm hmm (Fake crying). I
will struggle to write and translate Edo or Esan language to English. Besides, khere,
khere-mhin zee (I can only speak a little). I am fine for us to speak in our naïve language
but for the purpose of this research, I will appreciate if we speak in English, Pleeeeeese.
ZEE: Ọnọghọ-mhin (It’s difficult). Bha fueke (Be kind).
SESE: Alaga, Zee, fiakpola. My Chair, Zee is looking for trouble - clicking fingers.
NONO: U gbudo lu emhinọsoso (You can’t do anything).
SESE: Alaga, Guezo. (My Chair, please intervene)
OSEE Bha rebhe, ghee egogo. E bi lolo oooh (Everybody look at the time. It is getting
dark please).
OGUS: Ikhelen e ya. Maen, gbugẹn ẹlẹna. (They are just having a banter not fighting).
ZEE: Egogo ribhi, okpa bii ukhionmen osadamẹn (The time is 1.30pm) Alaga Ibha ghọn
ghọn. Ghee, eghee gbera? (I know we are having fun but, please chairperson, out time
is running out).
OGUS: [Coughs] Aah kha ri egbe folo (No disrespect), Aah ii rughu-rughu egbe ẹlẹna
(No disorderliness today). (Pause) Ja munhen (Let us start).
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EHI: (Coughs) Iwanlẹn, (elders), isẹnbhokhan (uncle and young men), ke imamhẹn (and
aunties and sisters) Khara (Good evening) [Cross talk and Laughing].
OGUS: (name redacted stop), Ehis my dear Khara is a male greeting. We [women] say
doejie.
EHI: Ee, thought that was a morning salutation by women.
OGUS: I know. You are correct. It a morning time greeting but women use doejie as an
any time of the day and we elders sometimes just say, aije missing out the ‘do.’ Gene
gene, bha ghea ze Eboh (Jokes out, let’s speak in English). Let us start please. Okay, can
we start with our experiences then follow the flow Ehi?
EHI: I am fine for us to - - we can start with your stories and experiences with wax cloth.
OGUS: Ẹhimen (or Ehi is a short form of Ehinomen). Omon mọn ọse. (Our pretty
daughter) Egbe no bhọn ọse (Beautiful body), Ẹhinọmhẹn101 [Pause] Obokhian
(Ehinomen you are welcome).
Ehi: Ma [Yes]
OGUS: Ẹhis, ẹhie bho mẹn (Meaning, You are a lucky girl. [Coughs & Pause]
EHI: Thank you Ma.
OGUS: Gene gene (Truly, true,) my daughter, you know, it is not easy to gather our
people together in this country. Everybody I have told about your work is interested in
telling you their stories. I am not happy about the turn out today. As you know, people
work at different times and, we are all very busy.
EHI: Mama, the numbers are fine. Thank you. Thank you everyone for coming.
OGUS: The Edo-Esan community in Manchester send their love. Everyone is happy for
you and pray you do well. Bha a yo hun (Translation: You will go up. Meaning, you will
succeed).

101

Ẹhinọmhẹn is the vernacular pronunciation of Ẹhinọmẹn
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EHI: Thank you ma.
OGUS: Ọnọ, ọrhia nota, ọhle aah da ọle obọ. (The one, a person that ask for assistance
gets it). We are happy to participte and share our stories and experiences about ankara
[wax cloth]. First, it it is about our traditional cloth but also we all think that, you have
respected us. We are excited to participate in your work my dear. For you to value our
knowledge, our views, and want to use our stories in your work is an honour (Cross
talk]. Aah ii gẹn ọmọn bhi isira ọle, Aah kha rẹ ẹkpẹn ni ediọn, Aah ii min ẹkpẹn (Respect
begets respect.) [Geen guagua meaning you deserve the praise and kind words chipped
in OSEE).
EHI: Thank you.
SESE: Geen mama se vie (Mama’s compliments are bringing Ehis to tears).
OGUS: [Takes a deep breathe] Ẹhis is a good girl (Coughs). Before, I, we get carried
away, OJIE (name redacted) no Ojie no omon, kalo (Translation, OJIE (name redacted)
the king and our son. Meaning: as the man in the house, please go first) Umm, the
women will like you to go first.
OJIE: Obilu ma (Thanks for the honour ma) Umm. Ọwanlẹn, Oba ii walẹn si ọdiọn (My
elder, even the king cannot be smarter than the elder can). Umm, I speak for the men
in the house. I would like mama, and the women to go first.
OGUS: Ọbo (Doctor). Okpea, wa tor [Sir, you will live long - respect will not depart from
you]. Okay (Pause and Coughs) Eghee Okha. (Story time). This is an opportunity to
speak about how we use wax cloth here (in the diaspora) and tell our stories. Let us use
the opportunity well. (Coughs) Now, let us take turns like this [Draws a circle with her
hands in the air]. Starting with you (name redacted), then ọbo (doctor, calling the male
elder by his professional title), can round it up for us.
NONO: Thank you ma. [Pause] Okay. [Coughs]. I am born, raised in Britain. I have only
lived in Britain. Britain is home to me. It will always be my home, but I’ll never be
complete without my African family home
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About wearing wax cloth, I did not wear wax cloth as a teenager because it was cheaper
to buy ready-made dresses in the shops. I cannot remember wearing ‘real’ wax cloth
as a teenager. I had some simple African dresses in adire and Nigerian made cheap
prints, which my grandparents and aunties back home send to us from time to time. I
really started wearing abada; the proper ankara as wrapper, blouse and skirts only
when my husband and I moved back to Nigeria after his studies [Trails off].
My mother left Nigeria, as a child so did not acquire the skills. My mother seldom wears
two wrappers except for weddings. She ties a string of cloth to the end to hold it in
place, so it does not slips off. Most of her traditional fabrics are long gowns or blouse
and long skirts. She pays or calls friends to help her with her head tie. We had to pay
someone to come and dress me up for my introduction and traditional marriage
ceremony. I remember, it took hours of practising with my mother and aunties and the
expert helping and giving tips on how to walk with two wrappers. My mother’s words,
‘You have to pull at the cloth constantly and pace your walk, or you will step on it’
echoed in my head as I walked into the dance hall. I was very nervous but enjoyed the
feeling of attractiveness, but I love the comments I received. Not sure if same for
everyone else, but, there is this feeling and glow on you when you wear African clothes.
Oyinbo [Western] clothes even from Debenhams do not make me feel that way.
Anyway, back to my story, I married into a wealthy family [Pause], and in my husband’s
family home, the women wear African outfits made from expensive African fabrics and
genuine wax cloth, and I was compelled to adjust to the tradition. [Pause] I think I
managed the transition as well as I could. I tried not to internalise the importance the
elders gave to wearing African dress […]. How they thought a married woman’s dress
should be African attire is still beyond me. In the beginning, I felt very uncomfortable
wearing African wax prints because the colours were a bit too bright and the styles,
oooooh. The outfits fitted your body and restricted your movement. Maybe, because
of my thin frame then, I also felt uncomfortable in the cloth. I did not have the curves
to carry them off like my sisters-in-laws. In my family, or, well, before the wedding, on
the eve of the trad [traditional marriage] the bride would give her girly clothes to her
siblings and single friends. I did not particularly like that, mm, I had to give up all my
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short skirts – […] but was pleased with the amount of new expensive African wrappers
and pieces of jewellery I got in return.

Most of my friends who went back home with their husbands to live in Lagos at that
time had to give up wearing English clothes too. There was this, um, British born
classmate of mine who also went back with her husband and refused to wear African
clothes. Ha, we heard stories of her in-laws disrespecting her and rebuking her in
public- - shame. Anyway, these days, people wear African clothes in combination or
styles in English fashion to celebrations and festivals without fear [Pause]. However, at
that- that time, well in my matrimonial home, all the women of certain age, married or
not, mainly wore African attire with the except for younger girls and is still part of our
dressing habits to family events. In my matrimonial home, I wear a long top over jeans
at home, but only appropriate for the house […] and unsuitable to wear as a married
woman outside the home. Because of that experience, when choosing what to wear, I
think about the occasion. Is it to stay home, go shopping or go to my father in-law’s
house? You do not wear jeans outside to meet elders as a married woman except
covered with a very long top or boubou. As a young woman, I was anti-ankara. Surprise,
it grows on you. Now, I like wearing African clothes to special occasions and if ankara,
real Dutch wax. It makes you look responsible. Perhaps because of the way people are
friendly with you at African family events when you wear ankara, I have begun to value
it, my culture, and my Nigerian origin more. In a way, I believe it is good for me. Funny,
but, sometimes I miss wearing it a lot though.
EHI: You changed, or your dress changed. Not sure, I follow aunty.
NONO: Oh, that. It is a long story. I will come back to that. Let us give others a chance
to talk.
ZEE: [Coughs and Pause]. Hmm, good evening elders, and women. Umm, I suppose we
have similar stories but different in our personal experiences of the cloth. I will start by
saying that I remember as a young wife being told that women look more attractive
(word changed on ZEE’s request) to their husbands when they wear traditional clothes.
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My mother-in-law swears that legs on display under a miniskirt is far less enticing than
the brief glimpse of the thighs that appears occasionally through the side-split of a longfitted skirt [Mama chipped in NONO]. Back home, wearing buba and wrapper, long
skirt with split or flared and blouse particularly made from real Dutch wax is common
for newly married women particularly the family I married into. In a way, it was to show
off their status. Papa and the elders in the family watched closely and comment on
how the young wives dressed their body. There was no escape. Our husbands did
nothing particularly as they all worked in the family business. Papa was the boss.
[Coughs] The older women will tell you that, as a married woman, it is customary to,
um, it is a sign of respect to dress in native attire when meeting older people and men.
Back then, and in my family, we still do - - new wives give their short skirts as an
important marker of moving from being an unmarried woman to being married as
parting gifts from you to your younger ones on the evening of the wrapping tying
ceremony before the trad [traditional] marriage ceremony. On that same occasion, the
wife to be is showered with many gifts; clothes and jewelries, household utensils, and
money to take to her husband’s house. It is kind of an initiation, a ritual and in part, a
stage in the marriage ceremony. The older people in the family see the giving away of
the clothes used before marriage as a transition from a girl to a woman. Your learning
to tie two- piece cloth is also you accepting to move into married life.
Some ‘wives-to-be’ cried at such ceremonies. I did not. Not sure, whether it is part of
the ritual to cry or whether it is because they gave away all their beautiful girly clothes.
I did not cry. I think - - I think it was more of a new experience for me. I just went with
the flow and had fun. I was surprised with the amount of gifts I received, I liked the
many new clothes - - getting new expensive and quality clothes in exchange for my old
used ones [Laughs]. Then, I thought my mother in law was […]. Every time we go to
make a new dress, I cannot forget the look on her face as she repeats her sermon; ‘No
low cut blouse. Plunging necklines leave little to the imagination [Women laughing]. It
is irresponsible for a married woman to display bare skin in a low-cut blouse,’ she would
say, ‘The way you dress should respect your husband’. I do wonder though; about how
old women knew you could use cloth in that way (Laughs). Her words were true. [Cough
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& laughs]. My husband noticed every time I wore a new outfit and made very nice
comments (That was back then my sister. These days, tight fitted styles is the message
carrier chipped in NONO) [NS].
OGUS: My name is OGUS (name redacted), and I am the chairperson of the group. I
grew up in Ogorode on the waterside and lived in a thatched bamboo farmhouse built
over swamplands until I went to Sapele to live with her aunty for my secondary
education Then got a scholarship to come here to study and I am still here. Back home,
daughters and daughters-in-law wearing expensive wax cloth is a pride for the family
[it still is oooooh, chipped in NONO].
Yes, my dear, we still do it but I think wearing African attire; whethe it is two wrapper,
long skirt and blouse or long gown is to show off and to exhibit new marriage status,
and yes, you can say family pride. When I got married, my family members and in-laws
gave me loads of expensive Dutch wax as gifts. My wedding gifts were my first set of
genuine African wax cloth. I had other African attires but never owned any genuine
African wax cloth wrapper before my marriage. That is how I started to own my
collection of the two-piece wrapper and wearing them. [Pause]. You wear up and down
(two wrappers) as a married woman because your family’s reputation was a priority.
Thinking, about it now, I was displaying loyalty to my family and the custom […] Not
that wearing wax cloth was a problem for me. It is beautiful, and I like it. Anyway, here
the weather is too cold. So, I only wear ankara to church and African events or in the
summer.
True, what your mother in-law said ZEE (name redacted). When you wear the tight
fitted African attire, it slows and enhances your steps, and it is suggestive [laughs]. But,
[Pause] there is also something particularly about the patterns and colours that allow
for the many different readings of it, [Pause] and of people’s reaction to the wearer if
you know what I mean. Um, of course, sometimes, the wearer has a message to send
to others. Certain patterns when worn by women in certain ways can change the
common meaning. A woman can also, personalise the meaning of patterns through the
colours. After a while, such additional meanings to the traditional meanings become
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part of the cloth meaning, and we come to learn to expect the patterns to have such
meanings.
[Coughs] When I was working I only wore English-styled dresses, it was more practical
as a work dress. Retired, I am enjoying the freedom of dressing, as I want any day of
the week and wearing ankara asoebe at weddings is to identify with family members,
friends, community or others; a form of identification. Our experiences and personal
way of use come to play. For example, I remember as family members of the bride or
groom, married or not, old or young we wear asoebi to wedding ceremonies. Wearing
same cloth not necessarily umbrella pattern we are by association saying, one of us is
marrying.
At African events, wearing it or not wearing it and the styling is dress display, to make
a statement. To fit in, stand out and call attention to yourself or distance yourself.
People like us [elder] who still hold on to our African identity wear traditional patterns
and loose-fitting dresses. Some people do asoebi by conforming to the colours and
designs of the group to which one supposedly belongs between the insiders and the
outsiders. Young people particularly those born and raised here, awọn [These] Britico,
[…] arabinrin [young girls] wear new designs or and do English styles. Then, the ‘typical’
Britico just wear the colour code to associate with us but will never wear the cloth.
They distance themselves from anything African. They claim to be one of us. Beeni [Yes]
yet dress differently

That said, there are people even here who openly use the cloth to send messages. In
Manchester, there is a club, and we know the women are all married. The women not
only dress in traditional style to their meeting but sometimes wear an umbrella pattern
to attend events. Easy-to-read because we know the meaning of the pattern and the
marital status of the women. But, sometimes the meaning of a pattern is not always
straightforward when worn by a man. In my native vernacular, and in the mind of an
Ishan man, as it is in many African cultures, there is a question of control: the verbs
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function for a man is active and passive for a woman.102 The man gets the active role
and the woman a passive one. When a man is very successful, we flatter him and say,
okpea hẹ una (This is a man). When a woman is very successful or in a very high
position, we also use okpea hẹ una to flatter her. However, for a woman, the
translation of okpea hẹ una, is, ‘She is like a man or that’s no ordinary woman’. This
reverse meaning can be to praise, to insult, or to mock her. Same way umbrella pattern
can mean different things depending on whether the wearer. For the man, people will
say, ooh, he cares for someone. For a woman, it will be someone cares for her [Laughs].
For a divorce, the man is beneath me […]. So, the reason people wear particular
designs can be different from its everyday meaning (Very true chipped in ZEE).
Sometimes people turn the meaning around through patterning, styling or in how they
dress.
EHI: Hmm. Mama please, can you explain more on this reverse meaning. Is flattering
and mocking others with wax cloth common here?
OGUS: Also significant, meanings of most patterns are in relation to proverbs, which
can be the direct translation or have other hidden meaning and is movable. When a
woman wears a cloth to insult, it is more of her emotions at the time. The same person
may wear the same cloth to say something different in a different situation. Insults are
associated with the animal’s bad character. Like, um, wearing a pattern with ‘snail’ for
example can be used to suggest the other person is too slow and wasting time. But it
can be used as a cautionary expression intended to send a warning to the effect that
one who takes his or her time to do things will not get into unnecessary trouble.
EHI: Whoa
OGUS: Flatter (Pause). Often we flatter people when we are in a good mood. To flatter,
you wear designs with images that can portray good qualities. Fabrics with Evie - coral
beads, or pearl; O do do - dove; Oduma - lion, or Ene - elephant are used to describe or
imply greatness, compassion, bravery or strength. Again, using any of these patterns

102

‘Esan’ is sometimes refer to as ‘Ishan’. See Ikenoube-Otaigbe (2012).
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can change depending on the colour. Umm, mockery [Pause]. For example, wearing a
lion pattern in blue can be to make sarcastic remarks about or an indirect way of
communicating a negative message about a weak man, but it can also mean a loving,
and strong man. Another common cloth wives wear to mock is co-wife – circular
pattern. [Coughs] Amen, amen [Ask for drinking water].
EHI: Aunty OSEE (name redacted) would you want to come in here?
OSEE: [Coughs & Pause] My name is OSEE (name redacted). Like the others, I will start
from when I was young. When I was young, the way African people dress here [in the
diaspora] was different. African wax print, the cloth was not common and was
expensive. The practice of asoebi was not very common among us here. Today, almost
every party here in Manchester has asoebi nand people war modenised traditional
styles. It varies according to different levels of change of the individual and their social
and economic status. Growing up, I remembered only wearing simple dresses from my
mothers’ leftover ankara cloth. Some people, who did not have money to buy abada,
would buy and use abanayan.
EHI: Aaah abanayan, you mean cheap version.
OSSE: Yes. It means made in Aba, but it also infers local produced fancy prints. Them
cheap prints. We call locally produced wax cloth abanayan or ‘UAC’, and the expensive
ones like Hollandaise, we call abada. [Cheap wax cloth, whether copy wax, fancy print
all is abanayan chipped in DÉBY). Yes. That is what I mean. Um, back to wearing wax
cloth. Most of us, well, I did not really own any real wax cloth as wrapper until I was
married. When I started wearing wax cloth wrapper, I had to learn to tuck it in at the
side of the hips and to pull at the cloth while walking. In truth, up until now, I have not
mastered it [Laughs]. I preferred to tie my wrapper ends into knots- - so that it would
stay and not come off. Whether buba and wrapper or two-piece wrapper and blouse I
never tuck in. I tie it into knots but at the back not the side [Laughs]. Tying wrapper
ends into knots at the side is seen as saying I am single or sending a message about
your status [Laughs]. Here the rules are more lenient. You can do as you see fit. Here
we wear ankara as we like. Thanks to life here and the young people’s twist; making
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ankara into many things and styles. I wear loose long dress and gown or blouse and
skirt. Not using traditional patterns designs in the traditional way as an elder is
snubbing tradition; African way of dressing for my age. I also buy traditional patterns
to look respectable but buy the new designs that copy traditional designs as asoebi if I
like the colours. Many young people buy modern styles, so they do not have to use the
traditional designs anyhow and be told off by elders in the community. Um, but I am
beginning to like the one colour, same shades and mix patterns because it is common
asoebi. Also, I think it is important to say that, the twist and modern trend by young
people have drastically changed how we dress.
Personally, I see the changes as purely a result of new lifestyle rather than disrespect.
For many of us, it is more of a movable identity, the freedom to break with tradition
when it suits you rather than living a double life. I am able to be an African at African
event and with family members and be British among my friends. I have deep African
values but feel comfortable wearing English clothes. When you connect to […] and feel
comfortable in both cultures […], you are compelled to be both and live as both. You
can be comfortable as both, but as my friends say, […] they are coconuts,103 brown
outside and white inside. Wearing ankara over jeans or combining plain fabric with it
or making it into English style does not erase the fact that you are wearing African print
EHI: You are smiling and nodding in agreement. Give us your gist (story).
DÉBY: Ehi, You self? Which one you dey? [Cross talk and laughter].
EHI: Talk to me, na (Please). This your laugh.
DÉBY: [Counting] For me - ooh, the first is that our lifestyle here largely define the way
most of us use wax cloth. I was born in Nigeria. To me, Nigeria will always be ‘home’. I
am an African British unlike my children born here, British Africans […] being a Britico,
103

Coconut here is illustrative of the porousness of identities. ‘Coconut’ can be use in a positive or
negative way depending on the intended meaning and user. It can be use in a derogatory way to insult
Africans that are behaving too British to say: ‘you are British not English’ or ‘no matter how British you
are inside, you are brown to the world (referring to the African dark skin)’. Some people are British but
chose to be more African refer to themselves as coconut in a boastful way. As with the coconut, to get
to its whiteness (Britishness), you have to crack the brown hard outside (Africanness)
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they behave and dress like one. You can say, living here and having dual nationality and
character has a lot to do with much of the changes of meaning and changes in the way
we dress. Living here encourages us to defy the traditional ways of using wax cloth. It
does not apply to us living in England alone. Africans in America are bolder in the way
they have shifted traditional use of the cloth.
EHI: As in [Trails off]
DÉBY: For example, here in England we still keep it to family members or as asoebi. In
America, it is now common to see the maids of honour and groom’s men dress in wax
cloth at church Weddings. True but let us not digress. Today is about about our dress
in the UK. Two, another reason, we wear it; I think, um, has to do with the cloth itself
[Pause]. What the cloth allows us to do. We wear ankara to identify with other Africans
or not wear it to show we are very ‘English’ (Yes oh, chipped in ZEE). Three, knowing
that African people living here have love for their culture, tailors and wax cloth traders
take advantage to promote trade. To promote sales - - and to satisfy young people,
tailors encourage new styles and ways of wearing the cloth. Traders and tailors give
some patterns new meanings to sell the cloth. Four, [laughs], wearing it in English styles
or as mix and match to work is to show we are proud of our culture. Make I count dey
go? [Should I carry on counting?] There is also the different aspects of our identity
linked to the different ways we dress.
EHI: Hmm
DÉBY: There is the safety of being able to wear very expensive ankara and display
pieces of jewellery without robbers coming to your door like back home. The safe
environment here has encouraged some people to dress in expensive wax cloth every
weekend to parties just to single out themselves- - to display to others. Na only Britico
them dey use ‘Hollandais’ sew kpata.
EHI: What does that mean? Somebody help me with the explanation please oooh.
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DÉBY: Ehi, Obhie ebo. [Laughs and jokingly in Edo dialect DÉBY calls me an English
person for my ignorance]. Ehi, it means it is foolish for a poor person to buy expensive
wax cloth and use to make rubbish style. Back to what I was saying, we wear ankara to
show we are proud of who we are. Some people do not dress in wax cloth to African
events. They wear English clothes to African parties to show them do become Oyinbo
[assimilated]. Some people do not wear it because they do not want to waste money
buying clothes that they would only wear once and have to refashion it before they
wear it again.
OGUS: But that is understandable. This our asoebi onetime wear thing can be a put off
for many people. But then again, asoebi is to celebrate a particular event.
EHI: It that because it is a rule?
OGUS: No. It is not a rule but about being ashamed to be seen in ZEE’s (name redacted)
asoebi at BISI’s (name redacted) event. People will say, hey! She is wearing ZEE’s (name
redacted) asoebi again. You know, particularly when the style is bold, everybody would
have noticed you at the last event. Understanding why wear or do not wear asoebi or
ankara is deep. The way I see it, its personal preference, respectably and you know,
whether, […] it is deep [Trials off].
EHI: Mama you mentioned the reason a person may wear or not wear ankara is deep.
Um. Please, can you expand more about what you mean by deep?
OGUS: By deep, I mean very very complicated. Today, we have many types. We have
the genuine ones, but also have the African fancy print and Chinese copy wax, which
has altered cloth quality, availability, and subsequent changes in its use here.
Moreover, now manufacturers make new designs in one colour over the background
and without the overlaps of colours. All these changes have changed the original face
of Ankara, the uniqueness attachment to the cloth. You know the colours of real wax
overlap with no definite lines and cracks104 - [Crackle effects), all the inaccuracies like

104

Art historian John Picton describes these technical imperfections in more details.
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that of adire, made the designs that we are familiar with and was part the appeal to us
[Africans]. And because the cloth is printed in many colours, it offered a choice of
colours compared to adire in just indigo. Moreover, the colours or the original ones do
not fade or stain your body like adire. The fact that real ankara dye does not stain and
it has many colours was and is still its uniqueness and part the value. As (name
redacted) (DÉBY) has said, you cannot sew ye-ye [simple] style with a very expensive
genuine wax cloth.105 For many people who are unable to afford ‘Vlisco’,106 copy wax,
and fancy prints allowed them to join in celebrations with family or friends asoebi. You
know, the young people are mainly student - they just enjoy the music, mingling and
dancing but not the scrutinising of their dress.
EHI: Aunty you mentioned your dress changed …
OGUS: Ah, yes, that […].I was not born here but living here over the years have changed
me. My associations to both cultures influence my lifestyle including the way I dress. In
life, when your situation change, your dress choices also change. The way you value
certain types of clothes also change particularly traditional clothing. For me, my dress
has changed many times since I came here [Pause]. Now with age, my dress choice,
colours and patterns have changed. Ehi, […] different experiences in life, being single,
married, mother, retired, grandmother all affect how you dress. There are expectations
of you. But it is different for different age group. A different stages in life, we dress
differently. Well, I did. A good example is how here different generation uses ankara
in different ways.
EHI: I have noticed but how do you know what to wear for your age?
NONO: How do we know […] you mean, learn? [Laughs]. Knowing how to wear ankara
or dress to a particular occasion is by watching people and or copying others. Um, you
learn from your parents, older people and or you do it your way and learn from
experience. You mix what you see and what you learn from your parent, family

105

Here I am thinking - - the cloth material properties and their expressive abilities help to construct
reasons for use.
106
A brand name for genuine wax cloth made in Holland.
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tradition. [Pause]. However, what your culture, religion or work allows is also very
important. [Yawns and count her words]. What else?
EHI: Significance of the cloth to you ma.
OGUS: [Snorts]. Ankara is important to me because it is my traditional cloth. I wear it
to promote my culture, to express my African identity and to show I am from Africa. At
African events, the colours or pattern you wear can be a form of identification. To
differentiate close friends and family members from other guests. For events, we dress
lavishly in eye-catching Ankara, large jewellery, matching shoes and bags. The parties
also enable the celebrant mainly women to show off to the enjoyment of guest and
their long list of friends and family members. Yes!!
EHI: You talked about what ankara can do [Trails off]
OGUS: Yes. What the cloth can do? The cloth enables us particularly women to show
our many selves. Um mm [Take a deep breath]. With many, many other meanings, the
cloth sometimes is a show of new social roles. Particularly the- - the cloth traders
hoping to demonstrate that they have progressed financially and cannot be seen in
anything but the latest cloth at parties. Others wear ankara to make new friends and
attract customers107. They do this - - well.
ZEE: Yes, ooh. Sis, when these traders and tailors walk into the hall of events,
everything they wear in on point to promote sales. People take an interest in what they
wear. They are effectively walking billboards. Even for us none tailors, there is this
way you feel, how you feel about yourself when you wear an expensive brand - or - appear. Your steps change to fit the appearance. Umm, particularly when the style is
tight fitted; to amplify your body shape. It adds to your steps. (Demonstrating in a
catwalk). The dressing calls for the performance. You have to walk and carry yourself
to produce the total look [Another woman joins in the walk and both fake wearing tight
fitted skirt]. Oh girl, na show ooooh. [Both walk and demonstrate faking a catwalk].

107

As scholars of dress like Eicher 2000 and Hansen 2004a have noted, cloth and dress constitute
vehicles through which social relations are produced and reproduced
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[Give me attitude - - give me attitude BISI chipped in)[LS NS]. How you walk and carry
yourself to produce the total look can lead to the success or failure of the person’s
display - - depending on the occasion. As we know, there is a limit. But, I beg my sisters;
make una no go dress pass the celebrant ooooh (Speaks in broken English and laughing,
she sends a joking warning to women not to dress more than the celebrant does]
[Pause] or you go overdressed [dress inappropriately]108. These parties keep local
tailors and stores busy but most importantly keeps the cloth traditions alive.
EHI: (I noticed that DÉBY is nodding, so asked for her opinion) Aunty DÉBY (name
redacted) do you want to comment or say something?
DÉBY: Umm, I agree that some African people here make calculated choices and
appearances with ankara to get a response. For such women, those who want to show
off their material comfort, they may make extra effort to choose expensive and top
quality ankara and make very very elaborate styles in particular design make a show;
to show off their social roles. For some of us, it is a personal preference. Not everybody
wears ankara for others to assess and that attitude is changing. Some of us dress in
expensive ankara an African attire because we like quality and being fashionable, an
individual thing. For many of us, wearing ankara is a way to express our culture and
identify as Africans, and to associate with other Africans. It is our heritage. As an
African, I think it is good that we wear African clothes here when we have the
opportunity to display our culture.
EHI: I get that, but when I talked with some people about the significance of wearing
wax cloth here, reasons differ and contradicts. Sir?
OJIE: [Coughs] my name is OJIE (name redacted). You women have spoken well, and I
am pleased. [Coughs] Erọmọ Ibun gbe (Blessings cannot be too much). Ẹhis, amen
nonsẹ gbere (Translation: Your water will not leave you behind. Meaning: You are

108

I think what ZEE is saying is that, African people do not only pay attention to the materiality of cloth
but also the close relationship between the body, fashion and the performance. ZEE’s talk about the
aesthetics, worth of cloth and the individual body performance resonates with Hansen (2013, p4) claim
that ‘dress practices, has become a part of … identity, performances and power in the rapidly changing
world’ (Hansen, 2013, p4).
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blessed; your blessings will reach you at the appropriate time). I know that you have
been very patient with us. Patience is a virtue, my daughter. [Clears his throat] I will
start by saying that, like you, I would be concerned with contradictions but expected
as our reasons for using African attire here, and the significance is different for different
people. Traditional clothes are very different. How can I say this? You wear it with a
cultured mood. So the ways individuals dress and or value the cloth is far from simple.
Do not forget, we have progressed differently here [in the present environment] and
have different lifestyles. The cloth means different things for different people. I am not
surprised that with the women, you get different responses. The cloth means different
things for different people.
ZEE: Very true sir.
OJIE: I was born and raised in Africa, then migrated to further my studies in Britain,
married an English woman and remained in Britain. My clothes and preferences have
changed over time. In the last ten years, I feel more comfortable wearing African
clothes compared to when I was a lecturer and young man. But, I do not wear it every
day.

We [Africans in the diaspora] are very aware of the politics of dress and use the rules
to our advantage. Most of us living here want the best of both worlds: we dress to suit
our new lifestyle, but at the same time, we want to keep our African identity. And yes,
as sis (name redacted) said, living here permits dressing as both. In the face of the many
and flexible positions assumed by African people living here, some Africans including
myself have worn African prints in different ways to communicate messages about our
individual and fluid identity. We live in two worlds, and we dress to fit both worlds.
From what I have observed, when we men from abroad go home, we hold onto our
African traditions more than we take on here. In Africa, very few men wear ‘English
clothes to traditional event. People generally view the attitude as odd and is
disapproved and communicated as rude. When I go back home on holidays, I wear
African clothes during my stay in the village and to public events to appear respectful
among elders. In the city, I wear Western-style clothes all the time and even to events.
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It is the opposite for women. I know of friends whose wives wear English clothes at
home in Nigeria but would not wear English clothes with their husbands to public
places or to visit their in-laws. Men, well I wear English clothes to work every day but
always wear African attire for traditional events, and at weekends [Pause and points to
the next woman to continue].
EHI: Aunty BISI (name redacted), your turn please (Big smiles).
BISI: Thanks Ehis. My name is BISI (name redacted). I have enjoyed listening to the
stories of the other women. First, I like to say that there have been arguments amongst
us about the cloth change as (name redacted) said and the cloth value. For the sake of
this talk, let us assume that the influence would be that we [WADIB] particularly young
people would become more interested in the cloth. Fine. Nevertheless, I think that
manufacturers have capitalised on this and make new designs for profit. Is one colour
over background worth the price we are paying? I do not think so. Yet a lot of us say
nothing. Traders go on defending manufactures saying its new colour arrangements.
[Coughs] I know there will be arguments made against my views on this. I personally
do not agree with changes to traditional meanings of certain patterns. Traders and
women who do this have their arguments for it. I do not like copy wax. What the
women have said is true. Mama (name redacted) and SESE (name redacted) stories
stress different points. Both are correct only told by people from different age group109.
[I noticed that too chipped I shipped in]. There are ways we wear ankara to work, and
there are ways we wear wax cloth to social events – true? [True chipped in DÉBY].

[Takes a deep breath] I have been very quiet also because I have also been thinking
about how we choose outfit to African events. This is of real concern to many. Yes, and
if you have noticed too, I have been looking at OSEE (name redacted) my sister-in-law,
and we talked about her choice of dress in the car on our way here. Seriously, for a
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I did observe the diversity of circumstances within this group. Their different account is shaped
according to different personal experiences and how each individual defines his/her self. I have noted
these diversities in terms of circumstances and experience with wax cloth and I intend to interview and
discussed this later with those who are willing for me to interview them later.
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few weeks now, since learning about this workshop, I look out for African print patterns
that women wear particularly the circular motif [Laughs].

Figure A4: Fabric with circular motives from Openshaw tailors shop.
Photo by the author.

Figure A5: OSEE wearing a circular motif
Photo by the author.

So, when OSEE (name redacted) came to pick me up this evening to come here, the
first thing I asked her was about her marriage before we exchanged greetings. (Yes ooh
OSEE chipped in smiling, crosstalk and laughter from others). OSEE’s (name redacted)
circular motif hints at the changing meaning of ankara patterns. Hmm [pause] my
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sister, the changing of meaning and how different generations use ankara is one a big
issue. [I know, God help us BISI (name redacted) chipped in NONO]. Umm, I do not
see myself wearing circular patterns for a while. Seriously. [Pause] Last month. No!
July. Yes! I went to the tailor to pick up my dress, and these women at a tailors shop,
talking about the meaning of circular motifs pattern [Laughs]. Since then, whenever, I
see any woman with a circular motif, I, I look at them closely to see if they are sad.
EHI: Why is this?
BISI: Until that day, I had never heard that women wear circular pattern when a
husband cheats. The tailor and her customers may have had personal experience of it
or just want to sell new circular patterns. Somebody help me here (Women laughing).
DÉBY: But that is how some patterns get their names and meaning? Traders just give
the patterns names or transfer meaning from their experiences to some patterns, and
when it fits, other people join in the use and it became popular meaning.
BISI: I beg no challenge me (name redacted) [Exchange of friendly banter]. We all know
that. What I am saying is that it is wrong to use a personal interpretation, generalise it
[Pause], and claim it to be the whole community experience.
ZEE: [Joking] I beg, I go go [will go] and buy one and wear it until somebody asks my
husband why I am not changing my outfit.
OSEE: They may be correct with the meaning you know [The women including myself
all turned and looked at her]. Why are you people looking at me like, surprised? These
women traders know their stuff. It is their trade and business [Cross talk and laughs].
Names and meaning can change, do change and changes. Changing the names and
meanings of wax cloth patterns will forever go on and may never cease. This pattern
has many names: ‘Target’, ‘Grammar phone’ - - um, record player and I have heard the
pattern called ‘co-wife’.
[Pause] I bet, if you go to the market and say you want ‘target design’, the traders will
bring circular patterns out for you. If you say you want grammar phone, the traders will
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bring circular motives out for you. If you say you want ‘record design’, traders will bring
circular motives out for you. If you go to the market and say you want co-wife, the
traders will bring circular motives out for you. Sis [ter], whether you ask for target
design’, or grammar phone, or ‘record design’, or co-wife, the traders will bring circular
motives out for you to choose from their store. Its simple logic, given that circular
motifs have more than one name; the cloth would surely have more than one meaning
and used in sending different messages depending on the wearer (that is a good
explanation chipped in ZEE). I know that circle pattern is called ‘co-wife’ and have
heard it sends the message that polygamy is like cow dung, looks okay on the outside,
but sticky and smelly on the inside [Women laughing]. I can imagine women under
polygamous marital arrangement wear it to challenge cheating husbands. However, I
cannot say if it applies to a particular circular pattern or all circular patterns. [Coughs]
because the names and the meaning of certain patterns depending on where and how
you use the cloth. My sister, it is the way you use the cloth.
EHI: Aunty OSEE (name redacted) could you explain more about how to use the cloth.
Abi na for messaging? [Is it about messaging?]
OSEE: (Laughs) NO. Today, I have not used it to tell off my husband if that is what you
mean [Cross talk]. I am from Edo. We Edos call the pattern I am wearing Ukoise
[maracas], and the pattern looks like ‘Ukoise’ we use for dancing.
EHI: Aunty what is Ukoise?
OSEE: Ukoise is an Edo word for shaker -- Um it is like a rattle but different. Ukoise is
made of calabash [gourd] and loosely covered with the beaded-string net. The beadedstring can be made with cowries, beads, small shells, seedpods or wood pieces. (I have
one in the pantry - chipped in SESE]. The Yoruba call it shekere, the Igbos and Idomas
call it ichaka.
EHI: Ah! I have always called it maracas, and I have used it before. On a serious note,
the pattern looks like it. Please can I take a photo of it?
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BISI: Eh hen, umm, as I was saying, I had not heard or used it that way but cannot argue
with those who claim they have. Now, I know circular pattern meaning is worn to tell
off a cheating husband. Will I be wearing circular pattern again? Ummm? Except of
course, if my husband cheats or needs a telling off [Laughs]
EHI: Aunty OSEE (name redacted), you were talking about why you chose to wear the
pattern to today. Please, umm, can you expound on it [Trails off].

Figure A6: Ukoise: an African musical instrument. Photo by the author.

Figure A7: BISI shaking and tapping the Ukoise. Photos by the author.

OSEE: [Asked ZEE to get her the ukoise and did some dance moves shaking the Ukoise
and giggling]. When in a dancing mood or happy mood you dance to a ‘record’ abi?
(Seeks confirmation from the others). I was happy about coming here and wore the
wrapper to express my happy mood.
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OSEE: When you tap or shake it, it produces a rattling sound. You can also strike it
against your hand or leg to get a different sound [Cross talk, signing and shaking of
Ukoise]
EHI: Very interesting. Did you buy this here?
SESE: Yes. I bought them for our church from the African music shop in Piccadilly, but I
think they import them from home. I have seen it made. [Pause] A hole is cut at the
end of the calabash, and then the seeds and contents are scraped out leaving the hard
shell. Then the hard shell is left to dry in the open sun and then covered with a beadedstring net which is then tied at the base. [Shaking the Ukoise]. The sound of each Ukoise
is different depending on the gourd size and bead type used.
EHI: [I noticed that TOBE (name redacted) passed his turn to speak again and so
asked if he could or wanted to contribute to the discussion]. Hmm, TOBE (name
redacted), do you want to share an experience or say something?
SESE: Ehis, TOBE (name redacted) passed his turn.
EHI: I am just encouraging him to talk because he has passed his turn twice.
SESE: Who asked you to encourage him and what is your own [what are, are you
implying?].
OGUS: Ehis, stop acting differently [Cross talk] Young people talk after adults in
gatherings like this.
EHI: But we agreed to take turns, so I just thought to encourage him.
OJIE: Ehis, omoluwabi. […] I know you were being nice, but you also have a
responsibility towards the culture and family. Like it or not elders speak before children
[…] And I’m afraid that is what we do in the ‘circle’ [Cross talk]. OSEE (name redacted)
you can continue, please.
OSEE: As I was saying before, ankara patterns have more than one name and
meanings, and can lead to misinterpretation of the wearer’s intentions, which is often
the case. Seriously, most ankara have more than one name. There is the name given
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to the prints by manufacturers, but many people do not know this. Also, there are the
names given to the cloth by market women and people that use it. I know this because
my late mother was a major cloth trader in Lagos. Her purchase logbooks have the
manufacturer names, but in the market, the clothes are called by the symbolic or trade
names given by market women and sometimes customers who use the prints. The
names given to the patterns by the traders are usually taken from the traditional
meaning of the symbol, image, or object on the cloth. Sometimes, the cloth is used to
record an event or to attract customers to an event.
I bought this circular design as asoebi and wore it to a burial ceremony. The children of
the deceased were in mourning hence the dark- colour pattern. But, they were also
celebrating the life of their late father, that he lived well and long. I think the design
choice was for the celebratory mood and the dark colour was to capture the mourning
mood. Dancing and celebrating on the outside, but sad on the inside. [Happy to
celebrate his life but also sad he is gone chipped in BIS] [Pause]. Anyway, since then, I
have used the cloth in different ways. You cannot control the way other people read
the meanings to what you wear. To make other people understand the exact message
you are giving is beyond your control. However, you can help through the styling of the
dress and accessories. For example, the last time I wore it was in October with black
shoes, black scarf, back earrings and black bead neckpiece to late Dr (name redacted)
wake keeping [colours adds to meanings chipped in NONO]. On that day, because of
my accessories, it was easy to read as mourning and celebrating his life.110

In our [African] tradition, although we are sad when we lose a dear one, we also
celebrate their time with us. The cloth market generally strives on the contradictions
between traditional meanings and personal ways of use. So, there will always be the
back-and-forth between the names and the meanings.
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Webb Keane (2005) has argued that objects are composed of bundles of qualities - an apple is not
just red, but also spherical, light sweet and so on. Because of these multiple attributes, he contends that
object do not have single intrinsic meaning.
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EHI: Ah! Aunty NONO (name redacted) you said the colours also add to the meanings
[Called her name as a signal for her contribution and because it was her turn to speak].
NONO: Yes. Colours have meaning, and we wear different colours for different reasons.
We [Edo people] take the meanings and spirituality of colours in our clothes very
seriously. For us, white is peace and a sign of purity so white, and certain motifs printed
in one colour over white background is commonly used in church celebrations and
childbirth [Pause]. Red signifies danger and power in the spiritual or physical world.
Yellow shades represent wealth for some. Blue means love and calmness. Green
symbolises prosperity and life. Black for burial and the list goes on. Certain patterns
with these colours are worn to celebrate such occasions. Particular colours on certain
designs also changed the meanings.
EHI: Any popular colours in mind?
NONO: Umm, lion pattern in blue. The lion is a symbol of fierceness, danger and as the
king of the jungle, royalty. Wearing blue lion wrappers could mean a peaceful woman
but also strong [laughs]. We are of peaceful disposition but strong for our families. You
can trick the husbands, not the wives [Women laughing hysterically] [OJIE chipped in
that he may need to go].
EHI: Please aunties. Uncle said he might need to go soon. Please before he leaves,
could we give him time to say something or comment on what we have been saying?
[Cross talk]. Please, I will appreciate it very much. I beg [please].
OJIE: [Coughs] Ehis, you are a fast learner. You see; because you asked, the women
agreed for me to speak. That is how it is done, but then again, I am an ọwanlẹn (Elder).
Thanks again Ehi for this opportunity. I enjoyed listening to the women just that I have
had a long day. Ehi, the women are correct you know. Yes! We Africans use images
and objects to communicate information and feelings. Clothing is an important means
of communication in African culture.
[Coughs and clears his throat]. I have listened to the women punch at us men. It is
interesting because we know wax cloth is used to do these funny things. Some African
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prints patterns have many names and meanings. As a husband, father and brother, I
have joined to settle quarrels between women so have heard some of these things.
We learn the meanings of wax cloth from you women. I like your creative ways of
thinking when it is explained [Laughs]. How do you women think these things out? You
should be applauded [Jokes] I cannot always make out the meaning of some patterns
until I am told [Women laughs] as it is not easily seen on the cloth directly. [Pause].
Women are better at storytelling so Ehi you may need to prompt me as we go along
[laughs].
EHI: I can do that sir. Maybe you can start by telling us if you wear African print and
the significance to you sir.
OJIE: As the women have already mentioned, wearing African print here is becoming a
powerful identity statement. Wearing clothes to make a statement is not a new thing.
It is not new and will continue. By wearing African print here, we openly display our
identity as African, an expression of identity, who we are. I think that African print is
preferred here because of its availability compared to asoeke and adire. As some of the
women have already mentioned, the social use of these textiles are based on the
patterns and colours.
EHI: Significance to you Sir? Or any experience you want to share?
OJIE: I wear clothing made of African print and other African fabrics as a way of
expressing my pride in my African heritage. Wearing African attire here is a way to
express our identity. As madam (name redacted) said (referring to OGUS), the cloth
importance is uniquely different from person to person because we have different
lifestyles, jobs and social status. We also have different values. Therefore, the way
people wear certain patterns or interpret it differs. Again, already mentioned,
particular colours have values, both of gendered and symbolic importance. I have
learnt something new today [Laughing and joking] that colour of certain patterns can
add or reduce the traditional meanings. So when – when, you women, wear blue lion
wrappers you mean you are the calm boss. (Women laughing hysterically) Ha! We
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know these things you know (Laughs). Then, there is also our self-importance because
of living here. [Coughs and claps his hands for me to prompt him on].
EHI: Um, wearing asoebi sir?
OJIE: Wearing asoebi is more of a woman thing, expressing your support to celebrant
[Joking]. I have bought and worn many asoebi because my wife, my calm influential
boss – [women laughs] made me and to identify with the bride or with the groom or
the host celebrant of an occasion. You can also show extra support by giving cash or
cheque in an envelope or spraying when the celebrant is dancing. As an elder, I wear
African clothes to African event is for respect; it is expected of me to dress
appropriately to events.

I get how some people might not wear it because they feel intimidated by the cloth.
For young some people who do not understand the cloth [meanings], they might just
like colourful and beautiful fabrics and do not want to understand or misuse design
with names and meaning, and so avoid it. They do not wear it because they do not
have the knowledge or because previous experience with the cloth make them feel
uncomfortable. Again, as the women have mentioned, some cloth patterns bring to
mind particular proverbs, but some patterns are named to record social events or
changes. For example, the cloth with alphabet was to record specific educational
developments and historical events that led to particular educational changes in the
society. The meaning contained in the alphabet cloth for example, commemorates
education - free primary schools and colleges in Nigeria by the first Prime Minister of
Nigeria Chief Obafemi Awolowo. When we were young, I remember wearing it to
celebrate school life and in honour of his contribution towards free education in
Nigeria. People have since come to use it during graduation, the opening of schools
among others.
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Figure A8: ABC motif (also known as Alphabet cloth).
Photo by the author.

The women also mentioned that some people do not wear wax cloth often because of
their jobs. Of course and is a good reason and should be respected. Even back home,
there a big difference between our social clothes and work clothes [Yes, yes, yes
chipped in the women]. The dress is also about comfort. The weather conditions also
play a role in how we dress our body. The weather condition can influence how we
dress. Even back home, not sure if you know that the climates changes as one move
from the south through the middle belt to the northern part of the country, and so are
the ways people cover their body. [Very true chipped in BISI].
OJIE: [Coughs and in a confident tone] Woman! [Pause and everybody went quiet] as I
was saying, [Pause], here we do not wear traditional attire on a daily basis because of
work and the weather. We wear it only for special occasions like birthday celebrations
or weddings because it is suitable for such occasions and the occasions demand it of us
as Africans.
Including living here, your clothing choice changes with age. I used to wear a lot of
western styled clothing to African parties when I was much younger. Umm, in the last
ten years I wear more African and traditional clothes to African events. I wear simple
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top and sokoto to day- to- day activities dress more formal baban riga111 agbada for
formal occasions.
EHI: Please could you talk more about your outing clothes and day-to-day wear.
OJIE: Obviously. We all dress up for special occasions. We Africans like to dress well
to church, weddings, birthday celebrations and even funerals. Sometimes the size and
amount of accessories you women put on with the beautiful outfits is for showing off.
I am married to one. (Laughs and everyone joined in laughing). I like the expensive
brand, um, what do you call it, (Guaranteed Dutch Wax, OGUS Chipped in] because
they do not fade or run colours and stain your car, hands or underwear not to show
off (laughs). About the insult, polygamy is not a common practice amongst Africans
here. This is England. Women here speak for themselves. You women are bold. So, I
am sure it is more a show of identity and social status than to challenge us husbands.
You speak your mind, which is good, and there is nothing wrong with that (Women
laughing hilariously). Good night sisters…
EHI: Uncle just before you go, what you think about please the new designs and the
meanings, how we use it here, the cloth?
OJIE: Ehis that is a tricky one.
Umm, I think that the type of relationship we each have with the cloth differs. Same
way, the meaning changes for some of us living here have a lot to do with how we value
the cloth and our new lifestyles. There are people with monetary problems resulting
from their migration status, or issues of resettlement find themselves excluded in
partaking in this show of identity. They ﬁnd themselves caught in a particularly tricky
situation, and they do not wear ankara not because they do not like it [Laughs].
However, there are others who just like being different. They think not wearing African

111

Babban riga is an Hausa name for men’s formal wear in Nigeria. It is also referred to as the African
men’s boubou. This is a floor-length robe, big flowing gown wide and open on the sides, which have to
be folded up to expose the hands of the garment’s inner wear which is normally a simple top and trouser
with long sleeves. Most times, it is skillfully embroidered and decorated. It is also call Agbada in Yoruba.
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attire is cool. They will change. I was once like that but changed over the years and now
wear traditional styles regularly.
EHI: Good. I think that is nice too. [Sounds of agreement]
OJIE: Again, good night sisters. It looks like Ehis you are in for a few more hours.
Tape stopped to exchange pleasantries and say goodbyes to OJIE.
Tape On Again

NONO: Living here encourages us to defy traditional ways for new ways. It is like the
traditional patterns versus modern patterns. It is like; the traditional names versus the
new names here. Therefore, [Takes a deep breath] -- How a person chooses one over
the others direct their attitude towards the cloth.
EHI: [Coughs], aunty SESE (name redacted) you have been smiling and nodding, do
you want to add to the conversation, or have experience with the cloth you want to
share?
SESE: I have enjoyed listening to everybody. Yes, and if it’s Okay, I like to talk about
the buying of African print because that is is the start. We buy the cloth, then take it to
the tailor and make it into outfits.
My mother-in-law and sisters-in-law all wear African clothes and tie headscarves to
church service and African events. They give me new ones as gifts and or pass-medown their unwanted gifts, or clothes they no longer wear, to encourage me to join
them. Because of that, I am not a frequent buyer. When I buy, um, I have bought from
different sources. I buy African prints when I go to Moston and or see one in the shop
or when I am invited to occasions, and I need a new pattern or from the host as ‘and
co’.112 Sometimes, mobile traders bring new patterns to us at home, but I prefer to go

112

The term ‘and co.,’ is an abbreviation form of ‘host and company’ referring to the celebrant and
their guest. It is a Pidgin English translation of asoebi and non-Yorubas particular people from the
riverine area in Nigeria who are very fluent in Pidgin English describe uniform clothing as ‘and co’.
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Moston to catch up with latest home gist [news from homeland) while I do my shopping
on my day off work or at weekends. I prefer to go with my daughter, a friend or a family
member for support and as a weekend activity. My friend and I, we sometimes arrange
to meet up at Moston for gist [gossip] while doing the weekly shopping, or braiding
hair or waiting for the children while they are barbing their hair in the salon. […]
Even if you go on your own to Moston, you are likely to see somebody you know or
somebody who knows somebody you know, and they can help with the choosing or
gist about the latest trend. ‘We’ shop in Moston because you are very likely to find
what you want and you can bargain for a discount, which adds fun to the shopping.
OGUS: Yes, shopping in Moston feels like back home. Traders call out for you on the
street conversing with customers, and you can price [bargain].
ZEE: Moston Road’ is ‘one-stop’ shopping for all our African stuff, from food, skin and
hair products to the latest African cloth on our days off work or at weekends.
OSEE: I shop in Moston more for the fun and gist [interactions] between customers and
traders and others. The shop owner knows what I like.
SESE: I know. There is a peculiar feature of Africanness in Moston; traders calling out
for customers across the road, and the price negotiations. We sometimes arrange to
meet up friends at Moston for gist while doing the weekly shopping, or braiding hair or
waiting for the children while they are barbing hair in the salon.
BISI: I love lively conversations that accompany sales in Moston. You see and hear
people bargaining as if they are in Balogun Market [Busy market in Lagos, Nigeria]. It is
the fun; you listen to music or watch free movies while you braid your hair. I also like
bargaining and making new friends.
SESE: We sew elegant styles for parties as opposed to everyday wear, pay you extra
not to repeat or display our dress in the shop and dress to show who we are African
British or Britico. Sometimes it is hard to separate being African and British in your
dress. So, we dress to fit in with our African family and new lifestyle here, and it can be
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hard sometimes. At parties, you will get a sense of how we dress to express our
identities. Talking about two wrappers, NONO (name redacted), do you remember my
wedding after-party disgrace?
NONO: You mean when your Britico came alive [wrapper fell off].
SESE: I know.
NONO: It was not funny.
SESE: Everybody was like expecting it to happen.
NONO: Your aunty just picked up the wrapper and tied it into a knot like nothing
happen.
SESE: She still teases me about it. I learnt fast after that wrapper dropping off my waist
scene. Not saying I am good but I can manage or rather cheat. To wedding ceremonies
where the asoebi is, or I have to wear two-piece wrapper, I tie a top wrapper over a
long tight fitted skirt. Except you are told, you would think it is two wrappers, and many
women do so as well.
Here I present in Fig. A9, BELLE wearing ankara over Jeans to explain how WADIB dress
to express membership with the group and her love for Western fashion. Her top
represents the code for the party and identity with the celebrant, but her trousers
represent her other identity. Her identity with the local community. She is not a young
person. She has MBE. She is a Deputy Lieutenant for Greater Manchester and well
known in the community. Her complete outfit makes a statement. She shows and
promotes her culture but also identify with her local community ties. [Cross talk and
Laughing]. At parties, some people draw our attention to their identity as African and
British wear ankara over Jeans, and I have done it a few times [laughs]. The jeans
softens the loud colours and personalise the outfit. Sometimes, it works. Other times
depending on the occasion, your dress fails. You learn certain rules by making mistakes.
The personal experience because you experience it makes you remember but also what
you hear and observe.
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Figure A9: BELLE wearing wax cloth over jeans.
Photo by the author.

EHI: Hmm, how do you acquire these skills?
OGUS: You acquire dress skills over time; from personal experiences, listening and
watching how others dress. Including cautions by your parents, family members, and
friends on appropriate dress. Like our young ones here. Sometimes, it is from seeing
others.
OSEE: Ehis, it is like how we are talking about how we dress, and the changing meaning
today sharing our experience of using particular patterns, the experience come to life.
Some things are not as important anymore, but until someone mentions it. Then you
recollect.
You look shocked. Being here in the midst of other people and listening to them, you
remember stuff. As somebody tells his or her story, you remember your experience
too.
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EHI: Do you mean that
NONO: Owan ha a talo we are yere [you can recollect stuff listening to others]
BISI: Yes ooh! When you listen to other people as they talk, you remember too.
Sometimes, someone’s response to questions can prompt you, to remember. I have
forgotten some because of my situation but listening to others today, it came back.
EHI: Are you saying that you were encouraged listening to stories of others in the
group?
BISI: Yes, I think what they mean is that, hearing other people’ stories help you to
remember your own stories.
OSEE: As people talk about their experiences and or seeing the cloth, being here
helped. [Ja le ebae - let us go and eat chipped in OGUS]
SESE: Ehi I like to say something before we eat because I know that, we are going home.
EHI: OK, quick one as I want to hear from the young people in our midst.
SESE: To answer your question was how do we remember? (Takes a deep breath and
adjusted her position). To make us remember, we have group events from time to time
and attend celebrations where we wear African attire to show the way we dress. Also,
we remember through contact with family back home. As sister (DÉBY) (name
redacted) said, also, when we share our stories, our stories help others to remember
their own experience. Our children being here with us today is in a way to pass stories
of African print use, and the importance including how we use it or the tradition will
die113. I do not wear wax cloth a lot not because I do not like it. I wear it to African
event and weddings and as casuals in the summer. I prefer formal or English clothes
for work. I do not buy as many as others do [Coughs & Pause]. How best can I say this?
[Takes another deep breathe]. I do not regularly wear it, so when I do buy, which is not
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Cornerton notes how shared memories associated with [stuff] are conveyed and sustained (p400)
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often; I prefer real wax - it covers for all the many small ones that other people buy
throughout the year. I do not do this to show I have money but can relate to why
someone may think so. Personally, the way I use wax cloth or any other cloth is both
personal and functional not one of rejection.114
EHI: Please mothers before we eat, let us hear from the young people in our midst who
have listened and laughed all evening. (Turning to the young people] Is there anything
you like to say? Your experience of wax cloth, or about today?
(MEG): My name is (name redacted). I was born here. I have only really lived in England,
but I love colourful clothes. I think that it may be my connection and association with
African people that have influenced my colourful taste in clothes. I wear African
clothes, and I like it. I became attracted to African print through my association with
African people and being close to my family, taking part in activities in the community
and church. However, I did not know about the names of the patterns or the different
way to use it or what the patterns actually mean till today and not sure I do [Pause].
TOBE: My name is (name redacted). I do not feel connected to wax cloth as my parents
rarely wear African clothes. Both my parents are African but I have not been to Africa.
I have a few African friends, but I do not have a connection to African way of life. I will
love a connection. I do not wear or have any outfit in African print [Pause].
AB: My name is (name redacted) (DÉBY his mother chipped in (name redacted)). I was
born here. I am of mixed heritage. My father is English and mother is African. My
mother sometimes wears African clothes to African events, but I have never worn one.
I do not have or wear wax cloth. Like TOBE, not using wax cloth for me may be from
the lack of connection too. I see some young people in African outfits but do not feel
a connection. I find it hard to connect to our African way of life. I have never been to
Africa, do not know what is expected or demanded of me as a child with an African
heritage. I have a few African friends, but none of my friends wears African cloth.
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I noticed that the professionals in this group and other group meetings are conscious of how others
may perceive their account. Trader’s accounts are more dramatic compared to the professionals.
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Besides, when I am with my friends, I would not want to stand out. I would rather dress
in jeans and a top. It is not that I do not like the African way of life. I love African food
and music [Laughs]. Maybe, if I have a real experience of Africa, it would be different.
I don’ know.
SET: My name is (name redacted). I came to England at age 14. So, I kind of noticed and
remember people wearing very colourful clothes in Nigeria when we were there.
Umm, my parents are both African. My mother wears wax cloth in simple styles at
home, but to weddings and parties, she wears very elaborate designs and styles.
Sometimes, and when it is a close family’s’ weddings, I wear wax cloth as asoebi to the
weddings with my mother. I like them. I also know that wax cloth is expensive because
my mother mourns when she has to buy them and mourns when I choose a
complicated style, and the tailor charges her loads for the style. On the ride back, in
her mother-daughter talk with my sister from the tailor’s shop, I have heard mum say
that she would rather people use just head tie as asoebi because wax cloth is too
expensive and onetime wear. So, I kind of know that wax cloth is expensive not that I
have paid for one myself. Wearing wax cloth for me […] is caused by many things:
family, my place of birth and memories […]. I also have a strong connection with my
grandparents, uncle, aunties and cousins back home. We - - sometimes talk about the
latest styles for young people and share such photos on Facebook. I have a strong
connection to my roots and talk regularly with my grandparents, uncle, aunties and
cousins back home. Maybe, being born in Nigeria, growing up there as a child, my
connection and association with my grandparents in Nigeria, influence my colour
choices. I have a very colourful wardrobe. Whether English or African styled clothes, I
like clothes in bright colours and prefer bold patterns [Laughs]. However, until today,
I was not aware that certain African patterns had specific meanings and used in certain
ways. I think, I have over-heard my mother and her friends and sometimes my aunty
talk about colours. But, I had no clue how important the meanings are to Africans. My
mother has never talked to me about the significance or meanings of patterns before.
I am happy she made to come today.
EHI: I am glad you are happy you came along.
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MEG: I wear wax cloth on a regular basis to African parties, and I like it.
I think wearing Ankara is respect to my roots. It's a kind of statement that despite being
here, I continue to acknowledge I am African and my roots. Africans celebrate
everything and wearing African clothes to such events to identify with other Africans.
Umm when I wear them, and I go out, my English friends say ooh, you are going to an
African party. Sometimes, I wear English clothes or African-inspired clothes depending
on how I feel. [..] It is a kind of, […] whether you are comfortable wearing English and
African clothes in public, not just to African events. I am comfortable - - I am
comfortable in both. I think umm, I think that many young African people love African
print but give attitude because of - -, I think, the way it’s presented to us. The old
patterns and traditional styles sort of, um, make young people mhmm not like them - or want to wear them because it is a bit too loud. However, things are changing. The
manufactures and new designers now style it into English style suits and making new
styles in fashion shows. Designers are making wax cloth into other things too like bags,
shoes, earrings, bangles and [Trails off]. I have a trainer made with African wax cloth.
There are many photos online. What they are doing is good aunty. I think sometimes
maybe we young Africans need to see that other people now want to use it and I think
that sometimes maybe we should use it more and be more supportive of their efforts.
TOBE: I think that umm, I honestly truly believe that depending on the style. Like the
‘dashiki’ shirts and pants, it may be […] is cool. I do not know. Nevertheless, some are
just too colourful. You cannot wear it to certain places. My mother sometimes wears
it, but you know our lives are very different from our parents.

SET: I do not think that African prints are more colourful than ‘dashiki shirts and pants.
The old patterns and designs are colourful, yes, but there are cool colours now. For me,
I think there would be no difficulty with wearing wax cloth among young people if we
wear and sew it the way we like. I particularly like to think the idea of making wax cloth
into ready-made clothes will be excellent. I think if it is possible to see it in Primark, a
lot of the attitude towards it will reduce. It is because the cloth is not made into
common styles and not on the high street market. At community events and parties,
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we proudly wear ankara to express our cultural identity. Sometime last month or so, I
was surprised to see African women wearing ‘complete African dress’ and elaborate
head tie shopping on a Sunday in Primark. It was odd. I get Indian people wearing Indian
clothes; we are used to it, so, it is not in your face. Maybe the African women are
coming from church. Surprised, yes. For me, it was just because of the circumstances.
I am proud to express my identity. Besides, how does one reject one’s identity or roots?

Figure A10: MMU students wearing ‘danshiki’ shirt and trousers.
Photo by the author.

TOBE: I’m trying to really umm, to put all this together. I think it is good as young
people that we understand African way of life and dress and get the - - the - - the
feeling of being an African. I think, there are different reason amongst young people
why we do not connect to it. Maybe, I think, I mean, I do not know why, umm some do
not wear it. I am proud of my roots. Africa is my roots; the culture where both my
parents were born and raised, but I do not wear African clothes as my parents rarely
wear them. Both my parents are African, but I have never been to Africa. I do not have
a connection. … I will love to have a connection. As SET said, if the cloth is in trendy
styles, it would be nice. Thank you, aunty Ehi.
EHI: Thank you too.
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AB: Hmm. It’s been interesting to look at African print as my cultural cloth, and it is a
real eye-opener to understand African way of life and dressing, and hopefully, someday
I get to like it. Thank you, aunty Ehi.
EHI: Thanks AB
MEG: Yes, yes. I agree. I like that I know some more stuff about the cloth today. I get a
sense that things are changing. I mean, that wearing wax cloth here is more accepted
now than it was when my parent first came here. Thanks Aunty.
SET: I do not know much about the culture, but my family and experience of growing
up in Africa is cool. I have different views and understand why some of us [young
WADIB] are giving African attire attitude. As I have already mentioned, I think my
strong connection with my root, influence my dress choices. I have a very colourful
wardrobe. Whether English or African styled clothes, I like clothes in bright colours and
prefer bold patterns.
Thank you, aunty Ehi. I personally will love to see wax cloth as ready-to-wear in the
shops. It would change non-Africans and young people’s attitude to the cloth
EHI: Thanks SET. Ibha bhilu ooooh (Thanks to everybody). I appreciate your time.

Tape stopped for personal talk and some eating time
End of Transcription
I noticed that the professionals in this group and other group meetings were
conscious of how others may perceive their account. I have also noticed that traders’
accounts are more dramatic than the professionals. With their awareness of how
their perceived audience might judge both what is said in the present and their
actions in the past, they hold back elements that could be viewed negatively.

As mentioned above, for details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription
see (page 192).
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Ghana Group Manchester Transcript
Group Location: Ancoat Manchester
Group: Ghana Group Manchester
Date: 29 08 2015.
Number of Attendees (6):
Name of Transcriber: Ehinomen Oboh
Number of Tapes: 1
Start: 3: 30pm
End: 4: 30 pm
The following transcript is from a meeting with some members of the Ghanian group
in Manchester and took place at Ancoats, Manchester.
Ghanaian participants mainly used the cultural mode and talked about the emotional
and aesthetic value of African print connecting the cloth with culture and the
importance of the cloth knowledge.
To ensure confidentiality, I have used pseudonyms chosen by participants and labelled
in bold. Where the audio contained sections that are incomprehensible, I have marked
with […] and have used contractions in order to produce what the speaker actually
says. For details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription, see page 192.

Tape ON
EHI: Good afternoon and thank you for coming and for accepting to take part in my
research. I appreciate your taking time off to come and talk about how and why you
wear African print here in England and to have it on tape. Okay, before we begin, I
would like to ask if anyone has a question otherwise, as agreed earlier, we take turns
to speak starting with Aunty EVA.

MAEVA: The changing attitudes and departure from the traditional way of use have a
lot to do with living in this environment. Wearing it or not wearing it is to fit in, stand
out, to call attention to yourself or distance yourself. People like us who still hold strong
on to our African identity wear traditional patterns and loose-fitting dresses. We
[Ghanaians] do the Nigerian uniform dressing [asoebi] thing but mainly through
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colours. We wear personal clothes but keep to the colours for the day if there is one.
Young people particularly those born and raised here wear English styles. Adults wear
ntama, kente or boubou. Different age group styles their outfits and dress differently.
[Others agreed.]
AMA: I [LG] Yeah Yeah [incomprehensible].

MAJUA: I’m trying to really umm yeah […]. Traditional ntama style has changed here
[in diaspora] showing what ‘we’ have become’ […] Wearing modern[ised] version of
ntama with add-ons and in modern styles is now fashionable at African events, but old
people like me wear the traditional three-piece-ntama ensemble for respect. It is our
culture […]. We [elders] make ntama loose-fit, and less tight. Even when shaped, it
tends to have a straighter cut. Ntama of adult women born raised and educated in
Britain, are now more stylish and tailored closely to the body. The new trends are too
stylish and tailored closely to the body. Young people like to make ankara as jackets
and wear it as tops over jeans or skirt because, I think, um […] probably no longer
restricted by tradition our children dress and wear ntama in new ways. Anyway, these
um, um, new design, colours, new kinds of fitted tailoring and um, tightly fitted styles
to attract attention and admiration of others is for young people born, raise and
educated here.

KOJO: I dress either way. Having lived here for a while sometimes, you want to dress
African. Then at other times, you dress European. Just some elders would not have it.
(Laughing).
AMA: We are different, we‘re in a different environment as Aunty MAEVA (name
redacted) said. Moreover, we have different lifestyles and are in different phases of
our lives. We are different in many respects, and I think that often that the way we
dress reflect these differences. Although we dress in different styles and the way some
people use print is different here, it does not mean that they are ashamed of our
culture. I think we just have different feeling and pride about ntama.
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TATA: Yeah. Exactly. I was born in Africa but raised here [in Britain] and have lived in
Britain for nineteen years. I like jeans, t-shirts, and stuff like that. I dress and behave
like typical Britico. I love that I am comfortable as both [...]. Sometimes, um, for work I
dress more British than African. I wear African attire in the summer but as an inner
blouse, or jackets or simple dress or skirt not as complete outfit to work. Although we
are free here to dress, as we like, there is a, um, how do I say thus, tension being here
and being an African. You parade your divided loyalties […] when wearing African prints
in Engligh styles […]. The changes to lifestyle including dress changes can be wahala
[unsettling] for some people and are different from person to person. In a sense, to
avoid wahala [trouble] we [young WADIB] wear mix and match.

EHI: You mentioned that it is not easy deciding what to wear. If its Ok with you, could
you please explain how you choose your dress, the fabric and or styles?

TATA: I hope I speak for the majority of young people here. I think, um, a person’s social
and financial circumstance, the design choices available and what is in fashion play a
lot in decisions about how we dress. Also, having the - - um ‘know-how’ [skill], ability
to dress to suit different situations, fit the body, and age. At African events, there is no
one way of dressing or type of fabric through which identity performed is done. Some
people use designs; some colours; some styles and some express their individuality by
not wearing English clothes. For us [WADIB] being fashionable is not about dressing
well. You know [...] but more about knowing how to draw from a variety of stuff to
create the overall look to embrace both your African and British identity. For a simple
African dress, I use fancy print, non-traditional patterns. I like traditional designs but
prefer new designs because they are in fashion […]. At family parties, you will notice
that many of us born or raised here use non-traditional designs and wear nontraditional styles compared to elders who […] are often annoyed when they see young
people wearing African prints styled in a non-traditional way. For everyone, if we are
truthful, loyalties to our many identities has been provisional and at other times
constructed anew. There is an open understanding dress is different between elders
and young people not acknowledged.
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OTHERS: Mmm. Yes.
AMA: For me when I arrived in the UK, I had to adapt. I adjusted the way I dress to help
to ‘fit in’. I changed my dress style. I did not want to miss out. I changed the way I dress
to fit in without standing out in too much in public. That is how some of us started and
created new ways to dress. You would expect that the longer we have stayed in Britain,
the less we use the cloth. Well sorry to announce. The longer we [African] people stay
here, the more they want to use the cloth but not necessarily in the traditional way.
KOJO: The departure from the traditional way of use has a lot to do with the new
environment. Here we wear and sew ntama cloth the way I like. It is different from
back home. Living in diaspora brings new ways of being African and changes how you
dress and behave. Here, dress norms are flexible. You can break from tradition.
However, the young people are braver, choose and style it as they want […], but there
are certain patterns for older people and different types for our various lifestyles.
BASOE: For some of us, our jobs limit our use of wax cloth to weekends and parties
only. For me not wearing it as a young man was sort of work-related. Now, I am retired,
I wear it more regularly. For each of us, our relationships, this place and appropriate
clothing changed how we dress especially for women, and it varies.
OTHERS: Mmm
MAJUA: Yeah many of us had to.
MAEVA: I agree with BASOE (name redacted) and KOJO (name redacted). There a big
difference between our lifestyle and work clothes. I wear ntama on weekends and to
African events to celebrate with people and on Sundays to church if it is not cold.
Wearing ntama here is a part of some people lives and work. For such people, like my
sister AMA (name redacted) who is a tailor, the way they wear it is more a part of our
work. Because my sister sells and sews ntama clothing, she has and wears the cloth
more than I do. It is part of their lives and work. They [traders and tailors] wear African
prints frequently to entice their customers. They visit home more regularly because of
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their business. When they have new patterns, they make She make her styles unique
not just because she wants to stand outat parties, but to attract attention to the cloth
to sell the new designs. My sister’s job makes her wear wax cloth more often. My job
does not allow me to wear it as often as I would like to. So sometimes, it the job not
personal preference.

MAJAU: I just copy their styles if I like it. Whenever, I see someone wearing African
attire whether ntama or kente in public, something ‘speaks to me and makes me stop,
smile and to look at them. I have emotional involvement, a feeling you cannot describe.
Not sure how to explain the experience. How can we say this? I feel like the cloth is
talking to me. Um, maybe it is because I know what the wearer was saying. I can read
the pattern. If you do not know how to read the meanings of a pattern, it will not speak
to you.
Others: Yeah.
MAEVA: Me too. It’s a very nice feeling when you see people dress in African clothes
although the way we use it here is different from how it is used back home.
MAJUA: Ah! …it is different. That is it. That was looking for is, you remember home the
meaning. Here the message is not the meaning. The reverse can also happen when the
wearer particularly our young children are unaware of the meaning or the message
interpreted over and above its innocent use.
EHI: For Example,
MAEVA: ‘The snail’ pattern can be a caution; ‘someone who moves slowly does not
stumble’ and intended to send a warning not get into unnecessary trouble. It can also
mean ‘time waits for nobody’ as in, hurry up. Understanding this is all a bit too much
for children born here. They just want to wear ntama for its beauty and not for cultural
meanings. Hence, they prefer new patterns to traditional ones.
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MAJUA: There [are] many variations to classic designs in the market. First was
Asansaba, 115 There is also variations of colours and layout of the same patterns
for fashion conscious people. More recently, we have old [classic] designs altered
to look like new designs teasingly call classicon because of the classic and
contemporary mix of the design. Also, traditional designs now come in one colour
over the background. Back home these various designs are marketed in Ghana, Togo
and Nigeria under different names. Patterns and colours also influence how
wearers express messages through the cloth. For example, the cloth Nigerians call
‘snakeskin’ used for funerals, we [Ghanaians] call ‘gravel’. Gravel is sometimes
sharp and can cut you deeply, but we walk on it. Wearing gravel design suggest a
person is in pain but also can infer the strength of character for the wearer.

Figure A11: Speed bird (Sika Wo Ntaban). Photo by the author.

Another example of a design with many of meanings is the wrapper MAEVA (name
redacted) is wearing. Speed g bird also call the flying bird; sika wo taban means money
has wings. As my people say, if you don't use or invest money wisely, you may lose it.

115

A local name for clothes with more than one old pattern in one design to look like new design.
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We Ghanaians say; money has wings and can fly away. This pattern that I am
wearing is called speed bird but some people call it the flying bird and is the common
name because the pattern was used as the uniform for ‘Air Afrique’ [stewards
and flight attendants] in the 70s. Some people associated it with prosperity
because the swallows symbolise good luck. People wear it to celebration GOD’s
goodness or to tease saying, rich today and poor tomorrow.
MAEVA: I think this is the problem. Some designs have many meanings, and we can
personalise it. It is not because we are here but that adds to it too. I like the pattern
and appreciate Ehi wanting to hear my story and use my voice. It is new territory for
me, and hence I wore the design. However, as you can see, I make my design in
traditional styles and dress my age [Cross talk]. At parties, I move away from people
[…] who try to maintain um, wear clothes beyond their means or dress age
inappropriately, forming just to impress others […]. I Know. I mean I’m just that’s just
my feeling that some people do not wear it because they feel too English
OTHER: Exactly!
TATA: My mother says wax cloth is the best but she wears copy wax- - to parties and
she has convinced me to follow suit. Women like my mother, know where to wear
original wax and where to wear imitation. I do not. I would like to wear African dress
more frequently. I am proud of my Ghanaian heritage. I wear African clothes but when
I wear them, I preferred modern styles to the traditional look, and I especially liked how
tailors have modified the traditional versions to tighty fitted shapes. I love western
clothing and believe it to express who I am. My dress preference is to do with my age,
marriage to a non-African and job. I hope that I wear African dress more frequency as
I get older.

-----------------------------END OF TRANSCRIPTION--------------------------------------

As mentioned above, for details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription
see (page 192).
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Dance Diary Notes
Diary Notes: January 28th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Women (WMW) dance workshop - open house.
Date: January 28 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 2pm - 4pm
Number of people: 37 excluding children.

Today is the ‘Open House’ to launch Wonderfully Made Women’s dance project. I
started a dance dairy.
To ensure confidentiality, I have used pseudonyms chosen by participants. These labels
and my name are in bold. Where the audio contained sections that are
incomprehensible, I have marked with […] and have used contractions to produce what
the speaker actually says. For details of symbols and contractions used in this
transcription, see page 192.
After the open house, I took the dance workshop coordinator (HINO’s) to her house
because she was poorly. When I got to her house, I meet her sister OMO (name
redacted) and her mother NENE (name redacted) who were visiting her from London.

ENO is in her late 40s. She was born in Ghana. She is a lawyer, divorced and has two
children. She moved to England with her husband for work and remained.

OMO is in her mid 30s, was born and educated in Ghana. After her nursing school, she
came to London to further her education and remained. She is married, has three
children all boys and lives in Clayton.

NENE is in her late 70s, was born and educated in Nigeria. She is a retired teacher,
married with three children (all girls). In the course of our conversation, I told NENE
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about my idea of the radio, and she encouraged me to try other radio stations, as it will
open to my work to the public.
I made the notes after the encounter, but at the time, I was unaware of how I would
use it. Later in the week, by chance, I met with the owner of 19jaradio.com – an online
radio station, and he agreed I could host a talk on Ankara with 19jaradio.com. Reaching
out to other radio stations, which NENE suggested came handy? I realised that the note
was useful. Had I not taken the opportunity to write about this chance encounter with
NENE, the significance – and even the memory of it – may have been lost. By ‘being
there’ and noting the conversation, I had created an opportunity to explore and
develop new opportunities for the research.

Diary Notes: February 11th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Women’ dance workshop
Date: February 11th 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 21
10: 45am I am first to arrive and sat on the steps outside the church until 10: 55am.
Then three women JAYE, MAMAE and MEME (names redacted) joined me […] Women
looking a bit concerned and uneasy with me snapping away. They sat on the waiting
bench by the window. A little way from the chair, I am sitting on. I walked over and
introduced myself. We exchanged greetings. DEMI (name redacted), the youngest of
the women is looking at me. Suspicious? Unsure? Tensed. She was born in the Gambia,
moved to England to seek asylum. NANA (name redacted) is 60years old, was born and
educated in Ghana. She moved to England to support her daughter to recover from
losing her husband in an accident 15 years ago and remained. Her parents are from
Cameroon. She looks away, her head is bowed and looking down - unsmiling. Then
SAMA is 30years old Sierra Leone-born who moved to England to seek asylum after her
husband died joined us. She is wearing a two-piece wax cloth wrapper and the same
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cloth as a headscarf. GEGE is from Cameroon, KOKO from Ghana, GOGO and YEMI from
Nigeria (names redacted) joined us. Two other women DADA and MAAME (names
redacted) arriving now and the dance workshop room is open […].
The dance workshop starts at 11am, but people come to the dance workshop
at different times (GEGE).
Before, we started the dance coordinator reminded and explained to the group that I
am a researcher, what I am doing and my presence.
ENO: Good morning everybody and welcome to the dance workshop. As you can see,
we have a guest. Her name is EHI {Another short form of my name] and she will be
working with us for the next few months, participating in the dance activities and
helping to make the costumes. […] She is a researcher so she will be observing us and
engaging us in conversations about how we dress. You will be recorded. You will be
photographed, and it will be used in this project as usual but also in EHI’s research. You
can choose not to be photographed or videoed. Um, please again; I will need your
support to create a dance performance as part of October black history month. […] As
I have mentioned, we will share and collate stories about our dance steps and because
of EHI, our dress as well.
I had been to the group meeting before today, explained to the group members about
my research and obtained signed consent forms but was fine for HINO to remind them
again particularly as two women join the group today. The signing of forms took the
first half of the day.
Break for Lunch.
30minutes lunch break. The lunch is free and financed by ‘Big Lottery Fund’. Today,
the menu is fried rice and chicken.
Except for pleasantries, the women did not speak to me. There was apprehension on
both sides. The women barely looked at me, communicating with their heads bowed.
Some were a bit disengaged looking away through the window. The women only
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became interested when I asked them what they think about me wearing African print
inside an English suit. They satred in disbelief, then smile and immediately starts
speaking. Suddenly they come out of themselves. Happy, laughing and confident. It was
as if they were completely different people. Everyone was laughing and contributing.
Glad that the women were speaking to me, I did not want to break the interaction by
telling them to take turns to say their opinions. When I tried to play back the recording,
there was a problem; they were speaking over each other. I could only barely guess
from my notes:
I like to mix match (GOGO).
I prefer to make my print in English styles (DEMI)
Noticed after the short talk, they reverted to their previous blank positions. They just
listened. At this stage, I am not sure how the dance workshop engagement would
unfold.

Diary notes: February 18th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Woman’ dance workshop
Date: February 18th 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 21
So far, my orientation to WMW’s dance project is that they use dance memories to
engage new migrants with their culture.

Today, like last week, there is a cultural compromise in our styles. Some of us wore
ankara on jeans. Most of the women came in English clothes then changed to African
outfits at the workshops venue while others tied ankara wrappers on their wait over
English style dresses, skirts and jeans. One woman had a gathered skirt, which she later
told me was a dance costume over her jeans. We danced to three African cultural songs
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chosen by GOGO, and ENO. A bit loud but everyone had fun learning new dance steps
with old traditional dance steps feeding into contemporary African music.
Late break for lunch.
As with all other sessions, there is free lunch provided and funded by Big Lottery Fund.
Today, the menu is also Jollof rice and chicken.
Took the opportunity and had a one-to-one talk with the coordinator about what the
project intends to achieve:

Including encouraging women to share their memories, we hope that the
project will promote connections between people, and cultures. […] The dance
learned and stories gathered in this project and the mini-exhibition after the
project would provide the raw material for future work (ENO)

After the dance
Today, I stayed behind with some of the women to tidy up the dance room, washing
the plates, hovering, cleaning stained window panels, which some women used as
dining tables and putting away the chairs. Something I may do after every workshop if
possible as it was very good to see them very relaxed and talk about how they dress to
the dance workshops.

I did not wear an African outfit because I come by public transport. […]
It is not convenient to climb the bus in tight fitted long skirts. Also,
because it is always raining in Manchester, if you can avoid it, except
you are going somewhere very important there is no need to let the
cloth get wet too often particularly if your wrapper is ‘copy wax’
because the colours will run (GOGO).

When you relocate or […] expose to another culture, you tend to
abandon some aspect of your culture and take on some of the other
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cultures. You become a different person. Unintentionally, you act as
both. You dress like both. […] sometimes selecting and modifying your
dress […] according to the situation […], and the circumstances in
which you find your self then it becomes your style (DADA).
I like English styles. I like to take a bit of English culture, a bit of African
culture and mix them together in my dress
My dress styles embrace my African tradition and Britico identity. Fit
in and still be African […] My English clothes are work clothes (AMAO).

For me, I did not wear wax cloth from home because I am coming from
my cleaning work. […] We have a uniform – so it is because of my work.
I work, and work and work’ It is working, working life here (LULU).

I have a house here and in Ghana because of my business. I travel back
and forth because of my business. So both influence you and you
adjust elements of both Africa and Britain in your dress (AMA).

I travel back and forth to stay in contact with family back home. When
I am home, my African styles are very African. When I am here, I wear
African prints in English styles (YEMI).
My permanent residence is in Britain, but I have two houses in Sierra
Leone. I am comfortable living in both [worlds] and comfortable
wearing both African and English clothes here and there. I wear African
clothes to African events and Church on Sundays. (YANNA).
I left Ghana with the aim of settling here. […] Because of my business,
I frequently travel between Holland, Ghana and Manchester. I chose
this lifestyle. […] I am both. I am comfortable as both and living inside
and outside both countries (KOKO).
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Diary Notes: February 25th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Woman’ dance workshop
Date: February 25th 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 18
Today my Dance diary moves forward more: I have had three input.
Time will tell whether I have enough evidence to coompare different experiences and
try to find some pattern from it. My experiences today are somewhat detached from
my previous experience of watching and partaking in the dance workshop. There were
those, which made me worried about my mode of keeping the diary.
The coordinator ENO chose two women to give feedback of their experience so far on
tape as part of the dance project outcome.
The first woman JANNE had so much to say – it took about 30minutes. I took notes inbetween listening to the women’s response. I had to move my seat closer to them
because it was hard to hear them clearly. When I played back the recording for the
group, it was very poor because the recording was in the dance room and people were
talking over themselves. Later, I suggested to the group that, next time; the
interviewing will be in a different room, or others keep their voices low just for the
recording time.
We do not want our culture to fade away or become irrelevant (MEME).
It helps me think about my people (MAMAE).
Lunch break
Women danced to same African cultural songs and learnt a couple of new dance steps.
A bit loud as usual, and again, everyone is having fun learning the new dance steps. I
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observed that the older people preferred old and traditional/ cultural / gospel music
and got up to dance when such music was on.
After the dance
Again, I stayed behind with some women to tidy up the room. In-between our cleaning
and putting the chairs away, we talked about our changing dress styles.

Living here, the environment dictates what we wear (DADA).

With the job I do (cleaning), it will be possible to dress up on weekdays
(LULU).

I wear it to parties and gathering like this where Africans gather not to
town (DEMI).

The women’s attitude to ankara reflects opportunities and challenges in their present
situation.

Diary Notes: March 4th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Woman’ dance workshop
Date: March 4th 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 27
Today I arrived a bit too early and joined the women waiting for the coordinator ENO
to turn up and open the doors. Apparently, this happens quite often. In the previous
workshop, the issue was raised. ENO’s excuse for today’s special lateness is that she
had gone to pick up the chairperson.
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When the chairperson arrived, the women gave her the customary African greeting
(which always makes the receiver feel very privileged). The chairperson was dressed in
a purple and orange over a brown background print fashioned as buba and wrapper.
She carried a brown bag and wore to a matching open toe shoes to compliment her
dress. Her simple buba and wrapper was a personification of her age and social role.
Her assemblage, choice of clothing and appearance was to look simple and age
appropriate she told me later.

As the chairperson entered, ENO asked her, ‘Do you know this woman?’ I got up, and
we shook hands. ‘‘No’ she replied. ‘‘Yes you have’, remarked HINO. You met her at
(name-redacted) wedding. She read the bride’s letter. ‘Ah, your nephew’s traditional
wedding. ‘‘Yes! Yes! ‘She exclaimed. I remember now, you are, (EHI I chipped in). We
were generously treated and welcomed.

She put her hands around me and gave me sisterly embrace dancing and wishing me
the best. She asked another woman to get me a chair to sit next to her. It would be
impossible to describe the scene that followed the greetings. One who does not know
about African tradition cannot form a concept of shed tears in greetings and the
peculiar courtesy that arose or have the faintest idea of the regard for extended warm
welcome greetings. ‘Words’ spoken and the reaction of this regard for me became the
basis of all the helpful support and better rapport I developed with the women
afterwards.

In previous sessions, the women did not really speak to me directly but would usually
talk to me through the coordinator, ENO. Today, five weeks after making my initial
observations, the women were more relaxed with me. I observed that some of the
barriers that characterised our first encounter had shifted. There is a change in the
women’s behaviour towards me116. They were talking to me directly. They called me

116

This is in reference to the 11 February dance workshop. As noted in the dairy, ‘there was
apprehension on both sides … the women barely looked at me communicating with their heads bowed.
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by my first name. The 11th February notes provide the ‘evidence’ and assert that levels
of rapport in participatory process changes.

Dairy Notes: March 11th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Woman’ dance workshop
Date: March 18th 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 23

Had a hospital appointment today, so came to the dance workshop during the break
for lunch. Made my apologies and joined in.
ENO is wearing a top made with African print over jeans. I also wore the similar
ensemblage but had a sweater coat over my African print top.

To break the mood and to find something, we connected with; I talked about the
coincidence that ENO, and I were wearing African print over jeans… I noticed that,
whenever I spoke and or ask what they thought of my dressing, they register some
form of interest; otherwise, the women were mostly quiet and had looked worried.

GEGE asked to talk to me. After the dance, we had a long conversation.
I will like to see anything you write about me before you use it (GEGE).
The main point of the conversation was to state explicitly, what I was going to do with
the information from her and the others. I read the information sheet to them again
and stressed that I was more interested in how they dress. I had to clarify that because;
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I think they were worried because some of them had spoken about some painful period
of their lives. The women were not comfortable to have their ‘hurt’ used in research.
The women looked very worried and showed concern even after my explanations. To
this end, I have excluded such stories.

Dairy Notes: March 18th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Woman’ dance workshop
Date: March 25th 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 19
My greeting exchange with two women117 and a teenager of mix ancestral heritage
particularly CISSY, a self-conscious ‘mulatto’118 woman outside the dance workshop
while we were waiting for the doors to be unlocked, opened a conversational space
that we occupied, deserted and reoccupied to exert new questions on multiple identity
and by extension African diaspora fluid identity.
While waiting for the doors to be opened, I took the opportunity to have a conversation
with the women about what they were wearing. Below, I present the Conversation
with CISSY, SISI and LILY (names redacted).
CISSY also called Ebo119 is in her late 50s; was born in Warri, in present day Delta State,
Nigeria. She and her family moved to England at age fourteen. Her father was English
and a doctor, and her mother was half-Portuguese and half Nigerian and was a househelp to her father. CISSY is a trained teacher, married to an English man and has four
children, two boys and two girls.

117

Two were sisters and the third is a daughter of the eldest sister.
Quoting Cissy, one of the participants at the dance workshop, ‘mulatto’ or ‘half-caste’ was a way by
which children born between ‘white men and black women like my mother (the direct offspring of
them) were generally described.
119
Ebo a generally use to describe a light complexion persons in Edo state, Nigeria but in Cissy’s case, is
a short Pidgin English form of English person.
118
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CISSY: […] I will tell you a bit about my family and background so you can understand
my oyinbo body [skin colour/completion] and my dress. Me, I be Warri girl. I grow for
warri [I grew up in Warri]
EHI: So we go nak broken be that nah sis. [Then, we can speak in Pidgin English sistert]
CISSY: Bring it on [Laughs]. You know, um, my sister was telling me the other day that
I dress and love African way of life not because I was born in Africa and by an African
mother but because I am African. […] I have many sides to my personality. An African
personality, an African British personality, and a British personality and dress to reflect
all my identities. My mother is what Nigerians call ‘Mulatto’ […]. She was as fair-skinned
as any white woman was. She was tall and beautiful but had silky curly hair 120. Before
the 1960s, being of mixed- race, having dual heritage or being a ‘mulatto’ or ‘half-caste’
was discussed in terms of rape and a way by which children born between ‘white men
and black women like my mother were generally described.

On the other hand, some women, socialites, saw dating a ‘white man’ as cool but the
opposite was the case for the children. When I was young, calling someone a ‘mulatto’
insinuated born out of rape or as in our case, born outside marriage, which was the
case most of the times at that time. This deeply saddens her (The later is not CISSY’s
words but mine).
My dad, bless his soul, could make a joke of anything. One day, I remember crying home
after someone called me a ‘half-caste’. My dad told me that I was not a ‘half-caste’ but
a ‘quarter-caste’, a ‘quadroon’ (Mulatto and white). Knowing I am a ‘quarter-caste’,
when people tease me and call me a ‘mulatto’ or ‘half-caste’, I correct them for a laugh
and say I am a ‘quadroon’ (Mulatto and white). Father loved us very much. When our
father finished his work in Nigeria, he brought us (children and mother) to England.
First London, then Cardiff, our home until mother died. Having multiple identities, you
have moments of confusions, and moments of trying to belong to both, and weaves
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Cissy evidently inherited her mother’s physical characteristics of a ‘mullato’. Cissy is fair-skinned, tall
and beautiful, has silky curly hair with dark yellowish eyes, which glowed and showed contentment.
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your thoughts and experience of belonging and not belonging. 121 My situation and of
multiple identities is different but in a sense the same to you [here I am thinking that
she is refering to me; an African living in the diaspora]. You know what I mean. The idea
of home can be complicated. You have split outlook to life122. […] Being of dual heritage
and living here weaves who you are. Our father loved and wore African shirts a lot […],
but we did not. My guess is, maybe because we were in an all-white village, not sure.
But our father did and had many African shirts. He only wore English style shirts with
suits. We just thought he loved to wear African print shirts because he worked and
lived in Africa for a long time. Not sure why and I never asked him why he loved and
wore many African shirts. Maybe it was to remind us of our other identity. I do not
know.
EHI: SISI is a sister to CISSY (name redacted) is 44years old. She was born in Warri, in
present-day Delta State, Nigeria. She moved to England with her family age two.
SISI: like my sister told you, our mother’s relationship with our father was not what you
would call husband and wife, but he loved her very much and was kind to her. My
mother would joke that she took care of the needs of my father including giving birth
to all his children […]. I grew up and heard stories of people not proud of their mulatto
identity because most times it infers born out of wedlock, or born of rape. I do not
remember much about our life in Nigeria because I was too young when we moved to
England. Not sure why, but mother called our dad ‘Sir’, but he treated her as an equal
even though they were unmarried until her death. My father was very generous and
devoted to my mother. I had a happy childhood and loved my father regardless of what
some of my maternal uncle’s say.
Growing up in the part of Cardiff where we lived and its surroundings was my fun: I
loved swimming with dad, climbing the trees, and the canoes rides. […] Life was normal

121

Her ‘in-betweenness’
Cissy explanation of dual experience here follows Clifford (1994) definition, in which diasporic life has
the ‘contrapuntal awareness’, where people live in a place with a constant awareness that they are not
at home and the elements of the past permeate negotiations in the present.
122
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and pleasant […] Cissy is the real African in our house. She dresses more African than
the rest of us, but she looks more for an English person than we do.

EHI: LILY is nineteen years old and daughter to CISSY. LILY has a natural blonde hair,
very fair skin and can pass for a white girl anywhere. LILY’s manner of speech to a
stranger or in a blind audition would have placed her as English. LILY’s complexion is
very fair. Her face and nose shaped narrow. She is modest and shy with elders but has
a way of moving and dances like an African.

LILY: I was told that my grandma was a half-Portuguese and half-Nigerian woman but
able to pass for a white woman. My mother, who looks ‘white’ (except for her curly
hair). I wear African prints and attend African events. I have many African friends. I am
glad things have changed, and can dress the one-eighth black in me.
CISSY, SISI and LILY’s stories raised questions around how we engage with being and
doing identity. In their stories of dress, the three women’s discussed their position of
fluid identities. Later CISSY requested I omit some parts of the story, as it was very
personal and emotionally charged, and out of respect to them.

Diary Notes: April 1st 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Woman’ dance workshop
Date: April 1st 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 22.
A lot of dancing today. We almost perfected one dance step. Everybody was tired and
thirsty. Dance stopped for a while as people needed to break to reenergize, made tea,
poured themselves water and soft drinks.
Break
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A new member YANNA (name redacted) joined the group during the break I was
surprised that the woman had a lot to say in front of the recorder given that she was
crying and very shy […]. The women comforted and encouraged her saying that what
she was going through was not new for new arrivals. They told her that things would
change and improve over time and encourage her to go out and make friends. The story
referred to above is excluded because most of YANNA’s stories were not dress related
and very personal.

Diary Notes: April 8th 2015
EVENT: Wonderfully Made Woman’ dance workshop
Date: April 8th 2015
Location: Community Hall, World Harvest Christian Centre, Seymour Road South,
Clayton, Manchester UK.
Time: 11am - 1pm
Number of people: 19
Most women were dressed in African outfits, but some women wore English clothes
and fully assumed that identity.
Noticed a circular pattern on a woman and asked to speak to her later after the dance.
She agreed, but the conversation referred to is not be used in this study because the
interviewee was very personal. In addition, most things she said were about seeking
Asylum and not about her dress or circular pattern on it.

Until this morning, I have not noticed the endured a stern look from the chairperson.
CISSY made an uncomfortable sound insinuating her unwilling to sit with the women
not wearing African outfit.123 It was all fine until; the chairperson did not challenge one
of the women who tease CISSY and her sister with the word ‘mulatto’. I was surprised
and particularly felt embarrassed and shocked at the unfamiliar disposition by the
women, which caused discomfort to some women. It took the first half of the day to

123

Now, I am thinking that she is putting on an ‘African’ mood and one, she exhibits well
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calm things down. After the break, to ease the tension, ENO asked all the women work
in groups and record each other’s experience of the project in different rooms using
their phone. The women were very excited about interviewing themselves. We had a
lengthy discussion about doing the recordings. One particular group insisted on roleplaying and it took most part of day with little time for dance practice. The women
were quite passionate about the recording and danced to background music inbetween chats. The finished recorded taped were kept by ENO.

Observing and participating in the dance workshops these weeks has meant putting
aside my assumptions. It was like giving up ones’ self and entering the process of
discovery. This has led me beyond the expectations and preconceptions I brought to it.
To this end, being an engaged-observer has raised many questions around parameters
of the observer-participant. What and where is my work within the dance project?
Where within the dance project does it begin and end? To which I do not have specific
answers. Not because they are profound questions but because what and where my
study within the dance project begins and ends is tricky to define.
-----------------------------END OF NOTES--------------------------------------
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Appendix C: Engaged Observation
Openshaw Observation
Location: Dressmaker/tailor shop Openshaw, Greater Manchester
Date: Monday 3rd of November 2014
Number of Attendees: Observed 17 people and briefly interviewed 4 people.
Name of Transcriber: Ehinomen Oboh
Number of Tapes: 1
Time: I was there for about 7 hours. Recorded tape session was one hour and five
minutes

The attached transcript is from observation at Mama T’s tailoring shop in Openshaw
including interviews with Mama T and two women. After the last observation, she has
asked me to refer to her as Mama Tailor in the research. Henceforth, I will address her
as Mama Tailor (MAMA T to keep within a five-letter limit) but still put her shop
location as Openshaw.
Today, I am at MAMA T’s tailoring shop at Openshaw because she called me to come
in and observe her day. She is expecting a few people to come in this week to order or
make new dresses for an upcoming party in Hulme. Therefore, I am here to observe
her interactions with customers particularly those that have come in to buy or make
dresses with wax cloth.
The names of those present/interviewed have been changed to ensure confidentiality.
Comments or responses from me are marked as EHI (Abbreviation of my name) and
synonyms (made up letters by participants themselves). These are highlighted at the
left margin with the response indented to the right.
I observed that some women talk in Pidgin English (non-grammatical by written
conventions), full of pauses and dragged words. They also raise and lower the volume
of their voice to add meaning to what they are saying. To spell words in the manner
the words were produced in this transcription, I have had to depart from standard
conventional spelling. I used contractions to produce what the speaker actually says.
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This follows Silverman (1997, p151), assertion that for examination of conversation,
detailed transcription is necessary. For details of symbols and contractions, pauses,
interruptions, obscure talk etc., see page 192.

In addition, you will notice that I have tried to be more descriptive of the actions of
MAMA T’s customers (participants), including both verbal and nonverbal behaviour
where possible. These actions were not video recorded, as it was not possible to tell
who would be coming and collect consent. I also have attempted to interpret the
situation in this transcript.
08:45

Leaving for the tailors’ shop. A chilly overcast morning with a brisk wind and
light drizzle.

09:02

Arrived at MAMA T’s house. The drizzle has stopped and the sky, although still
cloudy has brightened.

9:49

I am at MAMA T’s shop. I have been to this shop in Manchester (Openshaw)
a few times to observe how Africans engage with wax cloth for this research.

At the shop
MAMA T lives about five minutes’ walk from her shop. She had sent a woman who she
later tells me is an apprentice to open and clean the shop before our arrival. When
MAMA T and I arrived at the shop, her apprentice was already at work and putting bias
tape to the edge of a peach coloured lace fabric, and two young girls in their late teens
were waiting for MAMA T. They were both dressed in a smart casual way wearing
formal coats over tops and jeans. They were in a hurry and had wanted to drop their
bags of clothes and come back later after work or college. MAMA T hurriedly attended
to them. As she attended to them, a woman who appeared to be in her early twenties
and a man likely in his late thirties arrived carrying Tesco shopping bags containing the
fabrics they wanted to sew which they put down on the tailors’ large cutting table.
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Figure A12: Tailor’s apprentice at work.
Photo by the author.

Figure A13: Counter/Cutting Table.
Photo by the author.

MAMA T’s shop is an open hall with a big long table placed as a divide between the
customers and the sewing area with equins are dressed in African-styled clothing.

Figure A14: Mannequins dressed in African attire
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Two minutes later a woman in her forties wearing casual clothes with two young girls
in their early twenties arrived, each carrying shopping bags also containing the fabrics
they wanted to sew and put them on the tailors’ table a few meters from the first set.
A further 10 minutes and two men who appeared to be in their forties, dressed in
jumpers covered with paint and probably in their work-clothes arrived carrying
shopping bags. They also dropped their fabric on the tailor’s big tables and as if on cue,
stood well back from the other women, and started talking to each other both facing
the road. About five minutes later, two smartly attired women in their late twenties
wearing long English style suits arrived, each carrying two shopping bags, which they
put down on the tailors table a few meters from the last clothes. They turn to face the
first couple, and one of the new arrivals started to speak loudly about their cloth and
the woman nodded her head. The husband glanced at them but did not comment.
Three more smartly dressed women in African attire in their late forties, with two
children and an older woman wearing a very loose winter coat over a big flowing gown
followed them in rapid succession.
I noticed that the positions that each participant sat or stood and body postures
changed with respect for each other. Each placed their bag of clothes in a vague line
from the other at variable distances. I also, noticed later that MAMA T’s big long table
placed as a divide between the customers and the sewing /workshop area, which she
uses as the cutting table also serves as a counter where she attends to customers.
MAMA T took the clothes, not in turn but spoke to the owners separately about the
styles. MAMA T picked up the last bag on the queue as if she wants to work backwards.
The older women who came last was treated first followed by the men, the couple, the
younger women, and to my amazement, the two women who were first to arrive were
treated last. Followed by a woman and her two children - new people on the queue.
The order was not maintained as another two older women rushed up and pushed
forward to be treated before those at the end of the queue.
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It could be that there are social rules as to who is given preference in such a setting124.
Does age and gender affect wax cloth use and or differing expectations?
The early hours of MAMA T’s day at the shop were very busy. At a point, I thought the
shop was overcrowded. The comportment and variables in the dressing and clothing
of those observed, suggest some people were either going to work, off-duty, selfemployed or unemployed (This is my interpretation I was not told this exert words by
them).
Everybody was calm about the order of service, which broke down slightly when
MAMA T jumped the cue and attended to a woman.
Otherwise, they all seem familiar with treating men and the elderly first. MAMA T
explained this to me later as holding some implicit rules about queuing within African
Culture. None of the people observed seem to be particularly upset at what might have
been construed as queue jumping in the UK. This attitude to queuing links to their way
of life.
Later talking to MAMA T, she said she deliberately gave preference to the older women
because of their age but that men are given preference by tradition. She also treated
the men first because they chose simple styles like Buba125 and shokoto126 (top and
trousers). ‘The women have far more complicated styles with combinations, trimmings
and sometimes embroidery’, she said. She also explained why she treated the young
girls before the women. First, ‘most times the young girls know what style they want’
or chose from the magazine. Second, the young girls would cause trouble if they knew
that she charges them more than the older women do. In support, I noticed the time
spent with the men was far less than the time with the women, and the young girls
spent less time compared to the older women because they come in with a magazine
style that they want the tailor to copy.

124

My cultural knowledge of these things are limited
Buba is a loose shirt that goes down to the thighs for men covering the upper part of the male trouser.
For women, it goes down to the hip and used with wrapper or skirt.
126
Sokoto (Shokoto) is the pant or trouser.
125
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As for the young woman who rushed up at the last minute, MAMA T told me later that
this woman works in the hospital, was on a short break and had just come in for
measurements, because according to MAMA T, she had talked to her about their styles
over the phone hence she jumped the cue. She explained relationships between
gender, age and cultural codes but not exceptions for professionals jumping the cue.
Something I wanted to take up with her later but never addressed because she was
busy.
Before MAMA T started to serve her customers, she told them about me. I identified
myself as a researcher, explained the purpose of my study and that I am at the shop to
observe and gather stories about wax cloth use to those on the waiting queue.
They did not appear to be affected by my presence; they went about doing their stuff
as I move from one position to another watching their behaviour and noting what they
wore in my sketch pad. However, as I did not inform them before coming, most of them
did not want to be photographed. In addition, the men were not very keen, and so I
did not tape record the observation.
Audio and video recording would have been of assistance here but likely to pose
problems because I did not know who was coming to the tailor’s shop and had not
informed them about audio and video recording my observation.
There were more adult women than men and children; maybe it is the time of the
week. It is also important, I state that this observation provides an estimate of age and
says nothing about ethnicity, as I did not directly speak to some of those observed and
MAMA T did not have such details.
Although a very short observation of queuing behaviour, it has provided materials on
expectations in age and gender to take on board while observing and participating in
their activities as well as a need to examine literature in the area.

Profile of interviewed observed participants
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I had met AMA at the tailors shop a few times before and she was at the last tailor’s
shop observation and one of the women talking about how fabrics that feature circular
motifs meaning has changed in the diaspora.
MAMA T was born in Kumasi, a large city in the Ashanti region of Ghana in 1977. She
is married with three children. She owns a thriving tailoring business in Manchester
where many Africans go to have their clothes made.
KOJO is 45 years old mother of three children, a boy and two girls. She lives in Higher
Openshaw near AMA’S shop. Her parents are Ghanaians from Tafor an Ashanti region
of Ghana. She was born in Kumasi in Ghana and moved to England as a young girl with
her parents. She relocated to Manchester after her nursing school to work. She works
as a care assistant but on flexible hours because as her husband works very long hours.
TAPE ON
EHI: Good morning, aunties MAMA T told me you would be here today and that you
had agreed to tell me your African print story on tape and let me observe you. Thanks,
I really appreciate that. Aunty KOJO thanks too for taking time out of your day off to be
part of this conversation when you should be resting. Thank you very much (Exchange
of pleasantries, talk through information sheets again and obtained signed consent
forms)
EHI: [COUGHS] thank you my sisters [Trails off]. Um, aunty AMA if you do not mind,
you can start us off by telling us about your dress or any stories you want to share with
the group.
AMA: [Coughs] Hmm. My name is AMA (name redacted). I am 54 years old. I came to
Britain with her husband after the 1979 coup in Ghana. I am an Ashanti woman from
Obuasi, a town about 30 miles south of Kumasi. I have a tailor shop on Ashton Newroad, Manchester.
Where do I start? Um, [Takes a deep breath]. Thirty-five-year ago, when I first arrived
here as a political refugee from Ghana, life here was not as good for us like now
because of the situation then [Trails off]. People did not know much about our culture
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and dress then - then, we were very few people then who would - rather be dressed in
an African attire with headgears not European suit to church. But the weather here is
not friendly to our dressing. So, when you put some of the traditional styles from home,
it looks odd and sometimes impossible depending on the style to put a coat over it.
[Laughs] Um, I used to dress very colourful to church because we dress very well to
church back home [Tails off]. When English people see me, they ask me about why I
am wearing certain colours or styles, and I try my best to explain. I say dressing well to
church is an important part of us. For me, wearing wax cloth, my African attire show
my culture and tradition. Um [Pause] I tell them of the different types and colours for
different places and events. They say, ‘Oh, I didn’t know that! When you understand a
person’s culture, it helps you understand the person. To understand how to live with
people here, I also asked questions. I had all my children here, and they schooled here.
Really, I had to understand their culture too you know
EHI: Hmm
AMA: When I arrived, I had no work and did not know what to do. I - - I made few
friends, but with people from Africa [Tails off]. One day, a friend from Ghana challenged
me. ‘You can’t just sit around doing nothing,’ my friend was very concerned for me.
‘How are you going to live? What are you going to eat? There are many opportunities
here. Maybe you can sell something. African food. Eee, she kept on and on until I gave
in, but I did not have money to do buying, and selling [Pause and deep breathe], but,
that kept me thinking. So, I thought if I begin to sew proper African styles, people will
get to see more of our styles and understand how we dress. Before, before (Pause)
many people sewing clothes abroad don’t know about proper African style, but I know
many African styles and learn how to sew before I came here.
EHI: Have you always been a tailor?
AMA: YES! [Coughs] My story [Pause]. When I was growing up back home, there were
very few tailors in my village. The sewing machines I see in tailors home and all the
money they make at Christmas drew me to sewing. In the 1960s each Christmas every
family in the village would buy meters of cloth, take it to the tailors to make dresses
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for their daughters or top and pants for their son. Tailoring is a nice paying job back
home.
Even abriba tailors (mobile tailors) make a lot of money. My family had little money. I
did not continue after grade six. One day, when my mother sent me to pick up her dress
from the tailor. I took the opportunity to ask the tailor to teach me how to sew. I started
by making my own dresses. When I became more conﬁdent, I approached other people
and asked them if they were interested in me sewing clothes for them free. Word
started to spread among friends and family of my tailoring skills. Slowly, I became more
and more popular and more conﬁdent to charge for my sewing.
People will bring in their fabric. The style of dressing was simple. Just a blouse and skirt
or wrapper. I was happy and slowly gained more confidence and customers. As time
passed, my sewing was in demand. A short time later at the age of nineteen, I moved
to Accra to join my aunty where I met a woman who wanted extra hands in her factory.
The woman had a big tailoring business and gave me a job where I met my husband
who was also one of her tailors. [Pause] But, he also was in college doing a diploma as
well. [Coughs] Our madam had industrial machines. I had never used one or overlock
sewing machine when I was training. But, I soon picked up with help from friends. After
graduation, my husband joined the army, but they did not pay much, and with little
money, he could not enrol in university. This made it difficult for him to pursue his
education further in Ghana. Then during Jerry Rawlings coup (coup d'état) in 1979
many military men were arrested, imprisoned and some sentenced to face death.
[Sighs and shakes her head with her eyes closed in anguish]. He (Her husband) was
worried. As an army man at that time in Ghana, whether you were among those
fighting against the ruling power or those fighting on the other side, you risked being
beaten or killed. My husband had always wanted to continue his studies so with the
coup trouble, we decided we move to England before we were unable to escape. My
husband’s family was not very rich but were rich landowners, and when my husband
and I wanted to move here (to Briatin) for him to continue to study, they sold one of
the family’s land property. I did not continue after grade six when I came here. I had
children to look after, so I continue to sew clothes.
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EHI: You speak very well for a grade six
AMA: Thank you. I try with the speaking, but my writing is not very good [Laughs]. I
listen to my husband and children. I learn from them and from talking to other people
here.
EHI: Whao-ooh. So, aunty, as you were saying, you came and continued your business
here?
AMA: NO. Ha! Things were not that easy at first my sister. When we came here, I had
not travelled with my sewing machine because of the way we left. Hurry - - hurry. It
was an initial setback. When we first came here, life was very hard. During those times,
making clothes for Africans who wanted to dress in African attire saved my husband
and me. Those days, it was very difﬁcult to ﬁnd someone to give you wax cloth fabric
or expensive fabric to make into clothes for fear of you spoiling their expensive fabric.
They had them made and sent here from home.
EHI: Hmm
AMA: I start sewing from home by making clothes for people who could not afford
their clothes made and sent to them here from home. Gradually became very popular.
I used to sew clothes at home when I have finished school run with children or
weekends. The idea to open a shop and sell African textiles lace, Ankara and tiedyecloth along with my sewing for people were too ambitious for me, but after
encouragement from friends, I decided to venture out. In 2007, I opened my shop
because I have many customers. Little by little, I started to buy the wax cloth. First from
other traders here in Manchester before I started making my own orders direct from
the manufacturers even though the prices from them did not give me good margin
profit as it was expensive. However, I had to. Small by small, now I buy direct a
wholesaler [Trails off]
EHI: So, you had to add selling wax cloth to your sewing.
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AMA: Yes because to make ends meet. Our people do not like paying well here [Sighs
with a hiss]
EHI: Really? Could you tell us why that is?
AMA: I do not know for them. [Pause and take a deep breath] they convert the money
and think we are charging too much. They forget we pay rent and rates here. Also,
maybe because they see us as are just tailors. Not very educated so some people who
look down at us. True, I only read to the sixth grade, then did many years of
apprenticeship sewing clothes. I did not learn to sew in the university, but I have the
skills and experience for this business. Most important for me, I am happy, very happy
and able to support my family.
I know how to sew African clothes and cut freehand well because I trained back home.
I enjoy sewing clothes. Also, I know how to form-form [create] styles, so that also
helped me in the business. Some of what I know about sewing and the cloth comes
from growing up in Africa. What I do not know firsthand, I learn by looking at
magazines and people and by asking questions. I am pleased with the success of my
business. ‘But it’s not me. ‘It’s God [Pause].
[Coughs] My customers are good too; their support has allowed me to do well in this
trade despite hard times. This year, I employed a man to sew with me as the job is
getting too much for just me. When I started, I used to travel regularly to Ghana to buy
fabric, and hair products for my shop. Now, I order the patterns, and the company post
your orders from their London office [Cross talk].
I have omitted the rest of the story because they were too personal. There were a
lot of non-verbal communications and eye movements/rubbing to hold tears as she
told her story. The story of how she made clothes to help provide food for her family
through difficult times of social change as an asylum seeker, which she has now
developed it into a fulltime business of selling and making dresses for Africans in
Greater Manchester UK.
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EHI: Hmmm that is a fascinating story AMA. I am very happy for you. You have done
well. To change the story mood, I turned to MAMA T. Um, let us talk about your designs
and colour combinations. You are always very busy whenever I come here. So, I
appreciate you taking time out to speak with me …
MAMA T: Most of these styles, you see here, the customers are the ones who tell you
what to make. Sometimes, the customer comes with the fabric, and we both look at
the catalogue or magazines with African styles and choose one or combine two styles
to make something new.
Even buba sleeves have changed. We shape and or make it shorter. Saying that, but
that too was how it was made a long- -long time ago. The styles just come back again.
As soon as we hear the gist, we make it and wear it to parties and everywhere to attract
customers.
EHI: Hmm-mm?
MAMA T: You must be very creative and able to make English styles with wax cloth or
mix English and African styles together. [Laughs] We know - - it is cold here, so the
styles also need to go with the weather. But what also helps with selling the fabric here
is knowing the pattern names and meaning. Customers come to the shop sometimes
to ask you as a trader because they think we (traders) know. Of course, we (traders) do
[Laughs]. Every pattern has a name and every combination, a meaning. And they
(customers) know that we [wax cloth traders] know the cloth that can show off good
taste, new status and success. The patterns and colours each speak in different ways.
So, when a customer wants a new outfit to attend a party, wedding, birthday, or
naming ceremony where she can shout about her new success but want to say it
through the cloth, they come to me. Sometimes I feel like an interpreter. To remain in
the market, you must be up to date with the latest gossip and meaning of cloth pattern
in the market. You also must stay tuned-in to African people taste and trends every
time here.
EHI: You said the cloth meaning help in the selling. Please, could you explain more
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about that…

Figure A15: Fabrics with Circular motif patterns
Photo by the author.

MAMA T: In the selling of the cloth. Yes [Laughs]. [Pointing to a fabric with circular
motif patterns] This circular motif meaning and how it is used here is causing plenty
argument [Laughs]. This design can be used to say many things, and sells well (Laughs).
The other one is traditional (old) design [pointing to a piece of fabric with circular
pattern]. Manufacturers draws the circle different in some cloth and make them in
different colours or combine different patterns with them [Examines the cloth]. You
can instantly know the things that make this cloth unique from the copy wax cloth.
Genuine ones like looks like it is printed on both sides of the fabric, have miss print and
crack (crackle effect). When we sew, we leave the logo for others to see. Here we do
not do that because the quality is not hiding. Formally, the cloth with circular patterns
is called ‘record’ and people bought it during happy celebrations because it was
associated with music. Back home it is called ‘Co-wife’. Wives can use it to talk to their
husband’s girlfriend, their husbands and even their mother-in-law that they are asking
for trouble. You see, back home, we use print to say something in public, or to celebrate
hmm -- birthdays, funerals and wedding-anything. [Laughing] But, you can tell anybody
off with the cloth without saying anything, and the person will get the message.
[MAMA T pick and holds up one of the photos in a magazine I brought with me, and
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the women were in hysterics when they saw the photograph of a young girl with her
midrib opened and wore the pattern, they call tortoise back]. You see, this is a typical
example.

Figure A16: Left: A young woman wearing Akyekyedee akyi - ‘Tortoise back’.
Photograph from African Ankara fashion on Pinterest.com
Center and Right: Fabric samples with Akyekyedee akyi - ‘Tortoise back’ patterns
photos by the author.

As I was saying, sometimes the original meaning of cloth gets lost as people use it in
new ways. Plus, over the years some traditional patterns have been mixed with other
patterns and made in different combinations. Back home ‘Akyekyedee akyi’ meaning
the back of a tortoise in the Akan language (in Ghana), sells well. [The women
continued to laugh through MAMA T explanations of possible reasons why the young
woman in the photo used an old design to make a crop top and short skirt].
EHI: [I could not help but join in the laughing] Why are you laughing so much?
AMA: I am not sure what the young people who use certain pattern mean with it here.
Or the actual message they are sending. Sometimes I just want to go to them and ask
[Laughs].
MAMA T: [Pointing to the pattern on the young girl’s top and shirt in a magazine] I
hope she knows what that design - - The pattern called akyekyedee akyi mean ooooh
because I love the way she has used it [Turns and looks at me] Where did you get this
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picture? Hmmm. Moreover, if she does not know what akyekyedee akyi mean, then,
that is even better [Women Laughing]. I love the way these young people play with old
pattern in a new way. When I see some of them with certain patterns, I just laugh
myself to tears [Laughing].
I think she has used it correctly to tell off someone. That will be great. I like when people
wear the cloth differently but keep the meaning.
EHI: Why? Is it wrong?
AMA: No. just, well we, I think the style adds to the message too and works well with
the meaning. She is definitely talking to someone. Showing her midrib and telling
someone off. I read it to mean ‘you are wasting your time; you cannot have this.’ This
is my guess, but it would be nice to know who the message is directed to and the exact
message [Laughs].
EHI: How do you know this?
AMA: Back home, wives use akyekyedee akyi to speak to their co-wives in polygamous
marriages or to speak to their husband or to their mother-in-laws that they had better
use their time for something more useful than waste it in stupid gossips or activities.
Someone can wear the pattern to say, ‘you are wasting your time’. [Akyekyedee a wo
m'akyiri mmesa ma me chipped in MAMA T]. The tsetse fly that sits on the back of the
tortoise, sits in vain because it cannot suck any blood through the hard shell.
MAMA T: Seriously, while it is true that anyone can wear the akyekyedee akyi pattern
to send messages and to boast to another person that they cannot do them anything
or are wasting their time in a fruitless exercise, this place is a different culture.
Polygamy is not something African men practice here. [Laughs & tweaks her eyes to
question her statement]. And you can tell your mother-in-law off here if she dares to
outstep her boundaries (( )).
KOJO: The fact is, the way we wear ntama here, is functional. Maybe not to insult here
but to say something, like a voice. Most times, the person wearing it has a message,
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and so there is a - a purpose. How ntama is worn here and the meaning changes, is
different from back home. It also varies according to age and experience in the life of
the person or the people wearing the cloth.
[Holding up the photo of the young girl with her midrib opened again, she shakes her
head]. The back of a tortoise on this fabric to this young woman, for instance, could be
that she is sending a message and of course, will have some reaction or consequence
depending on how serious the message is and how the person she is sending it to takes
the message. Images and patterns on ntama including the colour and style a person
make with it can create a relationship between the wearer and the person looking at
the wearer. This young woman is not merely sending messages through the images,
but she has used the style also to affect the way the meaning she is sending is
understood. Living in England adds another leg to this relationship and makes it more
difficult to interpret some designs. [Trails off]
EHI: Mhm mm
KOJO: Yes!! Individuals sometimes build additional meaning to, to the traditional
meanings. And [pause] after a while we then come to learn, to think about the images
to have such meanings. We have the traditional meanings from proverbs, cultural
values, customs and traditional practice of wax cloth. Then we have social meanings,
[Trails off] which, we observe and learn from watching people. Somehow, the minor
meanings compare to the meaning of the pattern in our culture. So, you see, the
meaning of a particular pattern or why a person wears a particular cloth can be of
importance by what it is commonly referred to back home, or its everyday social
meaning here.
EHI: What do you mean by social meaning? Please, could you expand more?
KOJO: How do I say this, Um, although the cloth meaning is commonly linked to our
traditional values, our personal experiences and lifestyle, living here also add to the
meaning and how we use it as well. In social gatherings, certain patterns and colours
are used to establish and show our social relationships with others. For example, to
emphasis we come from the same place, are friends, or just a social ritual.
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EHI: Social Ritual? I have not heard that one before. Please, aunty, can you say more
about the social ritual thing.
KOJO: Social ritual. Um. This can be customary; you know what we do as a – a - habit.
EHI: For example?
KOJO: For example, back home, married women commonly wear umbrella motif.
[Ooooh! Please, not a talk about umbrella design again chipped in AMA].
Do not mind her. As I was saying, in a wedding ceremony, family members of a bride
or groom, married or not, old and young can wear umbrella motifs to wedding
ceremonies. Wearing the design on such occasion is just ceremonial, customary, a
habit – we just do it. So, it has become a ritual at weddings to wear it to say one of us
is marrying until some people started wearing love hearts and bells design as asoebi to
weddings [Laughs].
EHI: Ah!
KOJO: At weddings, umbrella design worn by families and friends is both social and a
ritual. At such ceremonies, it can mean sending greetings, congratulations, and
blessings.
To express congratulations properly, people buy the cloth and dress with it to the
occasion. Both family members and friends to the bride or groom wear the chosen
cloth to the wedding. Not that you are married but to show a relationship with those
marrying.
A good example, in my place, when a person loses his or her father or mother, and you
tell the person ‘accept my sympathy’; you are just saying what you feel. Which is OK.
But, when you wear a black cloth or the uniform cloth for the mourning to visit the
person, and you tell the person ‘accept my sympathy’, the black colour or the burial
cloth [asoebi]; you do not only say your feelings but have also shown, that you share in
their pain.
AMA: Leave dead body alone; let us go back to the umbrella thing.
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This umbrella (()) meaning and the fading and people interpret it differently. The way
it was valued a long time ago and back home would be unacceptable to some people
here. Today, a people wear umbrella patterns to send a different message.
EHI: Hmm. This is interesting.
KOJO: The way we see ‘marriage’ in Africa for instance, is different from here. In Africa,
a man ‘marries’, but a woman ‘is married’. There is difference of powers as is in the
clothes for ‘marriage’. How a man or woman use cloth is different. The idea of blue for
men and boys, pink for women and girls has since changed. When we were young, it
was common to see family and friends of the groom wear blue ankara and the family
and friends of the bride pink ankara designs. Anyone can use any colour today and
particularly here but can be an issue for men who still hold on to the man and woman
[gender] dress practice. It is common ((knowledge)). We understand genderappropriate dress among us.
That said, although the function of the cloth and the meaning ties in the purpose of the
cloth use. The opposite can also happen. So, you see, the social meaning is somehow
same to the traditional meaning and [Trails off].
EHI: Wow.
AMA: That is not all. The everyday meanings of certain proverbs have two levels of
meaning; [Pause] the word for word and the other [hidden] meaning.
Proverbs usually mean more than one thing. A proverb meaning - - is sometimes
obvious. But at other times, hidden. The meaning of a particular pattern can be direct
[translation] of proverbs - - word for word use, or the traditional meaning, but can also
be personal, or a new meaning and common here.
EHI: Any example aunty?
EHI: What about these umbrella motifs? (I pointed to some fabrics on her stand)
KOJO: Ehi do you know the name of umbrella motifs.
EHI: No aunty
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Figure A17: Samples of fabrics with umbrella motifs - Dehyee kyiniie.
Photos by the author.

AMA: Umbrella is a symbol of protection and security. The name of the wrapper with
umbrella is Dehyee kyiniie and from the proverb: Nea kyiniie si ne so ne ohene. The
word for word, the translation is; ‘the person who has an umbrella [umbrella here is
husband] is covered. Please do not ask me from what. Just surprised that even here
some people are too happy to be married and still wear umbrella patterns to show
they are married or belong to the married people’s club.
MAMA T: But you wear it too.
AMA: I sit on the meaning [Ah, chipped in MAMA T]. I know. People scrutinise my
outfits, but that is the purpose I wear certain outfits and patterns. I wear it to say I am
economically independent of a man. I am divorced. I turn the meaning to my benefit
and do not use the cultural traditions and gender rules. I wear it outside its normal
way of use – to say stuff.
MAMA T: True. Some women wear certain ntama to express their marital status. Dress
to say I am married through that cloth design is becoming outdated. The new cloth
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reigning now for marriage is bells and love heart [Brought out some fabrics with bell
motifs].
Last week. A woman whose daughter will be marrying soon and some of her friends
came here and ordered the cloth with bell design. I overheard the mother of the bride
saying to the other women that her daughter’s wedding bells are ringing […] better
than the umbrella thing ooh. [Husband is no umbrella chipped in one of the other
woman]. Later, I found out that the mother of the bride to be is divorced. My sisters,
to make everybody wear umbrella design for weddings is insulting and I have really
come to hate the umbrella motif since some women used it as their uniform for
‘housewife club’ [sighs]. About time too. They [some married women] say they are
married, but unhappy. We [tailors and wax cloth traders] hear all sorts, and I have
heard many reasons why some women buy certain patterns and or sew some styles.
So, me, I am with those who like bell designs. Bells ringing. Um, yes, we think about
announcements. Wedding bells ringing is so right, [Pause]. Thinking about it - - sis, look
at the- the pattern. Look at the cloth yourself (We all touched and looked at the
patterns on the fabric as if in a spell). It has love hearts and bells, which suits perfectly
for a wedding. These women and the new meaning for this pattern here will open a
new market for bell pattern. Their order is big. This meaning will spread like fire and is
suitable as a wedding asoebi cloth. So, you see Eyi (Ehi) meaning change can be
incidental and can depend on the individual experience.
AMA: I would buy and wear church-bell design to a wedding (Laughs). It really is about
the love and ‘love bells’ ringing to celebrate love. This is one example, when I like when
cloth meaning changes. Yes oooh [Trails off]
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Figure A18: Samples of fabrics with bell motifs.
Photo by the author.

KOJO: Ah. So, Ehi, - this meaning also is from the functional purpose of the cloth use;
specific relevance. YES! The meanings of the bell cloth for marriage ceremonies is good.
It can be used without degrading the wearer. So you see, the meaning is not stable
and changes from person to person and depending on the occasion. This does not
mean that the cloth meaning is less valuable here. We see the new meanings as added
meanings. We see and recognise the meanings here alongside and with traditional
meanings. So, to your question Ehi concerning how we use the cloth, it is not be
narrowed to the obvious meaning or the traditional meanings we all know [crosstalk
and laughing].
AMA: Another one [Pattern] with many meaning is Ahonnee pa nkasa’ design, precious
beads design and can be seen from different sides.
EHI: Do you have a sample here for me to take a picture?
MAMA T: No. Next time you come to the house remind me. I have one at home. It is
not a common pattern here.
Like co- wife rivalry, the cloth, Ahonnee pa nkasa - Precious beads, is common back
home because of African men marrying more than one wife or having girlfriends even
when they are married.
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You know, they say musical instrument gon-gon (Gong) is made of metal and makes a
loud noise when you hit it with a stick but far cheaper than coral beads. Back home,
when two wives are quarrelling, or two friends are quarrelling – One of them can use
it to mean she is like precious beads, good, better and make no noise. If you are good,
you need not to sing your own praise. [Goodness sells itself chipped in Mama Tailor].
You know, the common saying - - empty barrels make the most noise. One person
refers to the other person as gon-gon – noisemaker. Wives also wear it to send polite
insults to their mothers-in-law for interfering, saying she is making too much noise.
EHI: Please what is this precious bead pattern like?
MAMA T: Ahonnee pa nkasa – precious bead cloth looks like beads strung together. I
have heard that people also wear it to say, I am more beautiful than you [Cross talk &
laugher] So, again, you see, you can use one cloth to send different messages. To know
the exact meaning is not easy.
EHI: The reason being [Trials off]
MAMA T: Many reasons. Umm mm and like the umbrella cloth, the use of ntama to
insult is fading anyway as I said before. The old wax prints were trendy in the 60s and
70s. In the 60s and 70s because of the names, meanings and colours that we liked.
EHI: Is it for specific designs or all the designs?
MAMA T:

Hmm, I cannot say. But when you go to the market, you can see one

pattern in different colours, and it will surprise you how the same pattern can look in
different colours. Sometimes, I like the colour combination of some cloth even though
the colours are very bright and loud. Sometimes, I do not like the combination at all
((Spoke in her dialect)) but other people like them and buy them. The ones that sell
more, the company make more. The business is risky for the companies too because
some design fails to sell. Here, the new design trendy now is liked by men and young
people here.
The manufacturers want to sell their cloth here to non-Africans and us Africans here
who have become Oyinbo (Pidgin word for a Westerner). I have seen some [Trails off
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and speaks in her dialect]
AMA: [Picks and lifts another photo I brought with me]. This picture is one. God will
save these children. The young girl is wearing Afa me nwa. Snail. God will save these
children. I am sure these young people know the meanings. We think that they do not.
No! I say they do. They are messing with our brains. They know what they are wearing
[Laughs].

Figure A19: Snail motif - AFA ME NWA
Photo by the author.

You can wear a piece of fabric with Snail motif, and it can mean two or more things.
[Coughs] First, anyone seeing you wear the snail pattern will think that you are telling
someone that the other person has taken you as cheap and easy as the snail. But, it
can also mean you are advising another person and saying; ‘one who moves slowly
does not stumble’. A third meaning which is common here is that you are telling the
other person that ‘time waits for nobody’.
KOJO: Let me explain [Pause]. The first meaning of the snail is common back home
because of the use of wax cloth to insult people. The second meaning ‘one who moves
slowly does not stumble’ is not a talk about movement. It is a way to send a warning.
Maybe to tell another person that it is good to be patient not to get into unnecessary
trouble. Also, the third, meaning; ‘time waits for nobody is not a talk about the clock
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or time of the day. It is to caution a lazy person about the - the value of - - the
importance of timing.
The first meaning is obvious. A snail is slow. But the second and third meaning needs
some explaining. You see, understanding the meaning of wax cloth can be tricky as
same patterns can send conflicting messages.
AMA: Yes, ooh the changing meaning and names are sometimes misunderstood. The
time of insulting with wax cloth has passed. We do not insult our husbands or mothersin-laws with prints here [Speaks with an attitude]. Here, you can tell them off, and
nothing will happen. Things have moved on, we are not in Africa.
KOJO: Here simple designs with less detail sell more. The simple pattern is more
common here and favoured and preferred by young people living here. Most users
here are the young women to whom, simple colours and simple patterns are more
important - - how they choose styles for their outfits. The use of gold and silver is one
of the changes to in the design of new wax cloth print and designs. Because, most of
these new patterns are two or three colours including the background, the gold or
silver metallic print effects adds beauty to the prints.
AMA: True-true, African men and women here wear English clothes a lot. But, I am not
worried that one day my trade in wax cloth and dress making for people will stop
because African Attire is what we still wear most of the time to African events and
special occasions.
MAMA T: [Yawns] OK, I want to work now Ehi (Facing the women) Thank you for
coming to join me and talk to Ehi about wax cloth how we dress with wax cloth.
EHI: [MAMA T hugs the women and made quick steps towards her machine then
changed her mind, came back to pick up her measurement book, walked towards the
cutting table, took a fabric from the heap on her table and started cutting] Thank you.
MAMA T: [Joking] I have talked too much. I will be listening from my work.
KOJO: What were we saying again, sister? [Cross talk & Laughing]
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EHI: What has brought about these changes in wax cloth use?
KOJO: Back home, you are respected when you wear expensive guarantee wax from
Holland ‘Hollandais’. Here that nonsense is fast fading and women here do not rush to
buy new wax cloth to insult people but to show their money. This place is a different
culture. We use less colourful wax cloth and simple designs, and here, many old
patterns are not common.
EHI: Um mm. Why these changes here
KOJO: When a people’s way of life change, it also changes their dress choice. That is
the main cause (reason). Am I correct? [Looks at the other woman who nodded in
confirmation]. Also, in order to meet what people living outside Africa and young
people want, manufacturers make new patterns and introduce cool colours and tones
to match too, to the taste of users here. (Here, in our gossip, we say, taste for wax
cloth has changed from symbolism to simplicity someone chipped in jokingly and
laughed).
AMA: Long time ago, when the wax prints first come to -- to Africa, women like it
because of the designs and bright colours, which made them more attractive compared
to the already existing native dull tie and dyed cloth.
Today, and in England, older people - parents - the elderly in the society mainly use
traditional prints. Young people only occasionally wear traditional patterns of wax
print to wedding and may never wear it after. We old people are few, and we already
have many wax cloth patterns. Here, it is the young people, who dictate fashion and
they form the majority. You - - you know the traditional patterned wax cloth is tricky
to use outside African events.
EHI: So, aunty, are you saying that the fashion trend is another reason?
AMA: Yes! Our taste of wax cloth here changes to put up with our English new taste.
Before before, Boubou, blouse and wrapper, and shirt was the main fashion style
African women wear for most occasions. Even back home they have moved on from
old - - old styles but more noticeable here. No blame us too much [Our excuse] because
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with the weather, we have to make styles that we can wear with big winter jackets in
the winter and then in summer, we make wax cloth into styles to look a bit like English
people. As a result, the designs of wax cloth we buy get to change to allow us to use
the cloth, as we want [Coughs]. Since the market depends on the customers, it makes
sense to consider what the customers here prefer – what they like.
EHI: Hmmm
AMA: Manufacturers still produce old designs, which we use for specific occasion like
weddings. To make new designs, sometimes, manufacturers mix the old patterns with
new patterns. Other times they make new designs. Most of the new designs have
simple patterns with colours that young people like. So [pause], they can make them
into casual dresses, even cover to furniture, compared to the traditional ones.
[Laughing and talking between sentences] But, at times, these manufacturers are
smart. They do not make new designs. They just reduce the colour. They use one colour
over the background or two colours over the background. I think the one colour prints
should be cheaper because it must be cheaper to make than the traditional designs
that have four to five colours, which make them expensive, as each colour requires a
separate print run on the machine.
EHI: Aunty, are you saying the ones with one colour over the background is cheaper?
AMA: No. But, they should be cheaper. They should be cheaper. You just reminded me
before I forget what I want to say about some photos in this your book. I was looking
at this your book earlier [Opens the book - African Wax Print by Magie Relph & Robert
Irwin]. I beg this one (Points to another fabric), the patterns in the market look like
what they [manufacturers] call the second stage of production and pass as finished
cloth [Everyone laughs]. Young people here like few colours, so the manufacturers give
us one colour over the background now instead of three or four. It looks more like
unfinished work that has been passed as finished to me [Tweaks her eyes and claps in
contempt]. The original one is this [Pointing to another photo]. This one looks finished
with all the colours put on the cloth.
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Figure A20: Cloth with flower print (Two colours over background).
Photo by the author.

KOJO: (Joking) Troublemaker. I beg [please] leave Ehi book alone. (Takes the book from
AMA and looks at the samples in the book). True - - true, that is not the complete
colour, but we chose to like it and buy it. I even like the one colour over background
(Looks at the book and pointing to it). Yes, the one colour over the background
(Laughs). They have not forced us to like it.
AMA: I know the- - the trend of four or more colours in one design is becoming
outdated but the manufacturers are gaining. Not that I am complaining but it is good
to say something about it. The manufacturers use less dyes in the production designs
with one or two colours but sell them for the same price as designs with five colours.
If you look well, compare this and that, they are both showing same motif, but one has
more colours. Back home people prefer the one with many colours. They get their
money’s worth. Yes, dice design and a few traditional designs have always been one
colour over background. My point is that manufacturers make more profit with the less
colour designs [Laughs]. Whether one colour and four colours, they as sell at same
price. Ha! Fashion [Laughs].
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Figure A21: Cloth with one colour over background.
Photo by the author.

KOJO: Me, I do not like many colours. I like one colour over the background. I love
shades of same colour over the background. I do not like too many different colours.
Two shades of same colour on background or one colour on the background.
KOJO: Ehi, I beg, keep your book [Gives me back the book]. Where was I before AMA
bring the book out?
EHI: Changes to African print.
KOJO: When we talk about change to wax cloth, let us not forget about the printing
(Technology chipped in MAMA T). The new way of printing also changed the cloth
design face too oooh. Hand block printing the colours overlap which we like and which
we used to know the real prints from imitations is no more use in most factories. Now,
the companies use automatic machines and so the original cracks [crackle effect] are
now not always in new wax prints and disappearing.
MAMA T: [Joined in the conversation but still doing her cutting]. That is very – very
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true, but even though some original hollandaise do not have the crack lines (Crackle
effect), we still know the genuine ones because the colours do not run [stain].
KOJO: MAMA T (name redacted) face your work and let us jobless people continue[
laughs]. Before before, the cloth was a thing for adults. They were the people who
bought wax cloth a lot. Parents give ankara to children as birthday gifts or during the
marriage. Others buy and keep loads for their children to inherit [Coughs & Pause]. The
situation is different today. Both old and young buy ankara. Here [in Britain], I do not
think people buy ankara and keep it for their children. Young people like it but haba,
it is not diamond or gold. My daughter finds my style and taste too old for her today.
Do not talk of 10 years from now.
AMA: Yes oooh. What young people like and what we like are different. [Pause]. The
way we use to give high value to the cloth and to certain cloth pattern is fading away
here. It is not that it is not important anymore, but not given the same respect. It is still
important.
KOJO: I agree, here, the classic designs here is not given the same value as back home.
There is difference in traditional [conventional] way of use, not in the value. Quality
and price wise classic print is still top, but not trendy. [Pause]. Well, as they say, when
you are [dis/]placed from one [social] circumstance to another, things cannot be the
same. [Pause]. You adjust. Our adjustment includes our way of dressing […] to fit both
our tradition and the English way here at the same time. The changes [sighs]; what has
happened to us here and how people have changed their way of life is different from
person to person, and so is how we dress. It has applied to our attitude - - our attitude
to ankara and is different from person to person. People use and value the cloth in
different - - different ways here. We see and copy different designs and styles in
fashion and mix it up as well (laughs). But I like the changes. We like it. It keeps the
cloth alive.
AMA: [Talking about manufacturers mixing old and new patterns together & Sighs]
Hmm (Pause) I like old designs because they are the high-quality ones. I do not like it
when manufacturers mix new and old pattern together to try to sell it to us as new
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designs. The design of wrappers when an old pattern and a new one is mix in one cloth,
is neither new nor old – laughs. So, why meaning no go change? (So why will meaning
not change?). Every new cloth needs to get a new meaning. Where was I…
EHI: Aunty you were talking about a pattern changing and place of use.
AMA: Yes, ankara market here target the young. So, the - - the change is also so young
people can use it. You see.
KOJO: There is a problem though. [Pause] We - - we have abandoned traditional
patterns and the beauty of wearing the cloth. [Pause] The old patterns and their many
meanings add meaning to the wearing. [Pause] How do we go around this and preserve
them? [Pause & Takes a deep breath) is something we need to talk about.
MAMA T: [Joined in the conversation but still doing her cutting and cleverly stops the
conversation) Eh – eh - eh. I beg no go there. I need to do some sewing ooooh. I do no
[not] want customer wahala (trouble) when their cloth is not ready. [Speaking for me
but more for herself] Ehi don tire – Ehi eeee? [EHI is tired out]
EHI: Thanks. I appreciate all your support and contributions (Crosstalk & exchange of
pleasantries as I sensed it was about time we stop so I thanked the women and made
my excuses and left)

End of Transcript

See page 192 for the transcription interjections.
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YIN’s PARTY
Transcript: Saturday 16th of August
Location: Clayton, Greater Manchester
Date: Saturday 16th of August 2014.
Number of Attendees: 3 (Celebrant and two others)
Name of Transcriber: Ehinomen Oboh
Number of Tapes: 1
Time: I was there for about two hours with many breaks, sometimes stopped for
interruptions and at other times between dressing up for church and dressing up for
the party.

This transcript is from an observation, which took place at the family home in Clayton,
Manchester, UK.
The names of those present and the celebrant (participants) have been changed to
ensure confidentiality. To this end, comments or responses from me are labelled as ‘R’
and Abbreviations are used for participants and highlighted at the left margin with the
response indented to the right. Areas where the audio contained sections of speech
that is difficult to understand, I have used double parentheses (( )) to mark the region
and have used contractions in order to produce what the speaker actually says. For
details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription see page 192.
On Saturday 16th of August, I went to observe YIN at her home in Clayton before she
got ready for her party which took place at St Mary’s Bar Hall, Grey Mare Lane, Beswick,
Manchester M11 3DQ.
I have met YIN (name redacted) before at a friend’s house and more recently, at An
event where she agreed to let me observe and record her dress to her party and to tell
me her wax cloth story on tape.

YIN (name redacted) is in her fifties. She works and lives in Clayton, Manchester. I
arrived at YIN’s house about 11am to observe and record her stories of African print
before she left for the party.
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Getting Started
On my way to YIN for the recording, I stopped at WUMI’s (name redacted) house to
pick her up for the party. Throughout the recording, people occasionally came in and
interrupted, and there was the sound of other people, television in the adjacent space.
EHI: Good morning, (name redacted) and (name redacted).
Okay, I like to start by saying, uh, thank you (name redacted) and (name redacted)
aunty very much for allowing me to observe you getting ready for the party. I really
appreciate this.
Tape Stop
Tape stopped to read the information sheet, explaining why I was doing the research
and signing of consent forms.
Tape ON
EHI: We are back again. Before we start, I will like to confirm… (The doorbell interrupts
the conversation).
WUMI: Sorry about that (LG & NS)
EHI: No problem at all…
WUMI: Yeah!! […] You are welcome.
EHI: First, let us introduce ourselves. Please when you speak, speak a little bit loud
because of the computer...so that it can pick it up eh […] What is your name?
WUMI: (Speaking with difficulty as she tries to finish a mouthful of food) Uh, my name
is WUMI (name redacted). I am family friend (laughs).
WUMI: [spoke in her African dialect) OK!!! .. Eyin (/Ehi/) is from our place, Nigeria. She
is a researcher. We had met at a Nigerian women’s gathering. You know, one of those
our charity things and, we have some friends in common. About two weeks ago, I mean
two months. (Looking at me for confirmation), Yes, yes, we met at um, (name redacted)
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the African tailor’s shop in Openshaw. Yes! -- Yes, and we got talking about wax cloth.
I brought my cloth in and I agreed for her to come and observe me today and to tell
her about my own experience of African wax cloth and um, on tape (LG & NS) (( )).
To start; I will like to say that this is my viewpoint and my position. Um, (pulse)- - The
way I use wax cloth has its explanations. Within this position, my identity reflects both
personal choices and a sort of being married to someone outside my place of origin.
Eh, if my story seems occupied with my personal experience, it is worth remembering
that the way, uh-huh (pause) it is worth remembering… (Cross talk)… It is worth
remembering that the way I dress with ankara was learned as a married woman and
um (laughs). It’s different being married. (WUMI interjects YES). But in a sense, while I
speak for myself, I also speak for those whose background and identities, are like mine.
EHI: Hmm
WUMI: Yes!! (Pause). Dressing with ankara for people like me, whose way of life is
constantly changing through circumstances we find ourselves either by marriage, new
lifestyle here and with my job has meant adjusting what I wear in relation to both what
one have become as well as who I am.
EHI: Hmm… sis, I beg explain… What you mean by what have become and who you
are?
WUMI: OK, um, I can say that, what I have become you know is with all the changes in
my life and who I am as an African living in the UK. (Pause)
EHI: (CG) YIN let us talk about your experience with African print then.
WUMI: First, I do not wear wax cloth very often, because of my job. You know.
But I wear it to African events of which I am getting ready now. I used to wear English
clothes to African events, maybe as I have gotten older, maybe I am beginning to
appreciate more but now I do wear more ankara.
WUMI: Ha! It has a lot to do with age. Age does that to you, you know (( )).
YIN: Ah. Yes (name redacted) I know you will say that (LG)
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Um, growing up, I only had a few dresses made with wax cloth.
However, my mother wore lots of wax cloth. Um… My mother had many different
types, you know, they had different names, like eh… If I remember some now (Thinking
aloud) … anyway, Intorica, is one of my favorite ones, abada, ankara, there was
Hollandaise (( )) and in those days it was a big thing.
WUMI: GTP, this was a popular one too. (LG) there were different styles, different
brands… (Cross talk & NS). My father wore suits more than African clothes because of
his job. You know, we attend a lot … um …you know we have celebrate anything,
birthday, naming ceremonies, weddings everything and all kinds of things (LG). Eh, the
first time I actually wore asoebi here was to a cousin’s wedding many years ago. It was
very colourful, (laughing and pointing towards me) … you know (LG & Crosstalk). They
persuaded me to wear it because other family members will also wear asoebi to my
wedding. Interestingly another event took the same asoebi the following month and I
remember that my other female cousins and I just cut our skirt shorter and added plain
fabric to the end of sleeves and the skirts to look different before people start saying
it’s a repeat blouse (Laughing)… you Know…

Another experience was (( )) was at my wedding many years ago. For wedding parties
you do not chose your outfits alone. No! No no no [Pause]. That all get - - organized by
parents and in-laws because that is the way it is done in our culture. Well my parents
did. They asked which colours I preferred. Their attitude is I should be allowed a say in
the African attire I want to wear but […]. But eh um, when I was younger, I used to
feel, you know, a bit uncomfortable wearing it (()). My in-laws did the choosing of the
colours of the head tie. One was green for the morning before marriage, and the other
had red. Yes! Red and yellow background for the evening reception after the marriage…
as you know, we make a big thing out of colours and these things were all new to me.
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AT YIN’s

EHI: Did you have to choose which colours to wear?
WUMI: The asoebi (/uniform/) Yeah! […]
The celebrant can change cloth several times. Although the green cloth that YIN wore
earlier in the day had gold trimmings and um, was good on her, she said, ‘it looked a
bit dull for my dark complexion (laughs). As you can see, I am quite dark’. ‘When I
stepped out in the lemon-yellow cloth for the evening party, everybody said I looked
more beautiful in the colours (laughs) ... I like very colourful and bold patterns. It looked
good on me and it suits my dark complexion more than the dark green I had worn
earlier’ (Trails off).
Most people feel unease eh - - um, worry about selecting the appropriate dress to
events particularly to African family events… (LG)… I, ew - - I also had the same problem
thinking and selecting what to wear.
EHI: Hmm, Why was that:
YIN: Most people do not like wrappers. We worry my wrapper would come off. I prefer
skirts with zippers at the waist and flared from the knee down or wrap round loose
skirts with ropes at the end to fasten it to my waist [NS & LG].
WUMI: I used to tie my wrapper into a knot on my waist – (touching her hips) until
people told me not to do so because um, [Laughs incomprehensible]. As a young
woman, my mother used to help me to tie the wrapper that day to keep it all tight. [LG
but I could never keep it up; it kept coming off (LG) as if the wrapper had a mind of its
own, I did not know how to keep it on. She told me that her mother also needed help
to tie head wraps herself.That is why most times, she says, ‘I make and wear African
outfit as blouse and skirt’
Now I know that to keep the wrapper was coming off, it was within my rights to tie it
into a knot while dancing (married or not). I mean I now know this. I cannot remember
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exactly how I managed to walk with wrapper or how I kept the wrapper tied on my
hips. You know, it is funny now, but I can tell you then, it wasn’t funny…
EHI: Hmm
WUMI: Now, I tie the wrapper very well and wear it a lot. If you do not own a car,
getting in and out the bus dressed in African clothes can be a difficult experience. So, I
just use to wear English clothes because it was easier to wear them and to get in and
out of buses [LG] or a car.
[Moves her seat closer and towards me]. When I first start wearing wrappers to events,
I used to stagger. Sometimes I wobbled in steps and have had falls… When it happened,
I used to be very upset. Mind you I had so many of Iru and buba clothes, and I had to
really wear them, and I quite liked them [Pointing to a pile of African clothes, smiling,
nodding her head, looking at the ceiling in a thinking mood like confirming her story
with someone above]. Too many times, both at home and at parties, I cannot count.
Many many many times… Looking straight into my eyes], when your wrapper is trapped
between your legs or under your shoes, it can be tricky particular for anyone not used
to walking in wrappers.
Except to African events and wedding ceremonies, I prefer to wear English gown for
the evening party (name redacted) interjects bold woman]. Now, after continuously
wearing it, as I got moooore [drawing out the word] used to the, my wrapper does not
fall; even if I danced all night, it stays on.
EHI: Whao -- ooh -- hmmm… But you said you have changed um, in the way you dress
over the years.
WUMI:

Eh - - um, Yes! I have, - - I have. I told you… The way I dress change with

my changing circumstance. As a young girl and student, I did not wear African wax cloth
much except with my parent to African events. You know, - - Because it just was not
practical. Well I did not feel comfortable. As a student, em, it really did not fit with my
lifestyle then. I cannot imagine wearing it to lectures at the time [LG] …or even to the
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store. You know - - Or on a cold day. There were circumstances [LG]. It was not cool.
We were not brave as these young ones.
Before marriage, my friends and I did not wear African attire regularly or buy as asoebi
(/uniform/) for family weddings. Like -- as I said before, parents made you wear them
or you get them as gifts during birthday and as part of your marriage set of gifts. Now,
I have many that I love to wear. Now, I have many eh- - um… and (interruption by a
woman who come to remind her to start dressing up).

[Talking, distracted and putting stuff for changing into a bag speaking in a hurried
voice]. There is quite a variety now. Some patterns have many variations and colour
application vary. The new ones are not as nice as the traditional designs, which cost
between £65 to £150. Quite a lot to pay for asoebi, which you only wear once or
occasionally. The new embellished ones can be a bit on the very high side – much more
expensive. Hence, we chose fancy print for my asoebi. It works for everyone.
[Interruption – You needed to dress up chipped in (name redacted).
Stop Tape to dress up for the party.
Dressing Up
For her party. YIN made and planned to wear a beautiful green and gold wax cloth for
the occasion. YIN chose the colours to achieve her dress goal with the assemblage. She
is anxious about whether the choice of colours matches with the scarves she chose to
team up with the cloth.

YIN’s choices, expresses not only her personal style, but conveys the anxiety and careful
thought involved in selecting what she would wear. Nigerians wear different colours of
green African wax cloth to several previous Nigerian celebrations; or a green scarf
picked simply because green is the national/favorite colour of Nigerians. So I was
surprised she chose a black, gold, and the other golden lemon head tie over a green
wax cloth for her act of self–representation.
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While the green wax cloth was appropriate and correct for the occasion, the black and
gold/yellow lemon scarf had a potential for a broader appeal (YIN did not say these
words. This is my interpretation). Wearing black and gold/lemon yellow had
significance for her. The colours and patterns serve perfectly and were familiar to the
majority of African people at the party’. WUMI explains the beliefs, practices and
culture of West Africans. This green African print with intricate gold/lemon yellow and
black squares like dots was chosen to do that precisely too.
During our conversation, sometimes she agrees she wears certain colours and styles
because it is ‘traditional to do so’. At other times, she says, ‘I refuse to be dictated to
by tradition’. I would have loved to develop this line of conversation with her.
However, at this stage, she was more into the dressing up than talking or responding
to my questions as she was running late. With the task of explaining why she chose the
garment done, she puts on the long wrap skirt. This was a two and a half yards long
piece of cloth with extended rope made of the same fabric sewn at the top ends. She
explained that the rope at the ends of the wrapper was to tie the skirt wrapper round
her waist so that it would not drop when she is dancing. She tied the rope firmly a few
times around her waist and knotted it at the back, which she covered by tucking the
rope under the cloth.
Then with a few rustling noises came the task of putting on the scarf, which takes too
many attempts and sometimes about one hours and a few skillful movements.
However, today, a professional was there purposely to tie her ‘gele’ (Yoruba word for
head tie). Her striking ‘gele’ that extended in height and breadth was tied by a
professional, aunty (name redacted) who I learnt was renowned for her skills at tying
gele in and around Manchester.The professional name redacted) even goes as far as
London and Ireland to tie headgears at weddings for brides and family members. YIN
leather black and gold handbag and golden slippers matched the colours of her wax
cloth. She was eye-catching. YIN had spent a long time dressing up. Like most female
celebrants, makeup, tying the head tie and putting on accessories, takes time.
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At the party

Figure A22: YIN’s party setting. Photo by the author.
When I entered the party hall, my first impression was that the party decor was
extravagantly done. The party venue walls painted in deep blue with lemon/cream
panels and doors matched the room décor and colours of the day. The tables were
covered with white cotton, which had green and lemon chiffon strips running from end
to end and matching green serviettes and two sets of green and yellow balloons to go
with the dress code/colours of the day. The drinks cans deliberately placed on the
tables were mainly in green and lemon. The water bottles, orange and cola cans were
cleverly selected to add richness to the colours on the tables.
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Figure A23: YIN’s arrival at the party. Photo by the author.

I was part of the friends and family train that ushered YIN into her party. YIN’s outfit, a
blouse was styled like a buba (the African cut with round neck and loose sleeves) had
gold borders cut from the material in form a gathered frill running down the front
center. Rather that the straight wrapper, YIN wears a shaped wrap skirt that heightens
her body shape. Her dress was complemented by an elaborately arranged head tie
made with two pieces of taffeta 45 inches long, one gold, and the other printed gold
on black. The contrasting plain gold and printed gold arranged alongside each other
magnifies the effect of the finished head tie and makes this head tie out of the ordinary.
A range of gold jewelries and golden slippers completed the outfit. YIN’s style, the
mixing and matching of African blouse style and English skirt (elements) that are not
usually combined. In YIN’s words, ‘this style is unusual for a fifty-year old widow
(laughs) but, I want to be original, to stand out, and draw attention to myself as the
celebrant. YIN’s daughter (name redacted) chose a tailored look with richly
embroidered bodice expressing her youthfulness; her headdress was in a single fabric
and modest by comparison to assemblage.' However, tempered her outfit to show
deference. Etiquette demands that guests creatively demonstrate attentiveness to the
colour code but never outshining the host: a balancing act of showing respect both
through standing out and of standing back. See Fig 6.19 for her dress.
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Figure A24: YIN’s party scene. Photo by the author.
I was ushered to a family table where (name redacted) sat with some friends and family
members. Guests close to the celebrant dressed in the African print asoebi, printed
gold on black and green, accessorized with golden or black wristwatches and or
bangles. Those few who did not wear the asoebi, like me, also dressed in African styling
keeping to the colour codes required for admission. In the words of one of the women:
‘African women dress beautifully to parties’. She explained that asoebi wearing in
diaspora is to portray their identity and display their culture. They do this at
celebrations, like birthday parties, weddings and important church outings. These
displays amongst diaspora women highlights not just the latest African print but
showcase community way of life and show of ancestral root.

END OF TRANSCIPTION
See page 192 for the transcription interjections.
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Appendix D: Participant Interviews
Interview with KENNY
Location: Whitefield, Greater Manchester
Date: 14th of September 2014
Number of Attendees: 1
Name of Transcriber: EHINOMEN OBOH
Number of Tapes: 1
Time: 0:05:57 minutes

This transcript is from a short interview with KENNY, which took place at a family home
in Whitefield Manchester, UK. I had met KENNY before about 17 years ago at a wedding
in Manchester. Today, he was visiting the family that I had come to record their stories,
and while we were waiting for the others to arrive, we got talking, and he was
interested in taking part in a short interview.
To ensure confidentiality, I have used pseudonyms chosen by participants. Where the
audio contained sections that are incomprehensible, I have marked with […] and have
used contractions in order to produce what the speaker actually says. For details of
symbols and contractions used in this transcription, see page 192.
Profile of participant
Nigerian born KENNY moved to Britain with his parents in his late teens. He trained as
a Lawyer in London but currently lives in Manchester. KENNY is now in his early forties.
TAPE ON
KENNY:[Laughs] So is this what your research is about.
EHI: Yes, this is what my research is about? Do you want to tell me about your African
print experience in the UK?
KENNY: [Laughing] Oh, um.
EHI: [Teasing] you can laugh. It is fine. That is part of the recording [Laughs]
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KENNY: OK so,
EHI: Do you wear them or [Trails off]
KENNY: Natives?
EHI: Yes. African wax cloth
KENNY: No I don’t wear them
EHI: Why? You don’t like them or,
KENNY: Well my style is not traditional. African ((wax cloth)). I have never been
attracted to that (Pointing to his brother-in-law wearing a loose men’s boubou). The
way it looks in its current form to me. It looks shapeless and too unattractive. There is
no – what Hip-pop guys call swag. There is no swag to it. So, (Trails off). But Nigerians
like it. For those people that like it, I am sure they also find it shapeless. I can’t believe
they find it attractive. But maybe, they think it show status. Some people like to wear
native because it shows that they are big man or whatever. But me, I don’t care. Hip
pop is counter culture. But for me, that status thing is um; I try to turn it on its head.
Anything that shows status or snubbing, I am never attracted to it. Maybe that is partly
why I don’t wear it. Because, for example, in Nigerian context, it is always - - It goes
along with this [performs the showmanship in pulling the agbada up]. But for me, it is
a symbol of snobbery and forming [presenting real and imagined self-image] through
dressing]. I think many people wear it with that in mind.
EHI: Showing off?
KENNY: Showing off. Um, showing that they are um, you know. Because if you look at
Nigerian people who wear it with the slippers or the open toe sanders, there is that
look. Maybe it shows they are so casual, they cannot be bordered to wear Western
clothes, I do not know. But there is something about it that shows that they are um,
that they belong to a certain part of the elite. But for me, again like I said, I find it both
unattractive in itself in the way it looks and what it stands for.

EHI: The styles or designs of the cloth?
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KENNY: The - - Everything [Laughs]. It is, it is just unattractive
EHI: Everything? What about the cloth? Do you not like the fabric at all?
KENNY: The fabric. Um, I have never had enough time to think about the fabric because
it is just so unattractive like I said. Maybe, if somebody could take the fabric. I have
nothing against the fabric itself. Maybe, if somebody could take the fabric and show,
demonstrate how it could be done in a hip pop way, I might then look at it. Um, I could
imagine that it is possible. But right now, I don’t see it because the only ways it has
been represented, is how everybody wears it- the traditional way.
EHI: But I have seen some people use it as bags and shoes and [Trails of].
KENNY: OK yeah. I have seen some creative uses of it as you said. So, obviously, I am
not attracted to those things- bags and shoes. But I can again like I said, I can see how
it can probably be made into something I would be interested in, But I haven’t seen an
example of it.
EHI: Did you have any growing up?
KENNY: I was always cajoled into wearing them growing up [laughs]. You see, when
you don’t have a choice as a child. Um, obviously when you are young, you wear clothes
sewn for you. Then, I don’t remember consciously rebelling against it. I just used to
wear them but I was never happy wearing them. But um, I guess my opposition to
wearing them has grown stronger as I got older. So maybe - - so maybe, when I was
young, I was not that conscious of my dislike for it at that stage. Um, - until I started to
develop my own style. For something, I remember it was probably from my late teens
I began to become more conscious of developing my own style of dressing. I guess that
was the time, I started looking at the traditional clothes as something I wouldn’t want
to wear.
EHI: Did this have to do with maybe your friends here in the UK or your school or ([rails
off]
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KENNY: Okay. Yeah, um, funny enough I do not think my not wearing it has anything
to do with that. Because - - because, for example, before I came to the UK, I already
had that aversion to wearing them.
EHI: Okay.
KENNY: It was maybe developed later on but certainly had started at that point so it
can’t be that it was the UK or anything like that. Um, and even in the UK, a lot of my
friends who are living here wear them whenever you know. My very good friend
Demola wears natives a lot, and he was my closest friend here [Trails off]. A lot of
Nigerians here wear them you know, so it is not that. If - - if it was my circle of friends
then yes, certainly I will be more into wearing them.
EHI: Is it your lifestyle or what you just don’t like.
KENNY: It is my own personal choice
EHI: Your preference?
KENNY: Yeah. Personal preference. So, [Trails off]
EHI: All right. That is another take on it. This is very interesting.
KENNY: Yeah. So I guess that’s just my take on it.
EHI: So like you said, um, can you please explain what you mean when you said if the
fabric um could be made into similar hip-hop styles that you might be interested?
KENNY: Yeah, like I said, maybe if um, its, I’ve not been looking enough to try and
experience with it myself, so perharps that says something in itself. I can’t be bordered.
EHI There is a gap for it.

KENNY: Yeah. There is probably something within there, but I have not been motivated
to explore it.
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EHI: Explore it? Okay, Okay [Trails off]
KENNY: Yeah. But maybe if somebody could come up with it, and I saw it.
EHI: You could?
KENNY: Yes. Yes, I might. I could possibly.
EHI: So, there could be something that could make you have an interest in
KENNY: Yes. An interest
EHI Okay. Thank you very much. I am very grateful for this. Thank you
KENNY: Okay, so you are getting different perspectives.
EHI: Yes. You know, the ideas are to [Trails off]

END OF TAPE See page 192 for the transcription interjections.
Summary
African print use in the diaspora setting is seen by KENNY as a form of snobbery and
elitism. KENNY identifies with hip-hop and counterculture. Wax cloth is associated with
old fashion hence not his style. He has nothing against the fabric itself, only its use to
project status and custom.
CONTEXT
KENNY’s opinion supports Bastian’s (2013) view of African dress used diaspora for
self-aggrandisement, rather than community building. It is also significant that Hiphop culture is associated with what Paul Gilroy called the Black Atlantic, a culture
that links the African Diaspora throughout the world as opposed to the nationalist
views of homeland usually supported by diaspora and thus, links KENNY’s comments
with current debates about diaspora.
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Interview with NAEYO AND ITORO
Location:. Moss Side Manchester
Date: Monday, December 14th 2016
Number of Attendees: 2 Adults
Name of Transcriber: EHINOMEN OBOH
Number of Tapes: 1
Time: About 2 hours

I met ITORO at the Nigerian Women Group meeting. Her sister NAEYO introduced me
to ITORO. ITORO was kind enough to take an afternoon off work to meet with NAEYO
and me for this interview. ITORO was warm, inviting as a host, and generous in sharing
her dress stories. Both NAEYO and her sister ITORO’s discussion moved in and out of
themes of comfort in clothes, and of course the diasporan usage of African print. I had
been to see NAEYO the prior Friday, and she knew that I would be coming at 11 am.
When I arrived, she was heading up to pick up ITORO who was also going to be part of
the interview. We drove together in her car to ITORO’s house. We made ITORO’s home
in about 15 minutes or so. Not much traffic. We were ushered in by ITORO who was
carrying a few ingredients for spicing beef, lamb or goat meat? I have no idea but
probably goat meat to prepare curry stew while she got a pot of rice boiling. I did not
know ITORO too well but we politely greeted one another, and she was a very generous
host and treated to a sumptuous meal.
EHI: Thanks for the meal. Good food.
NAEYO: My mama pikin, your food sweet; Tankashi. (Thanks sister for the good meal).
Okay, let us relocate [go] to my end [house] and do this interview before its time to
pick up the children from school.
Tape On - At NAEYO’s HOUSE
ITORO: So where do we start NA? (EYO, NAEYO replied completing ITORO’s word).
EHI: You can start with how you dress [trails off].
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ITORO: I wear Ankara, and I like wearing ankara. I wear it to express who I am, my
culture. But not as everyday wear. I mean, how can we say this? The way I wear it to
different occasions differ.
NAEYO: Ah! …the word. I was looking for, that sums it. We wear ankara in different
ways and is different from how it is back home. I think it is a very personal preference.
My elder sister wears modernised traditional styles, my younger sister fashions her
ankara in European styles but I like to wear mix and match but fashionably British. We
are family but dress differently for many reasons including age. The way I dress is to
express who I am and to be acceptable as both African and British social situations. The
independence of living here has its bearing on how we dress. The different way we
dress is either to put on a display a stance of individuality or of interdependence. In
the summer, I wear a sweater or an English tailored jacket over ankara dress to express
my identity, to look professional and to fit in with the work situation. I wear mix and
match to [NS] I wear simple ankara style on Saturday for shopping, but to African
events, my clothes are very elaborate with bold accessories and make-up to look like
others […] because the relations are different. So in a sense, you can say we use dress
to navigate social situations and communicate who we are.
ITORO: For me, wearing ankara in Western style and mix and match for work is to
express my identity without having to completely wear European dress. However, the
brand factor into how I tailor it. I make a simple blouse, and skirt or two wrappers with
expensive ‘Guaranteed Dutch Wax’ - - as my mother would say, ‘not to spoil the cloth’.
Another reason is probably the value of ‘Guaranteed Dutch Wax’ cloth itself, which is
higher in value when the cloth is not sewn than when the fabric was cut into skirt pieces
and sewn into outfits. I use fancy print, copy wax or Julius print to make everyday styles
and work dress. We use different colours of ankara depending on different occasions.
Knowing which colour suits an occasion can be tricky as there are no written rules.
Generally, black for mourning, red signal death of a young person, and white for old
people.
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NAEYO: Yes ooh. The appropriateness of your dress affect[s] how you succeed or fail
to communicate who you are, or in some cases, [what you] hope to become, or […]
become to others. It is a display or the assembling of a range of different items of
clothing. But more importantly, you must have the cultural knowledge and skills to
both select the right clothing and to wear it appropriately to suit your age and different
situations. At African community event, your dress is scrutinised (( )). We [Africans]
have social norms and accepted social expectations for gender appearance within the
diasporan community. Everyone does gender without thinking about it. Men and
women tend to wear seemingly clear distinct styles, and articles of clothing. These
choices are socially constructed norms of gender. Um, like for example, long and anklelength for adults particularly if married and short dresses for young people and vary
depending on age. What you wear can determine and shape the admiration or
disapproval you get from friends and family. When people say, ooh!! Sister, I like your
dress. They are not just talking about the ankara but your overall look; the style of the
outfit, the dress fit, its appropriateness for your age and the occasion. And um, your
comportment and the coordination of colours and accessories, everything.
ITORO: I agree NA. (NAEYO replied NAEYO (name redacted)). Your outfit, hairstyle,
head tie, necklaces, bracelets, rings, makeup, shoe and bags are all important to the
overall look. Most of the time when you wear ankara particularly asoebi to African
events, people talk more to you more; it eases communication. Even if you do not have
an invite, wearing African prints becomes one [an invite].
NAEYO: Sis, The type of ankara you wear and the way you dress sets the stage for
successful or unsuccessful social interactions with others. What you wear shaped how
people interact or serve you at these events. If you dress cheap, you get cheap
treatment. Dress matters. If you dress well well, you may even be asked to go on the
high table [laughs]. Leave matter. Let no one deceive you. How you dress to party
matter and matter well well [how you dress is very important]. Saying that we have
unwritten rules. One, and very important, your dress cannot outshine the celebrant.
That is a fail. A no go area and seen as ‘aro gi l’aso’ [inappropriate dress] as my mother
would say.
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EHI: meaning …
NAEYO: It means your dress is inappropriate does not fit the body, age or occasion, or
both. The word for word, it means to wear dress like wood [laughs].
EHI: Like…
NAEYO: For example, it is not acceptable no matter your social role to dress more than
the celebrant is. People will eye you. Some bold people will even tell you off. The
success of dress is when it meets appropriateness to age, the African family occasion
and respect to culture including the celebrant. For us, it is not about the price tag. The
appropriateness of your dress affect[s] how you succeed or fail to communicate who
you are, or in some cases, [what you] hope to become, or […] become to others. Two,
we have expectations of dress depending on age, your social position in the community
and the occasion. Three, different situations demand different types of dress and
styling. Your success or failure depends on your [fashion] ability, um, your ability to pull
off the style. Buy sis, you know that nah… To po[ose] you get to know how to dress for
different occasions. Because as we know, a dress that fits African family events may
indicate something different when worn to the workplace, especially if you want to
stand out.
ITORO: Very true. But, not everyone dresses to ‘fit in’ with others. Some people
choose to ‘stand out’. Although we wearing asoebi with others to identify with the
family and friends, you also can style your dress to stand out; appearing different to
make a statement [Hmmm, chipped in NAEYO eyeing ITORO].

Before you use your eyes to cut me up, yes, I know that some people dress in a certain
way to distance themselves from others. Sometimes, to show who we are or have
become, we dress the part. Surprisingly people who do not wear ankara draw the most
attention.
NAEYO: Although sometimes, some people do not wear ankara because of the wahala
[trouble] od selecting and choosing to wear. So in a way, it is mainly to avoid
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embarrassment. But, I like that even people [WADIB] who do not wear ankara also
make an effort to follow the dress code.
ITORO: Yeah, the cloth is more important to some people than others do. Some of us
who wear or style it the way tradition, just to fulfil all righteousness [conform], to
please others and maybe parents; and not as we wish to. NA, (EYO chipped in
NAEYO)127 like them mummy wearing traditional African print and two wrappers is of
obligation, and I am sure, of habit not just a matter of appropriate dress.
NAEYO: Talking about that, being in an appropriate dress is a concern for many of us.
In our community, we have very different views about what counts as the appropriate
way to tie your wrapper, how tight or what length your dress should be and when it is
right to wear certain patterns, styles and colours. Whether women should cover their
hair and how they do so to express and to signify age and marital status.
EHI: Please do you want to explain more about that …
NAEYO: Um. There are many acceptable styles. The tight fitted skirt and a blouse a
modern version of a blouse and two wrappers has to a large extent resolved the
problem with wrapper dropping and the wahala [difficulty] of walking with two-piece
wrapper cloth. Me I just make a blouse, and skirt.
EHI: Sis, please could you explain some more about um, the two-piece wrapper wahala.
NAEYO: It is hard to live up to [LS]. People like me, who cannot walk in two wrappers
(unaccustomed to traditional two wrappers – chipped in ITORO) have refashioned and
made one of the wrappers into a long skirt. I like my skirts fitted skirt at the hip with a
flared, side pleated or slit from above the knee down to ease movement. The longfitted skirt styles have changed over the years to reflect different fashion trends;
initially with a drawstring opening at the waist now is with zippers.

127

NAEYO was quite particular about shortening her name and a few times when ITORO called her
‘NA’, NAEYO reply with ‘EYO’ is an unsaid caution which I interpret as please do not shorten my already
foreshorten my name.
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EHI: ITORO you have been giggling; do you want to share something…
ITORO: The wearing of two wrappers is showing a woman’s social status. I have two
unique experiences of ankara [Oh yeah that. For me too. I suppose most women have
these emotional connections to trad night chipped in NAEYO]. I remember my first
gifted of real wax cloth, it was unique because of the occasion, my sweet sixteenth
birthday, which happen to also double up as a farewell party as it was the day before
we left Nigeria for London. I remember the cloth. It was ‘real’ wax, colourful and it […]
had ‘Vlisco Super Dutch Wax hollandaise’ written all the way around the [selvedge]
edges. The second is the night before my trad [traditional marriage ceremony]. As part
of my culture, new brides learn how to tie two wrappers and how to walk with the
cloth. It is like a ritual ceremony before the introduction and traditional marriage
ceremony […]. Your mother and aunties and other women in the family demonstrate
and practically guide to through the steps of tying the wrapper giving you advice, and
tips. Remember, my aunty told me repeatedly, ‘You have to pull at it constantly to
remove the wrapper that gets in-between your legs’, or you will trip. As a married
woman, […], for the traditional marriage ceremony you wear […] the three-piece
ensemble […] or be the topic of gossips. Although I was very excited for the first public
display of my new status, the fear of walking and stepping on the wrapper and possibly
falling and the worry of embarrassments in public. So now, you know why I do not wear
or have as many wrappers. I turned [refashioned] most of my wrappers into gowns and
skirts [laughs], and I like them tight fitted because it emphasises my body shape […] I
feel beautiful and enjoy the feeling of attractiveness and comments I receive. Whether
wrapper or tailored outfits, each has its demands on you but in different ways.
Because, it is a tailored outfit fashioned to fit your body shape, […] it is more difficult
to walk fast than unsewn wrappers. Growing up, my parents dressed my siblings or me
in loose, simple African dresses above the knees. So, I never really experienced such
dress power or know that some styles structure the wearer’s movement […] You feel
like you are engaged in constant battle with the cloth adjusting the way you walk and
your body movement to accommodate the cloth demands. Tailored outfits affect your
movement: you continuously have to lift up the front to ease your movement when
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you walk down the street, but the inconveniences are more visible when want to enter
a car, climb the steps or take public transport.
EHI: NAEYO what is your story?
NAEYO: Um, I suppose mine is that, although my mother and other women have given
me advice and tips on how to walk with two wrappers, I still cannot walk properly with
the cloth. The wrapper gets between your legs; you have to pull at it always. Otherwise,
you step on it and trip. The cloth continually demands your attention. You walk
differently, bend down differently [laughs] and sit differently too. When I was younger,
I struggled to keep the wrapper on my waist; it was always slipping off […] I just could
not walk with the cloth. It is hard to live up to. People called me to pick up my wrapper
from the floor many times. Embarrassed Yes! I stumbled many times and had a few
falls. I could not control the cloth. It had a mind of its own. I remember dancing at a
wedding in Aberdeen and my two wrappers come off on the dance floor. Lucky for me,
I had leggings underneath it.

Now, and after years of practice, not that I have mastered it, but I am and feel more
confident walking with the two-piece cloth. Hence, I prefer the long dress, or a blouse
and skirt but tight fitted to heighten my hourglass female shape […]. After years of living
here [in Britain], what you expect? Of course, my dress has changed many times. I have
learned new ways and adjusted the way I dress to fit in and is no different for most
African here. The place [culture in which] a person work and reside, contribute in the
way you dress. Coming from a different country and living here [in another] you learn
to adjust to looking like people here [accommodate the new culture]. I love my culture
and cannot abandon it because I have become Britico. So I dress like both.

ITORO: Our mother prefers wearing dresses that reach the floor or a blouse and long
skirts, or a tight fitted long dress. I wear simple, short, and smart English tailored suits
or dress in African prints. Sometimes my mother would say, ‘That my head is no longer
in African things’ [laughing - has never been chipped in NAEYO].
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In summer, we walk Manchester streets wearing a beautiful African print and African
print inspired dress and looking good. Women often wear ankara or wrapper and
simply knot it around their waist, topping it off with a blouse. Mishmash – more of
necessity than the style I think. Here we wear what we want to wear.
NAEYO: And we [WADIB] are very flamboyant and loud. But it is us adults who wear
styles to stand out, to express who they are, and most times has something to do with
show off. The swag walk is powerful so draws people’s attention to the clothes. Not
sure how some arrived because roofs of cars can easily knock off the elaborate head
wraps women wear high on their heads. Another aspect is the tightness of the long
skirts. It is not easy to hop in and out of a bus so must people without cars call private
cabs to parties. Our young people just dress simple and like to blend in.
ITORO: Long tight fitted skirt and dress in the trend. At African events in presenting
the self, the walk into events by the celebrants and socialist - awon olowo (rich people)
are mini-performances and is done to impress others. Some of us copy the styles and
gele, and then it becomes a trend.
EHI: To look like the wearer…
NAEYO: NO no no. It is for fashion and not because of the reputation of the individual.
END OF TAPE

See page 192 for the transcription interjections.
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Interview with YEYE
Location: Openshaw, Manchester, UK.
Date: Saturday 16th of November 2014
Number of Attendees: 1 Adult
Name of Transcriber: EHINOMEN OBOH
Number of Tapes: 1
Time: 0: 7:13minutes

This transcript is from a short interview with YEYE, which took place at a family home
in Openshaw, Manchester, UK.
I had met YEYE before as I used to make my hair at her salon. YEYE attended a few of
the sub-group meetings, and she is one of the participants that agreed for me to
observed, photograph, film and follow them along to wax cloth-shopping trip, parties
and African events /interview them in their homes/at events. I have been keeping a log
of the wax cloth she/they wear to parties and events with the aim to have a discussion
of these activities later in the summer.
Comments or responses from me are labelled as ‘EHI’ and where the audio contained
interruptions, obscure talk etc. I have been marked […] and have used contractions in
order to produce what was said. See page 192 for the transcription interjections.

As previously mentioned in other transcripts, this follows Silverman (1997, p151),
assertion that for examination of conversation, detailed transcription is necessary, I
have spelt words in the manner the words were produced in this transcription and used
contractions to produce what the speaker actually says. For details of symbols and
contractions used in this transcription go to the end of the transcript. I have also
provided the background details of the participants to provide a context to the
accounts given in this story. Again, following Thompson (2000), this includes the
participants’ age, level of education, occupation, gender and where possible economic
circumstances.
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Summary of discussion
The main discussion today was the significance of African print to YEYE, along these
lines; the discussions moved to how and why elders in the community encouraged
young people to wear African print and became an unexpected route to talk about
choosing colours and African print for events.

Profile of participant

Figure A25: YEYE.
YEYE is in her fifties, a British African titled chief, mother and grandmother, and lives in
Openshaw Manchester. She is an Oloori (Wife of a Nigerian king), has adult children
who have all left home.
TAPE ON
YEYE: [Laughs] good morning Ehi. This your research [Trails off]
EHI: Good morning. Yes. My research.
YEYE: [Laughing] Oh, um. [Trails off]
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EHI: [Teasing] Toyin, I beg, try wake up well. So, we can start recording [Laughs]
YEYE: My name is YEYE (name redacted).
As a mother, grandmother, an Olori128 [a titled] African chief and elder, I dress to reflect
my social roles […] It is expected of me to wear Ankara to identify with others, um,
visibly show my belonging, um, and encourage others. As you know, I like very stylish
clothes. I dress nice not just for parties, but I pay more attention to outfits that I wear
for parties. The more beautiful I look, the better I feel.
Ankara is part of our culture. Here we dress in African print asoebi […] to show pride in
our heritage, to encourage others, um, promote an image of uniformity, um, express
who we are. I embrace dressing as an African woman, which I am. I am a typical
Nigerian woman.
And as a chief, I love to dress in my African regalia. Full regalia Attire. I dress according
to the type of party or occasion. Whether a wedding, christening, birthday party or
cultural festival, I like to look good.
Depending on the type of the occasion, the head tie, accessorising and accompanying
the African print outfit may be a different fabric to give a layer of importance befitting
and or to grace the events. I like my gele big [elaborate], so I have to be careful the way
I stand, walk and bend down to pick up your drink or stuff from the floor or it will drop.
Asoke and kente head wrap is heavy to carry for a long time. It affects your posture
too, the way you stand and carry yourself. You must sit upright most times or have a
sprained neck.
Achieving the self-image desired does not come without effort. To represent129 our
identities in one outfit, the selection of the cloth, accessories […] matching shoe and
bag, pieces of jewellery um, necklace, bracelets, earrings, rings can be by individuals.
But, to achieve the perfect ankara-asoebi-glam, I personalise the style, wear unique

128
129

Olori is a Yoruba word for the wife of a king.
To ‘represent yourself’ is a pidgin form meaning to present yourself.
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jewellery, wear matching shoes and handbag. Sometimes, I even pay makeup artist to
apply the perfect ‘face beat’, manicure and pedicure and tie the gele [head wrap] to
stand out. Those who cannot tie head wraps ask family or friends or pay someone to
do it. Fees for private tying of head warp in Greater Manchester range from £10.00 to
£50.00 and more for a bridal head wrap. Head wrapping for individuals at parties is
£5.00. Professional gets booked for wedding months and even a year in advance. Gele
can have added decoration and edge decoration, including feathers, embroidery,
threads of ribbons or trimmed with lace, some people now pin flowers on it. I do all
and prefer my gele big and standing out. [Pulse]
Umm, I like to be fashionable but cannot say I set the trend, we all do. […] Sometimes
the people who are doing the occasion, they chose the type of clothes we are wearing.
I always make sure I dress my best. I try to make use of the material and make it so
beautiful and in n elegant style. Depending on the occasion, the guest, (I have seen you
at parties I said) or kind of parties, I always try to dress gorgeously to attract a lot of
people to embrace African culture and to encourage people to put on African clothes.
EHI: Okay, um, please, can you explain more about how you wear African clothes to
encourage others.
YEYE: To encourage people, I wear asoebi. By wearing asoebi with others we show
unity. To let people know – no matter whether we are outside Nigeria or in whether
we are in Nigeria, we have to embrace our culture and to dress proudly to pronounce
(promote) our image. To show people that we are truly African women. Which me, I
love as a person and I go out there, and I love to dress to suit myself. I dress to make
myself happy not make anybody happy or to entice anyone. I dress respectable, and
the the way I feel fits me. I have always been sociable and like to experiment with new
styles, but there are certain expectations of my social roles, which I consider when I
make my styles. When I dress, I just wanted or look and feel comfortable and
respectable’. It is about how I look and how I feel. As an adult dress is a means to
express personality and define my individuality. As an Oloori, I also consider whether it
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is age appropriate, um, you know, my appearance and whether the styling fit with the
occasion’. The styling has to go together with the value of the cloth.
EHI: What do you mean with how you feel and look?
YEYE: By comfortable in an outfit, I mean fit to the body; appearance and how it
feels on my body. The style and styling have to be comfortable and appropriateness
for the occasion. Besides, I have an image to protect. Depending on the event, this
image can be my real self, a social self or an image I want to assume, it depends, but
I must be comfortable with the styling. Some people wear specific patterns and
colours to show they belong to a region. So the cloth is also used to show the
relationship between the individual and the community.
EHI: So how do you choose these clothes; the colours, fabric and the patterns [Trails
off]
YEYE: I wear both traditional ankara and the new designs because people choose it
as asoebi. It is not a personal preference. But it depends. If I am going out, to a very
important occasion, I don’t [Trails off] generally pick clothes days before. Me when
I am ready to go, I just go there (into my wardrobe) and select clothes and
accessories to match.
EHI: You must have loads then.
YEYE: I don’t have loads. I pray and wish... But whatever I have, I make use of it.
And I dress to suit me, and the occasion that I am going to.
EHI: I have seen you wear a lot of green colour.
YEYE: Green? Probably what people chose for the party…
EHI: Because recently, a few times I have seen you in parties, you always wore
green, and I thought it was [Trails off]
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YEYE: Ahh, that. No - - no. It must have been because of the colour of the day.
Sometimes people call colour. They choose the colour. Some celebrant chooses the
colour for guest to wear to show they belong to a group or as family or friends. So
the cloth, colour or pattern you see me wear, is to show the relationship between
the individual and the host […] Celebrants call colours you know. Sometimes they
say we want you people to wear pink, sometimes they want yellow blue, sometimes
green, whatever they (celebrant) want people to wear (The person doing the party?)
dictates it (the colour of the cloth). It depends on the host people (the celebrants),
and what they choose.
EHI: Let us talk about your favourite patterns. Do you as have a pattern that you want
to talk about [Trails off]?
YEYE: I like many patterns and have different patterns, and in different styles. I change
my style all the time. Sometimes, if I like a style, I repeat it or add some other fabric or
colours to make it different from the first style, but it all depends [Trails off].
Sometimes, I do not even choose my style. My tailors know what I want. They choose
for me
EHI: As an African chief, do you prefer to sew your African clothes living her in English
styles or... (Traditional African way?).
YEYE: Traditional African way because I am a typical African woman. I dress age
appropriate.
EHI: Okay, let us talk about this dressing your age and social roles
YEYE: We have unwritten dress rules, and it is different for different age groups. Adults
are free to personalise their styles. We are in England, but every adult should dress
responsibly not make and wear a crop top like young people.
EHI: Are you saying that you are okay with young people making crop tops with African
prints?
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YEYE: Eyi [Yorubas pronounce my name Ehi as Eyi], Young people will be young people
Young people follow the trend. Young people like fashion. Wearing crop top is in
fashion. It will pass, and they will make something else. Moreover, dress rules are more
flexible here. As a mother, I am okay for my children to make African prints in English
styles, styles that suit them as far as it does not expose too much body. All you can do
is try to encourage them to wear African clothes. But if that is the way they want to the
style or prefer to wear it, I will prefer them to wear African prints in English styles than
not to [Trails off]. Yes, they (Young people) are wearing it in their own way. I believe
as times goes on and as they grow older, they will feel more comfortable to wear
African prints in traditional styles. They will grow out of (youthful) styles, and they will
make the proper matured style. But, if we (elders) discourage them, we may put them
off. In the end, they might stop wearing it. And we don’t want that. We want them to
wear it, so we have to encourage them. Whatever they wear, whether English or
African, mix and match, or make ankara in an English style, we have to say, um, maybe
you should have made it blah, blah, blah. You know, in a nice way, a bit better. When
they say, oh no, this is how I like it … you say okay, if that is how you like it fine.
Attracting them to wear the cloth is the first step. Once they use the cloth, they want
to make it in a way that is meaningful and comfortable to them. It is a challenging task
without upsetting them. You can only encourage them to sew it a little bit more African
next time or something like that. You do not want to discourage them. Some young
people are indifferent the cloth.
EHI: So, your duties as elders in the community is to encourage young people.
YEYE: Yes. A big part for me and why I wear ankara is to encourage others. For me, it
does not matter who young people wear it. As they grow older, they will begin to use
more patterns that are traditional and make styles that are more traditional.
EHI: Hmm
YEYE: Yes, I want to encourage them, young people, to like it. For example, oleku style
is back and trendy among young people.
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EHI: What is it about this oleku that interest them?
YEYE: It is in fashion. Young people like the trend. But oleku is an old traditional fashion
way of wearing iro and buba.
EHI: Really?
YEYE: Yes. Oleku is a very old style. It just came back again. It goes back to the 70s even
late 60s. People wore it with big Afro hear do. It just made a came back again. As I said,
young people prefer trendy styles hence many young people are wearing them. I was
surprised when my daughter asked for a traditional pattern to make oleku. Making
oleku with real wax is appropriate because oleku is a traditional style though the
wrapper is tied short and above the knee. For young people, it is about trendy not a
sudden love for traditional styles.
EHI: Okay, makes sense now. I thought it was a new way to wear iro and buba and that
young people tweaked the traditional iro and buba and brought oleku style into
fashion.
YEYE: No. No. No. Oleku is old fashion but came back, and a lot of young people prefer
it (laughs.
EHI: Can people wear oleku to a wedding?
YEYE: Yes. Where have you been? Everybody old and young even elderly people oooh
are wearing oleku at parties and weddings. Not the celebrant or mother of the bride or
groom. It will not be appropriate for them (Why- chipped in Ehi) … out of respect to
the occasion and their social roles for the day. (Coughs). In this photo, (pointing to a
photo hung boldly on her wall - figure 1), I am wearing the traditional iro (wrapper) and
buba (top/blouse) outfit of Yoruba women of Nigeria. The buba is sewn in the
traditional way – simple round neck, loose long sleeves top and I have worn it over the
traditional iro, a long wrapper. (Coughs). Traditional iro and buba style has been
changing for years. From aso-oke to lace to ankara, guinea brocade, velvet, satin and
silk materials. Now with the new trend; sheer and chiffon fabric is the common style of
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iro and buba, particularly among young people and ‘shakara women’ (stylish women)
who do not like the traditional iro and buba. The traditional buba is round neck and
wide loose sleeves. The modern styles of iro and buba are sewn in short sleeves, fitted
sleeves three-quarter sleeves, even puff sleeves.
A few weeks ago, I saw a sleeveless buba in Piccadilly (Laughs) these children [laughs].
The traditional neckline is round, but the modern neckline can be square, V-neck,
halter, um, I have seen, in fact, I have a one-shoulder style and a buba neckline
decorated with beads. Here we just sew it the way we like. The body of traditional buba
is loose and reach the waist. Here we make the blouse longer or shorter as you want.
Sometimes we cut the long sleeves of an old buba shorter and wear it with a long
wrapper. We wear it as we like. It is fashion here.
At parties, you know those who are real Africans here from those born here and those
people who have become Oyinbo [too British]. For big parties, we use expensive
materials for asoebi. Here small Ankara is a popular choice of fabric. While all these
new styles are becoming popular among young people, the traditional style is still the
favourite for important occasions like naming ceremonies, weddings and chieftaincy
celebrations. I listen to your radio show when I am home on Saturday afternoon. Well
done. …Okay, that is it for me; I hope I have contributed to your work. Please stop any
time.
EHI; Thanks. Thank you very much YEYE
YEYE: Thank you too [Trails off] Eyi (Ehi).

END OF TAPE
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Interview with EJ
Location: Droylsden, Tameside, Manchester, UK.
Date: Saturday 16th of November 2014
Number of Attendees: 1 Adult
Name of Transcriber: EHINOMEN OBOH
Number of Tapes: 1
Time: 0: 7:13minutes
On Sunday 12 July 2014, I went to meet an EJ who has agreed to be observed, as she
got ready for her birthday thanksgiving at the church.

I was a bit early and met her still in her nightclothes. For sleeping, she wore a blue old
loose gown African print that looks like an adire pattern. She explains it was given her
by her mother as a gift a few years ago and a bit too old for daywear, but she has kept
it and wears it at home or as sleep dress because it has a deep soft feel from use over
the years. She continues to wear it as she carries on with her household tasks before
taking her bath and changing for the church. To avoid any stain or dirt on her birthday
outfit, the dressing was the last thing she did before leaving the house.

EJ: My father is from Somalia, but my mother is Igbo of Nigerian descent and had fair
skin. As a little girl, I always admired and still admires her beautiful natural fair skin
colour. I am very dark skin. I inherited my father’s dark complexion, but I am very slim
and tall for a Nigerian woman, so people make different assumptions about me based
on the kind of clothes I wear. When I wear boubou, they see a Somali woman; however,
when I wear African print in long tight fitted skirt and blouse, people ask if I am from
West Africa. Most of my friends compliment me when I wear boubou, compared to
when I wear a blouse, and thight fitted skirt, which my mother says, suits me better.
Growing up as a young woman, I never had a special feeling or questioned what it
meant to wear certain styles. Not sure if others of mix-heritage have the same
experience. How and why do people connect your home of origin to your dress?
I am not sure what stories you have gathered, but our people believe what we wear
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can change how people see you. It is not just something to play with. What we wear,
dress is loaded with messages, and can dictate how others treat you, and in turn, how
you feel about yourself. Your dress style could lead to acceptance or rejection from
certain groups and social classes. Outside work, I wear simple outfits and I usually long
flowing dress (boubou), but for today particularly as it is my birthday, I want to dress
up and attend church with my mother.

After trying a few styles and verifying from me if she looked a birthday girl in them,
she turns to the lower drawer collections of old-style patterns part of her wardrobe
that she turns to at times like this. She calls the African print in this drawer her special
attire collection from her mother. The African prints were mainly real Dutch wax, in
bold patterns and very brightly coloured. She says they represent something for her,
which she did not disclose even when probed. She chooses a red branches design
tight fitted long skirt and blouse with embellishment and patchwork then changed
her mind. She strides into her wardrobe again and picks a beautiful tiny squares
pattern design.

EJ: I really need to make some new outfit, but nothing can be done in half an hour
before church starts. These traditional designs have been around for ages, and I like
them. African print designs are fast changing. [Coughs]. This two-colour white and blue
traditional corn ears pattern is enough to dazzle and show me as the celebrant, I do
not stand out too much. I have my mother’s shape so can carry off African styles. When
a style or outfit made with real [expensive] real wax is out of fashion or became too
tight, I refashion it. We do not throw it away because it is expensive. Laughing out and
giving me a glance in case I had not noticed, she says, ‘Dressing up today has been tricky
and took forever’.

The simple two-colour mix of white and blue, traditional corn ears pattern made in a
princess dress with big fled from the waistline has certain looseness and elegance, yet
casual enough for her to feel churchy and be able to move freely – it makes a fine
balance of stylishness. As the dress was long, it was a bit tricky to walk for her. She
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groped for the loose fled at the front and often lifted the front. This was also, so she
did not step on it. Through experience, she had learnt that pulling it high up on sides
or front made it easier to move around.

In the church
I observed that African print was common, but red was a favourite colour. The women
who did not wear red African print design wore red scarfs, and a few wore red blouses
over their wrapper. Most of the women I spoke to later after the service said there was
no reason regarding the preference but Igbos in Nigeria have a tendency to wear red,
and there are a very few Igbo women church members but worn on this occasion to
support a member doing thanksgiving for her daughter.

EJ says she likes and wears red too because of her Igbo heritage. According to EJ,
wearing red is to portray power but was also by personal preference.

Back home
EJ quickly changed into another wax cloth planned for the evening party. Her sister
wore a new velvet combination with African print.

Stepping out, she was glad she had worn the new embellished pattern for the evening.
The new shining design, which is common in the shops in Moston was great to show
off good blouse styles and tight skirts. She hated the wrappers. They would never stay
on her hips, and the top wrapper always slipped off. ‘I found it incredibly difficult to
keep the wrapper on my waist, and it was too difficult to walk in them’.

My first wax cloth - - sets of wax cloth was given to me as wedding gifts. My mother in
law insisted I wear certain patterns as newly a married woman and to wear African
attire every time someone came to visit us, so no one can gossip that their wife is a city
girl with no cultural manners.
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Appendix E: The British African Wardrobe

Over six months, May to October 2015, I hung out with four diasporan African women,
going shopping for African prints and to the tailor’s with them, gaining their trust in
order to observe some private moments of choosing what to wear. Often the
observation of the British African wardrobe moment took place along with an informal
interview and evolved around the contents of the participant’s wardrobe.

MAMA J’s Story

Figure A26: MAMA J wearing step design. Photo by the author.

Profile
MAMA J is a woman in her late sixties. She is born, raised and educated in Nigeria. She
is retired but works as a volunteer project manager for Chrysalis family centre,
Manchester. Her job does not require her to dress in a particular manner. MAMA J’s
story buying, making, wearing and keeping of African prints is shaped by both her
engagement with the African way of life and her everyday life in Greater Manchester.
Her stories gravitate between Nigeria, the place of her childhood and Manchester the
place of her adult life. Her experience of African print is set in the context between
Nigeria and Manchester and the personal ties she has with these locations.
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I arrived about 10am for a 10:30 interview but MAMA J was ready and waiting for me
with a big smile. As I walked into her house, she said, ‘Good morning Ehis. Good to see
you. Let us go upstairs and see what is in this mama’s wardrobe [laughs].

Upstairs

My attitude to dress including wearing of ankara […] have changed. I have a few
modern styles, but I still prefer the traditional way of dress. The different ways we wear
ankara here is not about what we are... Here, we are all the same, Africans. But as you
know, we, it is just that we have changed. What we have become or become over the
years makes some of us do things and dress differently. Living here makes you do things
and dress differently. Before I came here, I considered non-traditional patterns of
Ankara and modern styling to be, as clothes for immature people, but here Englishstyled dresses made with Ankara is now seen as appropriate because of what we have
become. […] and is preferred by those born and raised here, people who are called the
real Britico. Britain is their first home. They think British. Sometimes, they behave
African because they are Africans, of our African blood. At times, and depending on the
occasions, they exhibit the typical Britico personality - the difference between us,
which is obvious in the ways young people use the cloth. Not everybody like wearing
African clothes but that does not mean they are not Africans. They associate with us.
They just do things differently.

Growing up in Nigeria, you learn not to show your upper arms, not to wear very short
tops or skirts. Yes, you can say that the way elders, people like me dress, relate to
modesty from an early age. I am of the generation that elders in the family told, ‘cover
your body up’, ‘you cannot wear that…’ and things like that’. My dresses as a teenager
covered my arms and stomach. Family members had a role to make sure young people
dress modestly and respectability. Even here [in the diaspora] when I wear Western
clothes which I seldom do, […] I ’m careful about what I wear and how to dress […] So,
my cultural values influence what I wear and how I dress. My relationship with African
clothes from an early age affects my choices of outfits. Even my European dresses have
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bold colours; it tells of my African origin. It is who I am. Having said that, like everybody
else, after to live here for a while, the way you dress, and your choice of dress evolve.
My dress has changed many times since coming to England.

Living here changes people but is different for different people, at different rates and
at different points of our lives. There is no question about it. Living here changed what
we wear […] When I first came to England, I wore I lot of western tailored clothes to
look like my colleagues, fit in. The new British African woman inside me was out. I
followed British fashion, wore dresses and short skirts to work and only wore African
clothes to church. I think when I a person is younger what you wear is more to fit in
with colleagues and be trendy. So, I understand why young Africans who work in the
office, dress to fit in with colleagues at work, well I did. However, since my retirement,
for over 10years, I have worked as Volunteer project manager at Chrysalis, and it does
not does not require me to dress in a particular manner, so I wear African prints to
work. Identifying with members of the community I work with is forefront of my mind.
I do not have to please anybody; I am too old now to do dress politics now. I dress my
real self.

Moreover, I think to wear short skirts for me would not be age appropriate. Dress for
me has to be practical. While the desire to appear unique is important to many, for me
what is important is expressing my African identity and dressing to suit me, my age.

So, nowadays, I wear simple African prints attire to work every day, but I wear styles
that are more elaborate, age-appropriate and head tie to African events. I do not dress
to stand out [laughs]. For special occasions, like weddings, its either up and down,
blouse and two wrappers or buba and Iro (wrapper). Depending again on the occasion,
the blouse and head tie can be elaborate with matching accessories. Sometimes, I use
a different fabric for the blouse and or the head-tie. To family events, we Edo people
wear up and down [blouse and two wrappers] …
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Tying two wrappers is a skill you learn and perfect over time. For most of us, and it
persists among my people (Esakos in Edo), and practised even here; for the
introduction to in-laws, the bottom cover cloth is wrapped around the body of the new
bride at the waist and stops at the ankle. The top cover cloth tied around the chest and
ends below the knees or a few inches from the ankle depending on choice. For the
traditional marriage itself, we tie the bottom wrapper at the waist with a string, and it
stops at the ankle. The top wrapper wrapped loosely around the hips, stop at the knee
as adult women do to express their new marital status. On the evening before the trad
[traditional wedding], is the ritual of wrapper tying. The bride’s mother, auntie and
close family members and adult friends gather to celebrate her transition to married
life, like the hen night thing people do here. You know, we sit to eat, drink and tell
stories of wrapper mishaps. Like an initiation to married life, we teach the bride how
to tie her wrapper and share tips of how to walk with the wrapper to keep it on her
waist. Wrappers have been known to drop at parties [laughs]…

For elegant occasions, for special events, people use a different fabric for the blouse
and wrap an elaborate head-tie and married women, well except socialites wear two
wrappers with the end top wrapper tucked at the waist or people will say, Ooooh? Why
is she dressing that way?

Some people also use the second cover wrapper as a wrap around the head. A headtie can be a different or matching fabric depending on the occasion and asoebi. The
way a gele is wraparound the head can indicate a woman's marital status. For us [Edo
people, middle belt Nigeria], an end leaning to the right means the woman is married,
while an end leaning to the left shows the wearer is single. The angle and direction of
the placement of the head wraps draw the wearer and viewers into a well-coded
conversation about the wearer’s mood and marital status. We [Africans] also have
culturally unacceptable ways of dressing for adults. Adults wearing youthful styles is
not age appropriate. Just a minute, a quick break, please…

Break for comfort
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MAMA J: where was I?

EHI: Aunty you were talking about your experience…

MAMA J: As I was saying, dress evolves and change many times in one’s life circle.
Growing up as a young girl, I had a few Ankara play clothes. Patch - - patch we called it
then. My late father was a tailor. He would combine many fabrics together to make my
sisters me beautiful play dresses. Our play clothes were made from leftover pieces form
customers clothes, which my father would then join up to create beautiful play clothes
for us from factory cutoffs or my mother’s old wrapper. Money was tight; many
children wore clothes made of patchwork. After my marriage, my dress changed. I
made and wore a blouse and two wrappers. My African prints outfits were no more
patch - - patch. I wore African prints within and outside of the home due in part because
my late husband was the managing director of Asaba Textile Mill in Nigeria and we
could afford ankara. My clothing choices changed, but I have always liked to dress
simple yet elegant feminine, and my late husband always encouraged me.

[…] However, when I moved to the UK, my dress choices changed again. The beautiful
expensive clothes I made and brought with me to England were too traditional. Then,
I did not have a car; I took public transport. My low-cut blouses and two wrappers were
not appropriate - it was not practical to get on the bus. I came to England in the winter.
My ankara styles and the fabric was not suitable for the cold weather. I could only wear
my nicely sewn African clothes, which I brought with me in the summer or to church
on Sundays. I had to make new loose African outfits and wear thermal top and leggings
underneath my clothes. Therefore, you can blame my dressing partly on the cold
weather; comfort and practicality.

My dressing dress changed again when I bought a car but the clothes I wore still
revolved around the weather condition. Even now, though I wear African prints all year
round, I dress in different styles for different seasons. In summer the styles are less
loose but loose in the winter I wear mainly boubou or very loose gowns with space to
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wear thermal tops and trousers because it is so cold. [Incomprehensible]. Where was
I? …
EHI: Aunty earlier you mentioned that your relationship with clothes from an early age
influence your dress choices, styles and how you dress…

MAMA J: Okay. Now my styles are more to suit my needs. I am an old woman. Um,
yeah. Well for me as I told you my dress has changed many times. Living in Britain,
becoming British ' as well as 'being' African presents many challenges including how
you dress. We embrace our present lifestyle in Britain as much as to our past life in
Africa. We unconsciously dress like both, you know, mixing fashion.

Look at the clothes in my closet; I like strong colours and traditional patterns. I do not
like the new designs, I prefer traditional patterns like steps (Fig. A: 26).

EHI: Whaooh, aunty (name redacted) you have many African prints. This is a lot…

MAMA J: I know. Often I pick the same clothes to wear despite having plenty to choose
from in the Wardrobe. I suppose one is attached to some clothes. The clothes I wear
regularly are this wardrobe, but I have suitcases in the other room where I keep old
clothes or expensive African prints that I wear only to special occasions. I have some
very old pattern and clothes that are still my Sunday favourites.
[Picks up a wrapper, placed it on her skin, smell, and runs her hands through the cloth]
This pattern is real Dutch wax, one of Vlisco’s top brands. Vlisco has many types of wax
cloth. Dutch wax is distinct, but Super wax is Vlisco’s highest quality wax print.
Hollandais is the leading brand, but they also have Julius wax. Their factories in Africa
produce Woodin brand, which is popular among young men and women. GTP is a
Ghanaian product of the company and um, I think Uniwax, produced as Ivorian brand.
Each with its own customer base but real wax is still the best. It is not cheap; it cost
about £75.00 for 6yards now, but it last longer. To make a complete outfit costs around
£125.00 and more for elegant styles.
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[Points to a pile of clothes on the side table and shakes her head]. My dear, as I am sure
you know, ankara has changed. Those folded on the side table are ‘copy wax’, much
cheaper but do not last long. Most of my wrappers are real wax. I bought those copy
wax wrappers as asoebi cloth because they are usually what celebrants chose for ‘and
co’ (another word for asoebi - uniform clothing). We have a small community here so;
asoebi is ‘onetime wear only’ for most people. I make simple boubou; long loose gown
or buba and iro [wrapper] with copy wax [Because… I chipped in]
Well, it’s not just about appearance, how a person looks. It is also, about how I feel in
an outfit. How I fell, is very important to me […]. Um, I want to feel comfortable in an
outfit, Comfort in both terms of appearance, and how it feels on my body. If asoebi is
‘copy wax’, I just make it as boubou or something I can wear at home or casually after
the event. I am too old and do not do the ‘one-time-wear’ thing; that is for young
people. For me, I do not like the new designs and colours; the colours run, well, except
for Julius wax, which is not common here. We buy what is available.
Yeah, the traders […] they must enjoy limiting us in what is available.
Growing up in Nigeria in the 1960s, ankara with bright, clashing colours, characterised
by bold prints was common. Most shops here do not have many classic prints. They
have more new designs and in trendy colours. One colour over the background or
shades of same colour over the background appears to flood the market in Moston.
Our choices are limited with the options available to us. We are being flooded with new
designs and non-traditional patterns. Some of the new look much unfinished like a
stage of the printing process. I do not like the new design in the market. It’s a personal
preference. As you can see, I have mainly Dutch wax. I buy ‘real’ print because of the
smoothness, the cloth quality, and the look, and um, how the cloth feels on the skin. I
like the softness of abada and, it last longer. Sad, the crackles [effect], and quality that
once played an important role in its value is becoming outdated.
Break to answer the doorbell and then coffee
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MAMA J: Apologies about that [disruption]. I also need a break for coffee anyway. You
know, with age, I like my breaks and tea.
EHI: That is okay aunty…
MAMA J: Apologies about that [disruption]. Yes, as I was saying, where was I?
EHI: Aunty, you were saying that the face of ankara has changed and continues to
change...
MAMA J: Yes. The new wax and copy wax do not last. I like good quality, and I prefer
traditional designs. I grew up with traditional patterns like ABC, umbrella, steps, star …
designs that have meaning and it created a relationship between wearers and viewers,
well for those who know the meanings. One reason we repurchase particular pattern
back home is the meaning the cloth contain or what the cloth commonly refers to […].
But we know, individuals sometimes add to the traditional meanings … and after a
while, we come to learn to expect the images to have such meanings but that has been
the tradition to send messages. Most traditional patterns have meanings, and we use
them to send messages about ourselves, event, or about and to others. The way you
wear a pattern can send a particular message. Even colours are used to send messages
[laughs]
EHI: Aunty, any other examples in your wardrobe you want to share …
MAMA J: Many, many stories are contained in this wardrobe. Seeing and touching
these [old] clothes brings back memories. Where was I?
EHI: You were talking about the pattern you are wearing…
MAMA J: This is snail design and is about patience today. You have had to change this
meeting several times and been very flexible with me. That is a virtue. The snail pattern
has more than one meaning. One is from the interpretation to the proverb while the
other is a hidden meaning. An everyday use of snail pattern is to caution somebody
saying, ‘One who moves slowly does not stumble’. It can be used to rebuke somebody,
‘Time waits for nobody’. The first meaning of the snail is a cautionary expression
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sending a warning that one who is practical will not make unnecessary trouble. The
second is a rebuke and about punctuality. People also insult and flatter another
through it.
EHI: Aunty do people do that here? I mean, insult through clothes?
MAMA J: Oh, yes. Often, we wear patterns to flatter others or ourselves. Often flattery
is usually expressed wearing wrapper with designs such as ‘lion’, horse, or ‘elephant’
to hint greatness, bravery or strength of a person. But the usage can be reversed
through colours. A red lion or elephant pattern wrapper can be used to say, a brave
man but the meaning can reverse to a ‘weakling’ by wearing it in a blue colour to mock
somebody. Mockery is often, reflected by through colours. A woman could wear a blue
lion as a wrapper to comment: on the weakness of her husband saying, your mother
controls you by drawing on the meaning of blue colour – calmness.

Similarly, a wearer could choose the same pattern to send a message to a person and
the same design to send another meaning, like for example, saying I am peaceful but
in charge [laughs], a polite insult to in-laws. Ehis, the meaning is movable. It is
complicated, used in different ways by wearers and changes from person to person
depending on location. Some meaning can depend on the wearer’s real-world
experience. Umm, this one, ABC, I bought for the opening of my junior sister’s school
in FESTAC town Lagos a few years ago. ABC cloth is associated with education. ABC
designs can be, and commonly worn to celebrate educational accomplishment; it can
also communicate the literacy of the wearer.
This umbrella pattern is very old. I have bought many designs and colours of umbrella
wrapper over the years. It was common at wedding ceremonies to express the
occasion. The umbrella meaning is really about the African man saying, he is the head
of the house; traditional reference to husbands as a covering for a woman. So many
women see being married is a status of respect; Odoekpen. Here, people now use a
different design with love hearts and or wedding bells. Love hearts and bells ringing fit
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more with marriage celebration. It suits the occasion. At weddings, the meanings of
particular designs are social.

[Coughs] Selecting, buying or wearing clothes like ABC or umbrella, heart design
[coughs], can be social, functional and or personal. But social meanings are common
here. In social gatherings, we wear certain patterns and or colours is express social
relations - to show relationships. That is the common use of ankara. Another common
use for ankara is funerals. For us [Esako people of Edo state, Nigeria], when a person
loses her father or mother, we do not just go and say, accept my sympathy; we wear a
black or dark colour patterned cloth or black earrings to visit the person to show you
share in their pain. Ehis, at such times, the social meaning of cloth is hidden in the
colour. The colour thing is common here. Some people just do the colour thing. If you
do not want to wear ankara, you can wear your personal clothes in the asoebi colour,
the dress colour code for the day. Many people who cannot afford asoebi because it
can be financially tasking, do the colour code thing. I wear asoebi if the celebrant is
close or wear my own clothes in the asoebi colours if the celebrant is not a close relative
or friend.

Break to collect post.

MAMA J: Where was I …

EHI: Aunty, you were saying that the face of ankara has changed and continues to
change...
MAMA J: yes, as I was saying, umm, before the post came, um, the face and texture
have seen many changes over time. When wax cloth was wax cloth, it had many
colours, which was different from adire. In the market, we have different types. When
it was first introduced to us [West Africans] its’ popularity was because it was
lightweight cloth and it had many colours which was different from adire. Well we still
have the classic prints, but also have, them, junior wax, fancy prints, copy wax, and
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oooooh, the new ones too; mix different- - different old patterns together in one cloth
and sometimes, in new colour arrangements. A classic and contemporary mix. It looks
like the patch patch [joining of different fabrics together] my father used to make us.
The market here is flooded with these new designs, non-traditional patterns, and copy
wax. The cloth keeps changing. Copy wax do not last. I am an old woman and familiar
with classic patterns. I grew up with traditional patterns like ABC, umbrella, steps, star
designs that have meaning and it created a relationship between wearers and viewers,
well for those who know the meanings. Plus, mama likes good quality, and I prefer
designs. One reason some patterns are popular is the meaning the cloth contain or
what the cloth commonly refers to […] Yes, individuals sometimes add to the traditional
meanings and we come to learn to expect the images to possess such meanings but
that has been the tradition. Very important, which you must take away, is that to wear
or not to wear ankara or abada here is shaped by experiences and is about identity and
belonging needs. Ehis, the meaning is movable. It is complicated, may be used in
different ways by wearers, changes from person to person and depending on location.
Some meaning can depend on the wearer’s experience. Cloth sends messages. Most
traditional patterns have meanings, and we use them to send messages the wearer to
others. The styles even the colours send messages [laughs]. I hope I have answered
your questions. I have to run now EHI. I have a meeting in thirty minutes.
EHI: Thanks aunty for sharing your stories […].

End of TAPE
For details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription, see (page 192).EVY’s
story
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Figure A27: EVY. Photo by the author.
Profile
EVY is a woman in her late forties who had lived previously in Manchester, then went
to London, and recently moved back to Manchester. Has an MBA, once worked as a
banker in London but retrained as a lawyer. EVY is married with three children who are
still at home.

As walked me upstairs to wardrobe for our interview, she said, ‘come and see my ‘bold,
bright and colourful wardrobe’. On a closer look of her wardrobe, EVY does own many
colourful items. ‘I buy and always opt for items in bright colours, ‘that is me, BBC [bold,
bright and colourful – laughs].

I like to think that my clothes and wardrobe reflects my independent and multi-cultural
self. I am the eldest of four children. As my brother, Kenny told you, as children we
were often dressed up in African clothing to church and family events. For me, the main
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thing is how I feel. Um, as a young girl you are happy to dress up. As I teenager, I did
not feel very comfortable wearing it outside African events. Since marriage I wear
African outfits to special occasions but dress modern, it grows on you. I buy and wear
African outfits, and of course, ankara is more in the wardrobe because of asoebi here.
My walk-in-wardrobe was not part of the house. I purposely had it built in because I
like to see my stuff and they are many [laughs].
I have clothes in different sizes because of my changing weight. There are clothes in my
wardrobe that I have never worn, some worn but now too small. Some kept in case,
you never know, I may be able to shift this weight and them again, especially now I am
in a losing weight program, this weight may go. Some clothes, I have kept is because I
treasure them, to a remind me of the events, to keep the memories and possibly for
my daughter.
EHI: I see, you like bold patterns
EVY: Yeah, I like bold pattern and bright colours and have plenty too. I have more
clothes in my daughter’s room. Asoebi buying does not help matters; you just buy to
keep your face, you cannot refuse to buy. But, as you can see, I have put on a lot of
weight since you last saw me many years ago. I buy new clothes and change my styles
to fit my changing body [laughs]. I have accumulated many outfits purchased for special
occasions over many years. Many bought when I was much slimmer, but I have kept
them because I like them and hope to refashion them to fit my new mother figure
[laughs]. This dress, for example, was one of my favourites but now too tight. I used to
like this other one also, but it is too tight and too short for my age. I have not worn
many of the clothes in my wardrobe for a while because I am bigger and prefer long
loose gowns [...]. I have gained weight over the years and do not look good in tight
fitted Kaba and slit. It is no longer suitable, is just not me … I now like loose dress styles
and appearance, particularly in public, and is a personal preference. My styles now are
about comfort and appropriateness of use in different occasion.
Except for my old clothes, which were sewn as tightly fitted tailored skirts or gowns;
my wardrobe is full of loose clothes. The good bit about loose clothes is that it allows
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you to walk and sit without thinking about the outfit. However, if the gown is long, you
may need to pull on the sides so that you do not step on it and trip.
Going through EVY’s wardrobe, you can tell that she had increased in size over the
years. Why had she kept some of the clothes she no longer wears?
EHI: You mentioned reconciling your dress and appearance with public display, and
personal preference. If you do not mind, can you talk more about that?
EVY: The quality of the clothes you wear tell others your lifestyle. We [Africans], as you
know, judge your clothing in terms of the quality of the cloth, your style; age
appropriateness and suitability for the occasion. For me, dressing appropriately and
being comfortable in what I wear influence what I buy and how I wear what I buy.
When I wear an outfit, I want or look and feel comfortable and respectable. It is about
how I look, how I feel, and … whether it is age appropriate, both in appearance and in
the styling to the occasion. Also, the styling has to go together with the value of the
cloth. I make simple styles with copy wax. Cloth value is very important for me. We
Africans see others and ourselves in terms of what we wear.

However, not every African person is materialistic; individuals have different
attachments to the cloth, but we generally wear and prefer clothes that enhance and
or at least match our image and use cloth as a vehicle for self-expression. The way
people dress forecloses and disavows identity.
EHI: Please can you explain more on that.
EVY: Um, what I mean is that dress for many of us is to impress others. The dress display
is shorn of its association with choice and intentionality of the wearer or what she or
he intends, but also of others, the viewers.

EHI: Not sure, I follow EVY (name redacted).
EVY: Identity expression has become entwined with the wearing of Ankara here.
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For example, the time spent in the diaspora, and the place where people were born
and or raised accounts for how many people wear or not wear African prints. That said,
although wearing Ankara is more a resource for defining one’s diaspora identity, the
intention of the wearer is questionable. Viewers are more concerned with whether the
design, colours and or style is appropriate for the occasion and match your age, not the
necessity and possibilities of identities acknowledged. When young people sew Ankara
as work clothes, they sew and wear it well. It is beautiful and a modern way of use but
still representative of our culture. At African events, you can tell Africans raised here
and those born and raised here from African born in African and educated in Africa
apart. I beg let know one tell you otherwise. Britico get level [There are different levels
of Britico]. There is ‘African British’, and there is ‘British African’.
In our chats here, I am ‘African British’, and my children are ‘British Africans’ because,
in behaviours, they are British than I am. The clothes they wear and even in how they
speak English. In fact, their thinking and way of life are British. Back home, people refer
to foreign-born Africans as ‘Tokumbos’ [meaning imports] and those living in Britain as
Britico. It is important not to homogenise our characters. While I am up for culture and
interdependence, I believe that ankara designs and use need modifications to embrace
young people particularly, African-born diaspora populations raised in Britain and
those born and raised here. Typically, the ‘British Africans’ what we call ‘Tokumbos’
and the ‘real Britico’ tend to be self-oriented and often fall short in accommodating
traditional values and behaviours because of their orientation. African-born
particularly those who migrated as adults to Britain give like to maintain family
relationships and have a strong sense of obligation and concern for our culture. So,
these feelings make them orient towards and or commit to group culture.

When you attend African events, you will observe that among … the majority are adults
and young people born and or raised in Britain. So, the adult African-born population
of African diasporas account for a relatively small percentage compared to British-born
groups who prefer non-traditional designs because it is trendy. …Even the adults,
‘African British’, those who claim to be the ‘real Africans in the diaspora’ now use new
patterns though to varying degrees, but most of them prefer the traditional designs.
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So, the practical use of the cloth, whether the patterns and colours match the occasion,
whether the style is appropriate for the occasion and the style match your age all come
to play a role in judging you dress competence.
This wrapper, [pointing to the wrapper she is wearing above] is called ‘snakeskin’
because the pattern looks like snakeskin. Snakebites cause pain. For my fatherin-laws funeral we chose to wear it in dark colours for my father-in-law’s burial
to express our pain instead of plain black.

Figure A28: EVY wearing snakeskin pattern.
Photo by the author.

As the sorting continued, something quite emotional happened. I was attracted to a
deep blue umbrella pattern African print outfit (a blouse and skirt) made in cotton. Not
sure, why I selected it, but as I pulled it out, EVY screamed, ‘hey! That is the asoebi on
my wedding many, many years ago. I remember that day every time I see the dress; all
my friends and family wearing the same pattern in red while my husband’s people wore
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blue. As was expected, mine was blue; wearing blue signified that I had become a part
of my husband’s family.
Dark colours are set apart for sombre uses. Funeral attire choices reflect this
distinction. We wear black for deep mourning especially when a close or young relative
die. When the deceased is an elder, the colour can range from black to light brown. In
the case of the death of a very old person, it can even be white. For funerals or aspects
of the funeral that do not require black cloth, we wear African prints in dark colours.
These differing uses of ankara tell of the importance of cloth as a material [daughter
crying]. Apologies, I will be right back …

Figure A29: EVY’s daughter wearing her mother’s Wedding asoebi.
Photo by the author.

Break to attend to her daughter
EVY: Yes, where was I?
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EHI: You were talking about the cloth importance…
EVY: Wax cloth is significant not only to regular users. Some people who do not use it.
Some people are indifferent to it; some just avoid wearing it or ignore the cloth but still
value wax cloth. It is an aspect of our culture.
Most of my buy is for family occasions, and the styles I make are shaped by the occasion
of use. At times, trying to dress as others can be a problem. Many people experience
anxiety thinking what to wear to certain occasions. Selecting and choosing what to
wear fit with your body, suitable for the occasion and age appropriate can be a big
problem. The social circumstances also dictate what you wear, who gets to wear what.
Ultimately, the dress code for the day inform the collective identity and the dynamics
between the individual and the community. I dress in different ways to different social
occasions. At times, you have to buy new clothes or refashion old styles for an event to
convey a message. Wax cloth is very powerful, and new designs of African prints take
on new meaning, which it copies.

EHI: While this conversation was going on, the doorbell rang.

The significance of African print accounted for by EVY does not only point to how
African prints are worn, but also to the way, they are used and make sense of it in
the diaspora. I find this useful in thinking about how users and those who would avoid
or ignore the cloth still see the cloth as an aspect of culture.

As EVY walked back into the room, a black nylon bag with thin stripes caught my eyes.
It was hung up at the end of the wardrobe, sealed probably never been moved or
opened. I wondered if it was hers, if so, why has it kept gathering dust. Why did she
keep it given the lack of space in her wardrobe? As I pulled it out, something struck me.
No dress in her wardrobe was wrapped in black plastic except this one. While unfolding
the dress, it dropped on the floor. I sensed there was something wrong because of the
painful silence we shared at that moment. Tears slid down her cheeks as she slowly
reached out to pass me the dress.
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With tears filled eyes, she said, I helped choose that fabric for my best friend’s wedding.
Tears dripping down her checks, she said, ‘She died a week to the wedding, so we did
not wear it. I have kept it and hung beside my own wedding asoebi’ (sobbing and
murmuring in- between depth breathe).
Very few things saddened me so fast as much as her tears. I felt my heart would break
if I said something. We cried together and spent the afternoon folding and unfolding
individual garments but most of the time, what echoing in my ears was her soft
murmurings: ‘She died a week to the wedding.’
EHI: I really enjoyed listening to your stories and thank you so much again for your
time, letting me into your home, invading your wardrobe and sharing your stories.

EVY: You’re welcome sis

End of TAPE
For details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription, see (page 192).
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UCHE’s Story

Figure A30: UCHE. Photo by the author.

I arrived at UCHE’s house about 10:15am for a 10.30am start, but UCHE was not home.
I phoned, and UCHE was on her way from the shops. She arrived 11.45am. We started
the conversation with the African time joke about punctuality.
UCHE: EHI lets go up and see my clothes and wardrobe.
As you can see, all my expensive or occasional African clothes that I do not wear
regularly are on the top shelf. I arrange my clothes according to function. I hang up my
work coats, dresses, trousers and tops on the lower part for easy access. Because of
the length and styling of my African outfits, I have folded them on the shelves. I also
have some in a suitcase in the garage with more unsewn and wrappers.
Many African fabrics in my wardrobe are new. Most of the older items I have kept
because they are either expensive or not wearable but kept for sentimental reasons
because I have some emotional attachment to it; like my grandma’s funeral asoebi and
so, I have kept it. I buy and wear copy wax mainly for asoebi. Sometimes, the colours
run and stain your underwear and car seats. More recently, I only attend events where
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the celebrant calls colour for the day or allows individuals wear their own. Asoebi for
events can limit and alters how you want to present yourself. I do not mind wearing
prints to African events like wedding, but I do not like events or people imposing their
choices on me no matter how insignificant it might appear on the surface.
For evening and or formal occasions, I prefer styles tailored to accentuate my body. I
like her clothes tight fitted. When you wear tight fitted dress or skirt, it helps in
structuring your movement. You move in particular ways. You stand out. The cloth and
the, your body move together, [...] they complement each other. People notice you.
EHI: Hmmm …
UCHE: Why are you all hmmm, nodding your head and smiling. Do not get all excited,
it takes an attitude and skill to master the techniques of moving and a struggle getting
into the car. My church is just around the corner, so I always walk from home to church.
If I took the bus or drive, then it would be a different matter. You cannot get into the
car quickly or easily with tight fitted skirts. I am not sure how people get on the bus. I
can only imagine the struggle pulling up your dress to get in and out of the bus.
EHI: What about to work?
UCHE: I mainly wear English clothes to work, wear African clothes to African events,
wear mix, and match for work in the summer. I think, and would like to say that my
work dress is similar to other young professional African women in Britain. I wear mix
and match, to add a twist to my work look, a hint to my diasporic heritage. I am British
African, have a transnational and multiple identities. Even my English clothes show who
I am. In my work dress, I present an image of how I want to be seen, a professional
woman. I meet many people and communicate my diasporic heritage to my audience.
For African parties, you see another me. I dress more elaborate, wear loud colour with
more accessories but the style is modernised to show the Britico in me. At events,
dresses show the mix of identities in our community. People dress to express multiple
identities from being of mix race, some dresses show different generation and others
show multiple identities developed because of living here. Adding to the already
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complex nature of African communities here is the sense of belonging.
EHI: What do you mean by a sense of ‘belonging’?
UCHE:

For many, it is an obligation to dress in a certain way to show belonging.

Including our lifestyles, a sense of belonging in the world in which we are living can play
on what we wear. I think the way we dress for many of us is to […] feel comforatble
around others. Whether it is where work or at parties, you know a desire to be part of
a community, a family, and a group or … to others. It relates to fulfilling needs if you
know what I mean.
EHI: Please can you explain more on being part of a community through dress
UCHE: What I am saying, is that for many of us, selecting what to wear is difficult when
you want to dress different identities and yet needs to stay trendy. Older people think
that young people are passive in the things of traditions. I think people are responding
to the challenges of living here. Which way we look at it, we dress to express both
identities. Belonging is relevant to how we [African] dress. It is not just the young
people. We are responding to cultural changes that might be associated with living in
the diaspora.
The way most of us dress, well I do, is not only linked to my African heritage, but also
to where people work, to their lifestyles. This is particularly important for people
whose dress is of personal preference. Individual preference as well as social
acceptability through wearing what fits in with our peers and or that reflect this
complexity. As I mentioned already, I have both English and African clothes. Here we
dress, well mix and match, and have adapted my clothes and recreated new ways of
dress to negotiate relationships and to fit in with people I hang with. I was born here
and most of my closest friends are English. I’m African by heritage but my life has been
in Britain, and so, it is also my home. Happenings at home also shaped how we dress.
My parents are both from Nigeria and are British, but I was born here, so I am Britico
to the core in my dress.
EHI: Okay, so there is Britico dress
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UCHE: Yes, when you dress and make the connections between your African and British
identities.
EHI: Okay,
UCHE: You wear African print, but your dress is fashionably British.
EHI: I do follow. Please, can you explain your wearing African print but fashionably
British?
UCHE: what I mean is, you dress same like others by wearing the asoebi but you show
your Britico in the unique way you dress through the styling; making ankara as English
dress or by wearing mix and match.
EHI: So, you are saying being Britico influence your dress.
UCHE: Yes. Well for me, my identities and belonging cannot be separated from how I
dress. My dress is continouusly influenced by many things; culture, social and fashion
trend.
EHI: Has that always been the case?
UCHE: As you know, you cannot dress anyhow to African family events. Like tonight, I
have to choose an outfit from my wardrobe that will be age appropriate and yet look
good.
Below I describe my observation of UCHE selecting her outfit for an event that she says,
requires she dress appropriate, but she wants to impress; look different and unique.
For about few minutes, we were both quiet. UCHE stare uninspired into her open
wardrobe thinking of what outfit to wear and sort the accessories for the outfit. She
brought out a dress and said, ‘I cannot choose this dress although I like it, because
people expect of me and occasion, then it’s a bit too short for my age’. UCHE says she
wants to impress and the occasion she was dressing for requires her to consider both
her personal preference, social expectations, occasion, her age. She selects a dress and
pieces of jewellery for her outfits. Then she tries on a few shoes. The first pair; pink and
blue, then a second red, which she said she had particularly ordered for the party, and
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a third one, which she says is her favourite and had bought for another party. Unsure
of what to wear, she brings out three more pairs of shoes and asks for my opinion. I
think the problem is that she has too many shoes. One wardrobe had boxes of shoes
lined up, there were a few boxes to the side of the wardrobe and yet another rack of
shoes by the door.
Looking at the fabric, I chose a shoe with matching colours with yellow heels to match
her clutch bag. She gazed at me for a while then tries it out. On trying it out, I notice a
big smile on her face. Happy with the shoe, she smiled. ‘I like it’ she says. Me too. I
replied. Nodding her head, she walks towards the mirror strutting and admiring the
colours combination of the shoes. On seeing her reflection, she makes a loud puff and
says, ‘I can see why you chose these shoes, they go well with the dress, but I fear the
shoes may take away the attention from my dress, but it will make me stand out.
Next, she looks at the bag she bought for the outfit. Unable to decide and concern
about what goes with what, she looks at more bags in her wardrobe for anything that
will go better with her outfit then decided on a cream and gold sequins bag. Outfit
sorted, she goes through a few boxes and holds out two-neck chain, one in each hand
in front of her body and chose a large pair of earrings. I liked her choice and told her
that the bold earrings will draw attention to her neck. ‘Ehis, we got there,’ she said
aloud smiling.
As UCHE’s dressing highlights, the problem was not that UCHE did not have clothes to
wear but what to wear that would fit with the occasion, her age and look good on her
to impress others.

End of TAPE
For details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription see (page 192).
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BELLE’s Story

Figure A31: BELLE wearing star design. Photo by the author.

BELLE’s (name redacted) story has a practical emphasis. She talks of the practicality of
wearing African prints and dressing your image. Multiple Award winner BELLE (MBE,
DL) is in her fifties married, a mother and a grandmother and lives in Moor Side
Manchester, England. She is born, raised and educated in England, makes her own
clothes and own a clothing line-www.nubeingdesigns.com. BELLE is a Deputy
Lieutenant of Greater Manchester (DL). In 2007, she has received many Awards for
voluntary service by groups in the community. She is an ambassador for Moor Side,
Manchester Rotary Peace Fellows and an Honorary Member of the Rotary Manchester
Breakfast Club. She sits on the North West Regional Committee of Crime Stoppers, UK.
She is the founder of ‘The Sewing Machine Project’ Manchester, a social enterprise set
up to empower refugee women in Greater Manchester, England.
BELLE: I am an African, born and brought up in England. At home, my parents insisted
on the maintenance of African’s ways of life; the language, food was mainly African.
Dress to special occasions as a child were African clothes. My parent sold and imported
African foodstuff as part of their job. I have African and non-African friends.
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As a child, I learned to perfect dress switching to embrace my different identities.
Although I did not visit Nigeria until my teenage years, I grew up dressing both African
and British. Through my teens and as a young wife, my mother’s wardrobe was a place
to dress-up. It was full of different African clothes, abada, lace, damask, brocade, asoke
and velvet printed fabrics of different colours, textures, sewn and unsewn.
My mother was a tailor, and it was from watching her that I learnt to sew. I learnt to
sew by upcycling my old clothes, and made my own since my teens […]. Almost every
other weekend, my mother and I would go to the fabric store in Piccadilly to buy factory
cutoffs and misprints, and she would make me nice dresses. I loved going on shopping
trips for fabrics, sewing accessories and trimmings with my mum. African print fashion
is not mass-produced, well not yet. We buy the fabrics in yardage then we take them
to the tailors and have them made into garments. Sewing made to measure is
expensive so being able to sew; I save money as I sew all my African outfits. Sad, sewing
craft is dying […].
EHI: Same here.
BELLE: I think I own many clothes for an African born in the UK. I have accumulated
many different African prints and clothing items, in different colours, classic, nontraditional designs, fancy prints bought, made, worn, new and refashioned pass-downs
inherited from my mother including this trunk box. [Pointing to a large truck box by
her bedside]. When my mother passed away as the first daughter of an only daughter,
I got all her wax prints, and they are very special. I wear them for special ceremonies
[…], and when I do, they remind me of her. I feel like she is there with me
EHI: Do you have a favourite?
BELLE: I prefer real wax and wear them to special occasions, but I do not buy or wear
Ankara following trends and or keeping up with what’s ‘in’ or new. Wearing clothes for
me is about being comfortable. I habitually wear African print top over jeans or English
styled blouses and matched it with an African print inspired skirt as stay home outfits.
Most times, I wear English fashioned Ankara dresses. Sometimes I wear the complete
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African outfit but also wear English designed clothing and suits. I am comfortable in
both African and English clothes. Personally, I am able to bridge the two. I dress in
African or British styles depending on the situation. I am comfortable being very an
African on certain occasions and a Britico at others.
Regarding the cloth itself, the look of African prints designs has changed in many ways
[...] The trend now is that the cloth, usually in cotton, is now in silk, chiffon, stretch
fabrics. I have a strong aversion to the cheap ones even though, at a distance, some
copy wax is almost indistinguishable from the real Dutch wax, the authentic ones. But
‘copy wax’ has gained wide acceptance here. Although there was a sharp distinction
between real and copy wax uses, that does not border people. The fact seems to be
eroding because of its regular use as asoebi and so, more people appear to wear copy
wax. The styles have also changed. Tailors are making modern styles instead of the
traditional boubou, and loose long skirts and tops worn by our mothers. Trendy
Western fashion scene has transformed and shaped the styles of dress of young
Africans. Young people wear African print in shorter skirts and formal suits amongst
others. Even young people who do not wear African print often accessorise with
earrings or bangles and or wear bright, bold shirts and shoes to show African aesthetics,
creating individual relationships with the cloth as well as express their identities.

EHI: Could you tell me more why that is…
BELLE: Because we [WADIB] are into glam and about a modern look. By incorporating
English styles and by wearing these new styles and designs, we create individual
relationships with the cloth as well as draw the attention of others to our Africanness
and Englishness. At home, I have no problem leaving my arms uncovered. I sometimes
wear boubou and sleeveless tops. Outside the house, I wear long skirts but also shorter
skirts with leggings; but like my dress tailored to my measurement and fitted.
As a child, I learned to perfect ‘mood and cultural switching’ dress modes to cope with
your different identity. Although I did not visit Nigeria as a child, taking up my Nigerian
personalities as a young person allowed me to develop skills that I have used to express
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my identity and my African dress sense. My dress choices is more about practical as a
young mother. I wore clothes that enabled me to dress quickly but also comfortable to
do the school runs. Besides, marrying a non-African meant fewer African events […]
When my mother died, as the first daughter, as Adanma – a nickname of every first
daughter from Igbo land, I took up the position of the mother of the house. When my
mother was alive, I was just the eldest daughter and simply called BELLE (name
redacted) by friends and Ada within the home by close relatives.
The expression of her African heritage through clothes was something BELLE has had
to deal with. She learnt to accommodate maintaining African culture in the UK
particularly in the winter. I remember my mother having problems with what I wore to
church. My mother was strict and did not like that I was anti-ankara […]. Appropriate
clothing is a big thing with African parents. When I was young, I did like wearing African
attire to church. For Sundays, you should be elegant, she would say. As a teenager,
when I wore African attire, I would wear a big coat or cover it with a sweater and have
leggings underneath to disguise the dress. Now, I wear leggings and knitted vest
underneath my ankara for comfort. You know, putting leggings and socks on and long
sleeve knitted vest underneath your top is for comfort. Dad, on the other hand, was
cool. Bless him […]. He always allowed me to wear sweaters and jeans to church
particularly in the winter, which to an average Nigerian father at that time was
inappropriate for church (remembering her father brought a few tears to bought our
eyes and break)
Coffee Break
EHI: During the break, we talked about your relationship with African prints. I would
love to hear more about your dress and the style you are wearing…

BELLE: I know (laughs). This tight fitted style was the asoebi for my friends 50th birthday
a few ago. I am lucky … I hardly put on weight no matter what I eat, so I still fit into it
but have had to refashion it by adding matching plain fabric to it. I seldom wear two
wrappers or loose styles except for boubou. I prefer tight fitted skirts. Because you
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know [laughs]. I have experienced the second wrapper dropping and for a long time, I
to prevent my [second] wrapper slipping, I was tying the ends into knots until my aunty
told me that by doing so, I was inviting suitors.

EHI: Could you describe how fitted skirt solved the two-piece wrapper problem
BELLE: By wearing fitted wrapper, I did not have to worry about the wrapper slipping,
and it amplifies the African woman’s’ figure [laughs]. Although tight fitted skirts
heighten your body shape and comportment, it is very uncomfortable sitting down and
to walk in it. You feel restricted in it (Laughs) every movement and step you make, the
cloth moves with you. When you want to stand out, comfort is the last thing that
comes to your mind. It is not just me; everybody struggles to walk in it and harder for
younger people.
EHI: Is there a way to sew or wear it to ease the uneasiness?
BELLE: Well some people make the cut well above your knees. But the fitness is part of
the glam. But we [WADIB] do not wear elaborate or tight fitted outfits every day. In
fact, here [in the diaspora] ankara is for special occasions including to church which
itself is a special occasion for us.
However, because of my job in the community I wear ankara more regularly than other
people do. I have to wear African prints to connect to and to ease interaction with other
Africans at events. It is expected of me. I also wear it to public events, parliament and
House of Commons; occasions [laughs] where I want to stand out. Wearing African
print and clothing items is empowering. Whenever I wear [African] print, which is often,
I always feel good and elegant. You command respect, and people say, ‘Erinma you
look beautiful’ when I put them on. To African parties, I wear outfits that are more
elaborate, and I personalise my style to stand out. I am comfortable wearing my
compete-outfit as African prints. You know; the top, skirt, gele, shoe and bag, all in
African prints. For a low-key, casual celebration, I wear mix and match. For children’s
party, I sometimes wear print over jeans or skirt. I have and wear different types of
ankara but prefer traditional designs with bold and bright colours.
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I have many ankara. As you can see my room and wardrobes are jam-packed with
clothes and overflowing. The trunk box is full of ankara and other African fabrics, but
I did not buy them all; the majority are passed down clothes. As the first daughter of
an only daughter, I inherited all my mothers’ clothes after she passed away. So, they
are very special to me, and I wear them only for special ceremonies […]. When I buy
ankara, I buy real Dutch wax because it last and never out of fashion. If the style is out
of fashion [trend], you refashion it. That is what I do, well, most people do.
I keep my everyday ankara in two wardrobes as well as these suitcases but the
expensive and unsewn ones I keep in the big trunk inherited from my mother. Some of
my ankara are hand block prints, the old authentic ones, costly and many are unsewn
and once belonged to my mother and was passed on to me as the Ada.
My collection is varied and many but I cannot give them away. My mum sold African
attire and so could afford to keep some many of which she kept unsewn in her
wardrobe and trunk box. Each wrapper has a story. My mother told me that she bought
and used different wrappers to mark and to celebrate the birth of each of us. Others
were either worn or bought for christening, weddings and family burials but a few were
gifts to her. Keeping my mother’s clothes reminds me of her love but also my loss and
the events and of the times that I spent with her and her stories of each wrapper.
Seeing them brings me happy memories.
When my mother was alive, I was just the eldest daughter and simply called Erinma by
friends and Ada within the house by close relatives. When my mother died as the first
daughter, the Adanma – a nickname of every first daughter from Igbo land I took up
the position as the mother of the house. Being the Ada of the home came with
expectations. I have to dress responsibly like the mother of the house that I am. Thank
God, I have come to love African clothes. In my culture, I am like the custodian of her
stuff. It would be disrespectful not to keep them. They were kept purposely and passon from my mother to me after her death, I cannot give them away.
EHI: seriously?
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BELLE: You have learnt something today then.
EHI: Yes. Thanks. You mentioned that you did not like ankara very much as a young
person, I am surprised that you wear it regularly now. What changed?
BELLE: It grows on you. I suppose it is aprt of what marriage does to you; your dress
change, my excuse. Thinking about it now, maybe I did not like my mother’s styles.
EHI: Oh, so it is about the styling.
BELLE: Yeah. Mmm. Because I make my outfits in modern styles, my children don’t have
those embarrassments they don’t have […] it’s just different for them, they see it as a
cultural sort of thing.
EHI: That is interesting. What do you think makes the difference?
BELLE: Our attitude. I think it’s an attitude to things African.
EHI: In what way?
BELLE: It’s sort of like, you know, we have people who say, ‘I can’t see any advantage
in my wearing ankara and other whose excuse is the lifestyle and of work-related.
EHI: Do you think differently?
BELLE: I think actually, this is the big problem. It’s because we are here? Well, that’s
just my thinking. Some people do not wear it because they feel too English. I was like
that once, but it grows on you. I suppose dress changes as your life circle change. As a
young girl growing up here, oh nooooooo [laughs]. Then you get married and family
give you suitcases of abada [expensive wax cloth]. Well, that is what we do [in
Igboland] where I come from. You get enticed […]. Having my own collection of African
clothes and wearing them to show that I was married is my excuse. It is what marriage
does to you. You want to dress womanly and responsible. Because, although people
perform different identity in a different context, rules about dress and gender are still
enforced here both formally, and often, informally.
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EHI: Okay, so you were somewhat encouraged …
BELLE: Yes. That is one way of putting it. Yeah, maybe that was why mother allowed
me to use her wardrobe as my free clothes boutique for all my African dress needs
when I wanted African dress for an African party to encourage me, I suppose. My
mother owned many African prints that she wears to weddings and other African
events. More often than not, she loaned some to my sister and me to wear to occasions
where African attire was required for a family gathering or special occasions. Wearing
colourful African prints in elegant style with all the accessories turns a person from
normal into a beautiful and glamorous person. Therefore, it is less a wardrobe item per
se, and more of aggrandisement.
To your question, about me changing, thinking about it what I think happens and I have
been told me by many people, is as your social roles change, you change. Your dress
has change. We all change; your dress has changed Ehi from when I first met you. Since
this research, you wear ankara like me [laughs]. As a young girl, yes, I was not a great
fan of African clothes, but it grows on you especially if you live with people like my
mother and aunties who wear African clothes regularly.
EHI: Ah, making sense now…
BELLE: I sew all my clothes, so I only have to buy the fabric. Sewing made to measure
is expensive. Plus asoebi ‘wear it once’ culture that we practice here for shame that
everybody would have seen you at the previous party or on your Facebook page comes
at a high cost. Unlike back home, asoebi worn to events are hardly worn here again
except either you refashion them or give away as a present to friends or relatives or
wear them.
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Figure A32: Conversation with BELLE. Photo by the author.

EHI: Could you describe how you choose what to wear?
BELLE: We [African women] generally, well, I select and chose what to wear including
the styling depending on the occasion. Even the types of ankara because, it also come
to play in how others judge your outfit. Even when you copy styles of others. To stand
out, you must have the flair, experience and ability to select the right dress and
accessories from a range of different items of new clothes or refashioned from old
clothes in the wardrobe to create an overall look that will announce your entrance. I
enjoy getting dressed for various occasions, whether it is for a wedding, work, or
shopping. I enjoy selecting and wearing clothes and like to think that I am capable of
putting items together and dress appropriately. I wear expensive ankara for special
occasions. Whenever I wear it, I always feel, good because it makes me feel elegant
and people notice and comment on my dress. I think it affects your posture too, the
way you stand and your comportment. I think, um, well, it makes you feel like you, you
command some respect. Not too long ago, as a new Deputy Lieutenant for Greater
Manchester, I had to officiate the oath of allegiance and present certificates of British
citizenship at a citizenship ceremony. For the presentation of certificates of British
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citizenship, which is a special occasion, I chose and wore an abada step design.130
Selecting step design was me saying, ‘I was climbing into another phase’ just like the
people at the citizenship ceremony. Wearing African print and African clothing items
are empowering.
EHI: Do you have any photos?
BELLE: Unfortunately, no. We, are not allowed to take photos during such events.
Many people came dressed up, but a few people were casually dressed. When a person
receiving their new citizenship certificate wears jeans, you think; would it have been
okay for me to wear jeans too? No. I would have felt uncomfortable presenting
certificates wearing Jeans and recipients shows up all dressed up.
EHI: That reminds me. By the way, I like your dress, gele and makeup to match. You
want to talk about it?
BELLE: As I have told you, I make my own clothes. I also do my own makeup and tie my
gele. People who cannot tie gele pay professionals. For occasions such as the wedding
of your daughter or son when you want a super glam ‘look’ even when you can tie you
gele, you pay a professional. On such occasions, you want to look your best. At such
occasions, which are few, all you do is have a bath. The makeup artists does all the
work. She would scrub and massage your face so it glows. Then do your nails, face
makeup, style your hair and or tie your headgear. Finanly, help to put on your dress.
You are literally dressed up.
Break for coffee
TAPE On
EHI: When you are ready, please could you continue with why you wear ankara when
you present talks.

130

It signifies upward movement. In this case both for her as a new de Deputy Lieutenant for Greater
Manchester and for those receiving their British citizenship.
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BELLE: Yes, as I was saying, I wear African print to establish myself as a representative
of my culture. Wearing ankara allows me to express my identity. I am not saying that
it is more expressive than other fabrics but in the context in which we African dress; it
is more expressive. Besides that, I love African clothes; I like to dress up in elaborate
African attire. It makes me feel special, look presentable and responsible. It reminds
me of my culture. At parties, it is to identify with others. With my position in the
community, it is expected of me to wear ankara at events. When you wear Ankara, you
connect and interact easily and efficiently with other Africans at events.
EHI: Ha! BELLE (name redacted), these clothes, I mean from your mother, do you wear
them?
BELLE: What? Of course. But sometimes, I refashion them. My mother, my daughter
and my [embodied] relationship to ankara are different. My mother is Nigerian born
and raised. My daughter (name redacted) and I are born, raised and educated in
Britain. We grew up free from the rules of what to wear and what not to wear which
my mother experienced back home. There is a difference between being an African
living in Britain, British African and Britico. Our experience with ankara is different.
Even between my daughter and me born and raised here. The only thing that you can
say is common is that we are family and African.
[Alarm rings]
Time up; that was my alarm to go pick up my son from school.
EHI: I understand and thanks again for your time, letting me into your home, raiding
your wardrobe and sharing your stories.
BELLE: You are welcome Ehi anytime.

End of TAPE
For details of symbols and contractions used in this transcription see (page 192).
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Appendix F: Transcripts of radio recording

Date: 18 04 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in Chat room/TXT: 8
Number of calls: 2 calls were answered during the show and 2 after the show.
Number of listeners: 189 people tune in from computer streaming excluding mobiles
and other devices such as iTunes, Windows Media, Janus-Android Apps on Google Play
and Blackberry Tune in.
Number of Text: 12

Figure A33: Advert - Ankara-in-diaspora 18 04 2015.

Profile of Guest Speakers:
OBIRI (name redacted) is fifty-eight years old. She was born and educated in Nigeria.
After her studies, she moved to join her husband in England and remained. She is a
nurse, married with five children and four grandchildren. She is an elder and member
of the ‘Nigerian Women's Group Manchester’.
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RENE (name redacted) is in her late forties. She was in born in England but her early
childhood was in Nigeria because her father retired and went back to Nigeria. She
moved back to England to further her education and trained as a business manager and
beauty therapist. RENE is a writer, an Award-Winning author, style icon and politician.
She lives in Manchester, is married with an adult son who has left home.
RADIO AIR ON
Music Intro
EHI: Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on Ankara in diaspora with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. Manchester. Ankara-in-diaspora is our voice and our
stories about how we wear ankara in the diaspora.
Today we will be talking about the significance of ankara. To be part of the discussion,
to share your stories or experiences, tell us why you choose certain patterns or types
of Ankara over others, or do not wear Ankara. Call 01612229960. If you are calling from
outside the UK, add +44. You can also join me on the chat room. To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I tanda dey wait for una here again today oooh. This na where we dey talk
about how we dey wear Ankara for Obodo Oyinbo. (My fellow Africans in the diaspora
please join me in today’s talk on Ankara in diaspora). Where we dey yan and we dey
ask our self and talk every time about ankara and abada them (where we talk and
question how we use African prints in the diaspora). You dey use this cloth self? (Do
you wear Ankara?) The cloth e important abi e no important to you. Why some of us
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dey use this cloth anyhow for here (What is the significance to you?) The way we dey
use the cloth e don change the meaning? Abi, e add new meaning to the cloth? I tanda
for I9ja radio station for here dey wait for una tory. (Call in and share your stories). But
before we begin nak our tory make we listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki - Ankara my
introooooo…
EHI: Good afternoon and welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora with
me Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. With me today to talk on how we rock Ankara in the
diaspora is elder and member of the ‘Nigerian Women's Group Manchester’, OBIRI
(name redacted). Good afternoon and welcome to the show.
OBIRI: Good afternnon Eh and thanks for inviting me.

EHI: Also with me is award-winning author, style icon and politician, RENE (name
redacted). Good afternnon and thanks for coming in.
RENE: Good afternoon sister Ehi. Thanks for the opportunity.
EHI: OK. Aunty OBIRI (name edated) I beg carry goooooo [Aunty pleas can you start
ttodays talk ….
OBIRI: Okay, um, let’s talk about ankara use and why? To talk about the significance
of ankara, we have to look at why our mothers rush to buy new designs […]. It was
more than just a covering but more about what the cloth patterns and colours allowed
them to do and say. Although there continues to be a demand for ankara here, the
popularity of traditional design and style has waned so much that they are becoming a
dress for elders and stories of a bygone era. One attraction of people to copy wax is
the price difference. Real Dutch wax is not cheap. To buy real Dutch wax and make an
outfit, costs about £135.00 [if not more chipped in RENE]. Chinese copy wax, is much
cheaper but does not last. Last week I bought a copy wax for asoebi from Moston for
£20.00 for six yards. So yes, the cost has a part to play here.
Back home the emphasis is more on the stores the cloth conveys. For example, the
Elephant – The elephant is big and strong and signifies strength and longevity. On the
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fabric, when the elephant trunk as a pattern is pointed up, it is worn to announce good
luck, victory. The Lion a very powerful animal, so it is an emblem for strength and power
but some women use it to represent strength in femininity and motherhood amongst
others.
The colours. The lion designs comes in many colour. It is one pattern that colour can
reverse the meaning. A blue lion motif on a wrapper can be use to send a message of
weakness. Women draw on calmness associated with blue to indirectly call man who
is not man enough to stand up to his mother or protect his wife or perform his duties
as a husband. Wearing a blue lion, is saying ‘a tamed lion’, ‘a tamed man’ or ‘a weak
lion’, a ‘weak man’.
EHI: Okay, I know you are talking about elephant but But first, lets answer the people
in the chatroom texting on the snail pattern. If it is okay with you, we may digress and
answer them then return later to this lion thing because I find the analogy interesting.
Let’s read some text:
The messages we send with a pattern like a snail wrapper can be personalised
with colour to a particular occasion.
A snail wrapper represent slowness.
Hello! Depending on the colour when in red can mean I am slow but not
weak. Gentle but dangerous.
Do not take my patience for granted Lol.
No need to hurry.
Do not take my patience for granted.
Don't push me […]. I choose my pace. Great job Ehi (Message from USA,
(name-redacted) thank you to joining the chat room).
EHI: Sister RENE (name redacted) please do you want to come in here
RENE: This is interesting. Knew it would be fun. Um, well, yes, meanings of designs
take many forms, um, can resemblance the image or object but sometimes, do not. We
know the snail is slow. The traditional meaning associated with snail represents the
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actual character of our observation of the snail – slow in movement.131 Wearing the
snail totalk about slowness relates to the characteristic of the slow movement of the
snail. However, sometimes, fabrics with snail patterns can send a message of patience
and tolerance.132 We also know that to be slow does not mean that you are patient yet
fabrics with snail patterns can send messages that relate to patience. It is in this twist
and complex ways that the cloth allows us to send different message and help drives
the market.
EHI: My people. E dey happen for 19ja radio. We dey yan for here. If you are listening,
and have a story about a pattern you want to share or be part of the discussion, simply
dial, 0161 222 99 60.That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat
room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara’
EHI: I think we have a caller on the line. Hello caller? Hello, hello can you hear me? We
can hear you.
CALLER: Good afternoon madam
EHI: Good afternoon. Please, what is your name and from where you are calling from?
CALLER: Good afternoon. My name (name redacted) and I am calling from London.
EHI: Good afternoon caller (name redacted), please what is your contribution?
CALLER: First, well done sister for doing this research and asking us to contribute our
knowledge. We want more research like this. My contribution? I just call to say I have
learnt something today. Really if you think of a snail, the first thing that comes to your
mind is slowness. The character of the snail explains the concept of ‘slow'.
EHI: Hello, hello, I think we have lost the caller RENE (name readacted) you have been
smiling, laughing and shaking your head. You do think differently, what to share you
are…

131

When the meaning bear, in their form, a certain resemblance to the image or object to which they
refer - [iconic].
132 Here, the meaning bear no apparent relationship at all to the things to which they refer indexical.
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RENE: Thanks you caller. Yes slow in pidgin is patience. It is interesting because actually,
in everday converatiin we tell people to slow down when they are in a hurry, be patient.
EHI. My people, if you are listening, please dial 0161 222 9960. Its 0161 222 9960. We
need help with more of our local analogy to the snail-slow-patient thing. How did we
[Afrians] take slowness and put it with patience. Any more analogy. A bi, [or], if you
have another story about a pattern you want to share or be part of the discussion,
please dial, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our
chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara’.
OBIRI: Ehi, as I said before, the meaning is not always in the images or patterns but can
also be the result of a social practice. Sometimes we fix the meaning, and we fix it so
firmly that, after a while, it comes to seem the natural meaning and many people see
it to mean such. However, most meanings are symbolic and representation of
individual animals plants and objects.
EHI: Just a minute, I think we have a caller on the line. Hello caller? Hello, hello.
CALLER: Good afternoon
EHI: Good afternoon. Please, what is your name and from where you are calling from?
CALLER: My name is (name redacted) and I am calling from Manchester.
EHI: Good afternoon (name redacted) please what is your contribution?
CALLER: The way of thinking about this is looking at the V sign that ‘stands for' or
represents ‘Victory'. Someone started it. Again as our sisters have pointed out on the
show, a simple example is the traffic lights', Green is for Go! Amber is slow down! Red
means Stop! At traffic lights, we stop at red lights and we understand that red colour
conveys danger. I come to understand and accept this. As aunty OBIRI (name redacted)
said, it is because of the social practice and cultural meanings of proverbs associated
with some designs. The cloth meaning is pass down to us so the traditional and become
locked into how we use it. That is my contribution.
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OBIRI: Thank you for that contribution. Yes, we learn to understand some of the
meanings of certain patterns. However, sometimes the meanings of some patterns
change depending on the colour to refer different things. Some pattern meanings
go out of common usage and or new names and meaning created to replace them.
EHI: Please hold that thought because it is an interesting angle to take [NS]. I think we
have a caller on the line. Hello caller? Hello, hello.
CALLER: Good afternoon
EHI: Good afternoon. Please, what is your name and from where you are calling
CALLER: My name is (name redacted) and I am calling from Manchester.
EHI: Good afternoon (name redacted). Please what is your contribution? Good
afternoon Sir, Yes, what is your contribution? Is it the same for you (name redacted)?
CALLER: [laughing] well, old words clad in new meanings or taking on new meaning
comes to mind.
EHI: (Name redacted), that na big grammar oooooh I beg come to our levels Bro[ther].
CALLER: I am an IT consultant so I will use what I know to explain my understanding of
it. With the Internet age, the cloud now also describes the online space for the largescale processing and storage of data. Stream once used to describe a body of water
now, also describes uploading of updates or photos or images online and can mean
continuous transport of data in real-time like video or audio. When word connotations
shift, it may acquire different meanings. I think the same logic applies to meanings of
patterns on African prints. That is my contribution.

EHI: Thank you for your contribution, sir. Let us bring in some text in the chatroom.
A particular pattern can have a range of meanings (NONO).
You can change the meaning of a pattern with colours (CHEM).
A pattern can mean something to someone and not others (VIV).
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A pattern meaning can be of personal experiences CHEM).
Some patterns may have entirely different meanings when used in a different
occasion [particular context] (No name given).
Meaning of pattern can also be through the way people use them (JOE).
I agree, but the way some people use wax cloth do not always represent the
meaning (CHEM).
Changing the way wax cloth is used or the meaning of certain patterns is not
forbidden (IFY).
EHI: What do you think of CHEM (name redacted) chatroom text … ‘The way a pattern
is used and the meaning can be of personal experience.’
RENE: I think she means the cloth meaning can be personal.
BIRI: That is ankara for you. Even when pattern meaning remains the same, they can be
personalised to hint something else. Meaning of patterns more than one meaning.
Returning to the snail design it is common knowledge among us Africans, that ‘snail
patterns' can send messages to show slowness, thoroughness, patience and or
weakness and may vary significantly from one person to another.
EHI: I am afraid, that is all we have time for today. Again, time has run so fast on us. To
all the callers and listeners of Ankara out there, until next week when you continue to
let me into your week with Ankara, THANK YOU for your contributions. It has been
interesting reading your txt and listening to your stories. Do not forget to send us photos
of some of your styles on how to rock new trends of Ankara to 19jaradio Facebook.
Alternatively, you can post it on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’ page. Help like our page if you
enjoy this show. I will also appreciate your comment in the comment box provided. Till
next week, when I will be here again to hear about your stories and experiences with
Ankara. Stay blessed and have a happy weekend.
My people I throw way salute again oooh.
Make Una enjoy the weekend with bobo awelo…
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Date: 25 04 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in Chat room: 8
Number of listeners: 189 people tune in from computer streaming excluding mobiles
and other devices such as iTunes, Windows Media, Janus-Android Apps on Google Play
and Blackberry Tune in.
Number of calls: 2 calls were answered during the show and 2 after the show.
Number of Text: 12

Figure A34: Advert – Ankara-in-Diaspora 25 04 15.

Profile of Guest Speaker:
IT (name redacted) is in her late fifties. She is a nurse, married with four children, a girl
and three boys.
On request, and following on the theme: How people know the meaning of an image
on wax cloth or the message and why some meanings have changed in diaspora,
particularly the meaning of snail pattern, today on Ankara in the diaspora, the central
point of discussion was the changing meaning of wax cloth and use in the diaspora.
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RADIO AIR ON
Music Intro
EHI: Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. Manchester.
Ankara-in-diaspora is our voice and our stories about how we wear Ankara in the
diaspora.
Today we will be talking about how we dress.
How do you select and rock Ankara in the diaspora.
To be part of the discussion, to share your stories or experiences, tell us why you
choose certain patterns or types of Ankara over others, or do not wear Ankara.
Call 01612229960. If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44.
You can also join me on the chat room.
To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I tanda dey wait for una here again today oooh. This na where we dey talk
about how we dey rock [wear] ankara for Obodo Oyinbo (My fellow Africans in the
diaspora join me in today’s talk on Ankara in diaspora). Where we dey yan about
ankara and abada them (where we talk and question how we use African prints in the
diaspora). You dey use this cloth self? (Do you wear Ankara?) The cloth e important
abi e no important to you. Why some of us dey use this cloth anyhow for here (What is
the significance to you?). The way we dey use print don change the meaning? Abi, e
add new meaning to the cloth? I tanda for I9ja radio station for here dey wait for una
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tory. (Call in and share your stories). But before we begin nak our tory make we listen
to HallyQ featuring Seriki - Ankara my introooooo…
Music and commercial break

Hello and Welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora with your host Ehime
Oboh bringing you top cahrting hit by HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara ‘I go buy ankara
for you’. You are still on and tuned in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. Do you
wear Ankara in the diaspora? If yes, we want to hear of your experiences and your
dress choices. If not, what gets in your way? To share your stories, and experiences or
be part of the discussion simply dial, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can
also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as guest and select the
programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’

With me on the show today, is IT (name redacted). Good afternoon madam. Welcome
and thank you for accepting to be a guest on Ankara-in-diaspora talk show.

IT: Good afternoon Ehi. It is my pleasure and thanks for the invite. Continuing from our
conversation outside, first, wearing wax cloth or any other African attire here is to
express our identity. The different ankara we have express who we have become as
well as reminds us of our past. The way we wear wax cloth here, for example, your style
Ehi shows a display of identities, of two cultures rather than one. However, some
peoples deliberately mislead others by personalising personal meanings to old
patterns.
EHI: How?
IT: They wear certain designs to certain occasions, where usually other patterns are
more appropriate to use. They say they are personalising the meaning whereas others
say they are misinterpreting wax cloth meaning. They call it changing the meaning. Of
course, we expect some changes as it has come along in its travels. However,
deliberately using the cloth in news ways and passing such values to another
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generation like most things, the value is reshaped and or altered. Its’ not the same as
back home.
EHI: We have a Caller. Hello caller? Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from
where you are calling.

CALLER: Good afternoon. I am calling from Salford.
EHI: Please what is your contribution?
CALLER: I called to say I have observed cultural loyalties as an increasing norm with wax
cloth use here partuculary with elders who still wear old designs. One reason many of
us wear the cloth here is to express our identity and belonging. That sis my
contribution. Bye.
EHI: Well she is gone. Would have been nice for her explain this dress as a means to fulfil
belonging. IT would you want to help us with that or add something to it?

IT: Thanks for that contribution. Yes. Ankara is our traditional cloth, and here we wear
it to special occasions to identify with others. So yes, we can say it is also about fulfilling
a need of belong for many. And I see what (name redacted) mean. For example, I buy
print from Moston when I go shopping for food. Moston Road is a one-stop shopping
for all our African stuff, from food, skin and hair products to the latest African cloth.
For me as with many of my friends and family members, on our days off work or at
weekends we go to Moston not just for food shoping but also for gist, because, you are
likely to see someone you know for catch up on home gist.133 Wearing African print to
events and or going shopping in Monston because you also want to meet others like
you is in a way fulfilling a need for belonging […].
EHI: Just a minute, we have a call - - awww, I think another call has cut her off. Hello
caller?

133

Gist is used to mean ‘gossip’ or simply news, while ‘home gist’ refers to news from the home
country.
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CALLER: Hello good Afternoon ankara woman.
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling.
CALLER: I am calling from Clayton. Thanks you for this sister. Please sooooh, ; let us not
impose our ideas on others. I think it is better to bring together our different ideas but
respect the differences and take it as genuine understandings of wax cloth practice
here [in the diaspora]. After listening to you on your show last week, I have also become
interested in the observation of people. In particular, I have taken an interest in how
we wear Ankara. From my observation, we dressed in elegant African prints gowns to
church, birthday parties and weddings and naming ceremonies. I can say that nothing
holds people together - -the display of togetherness than dress. That is my
contribution. Well done sister.

EHI: The chat room is busy so let me read out ome chat room text:

Wearing it is to say, like, this is where I come from.
Living here creates a space for us to create new meanings.
Everyone here is aware of the change I like change but wrong depiction
and changes to meanings is dangerous.
Thanks people in the chat room; it is great to have you as part of the show. You give us
diffeent insght to the cloth. I like the idea about living here creates a space for us to
creat new meaning. My people, do you want to know the latest Ankara in town? The
traders go chop your money.
Music and commercial break
EHI: Hello and Welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. That was, ‘Chop
My Money’ by Nigerian R&B duo P-Square and Kukere - Iyanya.
You are still tuned in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora.
Do you wear Ankara in the diaspora? If yes, we want to hear of your experience and
your dress choices If not, what gets in your way? To share your stories, and experiences
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or be part of the discussion simply dial, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You
can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as guest and select
the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’

First, let us take some text on the significance of Ankara how we wear it here from the
chatroom:
Ankara is popular as asoebi here – for identity purpose.
Patterns names and the cultural meanings is important to how I make
my choices of what wax cloth to wear,
The cloth patterns help in the picturing of thoughts and largely dictates
our choices.
I disagree. Our choices do not just lie in the patterns names and
cultural meanings alone. It is also in the usage.
Some of us wear Ankara and other African attire according to our
individual taste.
Including names, the colour of the cloth play a significant role in adding
meaning to pattern.
Yes! Some patterns in certain colours, gets a reinterpretation and or
add new meaning.
EHI: A question for people in the chatroom. Are you saying that colours on a pattern
can affect how someone read the message of a cloth irrespective of name? Just a
minute, I think we have another caller; […] another call has cut her off. Hello caller?
CALLER: Hello good Afternoon ankara woman.
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling and your
contribution.
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CALLER: I am calling from Ashton. I just want to add that, you can use the traditional
meaning of the pattern and or the colours to say something. Particularly colour or
pattern on the cloth can be for identification. I am from Ghana. Colours have symbolic
meaning among my ethnic people. We have meanings attached to colours and wear
colours accordingly. In my place, yellow and gold represents royalty. Black we all know
is sadness, for mourning but mourning colours can depend on choice and age of the
deceased. The list is long. Green represents fertility, newness. Red represents power,
war. Um, blue relates to love, kindness, and peace. Um grey they say stand for doubt,
blame and white represents joy, victory and purity. What else, um, some colour
combinations such as red and yellow represent powerful life. Bye oooh.

EHI: Thanks for that contribution and list. What else can you add to this list? Call us on
01612229960. If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44. You can also join me on
the chat room. To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

I am sure there are other meanings. I was noting the meaning to ask the caller to
explain more but she is gone. Right, I will read some text from the chat room before I
lose them too.
Yess oooh.
Yeah! The meaning, of a particular pattern change with colours,
accessories, occasion and purpose of the cloth use.
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Yeah, so true, sometimes people use colours on the cloth to
personalize the meaning of the pattern or change it.
People use colours to add new meaning to a cloth.
A pattern may be appropriate for one event and not the other
depending on its colour.
The chatroom is buzzing. Thanks people.
The wearers’ gender can change the meaning of a cloth pattern.
Sometimes, the celebrant sets our choices of wax cloth to certain
occasions.
What religion or work allows can influence the way we dress.
You learn dress norms by watching people and or copying our parents,
older people or from experience – mix all together - what you see,
what you learn from your parent, family and from tradition.
I am afraid, that is all we have time for today. Again, time has run so fast on us.
To all the callers and listeners of Ankara-in –diaspora talk out there, until next week
when you continue to let me into your week with Ankara, thank you for your
contributions. t has been interesting reading your txt and listening to your stories.
Do not forget to send us photos of some of your styles on how to rock new trends of
Ankara to 19jaradio Facebook.
Alternatively, you can post it on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’ page.
Help like our page if you enjoy this show.
I will also appreciate your comment in the comment box provided.
Till next week, when I will be here again to hear about your stories and experiences
with Ankara. Stay blessed and have a happy weekend.
My people I throw way salute.
Make Una enjoy the weekend with chart-topping hit ‘Dorobucci’.
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Date: 02 05 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in Chat room/TXT: 8
Number of calls: 2 calls were answered during the show and 2 after the show.
Number of listeners: 189 people tune in from computer streaming excluding mobiles
and other devices such as iTunes, Windows Media, Janus-Android Apps on Google Play
and Blackberry Tune in.

Figure A35: Advert – Ankara in Diaspora 02 05 15.

Profile of Guest Speaker:
KBK (name redacted) is in her late forties and African born. She did her first degree in
Nigeria, her Masters in Germany and a further degree in New Zealand. She trained as
a linguistic translator but works now as a freelance insurance broker. She relocated to
England for work with her five children, after her divorce.

RADIO AIR ON
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Music Intro
Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. Salford, Manchester. Ankara-in-diaspora is our voice and
our stories about how we wear Ankara in the diaspora.
How do we Africans in the diaspora select what to wear and what gets in the way in
the choices we make?
Do you wear ankara in Britain? We want to hear your stories.
To be part of the discussion, or to share your stories and experiences,
Call 01612229960.
If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44.
You can also join me on the chat room.
To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I don land again oooh. Today we get planty gist to share and I tanda dey
wait for una to join for this talk about how we dey wear ankara for Obodo Oyinbo. (My
fellow Africans in the diaspora join me in today’s talk on Ankara in diaspora). We go
also talk about the importance of the cloth for here - Why some of us dey use this cloth
anyhow (What is the significance to you?)
Me I go like to know if the way we dey use the cloth don yeye the cloth or change the
meaning the way our mama and papa them dey use am. Why some people no dey wear
the cloth sef.
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My people, I tanda for I9ja radio station for here dey wait for una tory. (Call in and
share your stories). But, before we begin nak our tory make we listen to HallyQ
featuring Seriki – Ankara…. My introooooo… (To start, let us listen to HallyQ featuring
Seriki – Ankara.
Commercial and Music Break

EHI: Hello and Welcome back. You are tuned in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora
with me Ehime Oboh and KBK (name redacted). You are tuned in to Saturday talk on
Ankara-in-diaspora. With me on this show today, is KBK (name redacted). A freelance
Insurance broker. Good afternoon and happy to have as a guest on Ankara-in-diaspora.
KBK: Good afternoon Ehi and thanks for the invite.
EHI: Very good start today. Someone is already in the chat room. Good afternoon and
welcome to the show Somerset. The first text is in and it says,
Last week your guest talked about abada. I tried to call in but my calls did not go
through. Is abada the same thing as ankara and wax cloth?
EHI: (Name redacted) and for all those who do not know what is abada.
Abada is also call Ankara, wax cloth and African prints. Most people call the imported
and original Dutch wax cloth abada. Whether you say abada, ankara or fancy prints
even the copy wax, they are all African print. Okay KBK (name redacted) you are
smiling as if you want to add something to that.
KBK: I did not know that. So it is good information for me. So wax cloth are the ones
that are imported and the real wax, Dutch wax. Learn every day. I know there is fancy
prints, the expensive wax cloth and there is Chinese cheap copy wax. But did not know
these other names. Please tell us more about the difference.
EHI: Hmn, how do I say this not to bore you people out or make it sound like a
lecture?(Coughs). Clothes are important aspects of our social life and trade. The
English, Dutch and French exported Indian produced cottons to West African markets.
So we were, kind of accustomed to imported fabrics. Views differ as to how machine
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printed batik got to West African. So please call and tell us your stories about how
ankara found its from Europe with machine- to West Africa and how we came to love
it and wear it to express our African identity.
KBK: For me, it is what the cloth enable me to do. You know this anyway (laughing).
EHI: KBK wears and love ankara because of what the cloth enable her to do. Is it the
same for you? Are you indifferent?

Call 01612229960. The number again is

01612229960. We will like to hear your stories.
If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44.
You can also join me on the chat room. To chat;


www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and

EHI: Clicking away in the chat room there. We have many people in the chat room
today. Hello (name redacted). Hello (name redacted), hello (name redacted), Hello
(name redacted), Hello (name redacted), How are you today? Thanks for all your text.
I will take a few:
We accepted the cloth because the misprint and cracks looks like those
on adire eleko.
I liked it because ankara come in a variety of colours not just indigo
blue.
I wear and use ankara to express my identity.
I like to wear ankara to weddings and parties only.

I do not wear it except to parties because of my job.
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KBK: Whoa oh. Thank you guys in the chat room for the many text. Well done, (names
redacted). Of course Ehi. Yes. Most people like to wear ankara but if you have a uniform
job, you cannot wear it often obviously. Except at weekends, and to special occasions.
Thank you again (name redactefd) for that contribution.I remember Ehi. I few years
back - - not to give away age (laughs) when I had to do my naturalisation in Germany.
That was back in them days when I still lived in Germany. One of the pre-requisite is
that you speak their language and give up your nationality. So I got thinking what I was
going to do to remember that day I swapped my Nigerian passport for theirs. On the
day of swearing in, I went in my complete Ankara regalia.

EHI: You self [very bold statenement]
KBK: Waite I never finish. Head to toe. Head tie and shoes to match. Yeah! It wad to
make a statement and I really made a statement. People were amazed to see me dress
in my traditional outfit yet swapped my Nigerian passport for theirs. In a way, I was
expressing that I associate with both my identities. People commented on my dress. It
was very elaborate and the press of course took loads of photos. Not sure, what they
did with all the photos they took on that day – it was loads. You know, when we want
to say something, ankara does it and does it well.
EHI: Just a minute please.

KBK (name redacted), I may have to interrupt you

sometimes.
KBK: No problem, I understand.
EHI: Another text in the chat room. It says:
Sis[ter] I hail ooooh. I beg, is there a way to tell the difference between
the many types of Ankara in the market?
EHI: Thanks Chemite. Let me rephrase that. Is there a way to tell ankara, fancy
prints; copy wax and wax cloth or abada apart? To be part of the discussion,
simply dial, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with
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me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the
programme ‘Ankara’
The chat room is buzzing again today. Well done in the chat room. I have to read the
text from time to or we lose the text as more come in. Plus to bring the people in the
chat room into the conversations. See, people in the chatroom are txting and taken up
the task to answer the question. I will just read them out for all listeners.

‘Producers put labels on the selvedge - edges of the cloth to identify
their product’.
Label ke? Fake label dey and full market. I beg spit on the cloth if they
let you ooh or wet your fingers and rub the cloth if you can. If the
colour comes out, then it is a copy not the original one.
Pull a little thread at the end and taste it if you can, if it taste bitter
then it is likely to be fak.
Real wax print is same on both sides.
If you can tell the back from the front easily, then it is Chinese copy
wa.
Abanayan get cracks and full market, so be careful.
If it is cheap then it is not real wax but does not mean that it is not
good.

EHI: So, (name redacted) when you go to the market, look out for the labels and you
will see the names. The imported ones are the top quality ones and more expensive.
More answers for you (name redacted).

KBK: Ehi, these people in the chat room know the stuff – you know.
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EHI: I know. (Name redacted), in addition, as I mentioned previously, real wax cloth
has crackles while the other do not. We also know that some copy wax cloth and fancy
prints all now may have ground effects that look like crackles. So be careful when you
buy. There are many types in the market. I hope we have answered your question.
KBK: These people in the chat room are really- - good Ehi.
EHI: Yes. Thanks guys for all your contributions.
KBK: I just go to the market and buy any colour and pattern I like. (Laughing). Honestly,
I taught it was about price. You know it range from £5.00 per metre to £20.00 per metre
even cost more for the beaded and sequins embellished luxury brands. I go to Moston
and the shop owner and sales people know me and know what I like. So (name
redacted), you can also ask the shop owners and sales people for advice. They normally
tell customers the difference and price.
EHI: True, most traders do. But if they do not know you well, be sure, they will rig the
price and you end up paying high for ‘Julius’ brand instead of real Dutch wax.
KBK: Last week in Manchester, I went shopping for African fabric, I saw these beautiful
bag and shoe made with ankara, and I got one – a nice clutch bag. I know I already have
loads of bags but this was different because it was made of ankara. I will show you next
time. It was cheap under £30.00 and I thought yeah; about time, I have an ankara
purse. Guess what sis?
EHI: What?
KBK: I poured some wine over it. First, the colours of the fabric stained my new dress.
Then when I tried to clean the bag - the rest you know [laughs].
EHI: It can be tricky maintaining real wax outfits talk less of copy wax. Pele. Waste of
money and then your new dress.
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KBK: Anyway, I could have been the same had it rained that day…. Ehi, I think, we have
a caller… awww, and you just missed that.

EHI: Hello caller? Missed another phone call again. We just missed that one too.
Please keep calling, as we will love to hear your stories. The number is 0161 222 99 60.
That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com,
log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara’… A call. Let us take this. Hello! Hello
caller?
CALLER: Hello. Good afternoon.
EHI: Good afternoon. Please, your name and from where you are you calling. Hello?
CALLER: (Name redacted), from Manchester.
EHI: Thank you for calling. We are listening, what is your contribution?
CALLER: I really love ankara very well. I am from Nigeria. I am an Igbo woman and we
Igbos like red colours. Do you want to know why?
EHI: Yes please, (Name redacted) we would love to know why you Igbo women like
red colours
CALLER: We are strong and powerful women and very hard working. We wear red to
show we are strong women. You know. Red is power…
EHI: We are listening.
CALLER: I prefer to wear abada to ankara. I work hard so I enjoy my money but the
weather here is really a problem. Nobody wants his or her abada wet not if you can
avoid it. So if you do not have a car or when it is raining, you do not like to wear it. But
that did not stop most of us on Mother’s day from wearing our beautiful abada to
church. Many women did. Those who did not wear abada wore other types of African
attire to celebrate the day. Personally, despite the cold here I wear it to church every
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Sunday. But true- - true, the weather can be a hindrance to wearing it more often here.
Another reason I make our winter tops and skirt a bit lose to accommodate warmer
pants and tops or with slim sleeves so it can wear aa over coat. In summer, all the flared
bodice and open sleeves come out on display.
To answer the questions from the chat room about colours, I think when you count the
overlaps as separate colours it can sometimes make it look like 4-6 colours. Sis (name
redacted), you like wrapper in same tones but I like most Igbo women still buy the
traditional patterns with many different colours and wear it well. Different people
different preference.
KBK: Sis, I wear colourful ankara just that I prefer mono tones. Yes, you are so correct,
in church I see some ankara and wonder know our women make such colour
combination work. People combine pink, orange and blue and surprisingly, it works.
We Africans have been doing colour blocking for ages (laughing). Ankara glam is about
colour blocking. We have been colour blocking for ages. Colour blocking is an African
thing; it is not new – (Laughs).
EHI: I like your passion sis. One reason I thought, I have to get you on the show. You
say it the way it I, ‘We have been doing colour blocking for ages’.
KBK: Yes ooh. Nay today? Coats of many colours [laughs] my mother made for me. I
beg leave matter. Growing up was patch patch nah. Join different different patterns
and colours of ankara together as play clothes. Now you people say it is new fashion.
My momma has been colour blocking for ages. We invented colour blocking.
EHI: (Name redacted) brings the house down. People here in the studio are laughing
their head off. We are having fun here. (Name redacted) just brought the house to
their knees. You people are nodding and whispering, do you want to share your
experience or stories. To be part of the discussion, simply dial, 0161 222 99 60.
That is, 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com,
log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara.’ We have been doing colour
blocking for ages. Hold that thought. Let us ‘Skelewu’ with Davido.
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Commercial and Music Break
EHI: Hello, welcome. That was ‘Skelewu’ another smash hit from Davido.
… Hello! Hello caller, (Hello, hello, hello? – caller not sure she is trough). Good
afternoon, we can hear you. Ha, we came back just in time for the call. Hello? Please
tell us your name and from where you are you calling.
CALLER: Hello, hello, I know this is a UK research but I am calling from Nigeria is that
OK? My name is (name redacted).
EHI: Caller from Nigeria thanks for calling. We are listening, what is your
contribution?
CALLER: First, I will like to say well-done sis. I have been listening to Ankara-in-Diaspora
talk for two weeks now and it is very interesting. Well done. I just want to say that it is
a good thing happening – talking about Ankara and the way people use it in the
diaspora. We here always forget that you guys have multiple identity and the weather
can be very cold in the winter hence the way you use it is not be a copy of how we use
it in Lagos. Here (in Nigeria) the youths have embrace the cloth especially the colourful
and cheap ones too. And fashion designer and tailors here are making a kill of it. They
make it into various styles of dresses for office, skirts and the like. We also have it
combined with other materials such as taffeta, silk, linen. The designers are very
creative, but I have not seen it in organza, chiffon or silk. When you talked about it, I
went on the internet and saw the photos… whaoooh. You people outside Africa have
taken Ankara a step further. We here look forward to the new bug ofankara in other
fabrics. I wear ankara and love your show. Well done. And (name redacted), you are
correct. Me, and I am sure many people also wear play clothes made from different
left overs or cut off form our mother’s ankara or lace mix with china poplin. If that is
colour blocking, then, Africans invented colour blocking [laughs]
EHI: That was (name redacted) from Nigeria. Thanks (name redacted) for your
contribution.
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KBK: Yes ooh. Thanks aunty (name redacted). I like the way she puts it. The way we use
it is not a copy of how it is use in Africa. We be inventors nah [laughs]. Ehi, en hen,
yes before tory make me forget, I beg, please tell us why are you looking at how we
wear ankara for your PhD?
EHI: Right? This is when you make me tell the world I am doing a PhD. I made it clear
at the opening of the radio show. But for those of you who do not know, this talk show
is part my research gathering method for my PhD study on African print use in Britain.
I am looking at African print use in the diaspora hence the name Ankara-in-diaspora
for the radio show. Honestly, I did not know much about ankara until I started this
study and I am an African in diaspora – one of you (Trials off)…
KBK: You what? Sorry? You are doing a PhD. on… are you freaking joking me?
EHI: Nope. No, I am not joking but would rather we talk more about the cloth for now.
KBK: No oooooh
EHI: Yeeeeees. Okay, I am looking at how we Africans in Greater Manchester UK, use
African print and it is my PhD topic. How we buy and wear African print in the diaspora.
Why do some people wear African print and other do not and the significance of the
cloth?
KBK: I read the information sheets and this is what got me excited to participate. I told
me friends that I would ask you ask you on radio and let the world know that someone
is doing a PhD in ankara and gathering evidence on radio. Well done Ehi. I am garb
smacked. I am never lost for words. Seriously, I have never heard of anybody who is
studying ankara as a PhD project before. What is your goal?
EHI: Many people have looked at Wax cloth but main in Africa. Well, since you asked - My goal is to be the authority on Ankara here. Yes, and that is why I am studying how
we dress with Ankara here . That said, this show is not a conversation about me but
about ankara.
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KBK: I beg leave matter. My people please join me thruway salute for ankara woman,
the authority on a everything ankarain the diaspora.
EHI: Thanks, what can I say, thanks for your confidence in me. We would continue this
during the break and or after the show. I beg, after the show pleeeease (Trails off)
EHI: Caller on the line. Hello, hello caller?
CALLER: Hello. Hello, good afternoon ‘Ankara woman’.
EHI: Hello caller, we can hear you. Good afternoon. Please tell us your name, age and
from where you are calling?
CALLER: Yeah, I want to say that I wear ankara not only to show my identity but for
the fashion. Here in the US, well where I live, people do not really wear ankara a lot. I
work with a company that allow casual Fridays so ankara simple top over a trouser is
my causal Friday. Sister, well done for taking up our culture as your research topic.
Good luck with your PhD and your goal to be the authority on Ankara in the e diaspor.
Very proud sis.
KBK: Thanks caller for your contribution. Please, did you say, you can wear ankara to
work? Lucky you. He did not tell us the state he is calling from or his name but I think
[…], you know, from his American twang Ehi that he is in the USA. Whoa
EHI: Thank you very much for the contribution caller. I think we have a caller on the
line. Hello caller? Hello caller? Hello, Hello caller. Looks like we lost that call.
Please if you are listening and want to add to this discussion, keep calling. Call us on
0161 2229960. You can also join me on the chat room via 19jaradio.com. Click chat
with friends, log in as a guest and select Ankara.

Commercial and Music Break
EHI: Welcome back. You are listening to Saturday talk Ankara-in-diaspora on
I9jaradio.com with your host Ehime Oboh and co-host and guest speaker KBK (name
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redacted). Before the break, we were talking about (A call is in - Hey! Another call.
Let us take it before chipped in KBK) Hello! Hello caller, Hello, hello, hello? . Good
afternoon, we can hear you. Please, tell us your name and from where you are you
calling.
CALLER: Hello, hello, I am calling from Nigeria. My name is (name redacted). Good
afternoon…
EHI: hello caller, we can hear you. Good afternoon. Hello caller hello, hello caller?
Missed that again. Well I am afraid time has run fast on us again.
To Ankara –in –diaspora callers and listeners out there, thank you for listening and
sharing your stories and experiences.
Please do not forget to send us photos of how you rock Ankara on 19jaradio Facebook.
You can also post it on Ankara-in-diaspora Facebook group page.
Like the page if you enjoy this show.
Until next week when you continue to let me into your week with Ankara.
Stay blessed and have a lovely weekend. Me I go tanda for her dey wait again for una
tory next week oooh.
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Date: 09 05 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh
Number of guest speakers: 2
Number of people in Chat room/TXT: 8
Number of calls: 4 calls were answered during the show and 2 after the show.
Number of listeners: 82 people tune in from computer streaming excluding mobiles
and other devices such as iTunes, Windows Media, Janus-Android Apps on Google Play
and Blackberry Tune in.

Figure A36: Advert - Ankara-in-diaspora 09 05 2015.

RADIO AIR ON
Music Intro
Good afternoon and welcome to Ankara-in-Diaspora Saturday talk show with me
Ehime Oboh at 19ja radio where we talk about how we rock Ankara in the diaspora.
Ankara–in-Diaspora is our voice and stories about wearing Ankara outside Africa.
To be part of the discussion;
To tell us why you choose certain patterns or types of Ankara over others, or do not
wear Ankara or to share your stories or experiences.
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Call 01612229960.
If you are calling from outside the United Kingdom, please add +44.
You can also join me on the chat room. We already have a guest; (name redacted) is in
the chat room. Good afternoon (name redacted) and welcome to the chat room.
You can join (name redacted) in the chat room. If this is your first time,
To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please do not forget read the content form.



Click agree to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora’



Enter User name



Press login.

EHI: If this is your first time listening to Ankara in diaspora, we have been talking
about how we dress and what gets in the way we wear ankara in the diaspora.
We have our first guest is in the chat room Tia. Good afternoon Tia and welcome to
the show. First text and Tia ask what is ankara?
I will take that quickly. For listeners who do not know what Ankara actually is;
Ankara also called Abada or wax cloth is African prints. It has bold patterns and
comes in many colours. We call the ones produced locally in African fancy print while
the imported ones; we call abada or wax cloth. Wax cloth or abada has crackles
effect like those in batik but ankara and fancy prints do not.
To listen to todays’ talk; click 19jaradio.com. To be part of the discussion, simply dial
0161 2229960. You can also join me on the chat room via 19jaradio.com. Click chat
with friends, log in as a guest and select Ankara.
Intro in Pidgin:
My people, this na ankara tory for 19jaradio. Where we dey talk about how and
why we dey wear ankara for obodo Oyinb. I tanda for I9ja radio station for here dey
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wait for una tory. (Call in and share your stories). I no say tory dey. But before we
begin dey nak our Tory make, we listen to … HaliQ featuring Sakari Ankara, my
introooooo…

Commercial and Music Break
Hello and welcome back. You are still tuned to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’
with me, Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio.com. This Saturday with me on Ankara in
Diaspora talk is Promoter of African Heritage and Director of SkyGrace Events LTD,
Manchester, UKAY (name redacted). Good afternoon UKAY and welcome to the
show.
UKAY: Good afternoon Ehi. Thanks for the invite. I am honoured.
EHI: Also with me, in the house is the director, is director of Advent IT services, and the
first male guest on Ankara-in-diaspora, REME (name redacted). Good afternoon sir.
Thanks for accepting he invitation and finding time to be here.
REME: Good afternoon Madam. Thanks you for inviting me to contribute to this
discussion on Ankara-in-diaspora. Ankara is my heritage
EHI: Madam, I have been to a few of your events and have seen you wear very beautiful
ankara styles. I am glad to have you on the show to share your stories and experinecs
with African print. My people please joine me to welcome to the show UKAY (name
redacated), our African cultural promoter in greater Manchester.
UKAY: Thanks. Ankara woman. Yes I love wearing wax cloth. I developed love for it a
long time ago. It stated with watching my grand mum and my mum. They did not wear
ankara as coat and English styles ( Very correct – chipped in Ehi). I was brought up using
ankara as ‘up and down ’[blouse and two wrapper/skir]. Back then, we tie it as
wrappers, we sew it into big gowns or as skirt and top. Here, when I dress in to nonAfrican events , people like it… they say, ‘you look lovely or beautiful’. So I wear ankara
for the beauty and to show off my cultural dress.
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EHI: My people, by the way, did I mentioned that on the show today is our first male
guest and Crown king of Ankara-in-diaspora fan club, REMI (name redacted).
REME: Thanks you very much for that flatering introduction. I am really honoured to
be here. It is a very good show and it is nice to be here to talk about ankara and how
living here affects how we value it. Umm, for me, as as an African person who grew up
in Africa, we use it as everyday cloth [...] Here I wear it occasionally and to African
events.
EHI: Why is that sir?
REME: Ankara is not something to wear in the UK winter months. The fabric and style
we make with them is not suitable for the weathe except in the summer months. A
gap market if you ask me. Otherwise, my job is promoting African culture. Wearing
ankara for me is about showing my culture and celebarting who I am. I am proud to
wear it anytime and any where.
EHI: I can see that. You are dressed in what we African call –complete - top, trouser
and cap to match. Tell us about this outfit. Why you chose it and why this pattern? Do
you like a particular pattern?
REME: Yes. Thanks. Emm, Ehis, the good thing about ankara is it allows you to express
yourself. The colours you like to wear. Umm, even if others cannot read the meaning
of the pattern and why you wear it, anyone can tell your mod from the colours you put
on. The ankara you wear, can tell a story about you - about your status, taste and even
the part of Nigeria you come from.
Chatroom text:
Last week the speaker said ankara is an everyday wear back home. Please tell
me it is a lie.
Back home and growing up, I remember people wearing original
ankara to show off their wealth. Is it same here?
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Figure A37: Screen shot of chat text

REME: To anwer you Tobe( name redacted), ankara is everyday wear back home. Back
home, when you come back from school you change into ankara. Our parent made
ankara and other African fabric for us in a variety of styles as play clothes. We had them
in shorts, shirts and as house gowns. So yes, you can say back home, it is everyday
wear but you wear the very expensive ones to parties and wedding as asoebi. If you
are from Yoruba part of Nigeria, where we have parties a lot, then you know what I am
saying. Ankara is the most popular choice but can be an ocasional wear dependng on
the quality. You wear the cheap and old ones to stay at home and the expensive or new
ones to go to parties.
Chatroom text:
I have seen metalic and or gold embelished ones in Abakan fabric store
in Manchester. My mum say it is popularly called Obama.
The occasion also influnec cloth quality and colours you choose.
UKAY: Yes, that is correct. We wear the expensive ones to parties, but depending on
the party too. (Name redacted), to your question … if ankara is for staying at home or
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going to parties. There are different types of ankara. So it is depending on where you
are going to The place you are going also dictates the kind of ankara you wear.
REME: So it depends. The place you are going dictates the ankara you wear and how
you dress or you fall on your face like my people say (Ma - - aro gi l’aso, I said aloud)
REME: Ha Ehi, now you can speak and understand my dialect. You know- - aro gi l’aso
is inappropriate dress […] when you wear a cloth that does not fit the occasion of use
or dress more than the celebrant.
EHI: You become inappropriately dressed ( everyone laughing)
REME: Absolutely. Yes the cloth you wear has to suit the occasion – aro gi l’aso
[laughing].
EHI: So except that now, we like fall by Davido- That was a figure of speech

Music and Commercial Break.

Hello and welcome back. That was fchart-toppin hit ‘Fall’ by Davido. You are still
tuned to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me, Ehinomen Oboh on
I9jaradio.com.

REME: The good thing about ankara is that if it is of good quality and well made into a
nice simple style, you can wear it so many times and wash it many times. About the
colours, generally, when we are happy and celebrating things that are good in our
olives, we tend to wear bright colours and when we are sad like going to funeral we go
for darker shades.
UKAY: Yes, I agree, the choice of colours kind of tell people the way you are feeling –
your mood.
REME: The colours you are wearing, tells others about your mood. But sometimes
when an old perosn dies people wear white and black to celebarte the life of the
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deceased. Wearing white and black at such funerals is showing mix feelings; sad to
loose the person and yet happy the person lived a long long. The black is a sign of
sorrow and the white is the celebartion of life.
EHI: Hmm. Ukay, did not know that?
UKAY: Yes. Again it is depending on the region. Sometimes instead of using balck and
white some people use patterns and colours.
EHI: Names? Examples?
UKAY: Record pattern in dark shades is a common one but again, it depends on the
family and the meaning they give the pattern.
EHI: Ha, I have heard that about wearing record patterns among the Edo people.
Itohan mentioned it last week too when I asked her why she chose circular motif to the
show. She said it is about the okoise (a mucical instrument) and she wore the pattern
in bright colours to celebrate the Ankara-in-diaspora talk with me.
REME: Yes it is true. People colours to express their mood. Yeah. Ankara in a way is like
we Africans. We are very expressive and ankara is a cloth for expressing your self (
Laughing). That is the beauty of being an African. We are very good in expressing our
feelings and the cloth we wear is one way –avenue we do that.
UKAY: And ankara does that well.
EHI: This is me being direct. REME, why do you wear ankara here [in Britain]?
REME: Because it is our way of dressing. Something that we Africans are used to back
home, it is difficult not to continue. So you can say it is like continuity, to remember my
roots. I wear it to show I am proud of my culture, my identity and who I am.
EHI: REMI wears ankara to show he is proud of his culture. Why and how do you wear
ankara? Maybe you have another reason or want to be part of the discussion, please
dial, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat
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room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara’. Ok. Make
we ‘shake body’ with Skales.

Music and Commercial Break.

Hello and welcome back. That was ‘shake body’ by Skales. You are still tuned to
Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me, Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio.com.
Text
Colours on paterns play a role in conveying meaning
Why is it only in cotton?
REME: So true, we use certain colours to express ourselves.
EHI: We have a caller on the line. Hello caller. Good afternoon. Please tell us your name
and from where you are you calling.
CALLER: Hello? Hello? Good afternoon Ehi. My name is (name redacted) and I live in
Manchester.
EHI: Good afternoon (name redacted), yes, what is your contribution?
CALLER: I like to wear Ankara but find it diffficult to get a good tailors here to sew me
what I want and also for my kids, plus they are too expensive here. My kids and I were
not born in Britain but we want to partake in our culture. I prefer ankara in Englsih
styles. I do not like long skirts. I would love to make some as work clothes. Responding
to a text question? Is ankra something for the young people? Ankara is for everybody.
Young, adult old, every body, people who want to wear it. Before I go, I will like to say
that for entrepreneurs listening, it will be nice to have ankara in primark so we can just
go and but them as dress, shirt, shirts, shorts or even swim wear.
REME: That would be lovely and a good point there aunty (name redacted). I remember
some time ago, my parents came to vist from Nigeria and brought Ankra clothes for my
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children (Every one in the studio starting laughing knowing what was coming). My
children looked at the clothes and go ‘what do you want me to do with that (laughing
continues). This is because the style, the way they were sewn is not apporoparite for
the culture here. I think it is a challenge for the designers expecialy in the UK to come
with something that could be more appropriate and in mass production to atrract youg
people to wear Ankara here. Having said that, I looked at the internet earlier on today
and I did a search for images on Ankara. There are loads and loads of designs and styles
out there already. (So the information is out there, chipped in UK).
UKAY: It is really up to the individuals to look for a tailor that can make these syles
until they are available in the shops. Our people can mass produce it and sell it in small
shops. If the clothese are mass produced in sizes it will be cheaper instaed of buying
the cloth for £80.oo and sewing for £45.00. thoses who want special styless can still
use the tailors.
REME: [Teasing] We do tailor made to measure. Go Bespoke woman (Custom-made)
UKAY: Seriously, I think we do need tailors who can help mass produce ankara in
simple styles and in different sizes. This will make our young people to wear ankara.
Then again if someone want a special outfit thay can go bespoke like REME said.

REME: Talking about bespoke, we Africans do not see made to fit from that point. We
have always used tailors and it is cheaper backhome. On a serious note, even here if
you go to make a suit to fit, you pay more.
UKAY: Back to which patterns and colours I prefer before the caller conversation, I am
an Igbo women. We igbos like red colours – we are powerful women (REME Laughing)
EHI: Oga REME andy comments?
REME: I have no comments. I am married to one.
EHI: And Remi? REME (Trails off).
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REME: For me, living here, you wear shirt and trouser or suits everyday going to work.
So Ankara is a good break at the weekends. The weekend is time to relax and do other
things like connect with your culture and wear non- English clothes if you want. On
Sundays African people seize the opportunity to dress themselves in African attires and
or just associate themselves with other Africans. As an African here it is good to identify
with your culture. It is like making a statement, I am proud of who I am. I am proud of
my culture, I belong to the African community. Other do so. The pakistanian have their
own clothes. The indians have their own clothes. Ankara is our own cloth and one of
the many African clothes that we Africans use to say we are here. The more we Africans
use it, the more people will get to understand why and how we use it. In addition, the
more likely that deisgners will get interested and come into it big time and then we
can have it mass produced and in mainstream market. It is simple, when people see
you wearing it, they get intersted in the trend - the gap market it noticed.
UKAY: The diaspora African market is a big one. Yes, we have to get people interested
in our own styling. Also as parents, when we wear it our children are watching. They
see us wear it. They may not like it imediately like mine, but it does grow on you.
REME: Absolutely
UKAY: I have see young girls wear Ankara over jeans. Use it as bags, head band,
bangles. So young peopole like it and it is growing on them in their own way . There is
this asteric design that is like Ankara. I think it is a twist.
EHI: please, just a minute, a caller is on th eline. Hello caller
CALLER: Hello? Hello?
EHI: Good afternoon. Your name and from where you are you calling please
CALLER: I am calling from UK. I am proud of my culture. I want to share what happen
at my palce of work - party. I work in mist of white people (non-Africans). Every year
we have end of year party. I actually ordered the native wear from Nigeria - complete
regalia to wear to the party. Every body was expecting me to come in English clothes
as I use to do. On that day, I showed up in my full African attire – complete. It took
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them by surprice. I became the king of the show. In over the show. People commented
and took many photographs with me. I was like a celebrity. They admired my outfit
and aked where I made it and the cost. It looked expensive because it was heavily
embroidered. Also, thank you for this programme and all the best in your research. I
have listen to the show a few times and I think our people should follow it up and do
more to promote our culture.
REME: To be able to pull it off sucessfully can feel good – Another good thing about
wearing our traditional clothes to such events is that people look at you differently.
You stand out. They appreciate the fact that you bring a different culture to the event.
It makes the event more colourful especially as we africans use loud and different
colours in our dressing. I do not know how we Africans do it. We wear loud colours
and elaborate outfits and use it well. Africans… if we want to be loud we can be loud. (
laughing).
EHI: OK. Text time. Time to bring the chatroom people into the conversation:
The good ones are too expensive.
Wax cloth is a vioce for some people lol!
I wear it to celebrate with others at events
Personal experiences also has come to play it how people wear prints.
Whether you wear it or do not you are saying something
Meaning can be personalised Meaning can change
UKAY: In response to the text aboutaAnkara being expensive, please if you cannot buy
the expensive one, buy the cheaper version and just take extra care with the
maintenace. About the sewing, you can also make simple style like buba and wrapper.
It is just £10 and quick to make.
Wa ooh Ankara in velvet and chiffon, where can I get them?
I’ amazed.
Well done sister we are tired of older people’s expectation.
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UKAY: Living here, you enjoy liberty and freedom from expectations.
EHI: I am afraid time has run fast on us. To all callers and listeners out there,
thank you for listening and sharing your stories and experiences with us.
Please do not forget to send us photos of how you rock Ankara on 19jaradio
Facebook. You can also post it on Ankara-in-diaspora Facebook group page.
Like the page if you enjoy this show. Until next week when you continue to let
me into your week with Ankara, Stay blessed and have a lovely weekend.

Me I go tanda for her dey wait again for una tory next week oooh.

Figure A38: Radio session with REME and UKAY.
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Radio transcripts with RABY, LADI, and IFY
Date: 16 05 15
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in Chat room/TXT: 8
Number of calls: 2 calls were answered during the show and 2 after the show.
Number of listeners: 189 people tune in from computer streaming excluding mobiles
and other devices such as iTunes, Windows Media, Janus-Android Apps on Google Play
and Blackberry Tune in.
Number of Text: 12

Figure A39: Advert – Ankara in Diaspora 16 05 15.

Profile of Guest Speakers:
RABY (name redacted) popularly known as Adebeauty Love is in her mid-thirties. She
is born and educated in London. She is a trained beauty therapist, a freelance speaker,
a school governor, community ambassador, Entrepreneur and mother. She is the
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founder of True African Heritage, African Business, multiple Award-Winner and
Entrepreneur Networking, and founder/Award coordinator of True African Awards UK.
LADI (name redacted) is thirty-two years old. She was born and educated in Nigeria as
a beauty therapist. She is the CEO of Doris Health Beauty and the host of 19jaradio's
‘Love and relationship’ show. She is married.
IFY is in her late 40s. She was born and educated in Nigeria. Moved to London for her
Masters where she has remained. She is a schoolteacher, the Director and the founder
of Africanna Project Manchester, UK. IFY is married with two children, a boy and a girl.
Summary

The main point of discussion today is WADIB attitude to wax cloth. The people in the
chatroom directed much of today's conversation linking how WADIB wear Ankara to
lifestyle and as a survival strategy.
Below are some texts from the chatroom:
Individuals follow different paths to survival in diaspora hence we use
wax cloth in various ways
Survival is such a goal for some migrant that the extent to which they
have ties to tradition is shaped by it
Our orientations to culture amongst other things evolve alongside our
lifestyle and survival strategy.
With time, staying here, cultural change is inevitable.
Being secure or insecure here affects how they engage with wax cloth
and thus its significance to them.
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RADIO AIR ON
Music Intro
EHI: Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. Manchester.
Today we will be talking about how we dress
How do you select and rock Ankara in the diaspora
To be part of the discussion, to share your stories or experiences, tell us why you
choose certain patterns or types of Ankara over others, or do not wear Ankara.
Call 01612229960.
If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44.
You can also join me on the chat room.
To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I tanda dey wait for una here again today oooh. This na where we dey talk
about how we dey wear Ankara for Obodo Oyinbo. (My fellow Africans in the diaspora
join me in today’s talk on Ankara in diaspora).
Where we dey yan and we dey ask our self and talk every time about Ankara and abada
them (where we talk and question how we use African prints in the diaspora).
You dey use this cloth self? (Do you wear Ankara?)
The cloth e important abi e no important to you. Why some of us dey use this cloth any
how for here ( What is the significance to you?)
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The way we dey use the cloth e don change the meaning? Abi, e add new meaning to
the cloth? I tanda for I9ja radio station for here dey wait for una tory. (Call in and share
your stories). But before we begin nak our tory make we listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki
- Ankara my introooooo… (To start, let us listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara, my
intro

Music interlude

Hello, and welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora.
That was, my special intro, ‘I go buy ankara for you by HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara’
You are tuned in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora.
Do you wear Ankara in the diaspora?
If yes, we want to hear of your experience and your dress choices
If no, what gets in your way?
To share your stories, and experiences or be part of the discussion;
Simply dial, 0161 222 99 60.
That is, 0161 222 99 60.
You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as guest and
select the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’

Today, I have a ful house. With me on this show today, is trained beauty therapist,
freelance speaker, community ambassador, Entrepreneur and mother Ade love,
popularly known as Adebeauty Love (RABY). She is the founder of True African
Heritage, African Business and Entrepreneur Networking and founder/Award
coordinator of True African Awards UK and a multiple Award-Winner. Good afternoon
and thanks for coming to the show Adebeauty Love.
RABY: Good afternnomn Ehi. Thanks for inviting me. I am honoured to come and share
my stories about how I wear my ankara. That you want to use our stories as part of her
research ‘trips’ [thrills] everyone I have told about today.
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EHI. Thanks you RABY love. Also with me in the house is the CEO of Doris Health Beauty
and the host of 19jaradio's ‘Love and relationship’ show, LADI (name redacted). Good
afternoon and thanks for coming to the show.

LADI: Good afternoon and thank you for this opprotunity

EHI: Also in the house is schoolteacher, director and the founder of Africanna Project
Manchester, pastor IFY (name redacted). I hail. Thank you for accepting to be a guest
on Ankara-in-diaspora.

IFY: Thank you Ehi. My people say, warri no dey carry last. That is how we roll, late
enatrace so you people will remember me.

EHI: Okay nah, as last make come first to go, carry go…

IFY: Me, I wear ankara and I have many. I wear simple styles to work in the summer
and wear very elaborate style to party and I have had a few too many experiences
wearing ankara here. First, I will like to say that when you have lived abroad for a long
time, there is bound to be some cultural shift. One becomes too comfortable to a
certain point that it becomes increasingly difficult to avoid Englishness in your dress.
Abi I lie, LADI?
LADI: Not at all. Regarding staying too long here and becoming British in your dressing,
I agree. Yes, over time, your thinking and behaviour change so with with how you dress.
Also, you position and work affect how you dress with English clothes or African attire.
RABY: But, the way we use wax cloth should not prevail over our cultural values. We
should look at wax cloth values from both personal and collective perspective.
Otherwise, we overlook our cultural and social patterns in this environment.
LADI: [friendly banter] RABY, should the group/the community direct how we dress our
body?
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IFY: What has happened to personal independence? Free choices should be core
element to how you dress your body. For me, it is more personal and self-expressions.
The way we dress and wear different styling here [in the diaspora] is to express who
we are although most times belonging to a group obligate individuals to dress in a
certain way or use certain colours. Self-expression values, to emphasize individual
choice should be the emphasis.

RABY: For me it is more of collective identity stuff. It’s hard to treat wax cloth use in
the diaspora as an individual choice or as a separate attribute. … Identity is more of a
common goal than individual goals.

IFY: We are distinct individuals. Yes, we also belong to community groups but each of
us have our own beliefs and own life.

RABY: But individuals come from groups.

IFY: But you do not have to be bound to the group conventions. I should participate
of my own choice. I cannot tell you how to dress your body or you, me. We are
individuals. Although we belong to the same group, we should respect each other's
right to dress the way we want. Being part of a group, whether families, communities
or societies does not mean that we cannot have our choices.
RABY: So, you are saying that because we are living here, we should break from
tradition.
IFY: Who says we cannot?
RABY: I do…
IFY: Be real
RABY: As to how exactly?
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IFY: Be honest — do not pretend. The facts are there. This goes by reason and logic
and of choosing what to wear on your own body; what about independence, personal
preferences? I like that I am independent in the way I dress.
RABY: Even when dress is to promote our values?
IFY: Such as?
RABY: Family values, friendships, and belonging to a group.
IFY: Ha! So, you are saying, I should pursue and respect values of the group. What
about mine? What morality flows from that?
RABY: Morality in which the collective gains.
IFY: You talk about the good of the society. Society is nothing without the individual.
Individual needs should matter.
EHI: OK. Now let us take a step back. Why has this come up?
LADI: Ooooh, because RABY said, individuals live among people and the good of the
people should be for the greater number.
IFY: Seriously? Why sould appropriateness for the family be imposed on people. I am
vexed. This is use to justify actions by some elders […]. What is appropriate? […] Who
decides this? Are you saying that the good of the family and community should take
priority over my choice of dress?

RABY: [NS] …Neither should the individual interest be imposed over the family.

IFY: [laughs]. Now we are talking. Each should respect the other.

LADI: I agree with Ify, that each person has a right to dress as he or she sees fit, and no
one should dictate how another chooses to dress.
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RABY: Pleeeeease. I think that we should think beyond just our selves. Living here, we
have independence and the choice to dress as we please. But being independence is
not just freedom to do what you like. It comes with responsibility. As an African living
outside Africa, we have the responsibility to attend to certain duties …duties to family,
to our nation and culture and not break tradition because we live here.

EHI: OK. Let us take a musical break and ‘Shake body’ with Skales, dance to Fuse dogazonto then talk more later on ankara politics after we cool our temper with ‘Kontrol’
by Mallek Berry top hit for the week.

Music and Commercial Break.

Hello and welcome back to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara- in-diaspora’ with your host
Ehimen on I9jaradio.com. That was the latest and hottest African hits; ‘Shake body’ by
Skales, Fuse dog-azonto and ‘Kontrol’ by Mallek Berry. If you are just joining us, the
gist has been between being personal and group preferences to dress. If you have
another take on this and you want to share it or be part of the discussion, please dial,
0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room
on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara’ as I take some
text from the chatrrom:
Economic situation constrain people’s choices.
Our occupation and lifestyle have a significant influence on the ankara we buy
and how we style our dress.
The brand you buy can be because of economic situation.
Also, changes in individual lifestyle here.

EHI: I like my people in the chatroom. You keep moving the post. People in the chat
room have added that economic situation can be a constraint to the use of African
print. Is it same for you? Or do you think that is just an excuse? To be part of the
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discussion, please dial, 0161 222 99 60. 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via
our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara’ as
I think we have a claller on the line. Hello caller? We can hear you. Please tell us your
name, where you are calling from and your contribution.
CALLER: Hello, I am calling from Manchester. I just want to say that young people's
emphasis is more on lifestyle values and material values. Bye.
EHI: We lost the caller but have another on the line. Not sure if the name person. Hello
caller? Hellooo! Please tell us your name, where you are calling from and your
contribution.
CALLER:

my name is (name recdacted) and I am calling from Manchester. My

contribution is that among us elders, although changes are occurring in our lifestyle,
our attitude to wax cloth is to continue the culture and pas it on to the next generation.
Una well done for Manchester oooh. I like what you people are doing.
EHI: Whao busy day. We like this. Please keep the call coming. To call dial, 0161 222
99 60. 0161 222 99 60. Another caller … hello caller?
CALLER: I am calling form Bradford. I will like to add that living here encourage some
people to dress they way they want. Also, some of us express new positions and
lifestyle through dress. Na forming.

EHI: Hello, she just left. Thank you for your contribution; expressing new positions and
lifestyle through dress is an interesting one. Thanks. If you are still there, please can
you expand on this […] Another caller? Hello caller, Hello caller? Hello, please tell us
your name, where you are calling from and your contribution.
CALLER: Hello. Good afternoon ankara woman. I live in London: my contribution is on
conversation and debate between the guests today on the show. I like a good debate
but to add to RABY’s point; we are first and formost Africans and should never forget
that. My work is about promoting and protecting my heritage. I want my children to
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value African way of life including how we dress and that is why I wear African clothes
here.
EHI: To sum up, please what would you want to say to our listerners …
RABY: I can only say that the positioning of people shifts. My use of wax cloth increased
with age towards personal values and promoting my identity.
LADI: I agree with that. As many young people will find out later theyr get to our age,
their wax cloth values will change. Priory will shift from self-expression values to
cultural values. It has happened to many of us.
IFY: I agree. People's orientations, whether religion, gender role, lifestyle and cultural
norms evolve along with age and so, is their attitudes towards dress including the use
of Ankara. The difference is largely between generational populations.
EHI: At last we all agree. Thanks for your the lively discussion. I am afraid, that’s all we
have time for today. Again, time has run so fast on us. To all the callers and listeners of
Ankara out there, until next week when you continue to let me into your week with
ankara, THANK YOU for your contributions. It has been interesting reading your txt
and listening to your stories. Do not forget to send us photos of some of your styles on
how to rock new trends of Ankara to 19jaradio Facebook. Alternatively, you can post it
on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’ page. Help like our page if you enjoy this show.
I will also appreciate your comment in the comment box provided. Till next week, when
I will be here again to hear about your stories and experiences with Ankara.
Stay blessed and have a happy weekend.

My people I throw way salute. Make Una enjoy the week end with bobo awelo…
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Date: 23 05 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in Chat room/TXT: 8
Number of calls: 2 calls were answered during the show and 2 after the show.
Number of listeners: 189 people tune in from computer streaming excluding mobiles
and other devices such as iTunes, Windows Media, Janus-Android Apps on Google Play
and Blackberry Tune in.

Figure A40: Advert – Ankara in Diaspora 23 05 15.

Profile of Guest Speaker:
KBK (name redacted) in her late forties and African born. She did her first degree in
Nigeria, her Masters in Germany and a further degree in New Zealand. She trained as
a linguistic translator but works now as a freelance insurance broker. She relocated to
England for work with her five children, after her divorce.
Today we will talk about African print, young people and new patterns in the diaspora
and we have time, inappropriate dress
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RADIO AIR ON
Music Intro
Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio .com.

If this is your first time listening to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora, we have been
talking about how we rock ankara in the diaspora. For listeners who do not know what
ankara actually is; ankara also called abada or wax cloth is African prints. It has bold
and vibrant colours and sometimes comes in many colours (that break the colour
spectrum chipped in KBK). We Africans call the ones produced locally in African
factories fancy print and the imported ones abada or wax cloth. Real wax cloth or
abada as we call it locally called has crackles effect like those in batik but ankara and
fancy prints do not.
To be part of the discussion, simply dial 0161 2229960. You can also join me on the
chat room via 19jaradio.com. Click chat with friends, log in as a guest and select Ankara.
My people,
This na Ankra tory for 19jaradio. Where we dey talk about how and why we dey
wear Ankarafor obodo Oyinbo
My people,
I tanda dey wait for una tory ooh
I no say tory dey.
Before we begin dey nak our tory make, we listen to … HaliQ featuring Sakari Ankara
To be part of the discussion, or to share your stories and experiences,
Call 01612229960.
If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44.
You can also join me on the chat room.
To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form
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Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I tanda dey wait for una here again oooh. This na where we dey talk about
how we dey wear ankara for Obodo Oyinbo. (My fellow Africans in the diaspora join
me in today’s talk on Ankara-in-diaspora).
Tody we go talk about ankara and abada them (today we will dicsuss how we use
African prints in the diaspora). You dey use this cloth? (Do you wear Ankara?) The cloth
important abi e no concern you. (Is the cloth of an significance to you or are you
indeferent to the cloth?) I tanda for I9ja radio station for here dey wait for una tory.
(Call in and share your stories). But before we begin nak our tory make we listen to
HallyQ featuring Seriki - Ankara my introooooo…

Music and Commercial Break.
Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ where we talk
about wearing Ankara outside Africa. With me, Ehinomen Oboh on Ankara-in-Diaspora
talk today is businessperson, translator and freelance insurance broker KBK (name
redacted) who is back to the show on your request. Good afternoon (name redacted).
Thanks for coming to the show again. Apparently, listeners think you are a good
storyteller. How is the bank holiday weekend going? Hey! how has your week been
with you and ankara?
KBK: Good afternoon Ehi and thanks people for all the likes. My people I hail oooh. I
appreciate you wanting me back on the show. Today I get plenty gist for una [I have
stories to share with you] but una know the drill. Call in or text and we go yan [Call in
and text and let’s talk]. Yes, my week has been a busy one with running around the
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children. Everybody is home as schools have broken for the Easter holiday and you
know
EHI: I like your outfit girl. I see you are supper decked up in ankara (dressed up) for the
show. I love the pattern. Your whole outfit and styling is unusual and I like what I see
my people. You look very elegant in this ankara outfit. How waka? I beg spill gist about
this beautiful gold embellished fabric jump suit glam (Let us talk about what you are
wearing).
KBK: Thanks. Thank you for your compliments. And you look great as always sis.
EHI: I like the gold embellishment on your Ankara. I like the way it is done like trace
work around the pattern. Am I right to say that you like fabric and colour tones? Last
time you were here your dress was in blue shades and if I remember, asterisk too.
KBK: You are very observant. Most people hardly ever notice. Well today and like the
last time I was on the show, I am wearing geometric pattern, abstract in a way, dark
brown and light brown with a bit of cream and it all taped with gold. It is a very rich mix
of brown and gold. More like what the young people call asterisk designs now.
EHI: Beautiful combination and it suits your complex too
KBK: Thanks babe. Yes, I like cool colours and prefer shades of same colours. As you
can see, I have not sewn the traditional style like iro (wrapper) and buba Blouse /top)
or skirt with it. I have made my ankara into a halter neck top and made the halter
neck with chiffon material. I have combined ankara with chiffon in a jump suit. I have
also accessorise it with an ankara bag. I normally carry this bag when I wear English
clothes just to stand out. I am wearing the top over a long loose trouser made of the
same fabric. The trousers part has ruffles on the side slit. It is looking very trendy and
a bit stylish
EHI: Well put together
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KBK: Thanks. I like to accessorise my English clothes with ankara when possible. This
bag is all ankara material and in the traditional ankara colours. It has a bit of orange,
green, red, gold, deep red and brown. The fbric is a gift from my sister in Nigeria.
Ankara cloth and or things made with ankara is popular because we give ankara out as
gifts and particularly at weddings. Ankara is normally more in than any other gift from
friends, family members and husband during trad [itional]. Well mine was. People buy
you ankara to start you on your journey to owning ankara and I got loads as my
trad[itional] marriage gifts and more after the birth of every child. We all love ankara
gifts because when it is a gift people normally buy you the expensive ones [laughs].
Whether in English or African outfit, I like to be very fashionable. I am proud of my
culture and so, I like to incorporate African prints in my dressing when I can. In
addition, I like abstract patterns, easy to combine and so you can blend in the crowd
easily. Tell me when I run my mouth [digressed].
EHI: No, that was fine.
KBK: As I was saying, I carry ankara bag or wear Ankara earrings and bangles when I
wear English clothes just to standout. Today, to accessorise this ankara halter neck top
over a long loose trouser, I am wearing same colour shoes as my trouser and carrying
bag made with African with the background colours matching my outfit. I like to try to
look good and fashionable sis[ter] when I can.
EHI: And well put together too. I love the way you combined the chiffon with the
ankara, very unique.
KBK: Thank you. Yes, um, one of the things I particularly like about ankara, is the fact
that you can make the most amazing styles to stand out with it. You know. You can
funkify it. Back in them days (long time ago) our mothers and fathers use to wear it I
the traditional way as buba (top) and shokoto (trousers) or iro (wrapper) and buba
Blouse /top). Gone are those days. Now and particularly here in the UK, we can go
skimpy, you can go mini, you can go flared and you can go boubou, long, loose-flowing,
wide sleeved, use part the pattern as trimmings or add other fabrics. You can own your
style. We personalise it; tailor it to measure, size and how you want.
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EHI: Yeah!
KBK: Yes, like the style that I am wearing. One reason I bought the pattern was that I
like the gold embellishment on the ankara. It is done like trace work around the pattern
and on the borders. Me, I like bold patterns and cool colours. The gold on this fabric
makes it look loud. Also, Ehi, because ankara styles are made to measure, it is very
flattering for the African figure. You know what I mean - the African FIGURE!!
(Demonstrate the hourglass shaped figure of African women). Power dressing, we call
it. Showing your figure, natural asserts (laughing) is part dress display. (Coughs). But
there is a ‘but’. And the ‘but’ is that because we live her in the diaspora as you book
people call it, the weather is not always bright or hot like back home. To wear ankara
in raining Manchester can be tricky. You do not want to be seen in a wet ankara
particularly if it is cheap with colours dripping down your legs. I wish someone would
come up with an idea of making them in fur or something.
EHI: Ankara in fur, very posh
KBK: Yeah. We could wear it more – as winter top coat and not need to think about
getting cold (Trails off).
EHI: We have people in the chat room. Good afternoon and welcome to the show
(name redacted). Also, welcome to the show (name redacted). Quick read of text:
Your dress must look fab from the description.
I love same colour fabrics too and combining ankara with other fabrics.
Mama, I saw some photos posted on ankara face book page showing
ankara patterns in fabrics such as taffeta, silk, chiffon, satin, organza
and even patterns in sequins. That is fresh.
EHI: Yes, it looks fab (name redacted). You just beat nme to it. I was going to tell KBK
about the print taffeta, silk, chiffon, satin, organza. Yes, I lik the look of the prints in
other fabrics too (name redacted).
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KBK: Thanks peps. Well just to clear the air, I buy, have and wear ankara with bright
colours many of which is asoebi as I am sure some of you have seen me in them.
Now, you talk about ankara patterns in fabrics such as taffeta, silk, chiffon, satin,
organza and even produced patterns in sequins. My people please if you are listeinig,
google this new ankara patterns. (Name redacted) I agree, that’s fresh [laughs]. Very
creative. This is new level, fresh and I like. I would wear ankara on taffeta, silk, chiffon,
satin and organza any day. This is fresh [cool]. Very inspiring and a much-needed boost
of ankara print. This is what we are talking about. Ankara in other fabrics – a welcome
change. Yes, that is fresh.Whoa ooh. Very creative. Imagine the feel of Ankara print in
silk on your skin in the summer - beautiful. Then imagine when you can make a
statement with ankara printed in silk as well. I would buy loads of ankara prints made
in chiffon or organza. Easy to wash. In velvet, it would be cozy and warm. [Eyes closed
with a big smile] I imagine the feel of silk on my body. I would love it in negligées
[laughs]. Imagine the feel of silk on your skin in the summer - beautiful. Whoa ooh,
how did she think about these? Where is my brain? Ehi the velvet would be good for
the winter cold months when we cannot wear cotton ankara. I think it will sell more
than cotton. Don’t you? I would love to have one in a skirt suit fabric to wear to work.
It would be great to have it knitted into sweatshirts, hats, caps as well.
EHI: Now you just cinfrimed why the listeners wanted you back. You co-host the show
and as a guest you tell a good story. I think we have a caller on the line. Hello caller,
CALLER: Hello
EHI: Good afternoon. Please your name and from where you are calling …
CALLER: Good afternoon. My name is (name redacted) and I am caller from Manchester

EHI: Yes, what your contribution? Hello! Hello caller, can you hear me? We can hear
you. Hello, Hello caller?
CALLER: Hello, hello…
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EHI: Yes, we can hear you. Good afternnon. Please tell us your name, where you are
calling form and your contribution.
CALLER: This is the first time hearing that ankara prints on chiffon, satin, and organza.
Where can I get them? (Trials off)
EHI: I think we just lost the caller. Oh, it’s a cross line. We have another call on the line.
Hello caller, Helloooooo?
CALLER: Hello
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling …
CALLER: Good afternoon. (name redacted) from London.
EHI: Good afternoon (name redacted) from London, please what is your contribution?
CALLER: I am calling from London. First, I will like to thank you for promoting our culture
my sister. I wear ankara but like cool colours or colour tones like aunty KBK. I like one
colour over the background and in dark colours. I do not like too many contrasting
colours. I like same colours. I also like and have a few outfits with loud colours patched
on the pocket or part of the collar. I do not do complete outfit. I am not shame of who
I am, just that, I do not like to stand out in the crowd unnecessarily. Second,
pleeeeeese, where can we see these ankara in silk chiffon and organza fabrics online?
EHI: Thank you caller for your contribution. KBK, do you want to answer that, just a
minute, I think another call is in. Hello caller, hello?

CALLER: Hello.
EHI: Good afternoon. Please name and from where you are calling …
CALLER: Good afternoon. My name is (name redacted) and I am calling from
Manchester.
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EHI: Good afternoon (name redacted), please what is your contribution?
CALLER: I wear ankara shirt over Jeans and it’s trendy and cool. A new trend in
Manchester with us young people here. Make the ankara the way you want; add jean
fabric to it the shirt if you fancy that and wear it over jean. It is fresh. Also, I want to
give a big shout to my people out there, please let us get behind our sisters. Get involve,
and tell your stories, this is our story to tell. Bye.
EHI: Thanks for that contribution caller.
KBK: Thanks (name redacted). Yes, because ankara styles are made to measure, the
fit to your body is flattering.
EHI: My people you heard (name redacted), join in this talk and in numbers too. Caller
(name redacted) says, Ankara over jean is fresh. Like (name redacted) you wear ankara
over Jeans or rock it differently and want to tell us about it or be part of the discussion
simply dial, 0161 222 99 60. The number again is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat
with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the programme
‘Ankara-in-Diasppora.’
KBK: Yes, ankara in other fabrics for a lot of us is new. My people una dey there? Wetin
you think about this tory, the photos posted of ankara in silk, organza, velvet and
chiffon on EHI’s Facebook page last week. This na new gist. If you have not seen these
prints, please have a quick look online. We would like to hear what you think. If you
have bought and worn them, and would like to share your stories or experiences, Call
01612229960. The number again is 01612229960. Again, to join in the conversation,
call 0161 222 60. If you are calling outside the UK, please remember to add +44. You
can also chat with me via our chatroom 19jaradio.com. Log in as a guest and select the
program Ankara to join after the break. For all my ladies in the house and listerners
out there its kukere by Iyanya and dance time with Fuge-ODG–ozonto on
19jaradio.com.
Music and Commercial Break.
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EHI: Welcome back. That was antenna by Fuse ODG. You are still tuned to Saturday
talk on Ankara-in-Diaspora, with me Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio.com. There are
lots of text on the chatroom.

Figure A41: Screen shot of chatroom text.

Before the break, we were talking about how ankara has moved on from cotton to
taffeta, silk, chiffon, satin, organza and even patterned in sequins. Yes! African patterns
on other fabrics. We have a caller on the line.
EHI: Hello! Hello caller, (Hello – replied caller). Good afternoon. Please tell us your
name and from where you are you calling.
CALLER: …my name is (name redacted) and I am calling from London.
EHI: Thanks for calling. We are listening, what is your contribution?
CALLER: This is the first time I am hearing about ankara prints on chiffon, satin, and
organza. Where can I get these ankara in taffeta, silk, chiffon, satin and, organza?
Where can somebody buy [Trials of].
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EHI: Hello, thanks for calling back. Not sure? What happened? We lost the call. Hold
on, there is another caller on the line. Hello! Hello caller.
CALLER: Hello.
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and where you are you calling from.
CALLER: I am calling from London. Just a quick one, where can we see these ankara in
silk chiffon and organza fabrics online?
EHI: Hello, (name redacted) are you still there. I think the caller had gone. If you are
listening, you can see the ankara prints with chiffon, organza, silk and other fabrics on
Ankara-in-diaspora Facebook group page. Just join as a member and open the post.
You also will find address to the sellers. Please also send in your post and comments.
Like the page if you like the show. There is another caller on the line. Hello caller?
CALLER: Hello.
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and where you are you calling from.
CALLER: Hello good afternoon. My name is (name redacted) and I am calling from
Bolton. More men need to contribute. This is very good talk about everyone not just
the women. Men please let us text in, and or call and talk about what ankara we wear,
what type of patterns we prefer, colours we would prefer. Me, I like cool or blue indigo
shades. I sometimes wear ankara to parties but prefer cool or colour tones not
different colours. I wear ankara as shirts or just the pocket or part of the collar not as
a complete outfit. I am not shame of who I am. Just that I will wear it more often. I like
to mingle in the crowd not stand out like most Africans. I called to say that l just looked
at 19jaradio Facebook page and saw the designs, very beautiful. I love that we can now
buy our daughters beautiful dresses in ankara. Thank you for promoting our culture
my sister. Just before I go, please brothers, men please call in and let us tell our stories.
KBK: Thanks for that contribution. My people, you heard (name redacted), join in this
talk. Men call in and let’s hear your views. Caller I am with you there. I also prefer to
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wear plain top over an ankara skirt or in combination with English style not complete
outfit.

Figure A42: Screen shot of chat text.
EHI: Hello caller?
CALLER: Hello
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling …
CALLER: Good afternoon. My name is (name redacted). I am sixteen years old and I am
caller from Manchester.
EHI: Hi (name redacted). Good afternoon. Does mummy know you are on the radio?
CALLER: Yes, she is here with me.
EHI: Good afternoon caller’s mother
CALLER’s MUM: Hello well done sister.
EHI: Okay, (name redacted), what your contribution? Hello?
CALLER: I want to say that I am having my prom in a few months and I am interested in
having my prom dress in ankara to show where I am from and to show my English
friends who do not know much about Ankara.
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KBK: If it is Okay with Mummy, I will get you one (name redacted). Give us your details
after the show. Ehi, we will definitely have to do this. Give us your details and we will
arrange to get you one. … How about that (name redacted). Thanks for your call and
for wanting to share your culture.
CALLER: (Excited) Oo oo ooooh that will be wonderful.
EHI: Thanks for your call and for wanting to share your culture. We will get in touch
on behalf of 19jaradio
KBK: We feel very touched. Ehi, it is so good to know that young people are listening
to the show. You can tell that some people on the chatroom are young. Well done
(name redacted) and bye for now.
KBK: (Emotions run high) Yes, thank you for calling my darling. Good on you. It is great
whenever our children start taking interest in our culture. And what a way to make a
statement. Go girl. You just made my afternoon.

CALLER: Thank you, aunties. I appreciate. Thank you, thank you, thank you…
EHI: (name redacted) I am afraid, that is all we have time for today. Thanks for being a
wonderful guest. Again, time has run so fast on us. To all the callers and listeners of
ankara out there, my wonderful people in the chat room, until next week when you
continue to let me into your week with ankara, thank you for your contributions. It has
been interesting listening to your stories. Please do not forget to post photos of some
of your styles on how to rock new trends of ankara to 19jaradio Facebook.
Alternatively, you can post it on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’ page. Help like our page if you
enjoy this show. I will also appreciate your comment in the comment box provided. Till
next week, Stay blessed and have a happy weekend. My people I throw way salute
oooh…
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EVENT: Ankara‐in‐Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Date: 30th MAY 2015
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm ‐ 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of people in Chat room: 9
Number of Txt: 12 during show and 4 outside the show time.
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of listeners: The computer streaming showed 76 people tune in as at 2:30
pm. This is not counting mobiles and other devices such as iTunes, windows media,
Jandus - Android Apps on Google Play and Blackbery Tunein.
Number of calls: 5 (Answered 2 on air, answered 3 off air. After the show, people
called and text in to complain that their calls could not get through as the line was
jammed).

Figure A43: Advert – Ankara in Diaspora 30 05 15.

Profile of Guest Speaker:
As at the time of this research, AMAO (name redacted) was twenty‐eight years old. She
was born in Nigeria where she did her first degree. She moved to Manchester to do her
masters where she remains and now works as a Development Project Manager with
Lloyds Bank UK.
RADIO AIR ON
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Music Intro
EHI: Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. Manchester. Ankara-in-diaspora is our voice and our
stories about how we wear Ankara in the diaspora.
Today we will be talking about how we dress, select and rock ankara in the
diaspora. To be part of the discussion, to share your stories or experiences,
tell us why you choose certain patterns or types of Ankara over others, or do
not wear Ankara. Call 01612229960. If you are calling from outside the UK,
add +44. You can also join me on the chat room.
To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I tanda dey wait for una here again today oooh. Today tory na about how
we dey wear Ankara for Obodo Oyinbo. (My fellow Africans in the diaspora join me in
today’s talk on Ankara in diaspora). We dey yan and we dey ask ourselves whether
dress na dress? (We talk and question how we dress in the diaspora). You dresss don
change since you bigin stay here?
I tanda for I9ja radio station for here dey wait for una tory. (Call in and share your
stories). But before we begin nak our tory make we listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki Ankara my introooooo… (To start, let us listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki - Ankara

Music and Commercial Break.
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Hello and Welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. That was, ‘I go buy
Ankara for you by HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara’
You are still tuned in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora.
Do you wear Ankara in the diaspora? If yes, we want to hear of your
experience and your stories about ankara cloth. Abi na only Oyinbo cloth you
dey wear? To share your stories, and experiences or be part of the discussion;
simply dial, 0161 222 99 60.That is 0161 222 99 60.
You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as guest and
select the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’

With me on this show today, is AMAO as development Project Planner with Lloyds
bank. Good afternoon. Thank you for accepting to be a guest on Ankara-in-diaspora.

AMOA: Good afternoon Aunty. Thanks for inviting me.
EHI: Do you wear ankara in the diaspora? Just before you answer, this is also for all my
listeners. If you wear ankara in the diaspora we want to hear your story. If not, what
gets in your way?
AMAO: Aunty that na question? Do I wear ankara?. Yes nah and I get plenty plenty
different types. I love Ankara. I love everything ankara. My friends always laugh at me
and say, ‘(Name redacted), you have been in England for years and you still dress
African’. Well that is who I am. I cannot throw my identity away because I want to
blend in. I am Nigerian and I am Nigerian to the core. My name is (name redacted). I
do not try to form it. I do not try to change it or stylise the pronunciation. I would rather
be dressed in a native attire than not to but wear it in simple styles to work. I wear
ankara to go shopping, to church, in the house and to African event. I use to get them
[Ankara] made from home, but now, I have tailors who make them for people like me
who like Africa outfits. One problem though, is about the climate here.

Back to our discussion, I wish [that] we, all African here could identify with ankara. It
tells who we are. It makes us stand out. If somebody wears the English wear, no
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disrespect, and somebody else wears ankara, there is a difference, and something
unique about the person wearing ankara. He or she stands out. In addition, with ankara
you can play with the material. You can do anything with it. You can do patch. Normally,
it is fashion flaux to wear pattern on pattern. Not with Ankara. With Ankara, you can
mix patterns and wear pattern on pattern and it will look beautiful. With ankara
material, you can break every fashion rule.

EHI: Just a minute, lets aknowledge the people in the chat room. Good afternoon
(name redacted). I will take you txt in-between the conversations and calls. Please keep
them coming. Welcome to the show. (Name redacted) says,

My job and lifestyle play a big role in how we wear Ankara

AMAO: (Name redacted) for some jobs yes. I do not know what you do for a living so I
would not argue with you. My problem is we hide under job every time it is about our
traditional clothes. I work in the bank, and I see Asians wearing their traditional clothes
to work. They come in their attire. We work in the same place and it does not affect
their work. Their lifestyle and occupation does not affect the way they wear and dress
in their own traditional clothes. Some of us use our jobs as excuse; we cover under
occupation. You can wear mix and match to some jobs. I can understand that for some
uniform personals, it may not be appropriate to wear ankara work. My point is that,
some of us [Africans] here are not proud of who we are. I have heard grown men here
say they are not Nigerian, not Africans. Some people even say the cloth is too African,
it is too this, too that. My people, things are changing and chaning fast too. There was
a time when ankara was seen as a thing for people back home. Some people in high
positions and jobs do not wear ankara here. They would not be caught wearing African
attire in this environment. Many prople did not wear ankara here until stars like
Buoyance wore it online. I am just happy that ankara is gaining wider acceptance by
the day here. It is becoming more popular as handbag, shoes, bangles, and necklace
and is trendy. It was not used as much here before but now it is fashionable to dress in
ankara. Yes, our new way of life influence how we use ankara and how we value it
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here. Our problem as Africans is that we do not appreciate what we have until others
do.
As conditions and peoples’ lifestyle change here, dress get to change.
Yeah! We have different lifestyles and dress differently
Individuals value the cloth differently and so use it differently.
If you are a trying to survive, the last thing on your mind is ankara.
The weather is cold here bro.
Is survival is a reason for your attitude to Ankara? Does living here affect how
you use ankara? To share your stories, and experiences or be part of the
discussion; simply dial, 0161 222 99 60.That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also
chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as guest and select
the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’

AMAO: Yes aunty, the weather condition can be a barrier. And I agree, survival in the
new environment make sense. The weather here is not friendly. I hope that someday
someone will make it in thicker fabrics. But, I do not think that not wearing ankara
makes you less African. However, I agree that wearing it shows how proud of where
you come from. I also agree that wearing wax cloth here shows our culture and
tradition and expresses our identity. However, the weather conditions here prevent us
from wearing Ankara all year round. It is hard to layer an already tight-fitted style.
What is the point anywhay; to wear it a beautiful style and then cover it with coats?
Hence, we mainly wear it in the summer.

EHI: Ok! Now let’s get some music on as we break for commercails

Music and Commercial Break.

Hello and welcome back.That was ‘bank alert’ by P-Square on I9jaradio.com. The
hottest 9Ja station in greater Manchester. You are still tuned to Saturday talk on
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‘Ankara in diaspora’ with your host Ehimen Oboh and my pretty guest AMAO (name
redacted). We tanda here dey wiate for una toryooooh. To share or be part of the
discussion, please dial, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat
with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest and select the
programme ‘Ankara’.
EHI: AMAO (name redacted) as you wear saying before we went on break ….
AMAO: Yes aunty, um, yes, summer is here, I will be wearing them, and I hope to see
more people in prints. It has been lovely on the show today. If you are listening, ankara
is a beautiful print. When you wear ankara, you stand out. Dressing in wax cloth is an
important part of me as an African woman. When I wear Ankara whether in the house,
to work out shopping or to African event, it bring to mind feelings of my home of origin
and values. It reminds me and take me back to my root. Ankara is nothing to be
ashamed about. It is a very beautiful material. Like I said before, with Ankara you can
break every fashion rule. You can wear it on jeans, skirt, as a blazer and stand out. I
have noticed that traditional patterns are fading and cool colours are trendy in ankara
here. The down side to me is that some colourcombination does not look good on menThere are certain patterns and colours that are 'just for the ladies'.
EHI: Okay. That is all we have time for today. A big shout from me and AMAO (name
redacted) to all our listeners and guest in the chatroom. Thank you AMAO. It has been
a pleasure to have you as part of Ankara-in-diaspora community. I am afraid,. Again,
time has run so fast on us. To all the callers and listeners of Ankara out there, until next
week when you continue to let me into your week with Ankara, THANK YOU for your
contributions. It has been interesting reading your txt and listening to your stories. Do
not forget to send us photos of some of your styles on how to rock new trends of
Ankara to 19jaradio Facebook. Alternatively, you can post it on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’
page.Help like our page if you enjoy this show. I will also appreciate your comment in
the comment box provided.Till next week, when I will be here again to hear about your
stories and experiences with Ankara. Stay blessed and have a happy weekend. My
people I throw way salute. Make Una enjoy the weekend with bobo awelo…
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Date: 05 09 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in the chat room 7
Number of Txt: 25.
Number of calls: 5 (Answered 2 on air, answered 3 off air. After the show, people
called and text in to complain that their calls could not get through the line jam).
Number of listeners: the computer streaming showed 159 people tune in as at 1:55
pm. This is not counting mobiles and other devices such as iTunes, windows media,
Jandus - Android Apps on Google Play and Blackbery Tunein.

Figure A44: Advert – Ankara in Diaspora 05 09 15.
Profile of Guest Speaker:
MYAMA (name redacted) is in her early 30s. She was born in Nigeria, the youngest of
three sisters and the third child of four children. She did her first degree in English
Language and Literature, in Nigeria, moved to England to join her parents and
remained. She has a Master's Degree, MSc in Human Resource Management from
Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester. She is an Associate CIPD, Human
Resource Pension Administrator and she is single.
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RADIO AIR ON
Music Intro
EHI: Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. Manchester. Today on Ankara-in-diaspora we will be
talking ankara in the diaspora. How do we select what ankara to wear and what gets
in the way in the choices we make? To be part of the discussion, to share your stories
or experiences, tell us why you choose certain patterns or types of ankara over others
or do not wear Ankara, please call 01612229960. If you are calling from outside the UK,
add +44. You can also join me in the chat room. To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I tanda dey wait for una here again today oooh. This na where we dey talk
about how we dey wear Ankara for Obodo Oyinbo [My fellow Africans in the diaspora
join me in today’s talk on Ankara-in-diaspora]. Where we dey yan and we dey ask our
self and talk every time about ankara and abada them [where we talk and question
how we use African prints in the diaspora]. You dey use this cloth self? [Do you wear
ankara?]. The cloth e important abi e no important to you. Why some of us dey use
this cloth any how for here [What is the significance to you?]. The way we dey use the
cloth e don change the meaning? Abi, e add new meaning to the cloth? I tanda for I9ja
radio station for here dey wait for una tory. [Call in and share your stories]. But, before
we begin nak our tory, make we listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki - Ankara my
introooooo… (To start, let’s listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara

Music and Commercial Break.
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Hello and Welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. We just listened to,’ I
go buy Ankara for you by HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara’. My people, you are tuned
in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. How do you select what ankara to wear to
work, family gathering and special occasions like weddings? To share your stories, and
experiences or be part of the discussion; dial, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60.
You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as a guest and
select the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’
With me on this show, today is MYAMA (name redacted). My beautiful MYAMA is a
CIPD Human Resource Pension Administrator. Good afternoon MYAMA. Thank you for
accepting to be a guest on Ankara-in-diaspora.
MYAMA: Good afternoon Aunty. Thanks for the invite.
EHI: Hmm, baby girl, I Like your Ankara summer look and colour combinations. If you
do not mind, give me the runs about this dress choice (Tell me about your dress choice).
MYAMA: Thanks aunty. First, I will like to say that I have listened to the show and must
say, I am proud of what you are doing. [Coughs to clear her throat]. Umm, my dress.
Today, I am wearing an ankara outfit with electric blue and yellow colours. It is warm
summer bright colours to go with the weather […] Umm, I like wearing African wax
cloth here because, to express my African identity. The cloth is beautiful. So, why not?
I got into the ankara trend wearing it as asoebi. Wearing African print as asoebi here
for events is to express a kind of ‘shared identity’. The way individuals use print, tells
the degree to which um, let me speak for myself here, I identify with both of my
identities. Because, I have …. many,
EHI: Multiple identities?
MYAMA: Yes, that is the word, - my multiple identities. I have listened to the show,
and people do not talk about how our two selves is the main reason for the changes to
our values and our attitudes to Ankara here.
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EHI: Please can you expand more on what you mean by this our two selves and the
relevance to African print use.
MYAMA: Our two selves result from exposure to our homeland and the new culture
here. I think it is good we talk about how being Britico impacts on how we dress. People
do not talk about these things, our two selves and dress. Living here changes a person.
What we have become is the main reason for our different values and attitude to
ankara here.
EHI: ah, two selves as in dual citizenship, multiple identities, this is an interesting point
you are bringing up.
MYAMA: Every Britico, well I think and behave like both; African and British. It is who
we are. Some of us have independent views. Others are indifferent to the cloth yet a
few have strong cultural and view things including how they dress in relation to both
cultural norms and the new culture here. The mix, that thing um, - - with most people
who have dual citizenship - - both cultures comes together to make us see things from
two ways like you have ‘two selves’ in one body. It’s unique, two in one. So we dress to
reflect that. I think, it is partly the reason for how the way we dress we differ from
people back home.
EHI: Please can you expand on ‘this two selves’ for people listening including me to
understand why you think our two selves as you call it, influence how we dress with
ankara here.
MYAMA:

First, while our cultural values might foster African print use, there are

individuals who, although they value our culture, take on and perceive themselves as
independent of the group. How do I say this, there are also those who hold strong
cultural values, see themselves as similar to members of their group, but also have
personal values and preferences and so dress indifferent to cultural norms to cultural
demands.
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Born and raised here to African parents, we have more than one identity. To
complicate things, the degree to which we identify with both of our identities differ
and so are our views and dress. Independent people view themselves as individuals
and overwhelmingly common among young people like me. By contrast, there are
those who see themselves in relation to others. Somebody help me here. Aunty, you
know what I mean. What I am saying is that the way my mother and her age groups
dress with ankara is rooted along the lines of traditions and obligations to African
culture. True. You know, we belong to different age groups. This is not to say that we
do not have similarities. As Africans yes, but differences do exist. Even with siblings,
there are differences not to talk about adults of the same culture and or from different
countries. Yes, we are all Africans and leave here, but we dress differently because of
what we have become; African British or British African depending on which side of the
scale you are. So, while some of us may, for example, prefer certain patterns in certain
colours, approve of a certain way of dress and behaviours, there will some people who
would dress differently and in significant ways from the norm.

EHI: I am listening and I like this idea of scale. This is becoming very interesting and a
new storyline to ankara talk from other guests on the show. Please, can you expand
more on what you mean by how we dress depend on which side of the scale we are?

AMAO: Um. what I am trying to say is [CG] the extent to which a person identify with
African culture as individuals the level, such individuals also [may] define themselves
as Briticco and or independent of others or as typical African, a part of a group
depending on whichever way is more important to them. This I believe influence how
individual value and use ankara here. You know, dress influence how one relates to
others. We all know this. At African events, what you wear can shape your interactions
with others. How one dress, and what you wear is powerful enough to and influence
others. People use dress to negotiate situations. Aunty, correct me if I am wrong here,
the way we dress also relate to needs of belonging and values.
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EHI: My MYAMA (name redacted), I like your take on this topic, its fresh (Pidgin for a
new direction). My people, MYAMA (name redacted) says, ankara wearing or not
wearing relate to needs of belonging and values. Ankara-in Diaspora listeners, MYAMA
(name redacted) says that wearing or not wearing ankara is about needs and values. Is
it the same for you? Do you wear Ankara to meet certain needs? We would like to
hear your views. To share your stories and experience, or be part of the discussion,
please call, 0161 222 99 60. The number again is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat
with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as a guest and select the
programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’ We tanda dey wait for you na tory oooh with, ‘Na
God Win’ on 19ja radio.com

Music and Commercial Break.
EHI: Hello and Welcome back. That was God Win by Korede Bello and needed some
plugging to cheer the mood in da house. You are still tuned-in to Saturday talk on
Ankara-in-diaspora with your host Ehime Oboh and MYAMA (name redacted). Before
the break, we were talking about wearing or not wearing is about fulling need of
belonging and values. Do you wear ankara to express belonging? To be part of the
discussion, please call 0161 222 99 60. 01610161 222 99 60. …

MYAMA: In many ways, and yes, that is what I am saying.
Aunty, I think we have a caller

EHI: Hello caller? …Hello caller? Think we just lost that caller. Please keep the calls
coming. The number again is, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. We are still
talking about wearing or not wearing ankara to meet certain needs and or values.
What do you have to add? Where are you on the scale: Independent, indifferent or
interdependent? Please keep the calls coming. The number again is 0161 222 99 60.
That is 0161 222 99 60. Before the break, we were talking about our two selves as
MYAMA (name redacted) calls it and how our personal preferences. MYAMA (name
redacted) as you were saying,
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MYAMA: Yes aunty, as I was saying, living here, as you know allows us to break certain
traditional rules. Some of use, well individuals, embrace the freedom of living here and,
how do I say this, um, see them themselves as modern. Plus, living here, we are less
restricted, independent or, well, so see ourselves. Some people may also feel that
partaking in traditional activities like wearing ankara may indicate they have not
achieved their goal of independence. Think, I have heard friends say, ‘I beg, we are
here, I do not need to wear it’ blah blah blah. Others may adopt a rational stance, and
most elders belong to this group. They strive to form strong relationships with our
culture and maintaining a traditional way of dress. You know, people like my mother
who love everything African have a habit of wearing ankara or other African attire a lot
and prefer the traditional ones and wear old styles. They dress as if they are still in
Africa. Among people of my mothers’ age group, some are flexible with their children
and understand we live here and have non-African friends.

EHI: Hmmm… Elders dress as if they are still in Africa but are flexible with the way their
children dress.

MYAMA: Yes Aunty. Well, my mother lets us wear mix and match even to African
events.

EHI: In the chat room, (name redacted) says,
Yes ooh, mix and match when you want to play both games.
We, young people, mix and match.

As in wearing hybrid fashion?

MYAMA: Aunty you are too much. That is the word, hybrid fashion. In our gist, we say,
mix and match.
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EHI: Is mix and match, your thing? Call, 0161 222 99 60. 0161 222 99 60. You can also
chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com. Log in as a guest and select the
programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora’ to join in this discussion. Yes, please MYAMA carry
go…

MYAMA: Thanks aunty, as I was saying, we [young WADIB], well I dress in mix and
match to [ …] the way people identify themselves with both African culture and life in
Britain affects their dress preferences and the way they value ankara. Let me try to
explain this. Um, for example, dress here is whether you dress to stand out or fit in. We
select and chose what we wear to suit the image we want to portray, which may be
different in different situations depending on the image we want to express to others.
That said, there is also practicality, what works for the individual.

EHI: What works for the individual and their lifestyle is a good point and one I will like
you to talk more about, please

MYAMA: My point here is that where a person is positioned which changes on the
scale of BRITICO – Being African British plays a large part in the type and colours of
African print we young people buy and how we dress. It is a fact that here, the more
we [Africans in the diaspora) embrace and or take on the British culture, the more we
feel independent of our dress choices.

EHI: Whaoooooooh, they are clicking away in the chat room:
Viv in the chat room says, ‘My positon has changed many times’.
Ola says, ‘How I dress na my choice (personal preference).

Na my choice [personal preference] is a deep and fresh dimension to Ankara-inDiaspora and links in with MYAMA’s (name redacted) comments that ‘the more we
embrace and or take on the British culture, the more independent we are of our dress
choices. What is it for you? To be part of the discussion, please call, 0161 222 99 60.
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That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com,
log in as a guest and select the programme ‘Ankara.’
Thank you MYAMA. The streaming audience is growing. People must just be enjoying
your take on the topic and listening deep.

EHI: We will be right back and Na my choice ooooh. That is Na my choice at 19Ja
radio.com.…

Music and Commercial Break.

EHI: Hello and Welcome back. That was Na my choice by Prince Nico Mbarga. How I
dress na my choice. Is it the same for you? You are still tuned in to Saturday talk on
Ankara-in-diaspora with me EHI and MYAMA (name redacted). Before the break, we
were talking about our two selves as MYAMA (name redacted) calls it. Our personal
preferences, interest and independence affect our attitudes to ankara in the diaspora.
Carrying on from where we stopped, MYAMA (name redacted), as you were saying…

MYAMA: Thanks Aunty. Yeah!!

Yes, what I am trying to say is that as people’s

preferences change here, they tend to dress in ways that are acceptable or moderate
on all attributes, rather than attached to cultural qualities only. Not everybody like to
stand out, well, not unnecessarily. Aunty, I think, someone else is in the chat room.

EHI: Thanks. Good afternoon (name redacted), welcome to the chat room. (Name
redacted) says, ‘I chose what I wear. I know that others see me as arrogant because I
dress differently from the group. So what?

MYAMA: Welcome (name redacted) and thanks for joining us. You are on point there
my sister. When personal interest is different from group interests, it is seen as
arrogant.
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EHI: Please a minute, I think we have a call. Hello caller

CALLER: Hello good after ‘Ankara woman.’

EHI: Please tell us your name and from where you are calling.

CALLER: Just a quick one I am calling from Manchester. MYAMA (name redacted) you
guys read my mind. Even, when you wear the same fabric with others and personalise
your dress, it can be perceived as arrogant. For example, in our regional meeting not
to mention names, members were bound by rules held on dress code to wear green.
Dress code for an event is obeyed whether or not you were at the meeting and identify
with the objectives, you are held and required [to obliged] to wear green. Bye

EHI: Oh, she is gone. Thanks for your contribution caller from Manchester. In the chat
room, (name redacted) says,

I agree with MYAMA (name redacted), the way we dress, depends on where
you are on the African British - British African scale.

Your personal choice to dress African or British or wear mix and match depends
on your position on the scale.

Level of Britico dey change – I hail you sister MYAMA (names redacted).

EHI: (Name redacted) has just left the chat room. Thanks (named redacted) for your
contribution and by the way, I like this idea that whether we dress African, British or
wear mix and match depends on our position on the scale, your level of Britico.

MYAMA: Thanks (name redacted) for your contribution. I like.
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EHI: (name redacted) you have used the word Britico (laughs) I am only saying because
you young people reshuffle meanings every time and move the post. Please if you are
still listening, are you saying Britico has levels? Please help listeners, and I understand
the levels?

MYAMA: Aunty, it just means the position you are on the scale between thinking and
dress too African or too British which as I have mentioned changes over time.

EHI: Kai, you young people sef. You mean it pertains to identity that an individual wants
to attain and maintain by wearing or not wax cloth.

MYAMA:

YES.

EHI: With that, we take a break because I need to climb this scale to see where I stand.
I will tell you when we get back. For now, let’s listen to P-Square ‘you don chop my
money’. It’s 19jaradio.com.
Music and Commercial Break

EHI: Hello and Welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. That was, ‘you
don chop my money’ P-Square on 19jaradio. Carrying on from where we stopped.
Individual or group values. I am sure you want to hear my experience too. E plenty
[pidgin – I have a few]. My dress has changed many times over the years. Before we
talk about me, we would like to hear from you. Please call, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161
222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as a
guest and select the programme ‘Ankara.’ While we wait for callers, MYAMA please
would like to continue this idea of dress and one’s position on Brtish- African identity
scale.

MYAMA: How do I put this, um, a person with self-oriented values might prefer
individual dress styles, while a culture-oriented person might prefer being able to dress
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as part of a group. We all hold values of our culture, yet each of us is at a different spot
on the scale. Some people are at the ends of the scale. Most of us reflect both ends of
the scale though to varying degrees. Well, aunty as I am sure you know, cultural values
influence how most elders dress.

EHI: Hmm,

MYAMA: You can tell where a person is on the scale in the way they dress to African
events. So, aunty, yes, aunty, it boils down to each person’s place on the scale of being
independent or having interdependent values.

EHI: Please can you talk more about this idea of independent values.

MYAMA: By independent here, I mean people who do not follow traditional forms of
African dress, um - - personalise their styles. While people on the other end are very
active in cultural things and dress as others expect of them or as others. I think, or well,
I like to think that I am with the independent group. I like to own my style, dress distinct
not loud. With my job, I cannot dress too colourful to work. When I dress to events or
wear asoebi to identify with celebrants, I dress African but fashionably British.

EHI: Is this, what you mean when you mentioned something about individual and
group values earlier? Please, can you say more about that and possible examples of it?
Just a minute, I think we have a caller on the line. Hello caller, Hello caller?

CALLER: Good afternoon ankara woman
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling …
CALLER: Good afternoon. My name (name redacted) and I am calling from Manchester.
EHI: Good afternoon (name redacted), please what is your contribution?
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CALLER: Sister this is my second week on this programme.
EHI: I hope you have enjoyed listening.
CALLER: Oh! Yes. My friend and I have been sat here glued to the radio online listening
and smiling. First, well done to both of you. MYAMA (name redacted) you have spoken
well. Well done. Your mother, if she is listening, will be very proud of your take on this
topic. Em, for my contribution, MYAMA (name redacted) has said it all. Living here
encourages a new lifestyle, modern views and values. Yes, when some elders dress,
they consider cultural values and commitment to maintaining our cultural values. For
some of us, the problem is posed by our jobs. For others, it is expectations from friends
and others. Wearing or not wearing ankara may be because our jobs are very strict on
dress code but may also be to meet the needs of individuals.

EHI: Thank you (name redacted) for your contribution. (Name redacted) mentioned
demands of our jobs. Is it the same for you? Keep the calls coming? To be part of this
discussions, please call, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with
me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as a guest and select the programme
‘Ankara.’ Yes MYAMA (name redacted).

MYAMA: Aunty, I agree with aunty (name redacted). Yes, there are expectations of
dress both from work, and from our families -- culture. Please aunty Ehi free to tell me
if I am wrong. Elders enforce these cultural values, which may or may not be
challenged, reignited or pursued by individuals.

EHI: Listeners, we are talking about how independent views of people lead to a break
with traditions of ankara use because we are in the diaspora. ITORO says, living here
encourages a new lifestyle, and our job can set its constraint. REME ask, ‘Why do you
think some people use wax cloth and others do not? To help us with answers to the
questions or to be part of the discussion; please call, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222
99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as a guest
and select the programme ‘Ankara.’
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Music and Commercial Break.

Hello and Welcome back. You are still tuned in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora.
Before the break, we were talking about why some people ankara and others do not.
Carrying on from where we stopped, MYAMA (name redacted), as you were
saying…

MYAMA: Please people I am up for parents telling us how we should dress and to dress
appropriately. For many of us Africans, as young children, our parents had the final say
about how we dress what we wear. I think, it is really about not bringing shame to the
family and we just obeyed with less questioning.

EHI: Oooh, thank you. Thank you. Thank you and thank you very much. My Britico
children can you hear that. I know you are listening today, obey regarding dress and
please quoting MYAMA, ‘with less questioning’.

MYAMA: Yes, we know. I know you and will say, ‘It’s an African thing’. My mother
expects me to question her. When I do not, most times she is surprised.

EHI: Ooo- kay, it’s an African mother thing.

MYAMA: That said, many African British homes here have a strong egalitarian
orientation that promotes shared decision-making. Even in such homes, mine included,
the opinions of family elders are respected. The way you dress remains with the
parents until probably, the child becomes a teenager when we begin to rebel.
Sometimes you get away with wearing mix and match. Other times, to keep the peace,
you wear what you are asked to wear until you move away from home to the university,
which is only for three to four year and a bit longer depending on your study. Because,
as you get married, you are expected to dress like an African adult. In homes, where
there is a strong relationship with other members of the family, the connectedness and
family values play a role in the person’s dressing habits.
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EHI: Hold on.please, I think we have a caller. Hello caller? Hello caller?

CALLER: Hello good afternoon, can you hear me?

EHI: Yes, we can hear you, good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where
you are calling.

CALLER: I am calling from Bolton. To add to what have been said, I do not think that
people feel shame, but mainly guilty if they dress inappropriately [trails off].

EHI: Oh. I think we lost the call. Following on that call, is our attitude to Ankara here
because of shame and guilt? MYAMA (name redacted) do you want to comment on
that?

MYAMA: Well, people who identify strongly with their family may likely feel shame or
guilt if the way they dress is seen to bring disgrace or not expected for your age or
status?

EHI: You mean expectations.

MYAMA: Yeah, there are expectations even here. All families, well mine have
expectations about how children should dress and behave. Again, back to the scale
thing, just to explain, for married women, expectations tend to fall at the African end
of the scale. People adhere to the traditional values of dress your age and dress as
expected but is more relax for unmarried women and young girls who.

EHI: We have a call. Hello caller? Hello caller?
CALLER: Hello
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling …
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CALLER: Good afternoon. My name is (name redacted), and I am calling from
Manchester.

EHI: Yes, and please what your contribution?
EHI: Hello, hello can you hear me? We can hear you. Hello, hello caller?
CALLER: I can hear you.
EHI: Good. Thought we lost you. Yes, please what is your contribution?

CALLER: Listening to you people, I want to say, that, I - I like to be unique in my dress,
and I like to stand out, so I wear my ankara in modern styles. Even though we wear
Ankara to identify with others, I like to style it differently. Besides, Dutch wax cloth is
costly, so dress preference may also depend on economic circumstance. That is my
contribution. Bye [trails off].

EHI: She just left. If you are still there, could you explain more about why you like to
dress differently? Okay, MYAMA (name redacted), do you want to comment on it or …

MYAMA: [Coughs] Well, this is my views, and yes, I know people may disagree with me
that it is in response to the new environment. In a new place, there would be a different
way of doing things.

EHI: Hmm

MYAMA: I think that it is a positive thing and that we should embrace this newness if
you know what I mean. African print is changing its customer base. The designs and
colour applications are changing and different from what our parents wore. With the
way things are going, we should embrace the newness before we lose it to others.
Superstars like Bounce, Riana and others are wearing wax cloth online. Young people
are wearing shorter ankara skirt. The cloth we still amazing even in the new designs.
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Yes, styles are more modern but are still representative of our culture […] I feel that
rather than criticise the new designs and modern styling, we should move forward and
embrace it more.

EHI: Thanks for that. To all my listeners, do you think that it is about time we move it
forward? We move with the time? To help us with answers or to be part of the
discussion please call, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with
me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as a guest and select the programme
‘Ankara.’ We have a few text and I am going to read them out:
While I am up for asoebi, I believe that ankara practices need to be
modified for young people to embrace it.
Children born and educated in Britain just want to express their
idividuality.
People born and raised in Africa give very high priority to the
traditional look.
… High and steady standard of living here allows and support people
to achieve independence in their dress choices and styling.
Interdependent values are stronger among older people.
People born and raised in Africa tend to keep their ties with home
things than people born here, and shows in how each age group dress.
EHI: We have a call. Hello caller? Hello caller?
CALLER: Hello
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling …
CALLER: Good afternoon. (Name redacted) and I am calling from Manchester
EHI: Good afternoon Sir, what your contribution?
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CALLER: Thank you my sister. Well done. Eku rere. I would say the freedom to live as
one chooses or to dress counters important cultural values and responsibilities to the
family. Yes, ones dress can be personal preference. But the way some ladies dress is
disrespectful and not age appropriate and not creativity. Bye
EHI: Baba has left the line. Thanks for your contribution (name redacted). I am afraid,
that is all we have time for today with the advice from (name redacted). Before I forget.
My position on the scale changes and keeps changing like ankara. And what can I say [
…]. To our brilliant young beautiful guest, thanks you. Whaooh, thank you.
MYAMA: Aunty, it was an honour. I enjoyed the conversation, and it is my first time on
the radio. So thank you for the opportunity
EHI: Again, the time has run so fast on us. Until next week when you continue to let
me into your week with Ankara, thank you for your contributions. It has been
interesting reading your text and listening to your stories. Hold on to his advice and
dress appropriately.
Do not forget to send us photos of some of you dressing appropriately, as you rock
ankara.
You can also post it on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’ page.
Help like our page if you enjoy this show.
I will also appreciate your comment in the comment box provided.
Until next week, Stay blessed and have a happy weekend.
My people I thruway salute. Make Una enjoy the weekend with bobo awelo…
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Date: 12th September 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in the chat room: 4
Number of Txt: 22 during show.
Number of calls: 1 (Answered 2 on air, answered 3 off air. After the show, people
called and text in to complain that their calls could not get through as the line was
jammed).
Number of listeners: No record of computer streaming for this show. System failure.

Figure A45: Advert – Ankara in Diaspora 12 09 15.

Profile of Guest Speaker:
TOMI (name redacted) is twenty-five years Old. She was born in Nigeria but educated
in England. She is a trained financial Economist and has a Masters in Management of
Information Systems both from the University of Manchester, Manchester. She is also
a Charted Financial Analyst (CFA) and is Investment Administration Qualified (IAQ). She
currently works as senior Investment Accountant, with BNY Mellon. She is single and
lives in Manchester.

RADIO ON AIR.
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Music Intro.
Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio based in Salford, Manchester.
How we select what to wear and what gets in the way in the choices we make?
To share your stories, and experiences with Ankara or be part of the discussion, Simply
dial, 0161 222 99 60. That number again, is 0161 222 99 60.
You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com,
To chat;


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:
My people, I tanda dey wait for una here today. This na where we dey talk about how
we dey select, and wear Ankara for here. (My fellow Africans in the diaspora join me
in today’s talk on Ankara in diaspora).
Where dey yan, about we dey use Ankara.
The cloth e important to us abi e no important to us?
Tory, plenty. Na so questions follow am; why some of us no dey wear the cloth self and
the different; different ways we dey wear am for here (What is the significance of
Ankara?).
The way some people dey dress e bi like say e don add plenty plenty meaning to the
cloth? Abi I lie? I tanda for I9ja radio station for here dey wait for una tory. (Call in and
share your stories). Before we begin nak our tory, I beg make we listen to Hale que
featuring Seriki Ankara my intro… (To start, let us listen to Hale que featuring Seriki
Ankara music).
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Music and Commercial Break.
Hello and Welcome back. That was my special intro Hale que featuring Seriki Ankara
You are tuned still to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. With me on this show today,
is TOMI (name redacted), an Accountant and typical Britico [Laughs] Na wetin she all
yourself I dey repeat ooh (as she describes herself). Good afternoon and welcome to
the show. I am very happy to have as a guest on Ankara-in-diaspora.
TOMI: Good afternoon aunty Ehi and thanks for the invite.
EHI: I like your combination of ankara and chiffon. Nice
TOMI: Thanks. You look great yourself aunty Ehi. Thank you for inviting me as a guest
to contribute to this discussion on ankara use in diaspora.
EHI: TOMI (name redacted) if you do not mind, let us start by talking about what you
are wearing. Why did you chose to wear this dress?
TOMI: First, I will like to say that I happy to be here and to talk on how we wear ankara
in the diaspora but I will be sharing my own experience drawing examples from how
me and my friends rock ankara. When I wear ankara, it is to express my African
identity.
EHI: (Name redacted) in the chat room ask if it of any special significance to you? If so,
why?
TOMI. Welcome to the chat room (name redacted). Though I do not wear ankara as
often as I should because of my job, it is of significance to me. It’s part of our culture.
Whether we wear or not, it has significance to us as part our heritage. The significance
of wax cloth spans from its use in daily life activities to rituals in even after death. Here
in diaspora, for instance, Ankara is not something I wear every day. Like many people,
I wear it more during summer to work, to church or to ceremonies like weddings,
birthdays, marriage ceremonies, naming ceremonies as asoebi (uniform) … to identify
with the celebrants or family of the celebrants. What I have noticed, when it is old,
some people use it as housedress to stay at home or even sleep wear if the design is
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made as loose dress.
EHI: (Name redacted) says TOMI (name redacted), do you remember any time when
you particular said yes, I love this cloth or NO-----oooooooh, I do not want to be seen
in this cloth?
TOMI: Yes. Various, many, many, many times. Mainly, it was about the colours not the
pattern. I love bold patterns. One time I remember when I did not want to wear a
particular ankara to a family event because my mother made me a buba and wrapper.
It was an asoebi to a birthday party. My mum said the particular ankara colours and
the patterns is what all the family was going to be wearing and signifies us as being
together as family. In addition, she said the ankara pattern and colours say something
about us. Not sure exactly how purple snail pattern unites us. Hmmmm, thinking about
it, I should ask my mother.

EHI: TOMI (name readacted) live with it. If there is one lesson I have learnt on this
programme is, you do not question African elders.
TOMI: Aunty, every Nigerian child born, raised and educated here get to learn that
lesson somehow. Yes, because Elders somehow always win. As a young girl. I just wear
African clothes because my mother said and I had to. Do I regret it? No. Looking back,
I loved the experience. Clothes speak. I remember my cousins wedding in London
many years ago. Everyone that wore snail pattern to the event was related to me. Every
person that wore purple snail pattern,was even more closely related to me. At a point,
you had to glue a big smile to your face when you saw an elder wearing snail pattern
coming towards you. After about an hour, you knew the drill. What is your name? Who
is your father or mother? Followed by; ‘do you know who I am’? The fun bit was
introducing yourself to other children wearing the same colour as you. Very interesting
experience. Did I enjoy the experience? Yes. Was wearing ankara of significance? Yes.
It was a form of identification and show of solidarity. I still keep in contacts with a few
of my cousins I did not know before the event.
EHI: Hmmmmmmmmm,
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TOMI: I do not know the meanings of most patterns but I love the cloth. My mother
says ankara speaks and brags about using it to send messages. I think after listening to
her many stories, that ankara is special to her, because of the meanings associated
with the patterns or that the wrapper takes on for her. Ankara connects the user to
events or place of use. My mother has a story for every wrapper. When she opens her
wardrobe, it like the clothes all come to life. ‘That wrapper was a gift from your
grandparents to me when I gave birth to you. This wrapper was for Kolas’ naming
ceremony. Ah, this wrapper was for your aunt’s wedding. That wrapper was used for
your grandpas’ funeral […] it reminds me of him. I think, well from what she told me,
my mother keeps funeral asoebi wrapper to remind her of the life of her loved ones.
EHI: Do you remember any of the stories?
TOMI: Hmm, where do I start? Plenty. I remember as a young girl; ankara with
alphabet, numbers and writing materials like pencils was to do with education,
teaching or learning. I know this, because, my late grandmother was a teacher and she
had different patterns and colours of ABC wrapper and told me stories of her wrappers.
She would tell us - - my siblingds and I, why she was wearing particular colour or
pattern of wrapper to a function. My late grandmother belonged to many groups. She
was a teacher, so she belonged to teachers club but she also belonged to housewives
club and many other clubs and each had their own asoebi. My grandmother wore
different designs to different group meetings and she belonged to many groups. As a
teacher so she belonged to the local ‘Teachers club’ and their asoebi was ABC. From
stories and listening to my gran, the wrappers patterns with alphabet, numbers
…writing boards…and writing materials like pens, pencils or a combination of them is
for celebrating education. My grandfather was a farmer so my grandmother was also
in the ‘farmers wife’s club’. During yam festival, and harvest, most people in the village
would wear ankara with leaf, crop or tree patterns to celebrate. Particularly, people
with connections to famers. Since we do not go to the farm and farm, not sure, if such
patterns would sell here. Nevertheless, some people I hear still celebrate yam festivals
here in the UK when their village people are celebrating back home. Not sure why.
Maybe it is out of habit and or, to connect to family celebrations backhome. Anyways,
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as I was saying, being married, gran was in the ‘Married women’s Club’ and had a
different wrapper she wore to their Sunday meetings. For my grandmother’s and my
mothers’ age group of Africans, being married is a big deal and they wear wrapper with
umbrella to show off their marriage status. As married women and it was common for
people to give such pattern as gifts during trad most wives have no excuse. For them,
wearing umbrella wrapper a display of social status.
EHI: Hmmm, I have heard some stories along those lines.
TOMI: I was talking to my mother last week about my coming to this show and she
mentioned that patterns with two hearts, heart or wedding bells are the new designs;
no more umbrella pattern. About time too. No woman is under a man [laughs].
Anyhow, as I was saying, belonging to different groups was and is still a big thing for us
Africans both home and here[ in the diaspora]. I think it is about socialising and the role
of cloth in the interaction.
EHI: I am with your mother there. No woman is under a man [laughs]
TOMI: Ah, before, I forget, and I was going to tell you off air. Mummy say to tell you
that you are doing a good job.
EHI: Awwwwww. Say me thank you to her. If you are listening mummy, thank you.
TOMI: I think she is and having a big smile too. As I was saying, sometimes, we wear
certain colours to events to tell the group we belong to or where we come from.
Nigerian women have loads of patterns with green shades and or combination of green
and white in the design to go with the Nigerian flag. Colour is a thing for Nigerian
women here, particularly members of the Nigerian women group. They use patterns
with green to African events.
EHI: How do you know this? Are you a member of the group?
TOMI: No, But my aunty is. My mother and aunties brags that they can tell if someone
is Muslim or Christian from the patterns they wear and if someone was married or
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single from the way they wear their wrapper. Even from the way, they tie their
headscarf or place fila on the head. My mother is good with things like that. I told her
that she should come to this show. I think you will get many stories from her.
EHI: Hmmmm, I will sure take that as you have put a word in for me then.
TOMI: I told her about the show and she was please you wanted young people on the
show as guest too.
EHI: TEMI says, the way, you tie their headscarf or place fila on the head tell your
marital status Ummmmm, did not know that. Thanks for the info. Loving this my peps.
TOMI: Me too, until my mother told me. I think, she says these things so that we do
not shame her in public or dress inappropriately
EHI: The chat room is buzzing. (Names redacted) have joined us in the chat room.
Good afternoon and welcome to the show people.
Yes ooooh. One of the many values of Ankara is what the cloth affords
us to do like express our identity.
Yes ooh. I think, most of us wear it to express who we are. Well, I wear
it here, mainly for identity purposes at weddings and parties.
Yeah, wearing Ankara to parties is mainly for identification.
Me too. But, I like modern patterns not the traditional ones and wear
styles to suits me.
TOMI: Thanks people. (Name redacted) you are on point. Most of us young people,
well, I do, wear ankara as asoebi to mainly for identify with others at weddings and
parties. At African events, the cloth serve as a means of identity. You know and can
differenciate people related to the celebrants and close friends from guest. At parties,
ankara can shows who is family or friend to the celebrantthrough the colours. So, yes,
in a sense, ankara talks. Love you people in the chat room and thanks.
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EHI: a Big thanks you to people in the chat room and you TOMI. Are you in a group or
a social club? Do you wear group asoebi and want to share your stories and experiences
with Ankara or be part of the discussion, simply dial, 0161 222 99 60.That is 0161 222
99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com, log in as guest
and select the programme ‘Ankara.’ I follow TOMI (name redacted) give people my
love for chat room. Time for a brake and it’s time to give me love, wey I never see
before.

Music and Commercial Break.

EHI: Good afternoon and Welcome back. That was I follow you please give me love oh,
wey I never see before by Cuppy featuring Sarkodie.
EHI: Before the break, we were talking about wearing ankara as a form of identification
at African family and social events. I know that you have mentioned wearing ankara
for identification at African family events. Is there any pattern or colour you have worn
because it had special meaning and like to share?
TOMI: Me ke, I just wear love African prints but mainly wear it to family events. I do
not have a deep understanding of the patterns and meanings. I am no good in that–
sorry. But, my big sister, mother and aunties would have plenty to talk about. They talk
about these things and can tell you about some patterns and their meanings. MUM, I
know you are at work, but if you are listening, call in, we need your help with Ankara
patterns and meanings.
EHI: Noted. I will come knocking. …Big sister, Mum and TOMI’s aunties if you are
listening please call in, we need your contributions.
TOMI: Yeah, we need to hear your stories, and experiences with Ankara.
EHI: Yes ooh. My people, our mothers, our fathers and elders listening, please call in,
to share your stories call, 0161 222 99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60.
You can also chat with me via our chat room on 19jaradio.com,. Log in as guest and
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select the programme ‘Ankara-in-Daispora.’
Back to the chat room:
I like Ankara but wear mix and match to fit in.
During summer, I wear matching sweater or simple jacket over a
simple Ankara dress to work or as inner blouse.
My mother tells me off when I make Ankara into mini skirt or short
pants, you don spoil that cloth.
TOMI: Thanks people. Me too. The way I dress is more to do with my job, our new
lifestyle and to fit in with our friends and colleagues at work. My mum also teases my
sister and me when we sew expensive Ankara as short skirts, You people spoil the cloth
with the styles you make. Sometimes she ask, Why did you buy this cloth with rubbish
meaning?
EHI: I think we have a caller on the line. Hello caller? Hello caller?
CALLER: Good afternoon IYA Ankara (Ankara woman).
EHI: Good afternoon. Thank you. Please tell us your name and from where you are
calling …
CALLER: E k’ asan (Good afternoon.) Oru ko mi ni Adetoro [my name is Adetoro] Mo
wa 9ja. [I am in Nigeria].
EHI: E k’ asan ma (Good afternoon ma).
CALLER: Bawo ni (how are you).
EHI: Mo wa da da (I am fine, thanks)

CALLER: Eko e she [well done] Ese gan. S’ ole so ede Yoruba. (Do you speak fluent
Yoruba?)
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EHI: No ma. Ede Yoruba mi ko da (No, my Yoruba is bad).
CALLER: Loo to (I can see that)
EHI: Yes ma (TOMI whispering and shaking her head, this is going to be a long one).
CALLER: Ejo, mo fe, [please, I want to]
EHI: Hello, mama, can you hear me? I think we just lost the call not sure why.
That was an interesting experience and with no help from the two Yoruba people in
the house. Ko da ooooh (not fair) I was looking to you for help guys.
TOMI: Aunty, my Yoruba is zero.
EHI: Hello caller, I think she is back on line.
CALLER: Hello
EHI: Okay, missed that call too. [Laughter in the house] About time for a break but I will
be right back. After my public Yoruba examination, I can only say ‘God dey’. Some
people dey for corner, them de begin dey wonde say na wethin dey hammah. [Some
people were looking out to see what would happen]. Them they look to wetin go
happen but them no see, ‘Na God Win ooh’ [NS] We will take a break with ‘Na God Win
’. Its’ 19ja radio.com

Music and Commercial Break.

Hello and Welcome back. That was my two favourites hits; ‘Some people dey for corner
dey wonder Wetin dey hammah. E be God e dey bless me’ by Cwesi Oteng. E be God e
dey bless me and God win by afro hip-hop star David Adeleke wey peopleknow as
Davido. Yeah, just before the break, my Yoruba was tested and some people here were
looking out to see what would happen but they no see, ‘Na God Win ooh’. They say my
show no go happen, but God win. Omo I don pass Yoruba exam, Na God win. And them
say I no go pass my Yoruba, but God win the my brother. Make them try their luck, my
God go win ooooh. This is 19jaradio.com and you are still tunes in to Saturday talk on
Ankara-in-diaspora with me Ehime Oboh and TOMI. To be part of the discussion or to
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share your stories or experiences, please call, 0161 222 99 60.That is 0161 222 99 60.
01612229960. If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44. Pleeeeeeeease no
vernacular I can do pidgin not Yoruba. You can also chat with me via our chat room on
19jaradio.com. Log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’
I think we have a caller on the line. Hello caller? Hello caller?
CALLER: Good afternoon
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling … and
also I beg not in vernacular. I am a Safi girl and can handle my pidgin any day.
CALLER: Good afternoon. My name (name redacted). I am calling from Salford.
EHI: Good afternoon caller. Please what is your contribution? C

CALLER: Well done sisters and people in the chat room. I have enjoyed listening to this
programme. First, I think you held your grounds Ehi. So be proud of your Yoruba. I was
having fun listening to the conversation flow (Thanks, Na God Win, I responded).
My contribution is that traditional colours and adult women long fitted skirts are very
impractical. Yes, young people like new designs and dress in new ways but, I do not
think it is enough to devalue of the cloth. The new styles, the new ways of use has
changed from what we know but the modifications to the designs, cannot devalue the
cloth. Never.
EHI: Thank you (name redacted ) for your contribution. In the chat room (name
redacted) says, ‘I agree our new ways of use changes the meanings but not enough to
devalue of the cloth’.

TOMI: Thanks you aunty (name redacted). Aunty, my mother will say, Ye e-e-e-e-e s to
everything you have said. I am sure. She will say yes.
EHI: listeners out there, do you think, the modifications has or could devalued or
changed the value of the cloth? To be part of the discussion, please call, 0161 222 99
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60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on
19jaradio.com Log in as guest and select the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’
Today, we are talking about the new ways of ankara use. TOMI says, it changes the
meanings but not enough to devalue of the cloth. Hold on to that taught and we will
be right back after the break. I like your take TOMI […] you can ‘chop my money’ my
money anyday. Its 19ja radio.com

Music and Commercial Break.
Hello and Welcome back. That was ‘Chop my money’ by Nigerian R&B duo P-Square
featuring vocals from Akon and May D.
You are tunes in to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora and we are back to the matter
[question] of the modifications - manipulation of Ankara and the cloth value. Has it or
can it devalue the cloth?
TOMI: As I told you during the break, how we wear it matters. Whether we wear it or
not here, it is a part of our dress culture. It as part of our heritage.
Nonetheless, living here for many, or rather, living in a new place people do thing in
new or different ways including the way they dress. Hmmm, how do I say this? As I
have already mentioned, growing up, I wore Ankara and African clothes to African
parties because my mother made me. You just wear what your parents make you wear.
EHI: Sounds like you did not like it.
TK: Mummy knows that too well. Which teenager goes yeah; I want to be dressed in
African clothes to party. Well, I did not. I know things are changing. Online, I see photos
of young girls wearing ankara to proms. Well, prom is a one off thing and ankara glam
is good for that kind of performance. The reasons for theses are many… again, it
personal preferences. Yes, personal preference is on top of the list. Now to your
question of whether the manipulation of ankara has devalued its values. At best, I will
say that our manipulation has altered the use and reuse of meanings. It is more like
individual versus family values. And Yes! The new ways we use ankara in diaspora is
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more to do with our new lifestyle values and to fit our individual lifestyle here. Yes,
many new designs copy the old pattern. Again, from a fashion perspective, the new
colour combination, the new Aztec patterns, cool colours, modern stylings, just you
name it, the new ways young adults use ankara here is very creative. Some people will
say they are opposing to traditional way of use. I will say it’s about modernisation to
suit our new lifestyles. I do not think that it is r powerful enough to influence the value
of Ankara. No, no, no. But, I can understand why elder in the community do not
approve of the way some young people use Ankara here particularly the once with
traditional meanings. Some elders see the new ways young people use Ankara here as
threatening-- and probably something to be resisted. I personally think we should
embrace the development and modernising. Fashion changes and ankara fashion is no
exception. In addition, there is the progress factor. We like new fashion and changes
so why not ankara fashion.
EHI: When you say fashion changes, what do you mean?
TOMI: The change in use – the new way or different ways we use it here is in response
to the new environment. We live here so we dress like our friends and coleagues here.
Like them. Yes, some people like to stand out in their ankara styles combining it with
other fabrics and colours and lders have difficulty accepting certain styles. So, you can
say that, the negotiation between these many competing ideas and the different ways
we have taken up the new culture here, is the reason for the multiple ways of use.
EHI: How do you TOMI (name redated) wear ankara?
TOMI: I knew you would ask. First, there is a huge difference in quality between real
wax and copy wax. The fabric for this outfit I am wearing today is real Dutch wax and
was a gift. I seldom buy dtch wax because they are very expensive. More because,
instead of breaking tradition[…] after being told off many times by my mother, I buy
and wear copy wax or fancy prints. Umm, I do not like the complete outfit for many
reasons [laughs]. I wear my ankara over Jeans or a plan English top over ankara skirt.
I also like trousers, bag, shoe, necklace or earrings made with Ankara fabrics.
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Accessorising that way, I do not break the rules or as aunty (name redacted) puts it,
devalue the cloth. We young people do not wear it like our parents.
EHI: (Name redacted) in the chat room says:
Some traditional colours are too loud and some traditional styles are very
impractical for me.
TOMI. Thank you (name redacted). Seriously, some traditional styles particularly tight
fitted long skirts are very impractical. Even adults struggle to walk in them. For me, I
think that insisting on traditional way of use, while important may put off young people
like me and discourages young people in itself.
EHI You think so.
TOMI: Yes. I know young people may at times use ankara wrongly, but it is better than
not to use it at all. Allowing new changes and some flexibility may actually encourage
more young people to use ankara. Not sure if I have answered your questions.
EHI: I think we have a caller on the line. Hello caller? Hello caller?
CALLER: Good afternoon.
EHI: Good afternoon. Please tell us your name and from where you are calling.
CALLER: Good afternoon. My name (name redacted) and I am calling from London.
EHI: Good afternoon, please what is your contribution?
CALLER: I have been trying this line. Happy to get through. Ehis and TOMI (name
redacted) well done. Daughters you make us all proud. For three weeks now, I have
tuned in every Saturday to listen to your programme because I like it. Please do you
have another line we can call? This line is always busy.
EHI: (Name redacted), I apologise. Yes, the lines keeps jamming because of the number
of calls coming through at the same time. This is a small radio station but we are doing
everything we can to get a more sophisticated system that can take more than one call
at the same time. You can join in the chat room or txt my phone. The problem with
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sending messages to my phone is that I can not only access it during the music break
or after the show. Glad to hear that you have enjoyed listening.
CALLER: My contribution is that certain demands by traditions on how to use the cloth
is OK for weddings and African events where you meet elders. We live in the UK. To be
fashionable here demands modernisation. Some people personalise their asoebi to
make a fashion statement and to standout. The new ways we use it here is mainly to
fit in and or be current [trendy]. That is my contribution. Keep up the good work.
EHI: Thanks for your contribution (name redacted). TOMI (name redacted) any last
words, before we go?
TOMI: I will like to say a big thanks you to all the people in the chat room, called and
listeners. I have enjoyed being on the show and talking about how I wear Ankara. Um,
I know that Ankara have names and meanings. Some have many names meanings and
send different messages. Me, I just buy the ones with no names. That way, I do not
make a fool of myself. That said… my mother says the names and meanings of Ankara
is not fixed. That the names and meaning are constantly changing sometimes to by
individual to suit different occasion or use.
EHI: In the chat room (name redacted) in the chatroom says, ‘I dress to fit current social
trends and our lifestyles here. Hold that taught until next week. I am afraid, that is all
we have time for today. I hope you have all enjoyed listening in to the show. To all the
people in the chat room, it has been interesting reading your txt. To all the callers,
thanks for your stories. To my special guest today, what can I say; you have been a
great guest. Thank you [Thank you too chipped in TOMI]. I also thruway salute to all my
listeners too ooh. Please, do not forget to send us photos of how you rock Ankara. Post
it to 19jaradio Facebook. Alternatively, you can post it on ‘Ankara-in-diaspora’ page.
Help like our page if you enjoy this show. I will also appreciate your comment in the
comment box provided. Stay blessed and have a happy weekend.
My people I thruway salute. Make Una enjoy the weekend with bobo Awelo…
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Date: 04 07 2015
EVENT: Ankara-in-Diaspora Talk on 19jaradio.com
Location: Suite A, G floor, Northwood House, Greenwood Business Centre, M5 4 QH
Time: 2pm - 3pm
Host: Ehinomen Oboh (Ehime)
Number of guest speakers: 1
Number of people in Chat room/TXT: 8
Number of calls: 2 calls were answered during the show and 2 after the show.
Number of listeners: 189 people tune in from computer streaming excluding mobiles
and other devices such as iTunes, Windows Media, Janus-Android Apps on Google Play
and Blackberry Tune in.

Figure A46: Advert – Ankara in Diaspora 04 07 15.

RADIO AIR ON
Music Intro
EHI: Good afternoon and welcome to Saturday talk on ‘Ankara in diaspora’ with me
Ehinomen Oboh on I9jaradio. Manchester. Ankara-in-diaspora is our voice and our
stories about how we wear Ankara in the diaspora. Today we will be talking about how
we dress. How do rock ankara in the diaspora To be part of the discussion, to share
your stories or experiences, tell us why you choose certain patterns or types of ankara
over others, or do not wear ankara. Call 01612229960.
If you are calling from outside the UK, add +44. You can also join me in the chat room.
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To chat


Type www.19jaradio.com



Press chat with friends



Tick log in as a guest. Please, do not forget read the content form



Click ‘AGREE’ to confirm your consent.



Select room, ‘Ankara–in-Dispora’



Enter User name and



Press login.

Intro in Pidgin:

My people, I tanda dey wait for una here again today oooh. This na where we dey talk
about how we dey wear Ankara for Obodo Oyinbo [My fellow Africans in the diaspora
join me in today’s talk on Ankara in diaspora]. Where we dey yan and we dey ask our
self and talk every time about Ankara and abada them [where we talk and question
how we use African prints in the diaspora]. You dey use this cloth self? [Do you wear
ankara?]. The cloth e important abi e no important to you. Why some of us dey use
this cloth anyhow for here [What is the significance to you?]. The way we dey use the
cloth e don change the meaning? Abi, e add new meaning to the cloth? I tanda for I9ja
radio station for here dey wait for una tory. [Call in and share your stories]. But, before
we begin nak our tory make we listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki - Ankara my
introooooo… (To start, let us listen to HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara.

Music and Commercial Break

Hello and welcome back to Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. You are tuned in to
Saturday talk on Ankara-in-diaspora. That was, my special intro, ‘I go buy Ankara for
you by HallyQ featuring Seriki – Ankara.’

Today, we will be talking about how we dress. How we rock ankara in the diaspora. To
share your experience or any story or be part of the discussion; simply dial, 0161 222
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99 60. That is 0161 222 99 60. You can also chat with me via our chat room on
19jaradio.com. Log in as a guest and select the programme ‘Ankara-in-Diaspora.’

Today, I have a full house. With me on this show today, are six African diasporan
teenagers. The first group of teenagers in the house. Good afternoon and thank for
coming to the show. (All chorus good afternoon aunty). I will let them introduce
themselves.

DIAN (name redacted): I am original from Holland in the Netherlands. We moved to
Manchester about 8years ago. My mum sells ankara and so ankara is part of my life as
far as long as I can remember. She sells the original ones, the expensive ones. That is
why people want and like to buy them. She is very popular and popularly known here
as Lady C. We, um, She get the original ones [African print ] – hollandaise from Holland
and people come to her because she sells original ankara which is better quality and
lasts longer than the cheaper versions which people buy as well.

EHI: How do you get to know the difference?

DIAN: My mother taught me to know the difference between the real ones, and the
fake ones so that when people come to the shop and she is not there, I help out. She
has a shop, and I help at weekends and on holidays. For me, because I have helped my
mother in the shop for so long from when I was much younger, I can tell even by looking
at the prints. You also know when you touch it. If it is real, you can just feel it. The
texture is much better. The fake ones are harsh. It feels like cardboard to your skin. The
real ones has a softer touch to the body when you have it on.

Chat room Text
I use ankara because it is beautiful
I like ankara because of the vibrant colours. You standout.
I like dark colours so I do not draw attention to myself
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I am 17years old, was born in Nigeria and excited you are looking at
the way we dress.
I use ankara for its beauty not to send messages
Me too. I use ankara more for its beauty and colours not the meaning
of the patterns.

DEMI (name redacted): I was looking at the text on the chatroom and reading
everyone’s comment. I am sure these are young people like us. The text says, ‘I use
ankara for only the beauty’. Another says, ‘I like the colours’. Maybe our friends are
listening. This has me wondering because earlier today, I learnt that the patterns on
ankara are actually … meaningful and people use it not just for the colours or beauty.
That the patterns have meanings. To read that most people are wearing them for the
colours and beauty not for what they mean and most of them are teenagers is not a
good thing. I do not know much, any pattern meaning of ankara and it will be nice to
know. Well most of us teenagers are only in for the beauty and colours we do not know
the meaning. I feel that we teenagers should be involve more with our traditions and
understand what the patterns actually mean so that we know what we are expressing.
So that we do not go and send the wrong message with the ankara we wear.

MIMI (name redacted): Personally, I like Ankara. I have grown up in a house full of
Ankara. My mum has a closet and boxes full of Ankara. She is very social. For every
single party, there is a new Ankara. For every different party, she is invited because she
is friends of the host or family of the host, she buys the asoebi or she buys a new
[African] print to wear. Going back to what DEMI (name redacted) just said, I also do
not know that patterns had specific meanings. I have a few. I actually pestered my mum
to make me one for my prom, which I wore. I thought about this when we had a cultural
day in school, everybody was showcasing their background and their heritage, prom
was a few weeks away, and I thought why not wear ankara to the prom and display my
culture in style. My friend Jumy also wore [African] print; we both wore ankara print
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to the prom. My friend Jumy and I like African clothes, our parents wear them a lot,
and we grew up around it.

JOKO (name redacted): My mum likes ankara a lot. Every time we go out and to
different parties, she always has a new ankara for a different party. Everyone knows
her as a person that likes to wear ankara. She even wear them to church. I grew up
with it and seeing my mother wear ankara because she always wears them but I do not
like them. I do not wear them.
EHI: JOKO (name redacted), why do you not like them?
JOKO: I do not see the point in wearing them. They are too bright. You stand out a bit
too much. The styles are too long and uncomfortable.

EHI: would you prefer them in shorter styles/

JOKO: Even if the styles are shorter, I will still not like them.

EHI: Why do you think that is?

JOKO: Um, sometimes, I see people wearing them, and it is not too bad. Other times
it looks nasty [not nice]

LEX: My name is (name redacted)::. I was born in Holland and moved down here to
school. My mother sells ankara. She buys ankara from Holland. To be specific, Vlisco in
Helmond. I always go there with her to buy. There was a time she bought so much
ankara, and there was no place for me or my sister to sit in the car. We had to sit on
ankara for the whole journey. I do like ankara. I like it a lot. I wear it to parties and
special occasions.

EHI: Why are you not wearing one today?
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LEX: It is too hot aunty. It is not suitable for today and ankara is expensive to wear
every day. …As I said, I only wear it for special occasions and to parties.

EHI: Diana, your mum sells ankara, and you are not wearing one today. Do you have or
wear Ankara?

DIAN: Yes, I have loads of ankara, and I wear them a lot but I do not wear it all the time
as you can see.
EHI: Why?
DIAN: Ankara is not everyday wear. Well, I do not see it as everyday wear. It is more of
special occasions. Of I wear it sometimes outside special occasions. I have a few as
casual shirts that I wear over normal jeans, and I have some cute ankara skirts, which I
wear with simple T-shirts. It could go with many things if I am honest. But, ankara is
mostly seen as a traditional thing to wear for this like weddings and people mostly wear
them for outings. It’s not every day I wear them. After this radio show, we are going
bowling, so it is not appropriate. I can wear Ankara any time, but I think it is more suited
to wear them to church, African event, wedding and places where other African
gathers.

DEMI: I do not have many ankara. They are very expensive, but I like them. I do not
wear them every day as you can see now. But I do wear them, and think it is nice and I
feel like a proper African girl when I wear them. When I wear them it kind of showing
other people who do not know about my culture, as part of my culture and what I am
about. I also like that fact that you can style and wear them with loads of different
things. You do not have to wear the complete outfit like our mothers. I really do not
like them like a full on, a full outfit; as a complete outfit. You can, and I have a
preference to wear them as Diana said, over jeans.

EHI: please can you expand on why you do not like to ankara as complete outfit…?
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DEMI: To wear ankara as a complete outfit is a bit too much. I am young, that is old
fashion. I would instead wear ankara as a top. Um, with something else and maybe as
a skirt or bangles. Definitely not as a complete outfit.

EHI: When you see older African people wear them, what first comes to your mind?

DEMI: When [Laughs] I see some adults, older people wear them as a complete outfit.
Usually, I only see them at parties. I think they are beautiful. It looks good. Please, not
like in the city centre and every African is wearing it. They would stand out too much.

EHI: What is wrong with standing out? (You draw too much attention to yourself
chipped in Dian)

DIAN: For teenagers, it is not cool to draw too much attention. Wearing the complete
outfit in ankara to the city centre, people will just be looking at you, and you will not
feel comfortable walking through the town centre. I am cool with ankara. I can wear it
as accessories everyday but not as complete outfit except to African event where most
people there are wearing it too.

MIMI: I agree with both DEMI (name redacted) and DIAN (name redacted), personally
I will like to wear more ankara and have more but I think, I would probably modernise
it and wear them over my English clothes and as top or jacket or an English style top
over ankara skirt or trouser.
EHI: You mentioned that your mother has loads, so why do you not have many?
MIMI: My mother doesn’t let me – and I understand.
EHI: and …
MIMI: It is expensive. The good ones are expensive, and you cannot wear them
everywhere. The cheap ones run, and when you do not drive, you do not want to be
get wet when it rains. I would love to have more ankara outfit but in more modern
styles. I would not and do not like the complete outfit too. I like ankara in modern
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styles like peplum. I also like them as tops for jeans, skirts, purse, earrings and
headband.
EHI: Do you have any as bags or shoes or earrings?
MIMI: Yes. I have a few bangles made from ankara fabric. I have actually taken one of
my mum’s ankara bags.
EHI: JOKO (name redacted) you said you would never wear it. Can you imagine
yourself wearing ankara as earrings, beads, bags… (No chipped in Joko).

JOKO: Nope. I cannot imagine myself in them at all.
EHI: What is it about Ankara that you do not like?
JOKO: Everything. Just too many colours in one cloth. The colours are too bright. Well
maybe, I might wear them as accessories but only in black and white colours or one
colour on background. Even orange. Not more than one colour. Not too many colours.

LEX: I like ankara because it is African. It just shows tradition. When I wear it, I show
where I am from. Also, what I am about, and, um, the things that I like. I like my culture.
I have many ankara, and I wear them a lot too but mainly to African parties, church and
weddings. My mum made me an ankara outfit and in a traditional style for my birthday,
and it made me stand outas the celebrant. I liked it. My mother did not force me. In
fact, I asked her to make them for me.
EHI: Any particular colour you like.
LEX: I like bright colours. I love to stand out.
EHI: Let us respond to some text on the chatroom. Is it true that you wear ankara more
as a teenager when you interact a lot with other Africans? DIAN (name redacted) could
you help me with answers…
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DIAN: I think that it is quite true. When you have and are close to your African family
members, you see them more. You like what they wear. My friends are both Africans
and non-Africans. When I am wearing ankara with my African friends, I am very
comfortable. They wear ankara and or their parents wear it. I am not very comfortable
wearing them around my non-African friends. Going out with my non-African friends, I
am more likely to wear English dress; what they wear. I do.

DEMI: I agree with what DIAN (name redacted) said. Like, for those of us that our
parents are both Africans and we interact with African people, you wear and tend to
like it. If your parents do not wear ankara, you would not wear it. If you do not grow
up with ankara, you are not likely to like it. [Yes chipped in others except for JOKO
(name redacted)]

MIMI: For me, I think it is about being surrounded by people wearing ankara. I was
born in America, went to live with my grandparents until I was five then joined my
mother in England. I think I like ankara because of my mother wearing it a lot. I also
have a close relationship with my grandparents who regularly buy and make ankara for
me.

EHI: Any stories or memorable experience you have about ankara and you want to
share?

DIAN: Once I went to a wedding and the family - father, mother, bride and groom all
wore a similar outfit to show they are the celebrants. To identify them from the crowd.
This happens in many African parties.

EHI: Diana. You said you help your mother sell ankara in her shop. Let’s talk about
colours and patterns. Is there any particular pattern or colour that you see and noticed
sell well, or better?
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DIAN: The ‘bell’ and ‘umbrella’ sells well. For weddings, the bell pattern, and umbrella
are the good seller for weddings. The colours depend on what is in or what the
celebrant like. For example, at a woman’s 50th birthday, the woman, her husband and
children may wear the same colour ankara to show they are the celebrants while their
guest wears the same pattern but different colour. If it is a wedding, the groom and
bride may decide to celebrate with their family and ask them to wear similar patterns
but different colours. So, you may go to a wedding and see a hall full of people wearing
the same pattern of ankara in different colours. The order sometimes can be huge.
Sometimes we get about 100 people ordering the same cloth. It is very fascinating to
see that happen…

TEXT
It is too showy. I do not like it when parents insist we [children] wear
ankara.

EHI: Joko (name redacted), Is it the same for you?

JOKO: Yeah, that is one of the reasons. I feel uncomfortable wearing all those types of
clothes in front of your friends. It is not cool. I do not like them […] Most of my friends
are non-Africans.

EHI: So, it is because of your friends.

JOKO: Yes, but it is not just because of my friends. I generally do not just like it - everything about it. (… Your views might change as you get older chipped in DIAN
(name redacted))

JOKO: I am not sure. I do not know. For now, I do not like it at all.

EHI: Why do you say so DIAN (name redacted)?
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DIAN: When I was younger, I had the same views. I did not like ankara at all. We were
in Holland, and it did not help matters. I was mostly around my Dutch grandparents,
and family. I did not get why my mother was forcing me to wear Ankara. Non of my
friends wore ankara. I did not see why I needed to. I am of mix heritage going to an
African party so I get why mother wanted me to wear ankara- - to be proud of her
heritage to embrace both.

EHI: DEMI( name redacted), JOKO (names redacted) is your sister, you live in the same
house, your mum wears loads of ankara, but she does not like ankara like any of you.
Why do you think so?

DEMI: It a personal preference I suppose. My parents are cool with whatever we wear
as far as it is not too exposing. I am not sure why any parents would force their children
to wear ankara. Some young people do not like ankara. But as they grow older, they
may like it because of the modern styles you can styleaAnkara into. ..
…Now, you can make many styles with ankara. I think JOKO (name redacted) will adapt
to it eventually. She is already growing in a home that people like ankara. Time will tell.

EHI: Let take this call please girls. Hello caller, hello?

CALLER: Hello, Good afternoon aunty Ehi.

EHI: Please tell us your name, age and from where you are calling.

CALLER: My name is (name redacted) I am 18years old, and I am calling from
Manchester.

EHI: Thank you for calling and what is your contribution.

CALLER: First, aunty thanks for having a show with young people as guests. I am sure
many young people can relate to all they have been saying. Second, I just want to say
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that Iike many young people I did not like the cloth for a long time but now, I like the
cloth because of experience. A few years ago, and at my sister’s traditional wedding
wearing ankara made to express identity was like unbelievable. The immediate family
to my parents wore a particular colour of ankara; extended family members wore a
different ankara colour; friends to the family wore another colour and the
grandchildren wore a different colour but the same pattern. Nigerian wedding as I am
sure you know is a big do. The colours were beautiful. At the wedding, I met many
people I have never met before - cousins from Canada, America, Germany, Ireland,
Nigeria, everyone who could come. You knew everyone in the same colour as yours, is
family. We just bonded. We chatted about where we live, our schools, and we had fun
together. It was like, - - my father is your father’s first cousin, um, we have the same
grandparents, um, what is your mother to my father […]. So, you could say, the cloth
linked us. Ankara made us identify ourselves easily- bonded us - brought us together.

MIMI: Listening to (name redacted), I can relate to that. At events, I think wearing
ankara is a good way to identify with your family members and differentiate you from
the other guest. I like that (name redacted) who did not know some of her cousins and
people from her family got to meet, bond and know them. The fact that they were
wearing the same colours enabled her to identify with them as family and as
grandchildren from the same grandparents. Good! Good. I like that about ankara.

EHI: To round up, what would say to young people listening?

LEX: I was thinking for young people out there who do not like ankara, please try
making them in English styles; in a non-Nigerian way, non-African styles or mix and
match them with English clothe or as accessories. You might be surprised. You might
get to like it.

DIAN: Nobody should feel uncomfortable in what they wear.
… If you do not like it, fine. …Ankara comes in cool colours now.
… I love it and wear it, to show my identity as an African child and my culture.
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DEMI: On a last note, ankara is our culture. If you do not like it in the form it currently
is, try combining it with other fabrics or make it into modern styles. You may like it.
Please give it a go before you dismiss it. Try different colours. You may come to like like
me.
MIMI: I agree entirely with what the others have said. For me, I have friends from
different backgrounds and of mixed cultural heritage. So I feel quite comfortable
wearing my African clothes because they also wear their saris sometimes. They
embrace their culture, and I, mine. We share and show our cultures to each other. We
respect each other’s culture and way of life.

JOKO: If you like wearing ankara, then please continue to wear them. For me, I do not.
As I said, this may change with time. For now, I do not like it.

LEX: I do not expect everyone to like ankara and it is not a fault not to like it.
…If you like ankara you do. If you do not, you do not.
… However, it will be good if we Africans like and use things from our culture and
appreciate our own things. I like ankara because it is African. It just show tradition.
When I wear it, I express my identity. I like my culture. I have many ankara, and I love
to wear them to church and African parties and weddings.
For young people who do not like ankara, please try them.

EHI: Thanks LEX (name redacted) for a beautiful close up to the show. On that note,
until next week when you continue to let me into your week with Ankara, THANK YOU
for your contributions. It has been interesting reading your text and listening to your
stories. Do not forget to send us photos of some of your styles on how to rock new
trends of Ankara to 19jaradio Facebook. Alternatively, you can post it on ‘Ankara-indiaspora’ page.Help like our page if you enjoy this show. I will also appreciate your
comment in the comment box provided. Untill next week, when I will be here again to
hear about your stories and experiences with Ankara. Stay blessed and have a happy
weekend.
Make Una enjoy the weekend with bobo awelo on 19jaradio.com
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